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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

In response to a widespread demand on the part of many of the 

citizens of Rochester for an official investigation of the high cost of milk, 
and the recognition by the city officials that the cost of milk had greatly 

increased in recent months, the Common Council of the City of Roch- 
ester planned to conduct a milk survey in accordance with the following 

resolution: 

City Clerk’s Office, 

City Hall, 

Rochester, N. Y., July 10, 1919. 
To Whom It May Concern: i 

I Hereby Certify, That at a session of the Common Council of the City of 

Rochester, held in the City Hall on Tuesday, April 22, 1919, an ordinance was 

adopted, of which the following is a true copy; and that at the time said ordinance 

was adopted the Common Council of said City consisted of twenty-four members. 

By Ap. Hart— 

Be it ordained by the Common Council of the City of Rochester as follows: 

Section 1. The Committee on Public Safety of the Common Council, is hereby 

authorized and directed to investigate and inquire into the distribution of milk used 

in the City of Rochester and the sanitary conditions surrounding the same and the 

cost thereof; and as to the expediency of the purchase and distribution by the city 

of all milk used in the city; and as to the expediency and expense of any other 

method designed to secure the control by the city of the distribution of milk; and 

into the production of milk used in the City of Rochester and the sanitary conditions 

surrounding the same and the cost thereof; and as to the expediency and expense 

of the production by the city on municipally owned farms of all milk used in the 

city; and to report to the Common Council the result of its investigation with such 

recommendations concerning the same as it deems proper. 

Sec. 2. The employment of one or more experts to assist said Committee in its 

investigation is hereby authorized, such employment to be without competition, at 

a compensation to be fixed by the Board of Estimate and Apportionment, and it is 

hereby declared to be impracticable to procure the services of such experts by com- 

petitive contract. 

Sec. 3. This ordinance shall take effect immediately. 

Adopted by the following vote: 

Ayes—Aldermen Cauley, Ward, Hart, Somers, Friedler, Rosenberg, Messinger, 

Kane, Steelsmith, Carroll, Chilson, Cook, Russell, O’Neil, Bareham, Stahley, Rap- 

pleye, Morgan, Hoffman, DePotter, Dentinger, Hannahs, Ruppel—23. 

Nays—None. 

And I further certify that said ordinance was submitted to His Honor, the 

Mayor of said City of Rochester, by whom the same was approved. 

Attest: JOSEPH A CRANE; 
City Clerk. 

The present director of this survey was employed by the City of 

Rochester to organize and conduct a milk survey, beginning on July 

Sth, 1919: 
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A SURVEY OF MILK SURVEYS 

In order that the proposed survey might be planned in a manner 
that would insure results of the most practical value to the city, con- 
sideration was first given to the work performed in previous milk sur- 
veys. All of these include plans of organization, subjects of study, and 
recommendations which are contributions to the plans for the Rochester 
Survey and a brief consideration of them will form the best possible 
introduction to the present Rochester Survey. 

The list of these surveys is as follows: 

Date Place Aus pices Directed by 
1911-12 Rochester, N. Y. Private Dr. John R. Williams 
1915 Detroit, Mich. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture C. E. Clement and 

G. P. Warber 
1916-17 New York State New York State Senate Senator Wicks 

and Assembly 
1917 Berkeley, Cal. University of California Elwood Mead 
1917 New York City Mavor’s Committee on Dr. Charles E. North, 

Milk Chairman 
1917 New England Boston Chamber of R. W. Bird, Chairman 

Commerce Dr. A. G. Gilbert, Secretary 
1917 Pennsylvania, Governors’ Tri-State Dr. Clyde L. King, 

Maryland, Commission Chairman 
Delaware 

1917 Canada Food Controller P. B. Tustin, Chairman 
1919 New York State Council of Farms and W. A. Dana, Chairman 

Markets 
1919 Spokane, Wash. Chamber of Commerce J. K. McCormack, Chairman 
1919 Winnipeg, Man. City Council R. D. Hughes 
1919 New York City Private I. G. Jennings 
1919 New York State Governor’s Commissionon Martin H. Glynn and 

High Cost of Living John H. Finley 
1919 New York State New York State Recon- Thomas V. Patterson, 

struction Commission Chairman 
(Committee on Food Pro- Herschel H. Jones, 
duction and Distribution) Secretary 

1911-12, Rochester, N. Y. (“The Economic Problems of Milk Dis- 
tribution in their Relation to the Public Health,” by Dr. John R. 
Williams. Transactions of the Fifteenth International Congress on 
Hygiene and Demography, Washington, D. C., 1912.) 

The studies in this survey were confined strictly to the City of 
Rochester, and were conducted entirely under the auspices of Dr. John 

R. Williams, of Rochester, at his own private expense. The time con- 

sumed in the investigation was over one year and a half, and a number 

of investigators were employed by Dr. Williams. Not only because this 

survey deals particularly with the City of Rochester, which is the sub- 

ject of the main survey in our own report, but also because it was the 

first and by far the most comprehensive survey yet made of the cost of 
milk distribution and the unnecessary expenses connected with the same, 
it is desirable to consider the material in this report in some detail. It 
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will also be interesting to compare the conditions prevailing in 1911 with 
the conditions prevailing in 1919. 

The first branch of Dr. Williams’ study in Rochester consisted of a 
house to house canvass in 15 sections of the city, each containing from 
100 to 700 homes. In all about 5,000, or about one-tenth of the homes 
in the city were visited. The results of this investigation are given in the 
table below: ; 
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Attention is called to the fact that the proportion of children under 

5 years of age is greater among the poor than among the well-to-do, and 

that the use of store milk and condensed milk is confined largely to the 
laboring classes, which, it is suggested, is due to lack of refrigerators or 

Ce: 

The most interesting part of this table shows the large number of 

milkmen going into each district. In section No. 4, 273 homes are sup- 

plied by 27 distributers travelling more than 25 miles, whereas one dealer 

could render the same service travelling not more than 2.6 miles. In 

section No. 8 are 57 distributers travelling over 30 miles supplying 363 
homes, which could be served by one distributer travelling 1.7 miles. The 

report points out the great wastefulness of the present system of distribu- 

tion, due to duplication. 

Another important branch of this investigation consisted of a study 

of the cost of distribution. Information was secured from 173 dis- 

tributers. Almost all, excepting half a dozen, had no accounting system, 

and approximate costs were arrived at by enquiry into the businesses. 

The results of this enquiry are shown in the following table: 
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TABLE No. 2 

TABLE SHOWING THE TOTAL ACCOUNTING OF MILK DISTRIBUTERS 
IN ROCHESTER, GROUPED ACCORDING TO THE 

VOLUME OF BUSINESS DONE 

Distributers selling daily— 

= 
aye . ; 

Schedules. caine ee 28 oT 
SS Aa | eve @ 5 
oom — oOo ico) = ee) 
& 2 os at 
20 aS ES Ss s on Se) © 
Zi allio: a 

Distributerssanuimber amet tee | - 25] 101 44 3 173 

Malleairetailnquants sere wetrcas alee | 2,887| 21,368} 17,180 8,900} 50,335 
Milk; wholesale, quantsiaas.4':/. son): | me 2,411 3,415 6,000} 11,9477 

Motalvmuilkjsold; quattss., me sase 3,016] 23,799; 20,599} 14,900} 62,314 

Men employed, number .............. 29 133 99 95 356 
Horses employed, number ........... 34 160 101 65 360 
Wagons employed, number .......... 26| 137 92 50 305 
Wength of route, miles see eet. | 199| 1,053 616 641 2,509 
@ustomers! mumber= sce eee. eon eee aS O15 9,490] 9,800] 35,090 

Value milk-room equipment.......... | $2,407] $17,295} $16,750] $38,450) $76,902 
Value horses and wagons............ | 915} 45,105} 28,495} 25,035} 107,450 
Maliterrealestater cen celeste went | oH ha : 7 96,700| 96,700 

Motal tinvestmenti sn ane: | $11,222] $62,400] $44,245] $160,185] $278,052 

Interest, depreciation on investment. .| $6.17} $ 34.17| $ 25.16] $ 45.15|$ 110.65 
Costzoh coalgandmices ne se eee | ,008.92|., 42.25 39.03 17.20| 107.40 
Milk shrinkage, waste, etc. .......... 024.35 36.59 28.55 14.55 84.04 
Maintenance horse and wagon........ 25.30} 152.50} 101.00} _ 100.00} 378.80 
Dailyawaces abot acm aceite erie 5.60 48.95 74.20| 193.06} 32181 
Costuor bottlesie ces. aces eee | 7.38 77.36 74.89 21.00] 180.63 

Totalacost distributionee .c-.)-es .0$57.72| $392.82] $342.83] $390.98]$1,184.35 
Amount) paid producer sees ee 128.71} 999.55] 880.44) 886.40} 2,895.10 

Total “cost to distributer... ...%.. $186.43|$1,392.37|$1,223.27|$1,277.38|$4,079.45 

Milltreceipts. retail mc. eee | $213.311$1,535.05 $1,254.67| $628.00|$3,685.03 
Milk receipts, wholesale .........-++- | 1.00] 138.26} 195.87] 314.50] 548.63 
Greampreceiptsy sense Ree eee oe aoe pera 67.51| 241.50 

fotal: receipts as queer ee | $220.06|$1,734.15|$1,556.74|$1,366.01|$4,876.96 

Labor profit 
Labor loss 

eee eee ee eee eee sc oe eee ee oe 

eeccee cer ceo eo eee eee we ee ooo ow 

$37.59| $341.78) $333.47| $78.58} $791.42 
3.96 ale Me ue 56 
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The report points out that the above tabulation indicates that most 

of the milk distributers make only a very meagre living, in many cases 

the income being much less than that of laborers and unskilled mechanics. 

The third branch of this investigation consisted in a most unique 

experiment to determine the cost of distribution under a single service 

system. It was assumed that an ideal delivery system would consist of 

one truck and a crew of men supplying one. section of the city. Accord- 

ingly, an electric truck was furnished by an electric vehicle company 

having a capacity of 1,000 pounds. In place of milk, several pigs of lead 

which equalled in weight a load of milk were carried. Besides a driver 

there were two clerks supplied with apparatus for accurately measuring 

distance and time. There were two men who carried fictitious bottles of 

milk from the truck into the homes. Each was equipped with a steel 

basket similar to that used by milkmen containing 2 quarts and 3 pint milk 

bottles filled with water. Literature relating to the pure milk movement 

was deposited in the milk boxes of each house in place of milk, and 

notations made regarding conditions at the house which would equal in 

time the labor performed by the present milk peddlers. Each stop made 

by the truck was timed with a stop watch, and/recorded. The distance 

travelled was measured by an odometer, and confirmed by map measure- 

ments. Each operation by the delivery men was measured and recorded 

upward of 200 times. Previous to the experiment a number of ordinary 
milkmen were timed without their knowledge to secure an average of the 

time occupied by them in going from the wagon to the house and return 

to it again. This experiment in milk delivery was conducted in the well- 

to-do district and again in one of the crowded sections of a poor district. 

The results of this experiment are recorded in the table on next page. 
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TABLE No. 3 

TABLE—EXPERIMENT IN MILK DISTRIBUTION 

Streets. 

L Barrington, 
pee Dartmouth, 
atherine, Wiectnine 

Tee ster Road. 
orris, etc. Rutgers. 

Families living in single houses, number................ 248 248 
Families living in double houses, number.......... esos 202 52 
Families living in apartments, number.................. 154 23 

Total families visited in section, number............ a 604| 359 

Houses: having milk boxes) mumber eaves css oleleet ol 11 297 
Houses having no milk boxes, number.................. 593 52 
Average amount milk used daily in homes, quarts........ 1.3} 3 
Total amount milk used daily in section, quarts.........: 785 1,077 
Total length streets in section, miles................2.. 1.6 Za5 
Distance travelled by truck in section, miles............. 7, 2.4 
Distance travelled by present peddlers in supplying sec- | 

Lio ra ermigll Si Ray UGS a Nae rat ery alate cot mein PeceeRe aot 30 38 
Stopsimadetbyttruckanumbener ate cee ee 78 67 

Average time required to go from truck to each two] H. m. s.| H. m. s. 
houses, leave milk, and return to truck............ | 46| 62 

Motalitimeofiexpenimenticwne Hecate eee Lie een eA OI yes (0) 0) 
otal timestruckiwaswitmMotlony ene tare: saan e eyo | 34 45) ANi2 
“otal tameytruckawasistandine Stillen yee wees rele cteene Wallen WEP Sy its his oe Ike) UG) 

In the first, or well-to-do section, the truck travelled 2.4 miles to 

supply milk which the regular milkmen were supplying in this territory 

by driving 38 miles. In the poorer section, the experimental truck trav- 

elled 1.7 miles to make deliveries which were being made by the local 

milkmen with a travel of 30 miles for the same work. 

In the well-to-do district where families used an average of 3 quarts 

each it was estimated that 1,077 quarts of milk could have been distributed 
in 2 hours, while in the poorer district where the families used 1.3 quarts, 

it was estimated that in 2 hours the experimental truck could deliver 

785 quarts. These figures represent the work of men physically untrained 

for active work. 

As a result of the experiment, the author concluded that 1 truck 

drawn by 2 horses and manned by 3 men could deliver an average of 

3,200 quarts of milk in 1 working day. As an example of the economy 

under this ideal system compared with the waste under the old system, 

the author quotes a number of instances in various districts of the city, 

among which is the following: 
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TABLE No. 4. 

UNDER PRESENT SYSTEM UNDER MODEL SYSTEM 

29 men at $1.16 per day.......... $335.03) || 4d) men atid2-50) per day... os... $7.50 

34 horses and 26 wagons, mainten- 4 horses, daily maintenance...... 5.00 

ATIC EMA Re oie erate RRs tee LINC 26.000) #1) truckeimaintenancel 2 .00.).. +. +. 25 
1 motor truck, part of day....... 2.00 
Superintendence ..............--- 6.00 

BIRO tallpee teh a crey ssl Senleys ous soe ucuorene's $59.63 AO tall Wh enters esautiaie citnleter steers $20.75 

After quoting several other instances, the author compares the pres- 

ent cost of distribution for the entire city of Rochester with the proposed 

cost of distribution under a model system of distribution: 

TABLE No. 5 

UNDER PRESENT SYSTEM 3 UNDER MODEL SYSTEM 

356 men,,and in many cases their fam- | 90 men. 
ilies. 50 horses. 

380 horses. 25 horse-drawn trucks. 
305 wagons. 300 miles travel. 
2,509-++ miles travel. $75,000 equipment for sanitary plant. 
$76,600 invested in milk-room equip- | $30,750 equipment of horses and trucks. 

ments. $600 estimated daily cost of distribution. 
$108,000 invested in horses and wagons. | $220,000 estimated yearly cost of distri- 
$2,000 present daily cost of distribution. bution. 
$720,000 yearly cost of distribution. 

and comes to the following conclusions: 

“There is little question that if the milk supply of Rochester were to be dis- 

tributed by one agency properly organized and equipped, a saving to consumers of 

at least $500,000 yearly could be effected.” 

In order to bring more vividly before the minds of the readers the 

enormous waste of the competitive system of distribution, the author ap- 

pends a series of illustrations showing the number of milk wagons at 

present engaged in distribution in the several districts of the city, and 

makes the following suggestion: 

“The City of Rochester owns its water works, collects its own ashes, operates 

an incinerating plant for the sorting and disposal of garbage and controls the col- 

lection of its garbage. All of these activities bear an important relation to the 

public health, but none the less does milk. Why, therefore, should not cities con- 

trol their own milk supplies to the end that the people may have pure, wholesome 

milk at the same minimum cost?” 

One example of these illustrations is given on the opposite page: 
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TABLE No. 6 
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,1915, Detroit, Mich. (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 

No. 639. “The Market Milk Business of Detroit, Mich., in 1915,” by 
Cob Clement andi@: P!Warbor,) 

The data was collected during the months of September and 

' October, 1915. 

The methods of enquiry consisted of an examination of the dealers’ 
books and an inspection of the business. 

The subjects covered included: Statistics of the supply, cost of col- 

lection in the country, cost of handling in country stations, investment in 

the country, freight, investment in city plants, investment in delivery 

equipment, average daily sales, cost of handling in city plants, cost of 

delivery labor, cost of delivery expense, loss on surplus. 

This report is most interesting because of numerous tables showing 

the different costs. It points out that previous to the adoption by the 
City of Detroit of a milk pasteurizing ordinance there were 158 retail 
dealers, and three months after passing of the ordinance there were only 
68 plants in which milk was prepared for distribution. 

The chief recommendations are that country plants be standardized 

in building and equipment, and that there is economy in the sale of milk 

from city stores. 

1916-1917, New York State. (New York State Assembly Commit- 

tee; Senator Chas. W. Wicks, Chairman. ) 

This survey occupied a period of about six months under an appro- 

priation of $25,000. 
Methods of enquiry included: Public hearings, at which witnesses 

were examined representing dealers, producers, and consumers; exam- 

ination of dealers’ books by expert cost accountants, and of producers’ 
accounts. 

Subjects covered included especially the milk supply of New York 

City; the statistics of the supply; investment in the country; freight; 
investment in city plants; investment in delivery; average daily sales; cost 
of handling, labor; cost of delivery, other expenses; loss on surplus; and 
also a study of dairy farm costs, including cost of labor, cost of feed, 
other farm expense; and prices charged consumers. 

Figures were obtained from all of the larger milk companies in New 
York City, and from many dairy farms. The report shows that the in- 
crease in cow population in New York State has failed to keep pace 
with the increase in human population. 

The Committee concludes that: 

“During a period of several years the dairy farmer, laboring industriously and 
thriftily as he might, was not able to secure such reasonable price from the sale of 
dairy products in this State as to earn a fair labor and invested capital return. 
The Committee is constrained to believe that the average dairyman is as thrifty and 
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efficient in his chosen pursuit as the average man in other walks of life. We doubt 

if there is any group of men in any corresponding industry so well informed as to 

their craft, so keenly interested in its progress, and so eager for success as the 

dairy farmers of the State of New York.” 

The Committee’s investigations included dairy farms producing milk 

for the City of Rochester, and milk companies distributing milk in the 
City of Rochester. 

The conclusions of this Committee regarding distribution are ex- 

pressed as follows: 

“UNNECESSARY (€COSTSVOR, DISTRIBUTION’: 

“This business is conducted on an extremely competitive basis. * * * A 

_large part of the cost arises from the bitter competition existing in the distribution 

of the product * * * An army.of solicitors and sales agents are main- 

tained *  * * Overhead charges attributable to this work amount to an 

alarming sum * * * ~ It is customary to refer to the fact that four or six 

or ten milk wagons and milk drivers visit the same block * * * but this 

ignores the really greater expense of the silent army of-retainers * * * Not 

only do we find in single blocks these wagons and horses, but on the same block 

six solicitors; six route superintendents; six staffs of clerks and bookkeepers. The 

distribution of milk is a public service which, to be put upon an economic basis, 

requires public regulation to the end that all unnecessary services even of a com- 

petitive kind may be eliminated.” 

“DISTRIBUTION OF MILK.SHOULD BE A REGULATED PUBLIC 

SERVICE? 

“Tt is safe to assert that the consumers in the City of New York pay several 

millions of dollars annually for the privilege of having all the numerous purveyors 

of this necessity of life engage in attempts to serve him * * * A milk supply 

is as much a daily necessity and even more so than gas or electricity.” 

“It certainly seems as if the dairymen of this State and the distributers with 

their invested capital, and the consumer, should co-operate to the end that these 

unnecessary competitive wastes be eliminated and the dairymen’s milk brought to 

the consumer at the lowest possible expense.” 

“The investigations of the Committee lead to the conclusions that under the 

present competitive system it takes almost as many men to bring the dairymen’s 

milk to the consumer as there are dairymen engaged in the production of milk with 

all their employees. This is the result of the purely competitive basis upon which 

the business is handled. Three or four milk stations are being maintained with a 

separate force of employees to collect or receive the dairymen’s milk at many points 

where one well equipped station with a competent force could do all the collecting 

at one-fifth the present expense. This unnecessary duplication of service follows 

with all its attendant overhead and capital investment from the country milk station 

until the bottle of milk is finally deposited at the consumer’s door. A large part of 

this, in the judgment of this Committee, could and should be eliminated. * * * 

The only solution possible is to limit and leave only those in the field which the 

service actually requires. This is just as obvious in the case of milk as it is in gas 

or any other daily necessity supplied in small quantity to the consumer. 

“It is believed by the Committce that a State Department * * * should be 

created to provide ways and means * * * to consolidate this service, not only 
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in New York, but in every city of the State, to the end that the expense thereof be 
reduced to a minimum * * * The dairymen of the State, ignoring and dis- 

regarding the law has so organized as to protect his own interests * * * Those 

who contend that these matters had best be regulated by the law of supply and 

- demand pay no heed to the evident situation that the law of supply and demand 
has absolutely ceased to operate. i 

SAN BOS, IOUS ANUS IE 

“There is no milk trust controlling the purchase and sale of market milk in the 

City of Buffalo. There is none in Rochester; there is none in Syracuse; there is 

none in Utica; there is none in Albany; nor in any city between Albany and New 

York, nor in any town or village of the State. There is no milk trust controlling 

the purchase and sale of milk in the City of New York. Instead there is sharp and’ 

bitter competition, so far as the records of this Committee discloses, in each and 

every one of the places. There are four stations in many places where one could 

collect the milk. There are four outfits of station managers and employees in 

many places where one could do the work. Every intelligent person who has ever 

discussed the question concedes that there are four horses and wagons, four or five 

or six groups of solicitors; four or five or six separate organizations and overhead 

charges duplicating work that one of each could well perform. 

“There is too much capital already invested in the business * * * Here, then 

is the waste and the loss * * * Instead of introducing more expensive com- 

petitors in the field to waste more money of the consumer, the State should endeavor 

by judicious legislation, to permit the elimination of all unnecessary investments 

both of labor and capital and effectively control the business operations of the 

remainder.” 

1917, Berkeley, Cal. (University of California, College of Agricul- 

ture, Circular No. 175. “Progress Report on the Production and Dis- 

tribution of Milk,” by Elwood Mead.) 

The information in this survey was obtained during the months of 

June and July, 1917. 

The methods of enquiry consisted in the mailing of questionnaires 

to producers and dealers, and an inspection of the dealers’ milk factories 

and of dairy farms. 

The subjects of enquiry included: Statistics of the supply (of the 
cities of San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda, and Richmond) ; 
average daily sales; losses on surplus; dairy farm costs; cost of labor, 
feed, other farm expense; prices paid to farmer; pricés charged con- 
sumers. 

The conclusions of this survey are: 

“(1) The distributers service at present is badly organized, and there is in 
many Cases a serious waste of labor and money which ought to be corrected; 

(2) Duplication of pasteurizing plants in a needless addition to distribution 
costs.” 

Under recommendation the report states: 
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“(1) What is needed is comprehensive and expert public oversight that will 

study the needs of a city as a whole and co-ordinate the work of producers and 

distributers so as to eliminate inefficiency and waste, and insure prices based on 

the value of the services rendered; 

(2) What is needed in San Francisco Bay cities is the creation of some expert 

authority to study whether the present location of our dairying districts makes 

possible the provision of a milk supply as cheaply as it could be furnished from 

some other district or districts where land is cheaper even if farther removed. 

(3) The economies of distribution should be studied, not to determine in what 

direction the distributers have failed, but what could be saved by a carefully planned 

distributing system which would eliminate duplication of routes, needless pasteur- 

izing plants, and overhead charges.” 

1917, New York City. (Report of Mayor’s Committee on Milk; 

Dr. Charles E. North, Chairman.) 

Methods of enquiry included: Public hearings of dealers, producers. 
consumers; examination of dealers’ books by expert cost accountants ; 

examination of dairy farm costs by cost accountants; questionnaires fo 

dealers, producers and consumers; field work by farm inspectors on farm 

costs; by city inspectors in house to house canvass. 

Subjects of enquiry included: Statistics of New York City anil? 

cost of freight; dairy farm costs, including the cost of labor, cost of feed, 

other farm expenses; country hauling; prices received by the farmer; 

milk dealers’ costs, including investment in the country; investment in 

the city; average daily sales; cost of handling, labor; cost of handling, 

other expenses; cost of delivery, labor; cost of delivery, other expenses; 

loss on surplus. 

The house to house canvass covered 2,200 homes by 250 investiga- 

tors, including a population of 12,439 people, showing the milk consumed 

by children of different ages and by adults. 

This stirvey included studies of the cost of production on dairy 

farms in all the states shipping milk to New York City, and on the city 

end of the line a careful study of the cost of distribution of milk in quart 
bottles from retail wagons, of the sale of bottled milk from grocery stores 

and milk stores, and the sale of wholesale milk in cans. The investigation 

gave much consideration to the food value of milk and received the testi- 

mony of the leading authorities on this subject. The conclusions of this 

survey were: 

“1. Milk is the most valuable and the cheapest of human foods even at present 

prices. 

2. For drinking purposes New York City now uses only about 700,000 quarts 

daily. The city should use about 2,000,000 quarts daily for drinking in an ideal diet. 

3. The cost of milk production at present prices is 7 cents per quart and the 

prices asked by the Dairymen’s League are justified. 

4. The cost of distribution as shown by the dealers’ accounts is justified and 
not large enough to prevent business losses. 
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5. The cost of production can be reduced by 

(a) eliminating low-producing cows. 

(b) collective hauling of milk. 

(c) collective buying of grain. 

_ 6. The cost of distribution can be reduced by abolishing competition and 

duplication through centralizing the distributing system into a single company or 

public service corporation.” 

1917, New England. (Boston Chamber of Commerce. “The Milk 

Question in New England,” R. W. Bird, Chairman; Dr. A. C. Gilbert, 

Secretary. ) 
The methods of enquiry included an audit of the dealers’ tonte by 

expert cost accountants, and the examination of dairy farm costs by farm 

inspectors. 

- The subject of enquiry included: Freight, the cost of handling, the 

cost of labor, and factory cost, loss on surplus, and dairy farm costs, in- 

cluding labor, feed, other farm expense; country hauling, and a statement 

of prices received by the dairy farmer. 
The Committee’s recommendations include: 

“J. That the farmers through their association or community groups establish 

their own delivery system from the farms to the railroad shipping station, and 

wherever possible own their own receiving stations at the railroad. 

2. The question of surplus (milk) is one of the most aggravating causes for 

the high price of milk to the consumer. The farmer should study this condition 

carefully and endeavor to bring his cows to a producing state in a more uniform 

manner than at the present time, because if he does not the loss due to surplus 

must ultimately be borne by those who produce it and not by the consumers as at 

present.” 

The recommendations to milk dealers include among the others: 

“That early morning deliveries be discontinued and that all deliveries be made 

by daylight; 
That all bottles be charged for, and credited when returned; 

The use of a standard blank bottle.” 

The Committee confesses its inability to express an opinion on the 

subject of co-operative or centralized milk delivery. 
1917, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware. (Report of the Governor’s 

Tri-State Commission; Bulletin No. 287; Pennsylvania State Department 

of Agriculture, Dr. Clyde L. King, Chairman.) 

Methods of enquiry included: Public hearings, at which appeared 

witnesses representing dealers, and consumers; questionnaires addressed 

to dealers and producers. 

The subjects covered included: Statistics of the milk supply of 

Philadelphia, Pa., Wilmington, Del., and Baltimore, Md.; the cost of 

handling at country milk stations; freight: delivery charges, labor; de- 
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livery charges, expenses; and the cost of milk production on dairy farms, 
including labor, feed, other expenses; and country hauling. 

The report gives consideration to the food value of milk and the sani- 
tary character of milk, and also to the surplus problem. It includes many 
tables and diagrams of great interest to students of this subject. Among 
the most important conclusions and recommendations are the following: 

“On costs of production, the Committee recommends: 

(1) Keeping only high producing cows; 

(2) Co-operative methods of hauling milk.” 

Under distribution the chief recommendations are that: 
“Milk distributive plants be hereafter regarded as quasi public businesses, and 

subject to governmental regulation; 

The cost per quart for pasteurizing milk, including the investment for plant 

and operating costs, decreases with increase in the size of the plant and in the 
amount of milk handled. 

There are economies in route service certainly up to the point as heavy as one - 

vehicle can serve. Herein lies the greatest economy in large scale service. 

There is much saving in overhead charges. 

The public is interested in:the milk distribution business as a public utility not 

only because of the.economies in large scale distribution, but also because competi- 

tion, as in railways and other public utilities, is ruinous if real, and worthless as a 

price protector to farmer and consumer if unreal. 

The price of milk is as vital, certainly, as the charges for common carriers, or 

for electricity, or gas, or street railways. 

The sanitary safety of milk is certainly as vital as, if not more vital than, the 

sanitary safety of water. 

The price for milk depends largely upon the economies in production and milk 

distribution. Milk is a food that is absolutely requisite for babies and growing 

children. 

We have given careful consideration to the alternatives to recognizing the 

milk business as a quasi public business. Among these alternatives are: 

(1) Public ownership of pasteurizing plants in order to give equality of eco- 

nomic opportunity to the small dealers; 

(2) Co-operative retail delivery by dairymen; _ 

(3) Public ownership of the milk distributing plants; and 

(4) Farmers’ stations within the city for co-operative wholesale milk delivery.” 

The subject is summarized by the statement that : 

“The Commission recommends that the milk distribution business be regarded 

as a public utility.” 

1917, Canada. (Report of the Milk Committee Appointed by the 

Food Controller for Canada to Investigate Milk Supplies for Urban 

Municipalities; Ottawa; November 24, 1917. P. B. Tustin, Chairman.) 

Methods of enquiry included public hearings of witnesses represent- 

ing dealers and producers, and questionnaires addressed to dealers and 

producers. 

The preliminary statement by the Food Controller says: 
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“Although any action taken by the Food Controller must necessarily be limited 

to the period of the War Measures Act, the Committee’s recommendations have in 

view more than temporary relief from the excessive spread between the prices paid 

to the producer and the prices charged to the consumer. The report is being given 

widespread circulation in the hope that thereby a permanent solution may be found 

‘of the problem of reducing the high cost of distributing milk.” 

The subjects of enquiry included: The cost of milk production, 

farm labor, cow feed, and other expenses; the use of milk in by-products ; 

the food value of milk; the spread in various cities; bottle losses, and 

possible savings. 

The report also contains a statement of the experience of the City 

’ of Regina, Sask., in consolidating the milk business. 

The conclusions and recommendations of this report are, in brief, as 

follows: 

“(1) That the price of miik paid to producers generally has not been found to 

be exorbitant, taking into consideration all existing circumstances; 

(2) It has been proved successfully that milk and all its products, including 

skim milk, are the cheapest forms of animal foods on the market today, and that 

the price of milk has not increased to the same extent as have the prices of other 

food. 
(3) The producer received for his milk delivered at the city dairy an average 

price of from 6c to 8c per quart, while the retail consumer is paying from 10c to 

13c per quart. This difference, commonly called “the distributers’ spread,” varies, 

according to the evidence submitted, from 2.75c to 6.50c per quart. 

(4) That this excessive “spread” or difference between the producers’ price 

and the consumers’ price is caused chiefly by the excessive number of distributers, 

and that it varies in about the same ratio as the number of distributers. 

(5) In Ottawa, where one dairy handles about 75% of the milk, the spread 

is only 3.25c per quart, while in Toronto where there are about 90 distributers it 

1S /5:259€-7 

The report estimates possible savings as follows: 
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and on this basis an annual saving of over $1, 500,000. OY could be effected 

in city distribution in Canada. 
The second chapter of the report contains recommendations for the 

reorganization and unification of the business of milk distribution. The 
principal recommendations are as follows: 

“(1) We recommend that the distributers’ “spread”, or the difference between 

the price paid for milk delivered at the city dairy and the price charged to the 

consumer, be fixed on a basis of reasonable costs of distribution as shown by the 

evidence submitted.” 
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Following the suggestion that the Dominion be divided into zones, 

the report states: 

“We recommend that based upon present conditions the following maximum 

spreads be fixed, and made effective December 1, 1917, subject to reduction when 

conditions warrant: 

British Columbiagay.c-cieee eee oor eee Ree 5.25¢ per quart 
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In Ottawa, a city of 100,000 population, 75% of the business was shown to be 

in the hands of one distributing firm, which operates on a spread of 3.25c per quart. 

This illustrates the advantages to be obtained by the single unit delivery system. 

*  * The manager of the firm ‘stated that under a single delivery system, he 

could reduce the “spread” to 3c. 

We recommend that where the Provincial Committee decides that economic 

waste could be eliminated or reduced by reorganization, such reorganization should 

be carried out by three competent men as local commissioners, selected by and 

coming under the approval of the proper authorities; one representing producers; 

one representing distributers; one representing consumers. The local commission 

thus constituted should proceed to reorganize and consolidate the milk business.” 

The following plan is suggested for the reorganization and consolidation: 

“1. The most efficient plants and equipment should be selected; 

2. The property comprised in the consolidation should be appraised by two 

valuators, one appointed by the Food Controller, and one appointed by the owner. 

The results of such proposed reorganization would be: 

(1) A reduction in price to consumers; 

(2) One management, one bookkeeping system, reduction in overhead charges, 

release of a large number of men; 

(3) Saving in charges for supplies in large quantities, including producers’ 

supplies ; 

(4) More sanitary quality of milk; 

(5) A great saving in heavy expenditures for the prevention of the spread of 

tuberculosis resulting from the absolute prohibition of the sale of milk from cows 

that have not been tested and found free from tuberculosis, unless it was safe- 

guarded by pasteurization ; 

(6) Infant mortality would be reduced; 

(7) Typhoid and other preventable diseases would be reduced; 

(8) Inspection and control of the milk supply by municipal authorities greatly 

facilitated.” 

1919, New York State. (Report submitted to the Legislature of 

New York State at Albany, April 18, 1919, under the title: “Preliminary 

Report of the Council of Farms and Markets of its Investigation of the 
Cost of Production and Distribution of Milk in New York State.” W. A. 

Dana, Chairman. ) 

Methods of enquiry included: Public hearings of witnesses repre- 

senting producers and dealers; examination of dealers’ books by cost 
accountants; questionnaires addressed to producers and dealers. 
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The subjects of enquiry included: A study of the milk supply of the 

cities of Glens Falls, Syracuse, Utica, Binghamton, Poughkeepsie, 

Middleton, Watertown, Albany, Olean, Batavia, Lockwood and James- 

town, N. Y. In some cities complete information was obtained. In other 

cities, partial information. 

‘Complete records and costs of milk production were secured from 

thirty representative agricultural regions surrounding Syracuse, Canton, 

Middletown, Binghamton, Watertown, Utica, Poughkeepsie; including 

cost of feed, labor, and other dairy costs. 

Statistics of the cost of distribution from 26 distributers in Utica, 

Syracuse, Binghamton, Batavia, Lockport, Watertown, Middletown, 

Jamestown, Poughkeepsie, were obtained, including the cost of operating 
milk plants and milk delivery systems. 

The conclusions and recommendations of this report, briefly, are 
as follows: 

“(1) The Council is firmly of the opinion * * * that the producers gen- 

erally have not been making any large profits; 

(2) That in nearly every city there are too many dealers and that there is a 

large duplication of routes, several wagons serving customers in the same block; 

(3) The problem of surplus has also been an acute one; 

(4) That the overhead on account of an expensive plant and a large amount 

of capital is so great that no company, even though handling practically all of the 

milk of the city, could show a large profit with such an overhead; 

(5) That the entire system of distribution in the up-State cities should in some 

way be made more efficient. 

(6) It has been advised that * * * the cost,of distribution in Philadelphia 

has been reduced to approximately 4.5c; 

(7) That in the City of Ottawa it has been reduced to about 3.5c; 

(8) The evidence indicates that the spread of about 5c per quart between the 

cost of milk at the city distributing plant and the prices received for retail milk 

would cover the cost of bottling and distribution in these cities under present con- 

ditions. 

1919, Spokane, Wash. (Report presented to the President of the 

Chamber of Commerce by a special Committee called “The Milk Com- 

mittee appointed by the Chamber of Commerce,” dated April 25, 1919.) _ 

Methods of enquiry included: Questionnaires addressed to pro- 

ducers and dealers; field work, including inspections of the producers’ 

and dealers’ businesses. 

Subjects of enquiry included: Statistics of the supply of Spokane; 

losses on surplus milk; per capita consumption; food value of milk; milk 

prices compared with other food; and the cost of production and of 
distribution. 

The conclusions and recommendations include the following: 
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“We conclude ‘that the producers as a class are losing money in their dairy 

activities at the present time * * * that they have not as a class been making 

an adequate return for the investment, risk, and work necessary to produce milk, 

and that they are entitled to a better price than they are now receiving if production 

and the dairy industry are properly encouraged; 

That we find many of the producers unskilled in the proper handling of the 

herd, using cows which have no place in the dairy herd, using unintelligent feéding 

methods, quite a few without any knowledge of cost accounting; 

~ We conclude that the consumer has not a sufficiently full knowledge of the 

value of milk as a food and its positive necessity especially for the younger genera- 

tions * * * and that the price of milk has been increased less during the war 

period than any other food product. 

We conclude that in the distribution of milk the distributer has made no more 

than a modest profit, and we believe the distributers are not making any unusual 

or improper profit in the spread between the price they pay to the producer and 

the price at which they sell to the consumer. 

We find most of the large distributers with side lines of activity which we 

believe are profitable, such as making ice cream and butter. 

If any relief is to be had, it must be through the concentration of agencies. 

It occurs to us that the overhead cost of maintaining so many agencies is the 

chief contributing cause of the cost to the ultimate consumer. 

It has been suggested that a municipal plant be installed * * * but we be- 

lieve that this would not bring the results hoped for on account of the peculiar 

nature of the business. 

Neither de we believe that any organization by the producers through which 

they will market their milk direct will be successful. 

Some members of your Committee have believed that the situation could be 

met by licensing by the city a monopoly in the hands of private capital * * * 

retaining the power through the city commissioners of audit. and control of prices 

and profits, as well as of methods and expenses. 

Should such a monopoly be desired by the public (which should be consulted 

before any definite plan is adopted) we believe that in justice to all present vested 

interests, those particular distributers who were forced to discontinue should not 
suffer loss, but their properties should be paid for at a sound and solvent price, 

either through the monopoly thus created, or by direct tax, as it would not seem 

fair to confiscate their properties or their business without a reasonable payment. 

* %* & Tf the city reserves the licensing power; the absolute control of all milk 

and of milk products sold in the city; the control of a proper and fair profit which 

’ the monopoly would be allowed to make; requires frequent reports and also makes 

frequent audits of accounting of such monopoly; we believe the very best results 

could be obtained, for both the producers and the consumers, in economy and in 

qualities. The prices could be changed as conditions changed. 

The monopoly distributer should be allowed to make a stipulated return on his 

investment * * * and the consumer should in such case feel that he was getting 

as much as his money should buy without any unusual or unfair middle-man’s profit. 

The objection to this plan which seems fatal is that the public, in our judg- 

ment, would not be willing to allow such a monopolistic distributer a fair profit 

for his investment, energies and efforts, and would attempt to confine him to a rate 

of 7% or, perhaps, 8% on his invested capital, with only modest salaries, and in 

this way would destroy the initiative, as private capital does not ordinarily like to go 

into a hazardous business where the possibilities of profit are so limited. 

ee 
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If private capital could be obtained from sufficiently public spirited individuals 

to be and remain indifferent as to profits above a nominal rate, such a plan could 

be worked out.” 

1919, Winnipeg, Can. (Report made to the Mayor and Common 

Council of the City of Winnipeg, dated April 8, 1919, by L. D. Hughes.) 
Methods of enquiry: These were limited to an inspection of the 

dealers’ business and accounts. 

The subjects of enquiry included: Statistics of the supply ; elegy 

investment in plant and buildings; cost of handling; cost of delivery; 

average daily sales; loss on surplus; sanitation of dairy farms and milk 

dealers’ plants. 
The report recommends that a commission of three members be ap- 

pointed to act as a city milk commission, one member to be elected by the 
producers, one to be elected by the Winnipeg Trades and Labor Council, 

and one elected by the Greater Winnipeg Board of Trade. In addition, 

one member of the City Council, and one member of the City Health 

Department should be appointed ex-officio members, and attend all meet- 

ings of the commission. The duties of the commission would be to ap- 

point a manager for the municipal milk plant, and to set the price of milk 

paid to the producer and the price paid by the consumers from time to 

time. 

The summary and conclusions of the report include the following: 

“In my opinion the only way in which the City of Winnipeg can enter into 

the retail milk business in a manner satisfactory to the city, the producers, and 

consumers of milk, is to obtain a monopoly of the business within the limits of 

the City of Winnipeg. 

“T would therefore recommend that the City of Winnipeg purchase the milk 

businesses of the existing companies. 
“The following out of this plan would enable the city to erect the most modern 

type of building on the continent. The annual saving effected by following the 

above plan would be $230,348.00.” 

The report then discusses the suitability of existing plants, and pre- 
sents figures showing the capital invested by two of the largest companies, 

and a tabulation showing present costs of distribution, and annual savings 

to be effected by the monopoly, and also the estimated cost of building and 
equipping a new municipal milk plant. It concludes as follows: 

sc * * * the milk consumers will be able to obtain pure milk at the lowest 

possible price. 

Infant mortality would be reduced. Tuberculosis, typhoid, infant diarrhoea, 

and other communicable diseases * * .* would be reduced to a minimum. 
The impetus given the dairy business as a result of the producers having a 

voice in the setting of prices * * * would build up a prosperous dairy com- 

munity surrounding the city. 
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Inspection by officers of the department of health would be greatly facilitated, 

as all milk coming to one plant before being retailed to consumers could be thor- 

oughly inspected.” 

1919, New York City. (“A Study of the New York City Milk 
Problem,” published by the National Civic Federation, by I. G. Jennings. ) 

Methods of enquiry: ‘Questionnaires to dealers. 

Subjects of enquiry: Prosecution of milk dealers by New York City 
Department of Health; inefficiencies of production; profitable and non- 

profitable cows; volume of milk produced on dairy farms; inefficiencies 

in the delivery of milk; country hauling; city retail delivery; sanitary 
control; bacterial tests; payment of premiums to the producer; country 

laboratories ; regulation by state commissions; legal status of a state com- 

mission ; public ownership of the milk industry. 

This report suggests the appointment of a state commission and 

municipal ownership of the milk business, and submits evidence indicating 

that a state commission could be appointed under the police powers of the 

state with such legal powers as would permit the licensing and regulation 

of the milk industry, and the fixing of prices; and that municipal owner- 
ship also could be made legal under the state constitution. The greater 

part of the report is devoted to a detailed discussion of legality of a state 
milk commission and of municipal ownership. The author quotes authori- 
ties and precedents and apparently establishes satisfactory legal authority 

for the institutions mentioned. 

1919, New York State. Ina report published August 25, 1919, en- 

titled, “Preliminary Statement of the Commissioners appointed by 

Governor Smith to report to him in the matter of the High Cost of 

Living,” signed by Martin H. Glynn, late Governor of the State of New 

York, and Dr. John H. Finley, Commissioner of Education, being special 

commissioners appointed by the Governor, the Commissioners devote the 

main body of the report to the milk problem. 

They point out the numerous investigations which have been made, 

and say: 

“Despite all these investigations, the price of milk has rapidly risen since 1916, 

and from present indications it is likely to go still higher during the coming 

winter.” 

The report calls attention to the variation in prices in different cities, 

although the prices paid to the producers are approximately the same, and 

especially that the price of milk in Philadelphia is 2 cents a quart cheaper 

than in New York City. 

Regarding the importance of milk to the community, the Commis- — 

sioners say: 
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“If milk were a mere commodity without which human beings might live in 

health and vigor, the State of course would have little concern in this transac- 

tions, but since in every community there are many persons, especially children, 

mothers, and invalids, for whom it is as much a necessity of life as a supply of 

pure water, the State has not only a rightful reason for enquiry as to whether 

there are exorbitant profits in its sale, but a compelling reason for interfering if 

there ares: 

Their recommendations include the following: 

“We further recommend that you require all district attorneys of the State 

of New York, as you’ have already required the district attorney of New York 

County, to give immediate and most diligent attention to any violation of existing 

laws within their respective districts.” 

“We are disposed to put the emphasis for the present on bringing about such 

open co-operation between dealers and consumers as will insure a fair price. To 

that end we recommend, therefore, that you cause to be appointed first of all in 

New York City a fair milk price committee consisting of nine members: The 

State Commissioner of Health, the New York City Commissioner of Health, the 

New York City Commissioner of Markets, three members to be named by the 

Governor of the State, three members to be named by the Mayor of the City of 

New York. We further recommend that you follow this plan in the formation of 

the milk committees in other cities of the State. upon the request of the -local 

officials. 

“Tf this plan should, however, be found ineffective in securing fair prices, we 

would then be prepared to recommend * * * the following as the nucleus of a 

tentative legislative program for placing the distribution of milk on a public utility 

basis. 

“J. That there be created a State Milk Commission to regulate the milk dis- 

tribution business in cities of the first and second class. 

2. That all milk distributers in cities of the first and second class be required 

to secure a license from the proposed Commission, and such Commission be author- 

ized to refuse a license to any distributer who can not establish proof that the 

business he proposes to conduct is of public interest. 

3. That the proposed Commission be given full power to regulate the rates 

which shall be charged on milk for the service rendered by the distributing agencies, 

and to limit the profits of such agencies to what it may deem to be a fair and rea- 

sonable return on the investment. 

4. That the proposed Commission be given full authority to require the in- 

stallation of, uniform cost accounting systems by all distributing agencies in first 

and second class cities, and to inspect and audit such accounts at any time. 

5. That the Commission aid and assist all municipalities desiring to establish 

municipally owned distribution of milk and act as an advisory board and be in 

position to recommend the most effective method to be used in establishing muni- 

cipal distribution of milk, including the acquisition of privately owned distributing 

systems. 

6. That all the muncipalities of the State be authorized to acquire and operate 

milk distributing systems within their boundaries when such acquisition and opera- 

tion are approved by this Commission. 

7. That the proposed Commission promote co-operation between the produc- 

ing and distributing elements of the milk industry; that it make from time to time 

investigation of the cost of producing milk, and publish for the information of the 
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public data as to volume and cost of production in this State; that it conduct educa- 

tional campaigns for promoting the wider use of milk as a food and co-operate 

with municipal health departments and other agencies in making special studies of 

the needs for the greater use of milk in the feeding of children. 

8. That the Commission make special study of the problem of providing milk 

at a minimum cost to the children of the poorer sections of the larger cities, and 

co-operate with the municipal departments of health in providing milk for the 

feeding of infants at the lowest possible cost. 
9. That the Commission co-operate with the New York City Department of 

Health to make a special study of the conditions under which ioose milk is sold in 

the city, and endeavor to eliminate all possible danger of contamination of milk 

sold in this manner. 

10. That the proposed Commission be empowered to revoke a dealer’s license 

for due cause after public hearing and after due notice in writing. 

11. That any municipality in addition to cities of the first and second class 

may by formal action of the governing body of the municipality place themselves 

under the jurisdiction of this Commission.” 

1919, New York State. The Reconstruction Commission of the State 

of New York was appointed by Governor Alfred E. Smith on January 21, 

1919. It consists of thirty-six members, representing all of the large 

cities of the State of New York; these are divided into two general com- 

mittees, and nine special committees dealing with the various public prob- 

lems and readjustments following war conditions. 

Among these is a Committee on Food Production and Distribution, 

consisting of ten members, of which Mr. Thomas V. Patterson of New 

York City is chairman. This Committee have given much study to the 
milk problem, and drawn up a draft of recommendations to the Governor 

for state legislation, which is as follows: 

“1. That the distribution of milk be considered a public utility to be controlled 

and regulated as such. 

2. That legislation be enacted authorizing the formation of trade associations 

and consolidation of food businesses, subject to public control as our other public 

utilities of the State. 
3. That all dealers in cities of the first and second class be required to secure 

a license and that the regulating authority be authorized to refuse a license to a 

dealer who cannot establish proof that the business he proposes is to be conducted 

in the public interest. 

4. That the regulating authority have the power after a public hearing and 

proper notice in writing to revoke a dealer’s license for due cause. 

5. That the provisions of the law at present relating to licensing in this. in- 

dustry be amended to avoid conflict. 

6. That the regulating authority be given full power to regulate the rates 

which shall be charged in the sale of milk for the service rendered by the distribut- 

ing agencies and to limit the profits of such agencies to what it may deem to be a 

fair and reasonable net return on the investment. 

7. That the regulating authority be empowered to regulate the methods of 

handling all milk and that it be its duty to recommend whatever measures are 

necessary to accomplish economies, mechanical or otherwise. 
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8. That municipalities be authorized to acquire and operate milk distributing 

systems within their boundaries when such operation is approved by the regulating 

authority. 

9. That the regulating authority be empowered to apportion territory for dis- 

tribution among competing companies when such apportionment would result in 

greater economy. 

10. That municipalities other than those of the first and second class may, by 

formal action of the governing body of the municipality, place themselves under 

the jurisdiction of the regulating authority. 

11. That the regulating authority maintain offices in each of the cities under 

its jurisdiction in order to carry out its functions effectively.” 

BREAN PAND SCORE OF DHE, ROCHESTER SURVEY 

METHODS oF ENQUIRY. 

These methods included the following: 

(1) Pusric HEARINGS. 

Public hearings of witnesses representing milk producers, milk con- 

sumers, and the investigators employed by the survey. (Twenty-two 

hearings in all were held, covering the period from July 8th to December 

Ist.) The stenographer’s notes and exhibits were used as material in 

preparing this report. 

(2) Examination oF Books oF DEALERS. 

(The accounts of five of the largest dealers and 15 of the smal 
dealers were examined by the expert cost accountants employed by the 

survey. Accounts of only four of the large dealers were sufficiently ac- 

curate to justify detailed tabulation. All of the others were so incom- 

plete that they could be’used only as a basis of estimate. ) 

(3) QUESTIONNAIRES. 

Questionnaires were sent to the following: 

(a) To milk dealers on hauling and freight. 

(b) To milk dealers on the volume of milk purchased and sold. 

(c) To milk dealers on valuation of properties. 

(d) To milk producers on country hauling. 

(e) To milk dealers of all large cities in the United States and Canada on 

spreads, as well as prices and quantity of milk pasteurized. 

(f) To health officers of all large cities for milk statistics and milk regulations. 

(g) To health officers of all cities in New York State on prevalence of human 

tuberculosis. 

(h) To institutions in Rochester on milk purchased and milk used. 

(4) Frectp Work. 

(a) Inspection of milk dealer’s business; volume of business transacted; 

volume of work for each operation; number of men employed; number of hours 

of labor. 
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(b) Inspection of dairy farms to determine farm costs; personal interviews 

with producers with notes on annual costs of production. 

(c) Sanitary inspection of dealers’ milk plants in city. 

(d) Sanitary inspection of dairy farms in the country. 

(e) House to house canvass in the city to determine quantity of milk used, 

and uses of milk by consumers. 

(f{) Weighing and measuring of school children to determine under- 

nourishment. 

(g) Inspection of costs of distribution in the City of Ottawa, Canada. 
(h) Inspection of the costs of distribution in the City of Philadelphia. 

(i) Inspection of costs of distribution in the City of Baltimore. 

(j) Inspection of operation of Price Fixing Commission in the City of Detroit. 

(5) SprecraL STUDIES. 

(a) Work performed by previous milk surveys and by milk commissions. 

(b) Work performed by the Rochester Health Department and of Rochester 

milk regulations compared with milk regulations of other cities. 

(c) Infant milk depots. 

(d) Undernourishment in school children, and dispensing of milk, and school 

lunches. : 



II 

SUBIEERS OF ENOUIRY 

The subjects of enquiry in their order are as follows: 

1. General Introduction. 
(a) Resolution by Common Council of April 22, 1919, authorizing the 

milk survey. 
(b) A survey of previous milk surveys; their organization, scope, recom- 

mendations, and results. 

(c) Plan of present milk survey, its organization and scope. 

2. Statistics of the Rochester milk supply. 
(a) Producers. 

(b) Dealers. 

(c) Milk sales. 

3. House to house canvass to determine milk used by consumers. 
4. Weight and height of school children to determine percentage and 

degree of undernourishment. 

5. Milk supply of institutions to determine per capita consumption. 

6. Food value of milk for children and adults; commercial value and 

public health value compared with other foods. 

7. Relation of milk to infant mortality. 
8. Cost of producing Rochester milk. 

(a) Inspection of Rochester farms. 

(b) Cost accounts for total supply. 

(c) i s “small producing cows. 

(d) a sh “large producing cows. 

(e) <S it “ small herds. 

(f) 5 rs “ large herds. 

(g) i 5 “ producers in different sections. 

9. Cost of hauling and freight. 
(a) Country hauling by farmers. 

(b) Freight to Rochester; by truck or wagon; by trolley; by railroad. 

(c) Trucking in Rochester to milk plants. 

10. Cost of distribution. 
(a) Report on dealers’ cost accounts from books. 

(b) Labor costs obtained by inspectors of plants. 

(c) Plant charges obtained by inspectors. 

(d) Costs for large dealers. 

(e) Costs for small dealers. 

(f) Total cost for the city. 

11. Appraisal of investment by Rochester milk dealers. 
(a) In land. 

(b) In buildings. 

(c) In machinery. 

(d) In delivery equipment. 
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12. Control of milk supply by Rochester Health Department. 

(a) Reports of work performed by Department of Health for ten years. 
(b) Rochester milk regulations. 

(c) Milk regulations of other cities compared with regulations of 
Rochester. 

(d) Tuberculosis. 

13. Sanitary condition of Rochester milk supply. 

(a) Report of Senutieny inspection of dairy farms. 

(b) i on oe milk dealers’ city plants. 

(c) Ra St oY milk stores. 

(d) Report of bacterial tests on Rochester milk supply. 

14. Pasteurization. 

(a) The adoption of pasteurization in the United States and elsewhere. 

(b) Attitude of authorities towards pasteurization. 

(c) Necessity for pasteurization in Rochester. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE WORKING FORCE 

Committee on Public Safety of the Common Council. 

Director of public hearings. 

Director of the survey. 

Supervisor of dairy farms inspection. 

Four dairy farm inspectors. 

Supervisor of inspection of city milk plants. 

Four city milk inspectors. 

Certified accountant on dealers’ cost accounts. 

Three assistant cost accountants. 

Supervisor of house to house canvass. 

One hundred and fifty volunteer workers on house to house canvass. 

Supervisor of weighing and measuring school children. 

Twelve public health nurses. 

Bacteriologist. 

Supervisor of statistical tabulations. 

Two assistant statisticians. 

One secretary and six stenographers and clerks. 
4 
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SPAMSDIES OF Mil ROCHESTER MIRK SURPLY 

Information as to the number of persons engaged in the different 

branches of the milk industry of Rochester, the volume of business which 

is transacted daily, and other general facts regarding the business were 

obtained from a number of sources. 

The list of milk dealers was obtained from the Department of Health, 

and also the number of dairy farms. From the dealers themselves figures 

were obtained as to the number of quarts of milk received daily, and the 
number of quarts sold through different channels of trade. The numbers 

of employees, horses and wagons, were obtained by personal inspection 

of the factories by inspectors in the employ of the survey. According 

to the records of the Health Department, there are 745 dairy farms sup- 

plying the City of Rochester. From the dealers’ own statements as to 
the number of producers from whom they purchase milk, the inspectors 

obtained the figure 779. The information obtained from these sources is 
shown in Table No. 7. 

TABLE NO. 7 

STATISTICS OF ROCHESTER MILK SUPPLY 

Motalunumbensotaudealensi ac aee cc scicm: tec iclsmineea see 136 
@Ouantserecenvededatlywes ec asesie ears tlacas Wolo aqeisusverelk mpeessievare 82,075 
Mo taledatlivesalesueeenerptuen ae mia mtn: oe sae retea eae aye cers 77,579 
Dailyesales——Bottledmmullinetaill ae os cee cate icicles eieleiele 57,305 Quarts 

i. oi —Bottlediimulle wholesale eta. ssc ce qensescile sss 11,386 “ 
i oe Canetnilllawliolesalem yaar cir 8,888 “ 

Milk received by motor truck ...... gas lp Re eae a ee ee NG 24,985 “ 
ee te ME WiAS OTE OR rere Come ea Ms lee S018 = 
: oh MT ATT Oa Cnn reer eparaalisclietc ences tate tel yiam ee 48,163 “ 
‘ itr olllencteameinys Wieerl smi aep sera eh 2c leas 5,909 “ 

Numbermotiproprietorsivay. ge see tee ces ines ccs eV 
INtumberjoftvemployeesiau nse stews ee ce cece 299 
Nim DeRNO bh WASOMS) se cn weirs cto ter acs eae enele ele ellareialereve 207 
NiiMberrotatitomobilesy seein selec clterceiels we 71 
Number OLrvHOorseserc circle oer gh lolaciearrociemcisls 228 
Numbenotedainyacanmienrsaeajenevrs ccc ecicicliciecr 779 
@Ouarts of pasteunized\ milky Meese ats veel e cinco 44,110 
Rericentotapastemnizedmnallicm ery ary y tacts reloriere 57% 

Number of dealers handling 500 quarts or less .................. 101 
Renmcentvot supplyshandled| by thems. sciteeite cise cence ice ates 34.2% 
Number of dealers handling 500 to 1,000 quarts .................. 23 
Renicentroimscupplyshandledi bye then. 12-4. nen erence 19.2% 
Number of dealers handling 1,000 quarts or more ................ 11 
Renicent: of supplyhandlediby.them) (2. asco wm enue cael 46.7% 
INUMbeDOnepaste tidzimes planitsy sang e swe tte tee ereley syns stele syste alete oiolalet 24 
Number of dealers producing own milk ...... ence us neg AMG RGIS HL 16 

The dealers furnishing milk for Rochester may be divided into three 

groups, according to the quantity of milk sold by them; the first group 

containing dealers selling less than 500 quarts daily; the second group of 
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dealers selling from 501 to 1,000 quarts daily; and the third group of 

dealers selling over 1,000 quarts daily. The number of dealers in each 

group of those selling raw milk and pasteurized milk, and the quantity of 
raw and pasteurized milk sold by them is shown in Table No. 8. 

TABLE No. 8 

RAW MILK AND PASTEURIZED MILK 

c= r 22 | r 
2S = = S 
ae a eB a a = 

w . nied ° io) Qy . ~~ 

me ne ee RS ei Cee euliae Ua 
o$§ Og ss Re} te, a wi anne Fane) ryt Ay ey 
aA ear be ees Py ERC Hi ole lee Sl ree iste ao 

2 v oa etiss pe h n n ¥ o™g vo vv 
= 2) 2%) Ge | youn ieee. | ae Bae | OL |p Ones s@in 

O Z Z A A = ro; CO A, A, a 

1 | Less than 500... | 102 96 6| 27,416| 25,600| 1,816] 35.3] 76.6 4.1 
2) 500-1000 eas or. 23 12 11| 15,175] 6,745] 8,430} 19.6} 20.2} 19.1 
31 | PpOver 000m | 11 1 10| 34,988] 1,084 al 45.1 3.2|' 768 

136} 109 27| 77,579| 33,429| 44,160} 100.0] 100.0} 100.0 

In the above table, one of the dealers in group No. 1 sells both raw 

and pasteurized milk, and two of the dealers do not own pasteurizers, but 

hire their milk pasteurized by others, therefore, while there are 27 dealers 

selling pasteurized milk, there are only 25 pasteurizing machines in opera- 

tion. It is noteworthy that out of 33,429 quarts of raw milk sold in the 

city, 25,600 quarts are sold by the dealers in group No. 1, who sell less 

than 500 quarts each daily. These 102 small dealers sell 76.6% of all the 
raw milk sold. Contrasted with this, the 11 dealers selling over 1,000 

quarts each sell only 1,084 quarts of raw milk in all, or 3.2% of the raw 

milk sold. 

On the other hand a study of the quantity of pasteurized milk sold 

daily shows that out of 44,160 quarts, the small dealers in group No. 1 

sell only 1,816 quarts, or 4.1%, while the large dealers in group No. 3 

sell 33,914 quarts of pasteurized milk, or 76.8%. The dealers in group 

No. 2 selling between 500 and 1,000 quarts are more evenly divided in 

their sales of raw and pasteurized milk, selling 6,745 quarts of raw milk, 
and 8,430 quarts of pasteurized milk daily. 

FAMILY QUESTIONNAIRE AND HOUSE TO HOUSE 

CANVASS 

As one means for determining the use of milk by milk consumers in 
the City of Rochester, arrangements were made for an inquiry by house 

to house visitation of a sufficient number of families to give a fair index 

of the uses of milk in the home. 
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Mrs. Helen Probst Abbott, President of the Women’s City Club, 

kindly volunteered to organize the members of a large number of the 

women’s organizations of the City of Rochester, with the object of secur- 

ing the services of voluntary workers who would carry out the details of 
this inquiry. In accordance with this plan, the members of the following 
organizations were invited to meet at.the University of Rochester: 

Women’s City Club 

Industrial Nurses 

Council Jewish Women 

Sisterhood Berith Kodesh 

Public Health Nurses’ Association 

Tuberculosis Society of Monroe County 

Door of Hope 

United Jewish Charities 

Business Women’s Club 

Women’s Union 

Syracuse Alumni Association 

Home Service—Red Cross 

Social Workers’ Club 

WW (CG, ls We 

Temple Beth El Club 

Lake Avenue Baptist Women’s Society 

Scottish Women’s Club 

Theosophical Society 

Osteopathic Society 

Nineteenth Ward Civic Club 

J. Y. M. A. Auxiliary 

Social Welfare League 

Women’s Alliance, Unitarian Chapter 

College Women’s Club 

Principals’ and Superintendents’ Club 

Sisterhood of Beth El 

Two such aeines were held and as a result over 150 volunteer 

workers were organized. Dr. John H. Murlin, Professor of Vital Eco- 

nomics in the University of Rochester, kindly volunteered to act as super- 

visor of the investigation. He prepared a form of questionnaire which 

was printed for the use of the investigators and gave personal instructions 

to each investigator as to its use. 

The geography of the City of Rochester and the distribution of its 
population was very carefully gone over and the city was divided into 

districts to which a sufficient number of investigators were assigned, to 

‘include in the investigation a proper representation of every part of the 

city and of every class of inhabitants. 

The report blanks, as fast as they were completed, were delivered to 
the office of Dr. Murlin, and with the assistance of the office staff of the 
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Survey, a complete tabulation was made. The summary of the statistics 

compiled was as follows: 

Number: of families: visitedeeer erie ee elec a tere: 1,330 
Total number of persons in families..................-- 7,122 

Children under Wiwyeatne sa eels: 242 or 3.398% 
« Leto: Oyears ee ee er Cte ie 1,614 or 22.662% 
as 740 1G WeAts act eC CE Re en ke 1,722 or 24.179% 

Motal) number ote childrens eee eee eet 3,578 or 50.239% 

Adultsvover elo wiearseene eee henner es 3,544 or 49.751% 

One of the most important questions in the inquiry was as to the 

total family income per week, and the total money spent for food and for 

milk. The following figures were obtained from this part of the inquiry: 

INCOME PER WEEK (1,095 Families) 

Family income (except from boarders and roomers)........ $31,522.28 
Income trom! boardersmand) roome#nrsiy.ee te eel e cee cnet 1,414.25 

TLotaliin come 2) tirewe acetone eens hatte fe crue hare stems iors teneaeta aaa $32,936.53 

Amount spent weekly for food, including milk (998 families) $14,486.76 
Amount spent weekly for milk (1,330 families).............. 1,801.71 

The quantity of milk and dairy products used daily is shown in 
Table No. 9. 

TABLE No. 9 

MILK USED DAILY 

Bottled milk (28 quarts donated)......:......... 1,838 quarts 
TOs emmilleny yea eee ae heels 2 Uttam eee 73 quarts 

AMOUNTS AND COST OF OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS USED WEEKLY 

Amount Price Cost 
Buttermilk see eaten 140 quarts $ 090 $ 12.59 
Skimmed milk. ........... 524.5 quarts 051 26.51 
Condensed milk .......... 1,197.75 cans 149 178.10 

HEreaini ces ee ein 192. quarts .614 116.61 
IB Utter: Hh ts Sern eee nosietel erat 2,224 pounds ; iy 

Number of families reporting butter.................... 1,057 
Number of families reporting oleo...................46- 59 

*2 quarts donated. 

MILK USED DAILY FOR DRINKING 

By) childrensghr fy icc) cr easier anole tse teste pent 692 quarts 
BRAGG Aken yAAAaonahcdoocomeesoboRooONcugeS 128 quarts 
Wrclassified eran st Weta cei ep ane Ceoee ten enters 240 quarts 
(Unclassified milk distributed by income groups added to milk 

used daily for drinking.) 
Motalbyachildrenvmmecn see eer eect rer 882 quarts 
ANE on EXON omg sasdcaneonodsodoocéuooeancucds 178 quarts 

FAMILIES USING NO MILK 

INdiMbeEEOtmramMilies \ come onsemel teh etnsietdteres Cyeecmtci remy taicrcs 88 

Nati Or Ot Cats ace cna eelee eee nisi peor ai Ve Tkay ear lspeuenege as 208 
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CHILDREN IN FAMILIES USING NO MILK 

Number of children under 1 year......................... 19 
Number of childreny ito Gyyears. )...42..56.5¢52. a. cl... 110 
Number of children 7 to 16 years...................ceeeee 145 

One question in the inquiry referred to the race to which the families 

belonged. In determining the race, American born parents were put down 

as Americans, while foreign born, parents were put down as belonging 
to the race from which they came. The results of this question are shown 
in the following tabulation: 

NUMBER OF FAMILIES—1330 

ANIMATOR, boduatoeees 691 Austro-Hungarian ... 10 
Ntalvant see eae. 243 Frenchie rae neds kin te 8 
Germante oe eee 100 Greek ne Wher fe: 1 
MO WASTWIS ae nen ere Bee ahs 56 SwiSStese = stich cieee 2 
Canadiang eee ae 43 Beloraninn sence il 
IRISH EI Yoonddoonedss 45 Danish cscs. an we 3 
Mii Shamerttto ats sen nts 33 Coloredy ae 2 
Bnelish sai niente cs 26 INoumanianlsaine ne oer 3 
Rolishiee wee eats 25 SHiVEGNiS i: Gaodoocogeoas 1 
lelollennal: Bea seso bos 17 ASS iia emia ieee 1 
SCOtChycreiite elas 10 Not reported ........ 9 

A study of the results of this inquiry presents a number of features 

worthy of special notice. The real object of the study was to ascertain 

whether the family income bore any relation to the amount of milk used 

and to the milk consumed by children. As a first step toward determining 

this, it is desirable to note the relation of the income to the number of 

persons in the family—especially to the number of children in the family. 

The figures in the tabulation accordingly were sorted with this object in 
view and the results are shown in Table No. 10. 

TABLE No. 10 

SUMMARY OF FAMILY QUESTIONNAIRE 

RELATION OF INCOME TO NUMBER OF PERSONS 

Number of Persons Per Family. PN a ree LY pa a 

a J Children. 

Oo palette a 
Income = ° 5 2 2 

Per Week. .& | oes a o 
BE POM Sea gle tise de ea flare, oO 2 = © = e 53O | Sem q 2 £ Re) as) i) 
Z Ay =) = nN al < vn 

Under 20y ene | 174| 15.9%| .25| 1.46| 1.51 S22 eee2us S41 
ZO stoyZ deen ESN PMGSGE 24 1.49 1.44 3.17 2.32 5.50 
PAYA OVIVAS ONT ere ee 236| 21.6% 18 1.42 1.47 3.07 252 5.59 
SOV tons Ory separ 218| 19.9% 17 1.19 1.49 2:85 2.92 5.77 
AU tORAD teers seco a) 144) 13.1% 18 .99 1.15 22395 2.93 5.26 
5SOwandmovier ances 86} 7.9% 14 91 1.12 2.16 3.38 5.55 
Income not given.. 235 lll 81 78 P70 2.84 4.54 
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A consideration of Table No. 10 shows that the families having in- 

comes under $20.00 per week contain the largest number of children and 

that as the income increases progressively, the number of children per 

family decreases progressively, so that while families with incomes under 

$20.00 per week had an average of 3.22 children, that families with in- 

comes of $50.00 and over per week, had an average of only 2.16. The 

number of adults in these families was smallest in the families of small 

incomes and largest in the families of large incomes. 

One factor which must not be overlooked in considering the meaning 

of these figures is that families with young children are, as a rule, families 

having young parents, and therefore smaller earning power. On the 

other hand, families of larger incomes are likely to be families having 

older parents and therefore older children increasing the number of 
adults. These circumstances would explain to some extent the meaning 

of these figures. There remains however, a most important fact in con- 

sidering the necessity for furnishing a sufficient amount of milk for the 

nourishment of small children that the larger number of small children 

live in families having small incomes. 

It appears that the incomes of some families must be expended to a 

large extent for food and the amount spent for milk must depend not 
only upon the size of the income, but on the intelligence with which the 
persons charged with the responsibility of buying the food decide what 

portion of the income should be spent for food and what portion should 
be spent for milk. An effort was made to learn whether families with 
large incomes buy a larger proportion of milk than they do of other foods. 

The figures have been tabulated in a manner that exhibits the facts re- 
specting this information in Table No. 11. 

TABLE No. 11 
SUMMARY OF FAMILY QUESTIONNAIRE 

RELATION OF INCOME TO Foop Expense AND MILK EXPENSE 

Income Per Week. % =a 4 ax we 

Epes | ise [er 
lire a Bio Maton ys 

oH ae ree aun Oa kone 

e | sil ef] 2] 2B| de] #2 
é ee eco) Sc ee | ee 5 i Ea 5 e rs) 2 be 
e a 3H & = bien) & S 54 5a 

G x Z < a < a a 

WnidenyZ0 es ey: | $16.17 174| $10.38) 64.2%| $ .90| 5.6% 8.7% 
ZO MOMZAM Se alaiche eae 21.58 237 12.81 59.4%| 1.12| 5.2% 8.7 % 
DOALO WOM a tires aye | 26.48| 236| 14.43] 54.5% 1.36 5.1% 94% 
SOON SOW a serene | 32.77] 218| 15.62| 47.7% 1.46 4.5% 9.3% 
AQ tOvAG Rien eases 47.18 144 15.59] 33.0% WAZ, 3.1% 94% 
5Qvandiovern... ssc. 56.08 86 19.97| 35.6% 1.87 3.3% 9.4% 
Income not given.. 235 16.79 57 9.4% 
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Figures in Table No. 11 show that the families with smaller incomes 

spent a larger percentage of the income for food than the families with 
larger incomes, and that families with small incomes also spent a larger 

percentage of their incomes for milk than families with larger incomes. 
The percentage of the total food expense spent for milk does not show 
so great a difference. Families with incomes under $20.00 seem to spend 
a slightly smaller amount of their food money for milk than families with 
incomes above $20.00. The figures in the last column show this. 

The relation of the quantity of milk to the number of children in a 

family is the most important item in this special inquiry. The total num- 
ber of quarts used per day in each of the income groups and the quarts 

used by children, are given in Table No. 12. 

TABLE No. 12 

SUMMARY OF FAMILY QUESTIONNAIRE 

RELATION OF INCOME TO AMouUNT oF MILK USED 

= . SB eB 
Cpa Qe Sy 3 cay ° tei 

Om an ead nm O15 © od oF 
i) 4 OO) ‘Ss Tay 7 Be ete 

Per Week. oO OUT s a5 Ene £3 §r 
- Income Sab Le ae Au Ors 4 5 ou 

Osa Rae a © Wee ne ES 
4 3 3° Ay os oO cs 

Owns Aig a 

Under 20M: : | 1.03 | 19 | 19 178% 31% 
ZOMOEZI SE oraclictss 1.22 | .20 | 22 8.4% 28% 
Do atORZO eee cc | 1.51 24 | 27 | 4.2% 48 % 
G10) 1x0) SI) ono cance 1.54 .26 | 27 | 5.0% 50% 
AD to rao ae | 1.48 | .24 | 28 2.9% | 54% 
SO). cing) Owe ooscll © ee a || 34 24% | 69% 
Income not given| 1.60 | 32 | 35 4.2% | 71% 

*The amount of milk required was calculated from the standard of the Associa- 
fen for Improving the Condition of the Poor, New York City. The standard is 
as follows: 

GhildrentunderyOMyeanseasee de se a e- One quart 
ChildrenvO;towlOsyearses sees eee One-half quart 
DRGUEINESY nis ee Ae eT keh ers eet Rae appa inca ae One-third quart 

NOTE: Of the 1,330 families, 88 or 6.6% used no milk. 
These, families include 5.9% of the total number of adults and 7.7% 
of the total number of children. 

The most interesting feature of the figures in Table No. 12 is shown 

in column No. 3, where it appears that in families with incomes of less 

than $20.00 per week, the children receive only .19 quarts of milk per 

day for drinking, while in families with larger incomes there is a prog- 

ressive increase in the quantity of milk fed to children and in families 

having incomes of $50.00 a week and more, the children receive .39 quarts 
of milk daily, or just twice the quantity of milk. received by children in 

the families first mentioned. If we compare the amount of milk fed to 
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the children in the families of each of the income groups, with the amount 

of milk recommended for children by some of the leading food experts, 

we find that the children in group No. 1, or families with incomes under 

$20.00, were receiving only 31% of their requirement. These percentages 

are shown in the last column of Table No. 12. 

It appears also that there is a progressive increase in the percentage 

of milk received in each income group, until in families where the weekly ’ 

income is $50.00, or over, the children are receiving 69% of their milk 

requirements. 

_ The conclusion which must be reached from these data is that in all 

of the families visited the children are receiving less than their milk re- 

quirements and that the income of the family has a most close relationship 

to the quantity of milk purchased and the quantity used by children. The 
children, especially in the families with small incomes, are not receiving 

the milk necessary for their growth and development. . 

» One of the methods of testing the accuracy of the work performed 

in this inquiry, is to compare the amount of milk used by the entire list 

of families with the amount used by the City of Rochester during the 

same period at the time the inquiry was conducted as follows: 

Total population of families visited................... 7,122 
Estimated population of the City of Rochester........ 290,000 
Percentage of total population in the families visited. . 2.456% 
Total amount of milk used by these families.......... 1,911 Qts. Daily 
The total milk sold daily in Rochester................. 77,580 QOts. 
Percentage of the Rochester milk supply used by fam- 

ATE SHBVASICE Coca itet eee tp aprciien Ru ca Oa p teed atl faecen 2.463% 

Therefore the percentage of the total population visited in this in- 

quiry corresponds very closely with the percentage of the total milk supply 

used. — 

These figures justify the belief that the families visited fairly repre- 

sent the character of the population of Rochester, both in the different 

age groups and the quantity of milk which is used by them. On this 

assumption, using the figures obtained in this inquiry as a basis, the milk 

consumption of the entire City of Rochester for the entire population is 

presented in Table No. 14. 

AeA ED INO, Us) 

FIGURES FROM 1330 FAMILIES 

For Other Should 
Drinking. Uses. Total Use. 

Population. Quarts. Quarts. Quarts. Quarts. 

Children—1 to 16 years... 3,578 882 . 428 1,310 2,717 
Adults—over 16 years..... 3,554 178 423 601 1,181 

Mo taleetsl yar a wade 7424 I Wee. 851 1,911 3,898 
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TABLE No. 14 

ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF MILK USED BY CHILDREN AND ADULTS 
OF ROCHESTER COMPARED WITH QUANTITY RECOM- 

MENDED BY FOOD AUTHORITIES 
For Other Should 

Drinking. Uses. Total Use. 
Population. Quarts. Quarts. Quarts. Quarts. 

Children—1 to 16 years... 145,693 35,768 17,358 53,126 110,633 
Adults—over 16 years..... 144,307 7,218 17,156 24,374 48,102 

MRO tally. wear act eccts ets: 290,000 42,986 34,514 77,500 158,735 

The distribution of the families in the city districts visited was pur- 

posely arranged so as to give so far as possible a cross-section of the 

entire population of the City of Rochester. The fact.that the population 

of the families visited gave almost the same percentage of the total popula- 

tion as the quantity of milk consumed to the total milk supply of the city 

is a substantial reason for believing that the families visited did represent 

fairly a cross-section of the city. On this basis the age distribution of 
the children and adults in the families visited if applied to the entire 

city would indicate that the population of the entire ctiy of Rochester 

is divided as follows: 
Children\underwsyeatnens oases oe ee 9,854 
GhildrentilitorGryearsi tase caeias el eilaee 65,720 
Childrens tou lOuyeatsirs ic cee eis ois onceis Weets 70,119 
INGUlES OVETH I ORVEATS tues iS ielets tiem ene ste 144,307 

hotalglzopu lation cick cicielceicccioreel: 290,000 

In the testimony of Professor McCollum, delivered at one of the 
hearings, it was stated that on the basis of his careful experiments as to 

the milk requirements of animals and of human beings, he believed that 

every person, young and old, should consume not less than one quart of 

milk a day, or its equivalent. This would mean that the population of 

Rochester of 290,000 should consume 290,000 quarts of milk daily. 

If we use the figures which are accepted by the New York Associa- 

tion for Improving the Condition of the Poor as representing the milk 

requirements of children and adults, children under 6 years would use 

one quart each; children 6 to 16, one-half quart, and adults, one-third 

quart. If these amounts of milk are applied to the population of Roch- 

ester, as above indicated, it would make it necessary that the children 

from 1 to 16 years in Rochester should use not less than 110,633 quarts 

daily for drinking and other purposes, and the adults over 16 years 

should use not less than 48,102 quarts for drinking and other purposes. 

This would require a total milk supply of 158,735 quarts, as compared 
with 77,500 quarts which was being used at the time the house to house 
canvass was conducted. This means that both children and adults are 

now using less than one-half of the quantity of milk which is required for 

the promotion of growth, and the maintenance of health and strength. 



IV 

UNDER-NOURISHMENT IN SCHOOL CHILDREN 

One of the most vital questions, if not the most vital question, con- 
nected with the problem of municipal milk supply, is the under-nourish- 

ment of children of school age and under school age. Wonderful dis- 
coveries made by the leading research workers in the chemistry of foods 

and nutrition, have shown that during the growing period of children, 

milk is a vital factor. In other parts of this report appears the testimony 

of Professor McCollum, emphatically showing that there is no substitute 

for milk for the gréwing child. 

The highest legal authorities agree that any action on the part of 

municipalities to increase their legal powers for the control over municipal 

milk supplies, must be based, not on economics alone, but on evidence 

that the health of the people is being injured through the present system 

of milk supply and distribution. There would be no real reason for the 

present milk agitation in Rochester or any other cities, if it cannot be 
demonstrated that public health is being injured. 

In the background of all movements and investigations connected 
with milk supply, is the idea that children are not receiving all of the milk 

which they require, and that some damage is being done to their health 
and welfare because of present conditions in the milk business. 

It is for the above reason that no branch of the milk survey of the 

City of Rochester is of more importance than the inquiry into the rela- 

tionship between the milk supply and the nourishment or under-nourish- 

ment of children. Recognizing this, the directors of the Survey early in 

the month of August undertook to make arrangements for a systematic 

examination of school children in Rochester. The program presented to 

the city authorities at that time was one which called for the determina- 

tion of the weight and height of all school children and also the securing 

of information as to their diet, especially with reference to the quantity 

of milk consumed by them. These plans were presented and approved 

by the Mayor and the Chairman of the Committee on Public Safety, and 

the director of the Survey was ordered to proceed with the investigation. 

The co-operation of the Board of Education was necessary in order to 

carry out these investigations in the Public Schools. This co-operation 
was secured and plans perfected for carrying out this work, when in- 

formation was received that the Bureau of Health intended to perform a 

similar investigation of its own. In order to avoid a duplication of effort 

therefore, and as a matter of courtesy to the Bureau of Health, the 

directors of the Survey sought the co-operation of the Bureau of Health 
in carrying out this work. The Health Officer, Doctor Goler, stated how- 
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ever, that he was equipped with a force of nurses sufficient only to secure 

information from 11 Public Schools.: For this reason the director of the 

Survey asked the city authorities to furnish to the Health Bureau a suff- 
cient force of nurses and other workers to carry out the weighing and 

measuring of school children in all of the 47 Public Schools in the city. 
The Commissioner of Public Safety consented to furnish such facilities 

and in accordance with this plan notified the Director of the Bureau of 

Health that such facilities would be furnished. This offer, however, was 

declined, and as a consequence, the Bureau of Health failed to carry out 

this work in more than the 11 schools above mentioned. 

Information was secured through the Board of Education as to the 

milk consumed by the children in all of the 47 Public Schools of the city. 

The children were classified into two classes—milk drinkers and non- 

milk drinkers. The report blanks used included the following items: 

School Number, Grade Number, Child Number, Age, Sex, Race, 

Height, Weight, Milk Consumed and Under-nourished. Through the 

Superintendent of Schools information concerning every school child was 

obtained on all of the above subjects, excepting height and weight. 

In the expectation that complete reports would be received from 

the 47 schools, the complete tabulations of the results from the 11 schools 

where height and weight were also obtained, was not attempted. For the 

purpose of showing what results could be achieved were this work com- 

pleted, there is presented below a statement of a portion of these tabula- 

tions which have been prepared. 

In Table No. 15 is presented the statistics of the 11 schools in which 

the children were weighed and measured, showing how many children of 
each sex and race were in each school and the number of milk drinkers 
and non-milk drinkers. 

TABLE No. 15 

STATISTICS FROM ELEVEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Per Cent. Number Per Cent. 
Number Number of Total Drinking Drinking 

Race. Males. Females. Total. Children. Milk. Milk. 

Anelo-Saxon eps 1,499 1,499 2,998 29.9% 1,843 60.5% 
Newiaslieretoemec amas 894 819 ANS 17.1% 1,328 77.570 
Wate eum eee 2,040 1,990 4,030 A022 Toa Za, 52.4% 
Teutonic-Scandinavian. 348 310 658 6.6% 360 54:7% 
STaVIC ieee 284 286 570 5.7% 350 61.4% 
@OthersRaces eee s. 23 33 56 5% 40 71.4% 

MotalSaarneceenc. 5,088 4,937 10,025 100.0% 6,033 60.2% 

A detailed statement of the children of each age from 4 to 16 of the 
Anglo-Saxon race—males—drinking milk and non-drinking milk and 

their total height and weight and average height and weight is presented 

in Table No. 16. 
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TABLE No. 16 

ANGLO-SAXON MALES 

MILK DRINKERS NON-MILK DRINKERS 

S| Gera ecaemesy ic rs: Sewers | ES 
re ie ae ao xo Ash Oe es bats ata) no 

SA EE || apace earl a ante SEM es SS al sal oer 
<i an H x <x cat | 4 in oa < < 

4 19 725 782 38.16 41.68 4 4 145 166 36.25 41.5 

Bil 651 %.2.693| 2824 41a 4giasr Wim Sikes aslee GTS GaOlnt 3ol62| miaokan 
6] 115] -5,176| 5183 45.011 4507 Il 6| .40| 1.7631 1.7801 440s| 442 
7| 121) 5,928] 5.7001 4899| 4711 || 7| 58] 2:808| 2718] 4841! 46.86 
Bi) 87h A819). 4.328 1 55.30|). 40.75 gl ssolles isi) 20271 53.3010 40161 
9! 116} 6,889} 6,020! 59.39 51.90 || 9 76| 4,433] 4,029 58.33 53.01 

10} 95] 6,316} 5,080] 66.48} 53.47 || 10] 97| 6,238] 5,136] . 64.31 52.95 
11) (861... 6,168 474A 7193) S520, lis 76459 A sOh 7183 55,08 
12} 60) 4,692) 3,430} 782 By Aly : : 
13), 253|2°4,586) 3;1381 86:53 5921 TS = AS AH 228351) 85.771) les 9106 
14. 39] 3,897}. 2,425) 99.92). 62.18 ||°14! 25] 2,267) -1,505| 90.68) 602 
iH) | me 1,200] 103.42} 63.16 || 15] 2| 1,470 886] 105. 63.29 
16 he oe as az Ee 

_ i) OD Xe) Nt a aa ASS ww \o ST wW Sy i.e) Ou N on ice) 

In the above tabulation it is obvious that the children drinking milk 

weigh more than the children who do not drink milk. Taking each age 

independently and inspecting the column of “Average Weight” shows for 

example, that children 4 years old average 38.16 pounds, while the chil- 

dren of the same age not drinking milk, average 36.25 pounds. Follow- 

ing down these columns item by item, shows that with the exception of 

the children 12 and 15 years of age, the children of all other ages who 
drink milk weigh heavier than the children who drink no milk. 

These figures are sufficient to suggest a relationship between the 

quantity of milk consumed and the physical condition of the children. 

The relationship between physical condition and mental condition is so 

well recognized, that it is unnecessary to state that the child who is healthy 

and strong is also more vigorous mentally. 

If a sufficient number of statistics could be compiled, it is believed 

that the relationship between milk drinking and a healthy condition of 

the child would be even more striking than this. The figures in the above 

tabulation, however, are sufficiently striking to show that this method of 

inquiry deserves much greater attention than it has received and that 

great benefits could be expected not only for the public school children 

of Rochester, but for the public school children of other cities, if these 

children could be regularly weighed and measured and information 

secured as to their daily diet, especially with respect to milk drinking. 

As an example of the extent to which some cities have gone in this 

matter, it is interesting to note the action taken by the city of Seattle, 

Washington, under the able direction of Doctor Ira C. Brown, Medical 

Inspector of the Seattle Public Schools. Last year 97,000 examinations 
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of school children were made by the public health nurses working under 

his direction. In the report published by Dr. Brown, entitled “The Seattle 

Way of Caring for School Children,” he states : 

“My experience teaches me that unless a child get a good supply of 
milk until at least fifteen years of age, it will not develop properly. 

There may be no surface indications of weakness. But its system will 
lack that vitality that only Nature’s Food, Milk, can give and it will 

readily fall a prey to diseases that a milk fed child will resist easily. I 

am speaking not only from my experience of many years in this school 
work but also as a father and now as a grandfather. 

“The city 1s organized in districts, a school nurse is in charge of each 

district. The size of the district and the number of. children under the 

supervision of one nurse, is carefully arranged so that each and every 
one may receive the requisite attention.” 

Dr. Brown says further: 

“When a child just starting to school has his first examination a card is made 

out for it. Its physical characteristics are tabulated. If any operations or any 

forms of medical treatment are seen to be necessary a notation to this effect is 

made and notations are also made as to the carrying out of the operations or treat- 

ment that has been specified.” 

“Tt was particularly noticed that many of the children received little or no milk. 

The parents were advised by the nurses to give each of their growing children a 

pint a day as the least amount sufficient for healthy development. Many of them 

could not, or imagined that they could not, afford it.” 

“So Dr. Brown outlined to the School Board the proposal of supplying milk 

at school to_those children who were known to need it. The Board was sym- 

pathetic, but Dr. Brown’s proposal was a voyage on an unknown sea. ‘What is going 

to be the cost? Where are we going to arrive?’ they asked.” 

“‘T don’t know,’ replied Dr. Brown, ‘but I am sure it will be some good place ye a 

So they gave him authority to spend up to $500 per month. Shortly 

after they removed all restrictions and told him to “go the limit.” He 

has been “going the limit” ever since and the sequel is to follow. 

He obtains on contract a supply of high-grade pasteurized milk put 

up in half-pint bottles. All children, well-to-do and poor alike, obtain it 

at school on the presentation of milk checks. The well-to-do buy their 

checks. The children of the poor are supplied by the nurse in charge of 

the district, who is familiar with the conditions in each home. Thus no 

child is shown to be an object of charity and exposed to possible ridicule 

by other more fortunate children. 

The business end of the daily supply is handled by committees of the 

children themselves. The room committee takes the order of each child 
in the room for the following day. It then phones the order for the total 

amount required, to the Central Office. 
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Should a child who has ordered milk fail to take it as arranged, 
through having changed his mind and spent his money for candy or gum, 

or something else that appealed to him, they let him understand that an 

order is an order and that he is required to pay the following day. In 

this way the child receives valuable training in the importance of doing 

as he agrees to do. 
The Children’s Committee sells the checks to those who buy milk. 

They check up the amount of cash received against the number of milk 

checks sold; also the number of milk checks received against the number 
of bottles issued. They put up the cash for deposit with the bank. They 

make out the deposit slip. This is part of their arithmetic and business 

training. 

‘Within the first six months of supplying milk to the children at 

school,” says Dr. Brown, “the teachers found that their efficiency in the 

school work had increased two and a half per cent. Restlessness and 

fidgeting seemed to disappear. Their power to give attention was in- 

creased. The plan has now been in operation for nearly four years. At 
_ the end of the fourth year, we intend to tabulate and publish the results. 

Covering such a period of time they will be conclusive. 

“Tt is not merely the children of the poor who have benefited. It is 

a well known fact that children of families in comfortable circumstances 

receive far less milk than their growing bodies need. When we began 

supplying the poor children, the parents of the others awoke to the de- 

sirability of their offspring having milk at school. It was to meet this 

demand that we began selling the milk checks to those who could afford 

to pay. 

“From this starting point public interest in milk has been awakened. 

Not only in the schools but also in the homes has the per capita use of 
milk been increased. I question if any other city in the country is con- 

suming as much milk per capita as Seattle.” 
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MEESSUEPLYOM PUBIC INSTEULIONS IN ROCHESTER 

It is important to examine into the character, quality and quantity 
of milk used by public institutions. In such institutions, especially hos- 

pitals and asylums for children, milk is a most important article of diet, 

and experience has shown that for financial reasons there is in most 

municipalities a tendency to economize on the milk supply of institutions, 

with the result that very often the quantity of milk purchased is far too 

little for the needs of the inmates, and the quality is often so inferior 

that it is a menace to their health. 

The replies to the questionnaires sent out by the office of the Survey 

to Rochester public institutions are summarized in Table No. 17. 

LABLE No. 17 

Rotalinumber ofsinstitutions..... .ceeeeces esa ck oe can 26 

Childrentunder l6iyears oflages..50...005525. 0s see oe 975 
PN ATUESMeretecnrerene as Stee eas Gl ne oie aiinccces Ga ere 4,612 
MOtaleittmatesi nsdn. Norcal ceieoias bw stile Route ee. < eee. 5,587 

iMoneyadailyespentutor mille wep ceaseless.) os Go ae SE S7Z:27, 
Money daily spent for groceries..................e00e: 1,760.62 
Motalvexpenditunesror LOO) sodas. ees saan ace eee 2,129.85 

Daily quants|ofsbottlemnrllgused ecm sacs cil de sss. 350 
wo meealoose: milkiin’ cans) usedian. 0-4 a. oe S27 

% imimbittertil ayisediy eee s als te aiele ered cece 2S 
i meee Ka Tr ptni MTSE Cae gash, ei ras Saeed alee: atest 33 
MEmcanssormcondensedimalkcnisedi:..0 actos icicle 35 
eduantsvopucreamiy used ie oot ter. aceite cues ie oes cs 39.5 
HO spONEIAKGIS Gu loyettner TIGL Aho oeobacauuncoununuoueoae 350.7 
O “GbE Chi 1S Cieebin Diels se soocadeacuosuccuonHess 11 

Quarts of milk used daily for cooking.................. 721 
Quarts of milk used daily by children on cereals and for 

bil sala ke ple nie tet Brae lca RENE RSS TCR IS pcre ae hee ne a aL 661.66 
Quarts of milk used daily by adults on cereals and for 

Cab crbal chavo rave ya On arene ret ou aor DR UnIE aS AO eer BR Re 2,238.33 

Numberotaquants ot mawannillksejaseyeceseaaee aie oe 2,884 
Number of quarts of pasteurized milk................. 737 

From the above information it is evident that 975 children consume 
daily 66124 quarts of milk on cereals and for drinking purposes, while 
4,612 adults consume 2,2381% quarts in the same way. No serious criti- 

cism can be made against the quantity of milk furnished to either the 

children or the adults, although the highest authorities now recommend 

that every child should have available for drinking purposes at least a 

quart of milk daily, or its equivalent. ° | 

In Table No. 17, the money spent for milk does not include one in- 

stitution having its own cows, and the money spent for groceries does 

not include two institutions which did not report such expenditures. 
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The daily per capita consumption of milk in these institutions has 

been determined by dividing the quantity consumed by children by the 

number of children; the quantity consumed by adults by the number of 

adults, for each institution in the different groups. These figures are 

arranged according to the institutions in the different groups and pre- 

sented in Table No. 18. 

TABLE No. 18 

DAILY PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF MILK IN ROCHESTER 

INSTITUTIONS 

Name of Institution. By Children. By Adults. Average. 
OrPHAN ASYLUMS 

Rochester ‘Orphan sylume ao. ee eee 81 qts. .50 qts. .87 qts. 
Jewish @rnphangNsylnmerenaane eee A8 LAY 63 
St. Mary’s Orphan Boys’ Asylum............ 61 au 49 
Jewish Sheltering Melome 22 osc seloece « .30 on 44 
St Joseph’s* Orphan Asylum, 304-2 2 coe. 5) 50 42 
St. Patrick’s Orphan Girls’ Asylum........... A8 10 153 
I IDYOy ot ex te) etrrcn ees Ren ERE) Biches Cs ot arene MSC eae I GE .20 1.00 
Pak Church vomeves erence eee 76 stil 47 

HOosPITALs 
dale iebalcroalchab alla tannin vi Woman Meal same SL e 5 Ui ae 49 .60 
RochestertGenerale eee esr erie ete A bys} 74 
lonteopathici aa een ce Sra E ERM Ran A .93 abil 62 
Micrri Cipla ara ve ter akcricr | Tenover atau na ap an 1.50 .63 1.15 
Monroe County Tuberculosis Sanitarium..... 1.49 .99 1.21 

Rochester: State recta acc ene eee erent ae 39 50 
Tnkantso SUMIMETA ess ek eh eP tree eee er acts 97 56 88 
Monroe Coutttynean ao ieee no ieee sia teas 1.00 B32, Al 
SEM Ary Sie UC hy UMNO SL Mpal seg NG aU 2.00 2.10 2.40 
Park WA ere ciie ii Mola car tne unMeey (ila tet er uarayone Ae 33 64 

INSTITUTION, INDUSTRIAL 
Salvation Acrrmyet ite acecteva oe oe cseutie ore ia eeeeiniees 

PENAL INSTITUTIONS 
MonroesGountyyeaille nce. acre cence Le 45 AS 
Monroe County Penitentiary ...............- a 24 A7 
Monroe County Almshouse ............-206- ee 18 BS /| 

HoMES AND OTHERS 
St. John’s (German) Home for Aged........ Ke 13 26 
German Students’ Home’... ss¢00h- 4.42... Bar 75 88 
Rochester Girls’ Home ........... DAN eerie leganany ill 33 50 
St Bhzabethis Girlsiiliome see eee 1.50 16 .30 
StvAnnisuelomes tome Nec dane een etre: ded 44 50 
Rochester Friendly Home .................- fe 30 .60 

In the above table it is noteworthy that among the orphan asylums 

two of them are providing milk for children at the rate of .30 and 35 
quarts per child, while one institution provides .48 quarts per child. 

When this is compared with the recommendations made by Professor 
McCollum and other authorities that each child should have at least one 

quart of milk a day, it is obvious that these children are receiving much 
less milk than is required for their health. When this is compared with 
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the quantity of milk fed to children in the Infants’ Summer Home, which 

is approximately one quart daily, and the quantity furnished to children 

in the hospitals, it is clear that the orphan asylums are not feeding to their 

children nearly sufficient quantities of milk. An examination of the milk 

fed to adults shows that in the three homes for the aged, these old people 
are receiving .13, .30, and .44 quarts of milk daily. Food experts now 

recognize that old people should be supplied with an abundance of milk, 

as milk is far more suited to their digestion than other forms of food. 

The quantity of milk supplied in these homes for the aged is less than is 
necessary to maintain the health and strength of these people. 

In another manner the milk supply of these institutions has been 

tabulated by summarizing the child population, and the quarts of milk 

used by children, and the adult population and the quarts of milk used 

by adults. These summaries are prepared for the purpose of showing 

how the character of the group of institutions is related to the quantity of 

milk used. 

TABLE No. 19 

i =| is 

Se yege | Sel Sol een se 
os bane, ‘3 ant ne a oy SSS 2 a) eS q | SD3 aie 

Institution. al | eee | BO = | Gus OF 
=) a aS 3 fy (S + a <2 Yue 
a Gi || Eee | as! aS = © || 2s 5. | sae 
elu, | Pez ey |] Sela te) AS} (aly |) Pipes) || aya) 
© Q oO < a) < 

Orphan Asylums (8) ...... 763 443 5806 202 42 .2079 - 
IOSpital se) aanoue aces 123 132) 10731 1,086 685 6307 
Old People’s Homes (3) ... pe Ae a 349 118 3381 
Infants’ Summer Home (1) 62 60|  .9677]| 50 28/ — .5600 
Penal and other institutions 27 27 1.00 2,925 1,365 .4666 

z | 975 662 4,612 2,238 

From Table No. 19 it appears that the per capita consumption of 

milk for children in orphan asylums is by far the lowest of the consump- 

tion of children in any other institutions. Under a proper system of 

feeding, one would expect that the milk consumed by children in orphan 

asylums would be in excess of the quantity of milk consumed in other in- 

stitutions, or at least its equivalent. On the other hand, in old people’s 

homes the per capita consumption for adults is lower than the consump- 

tion for adults in either hospitals or penal institutions. 

In the matter of the sanitation of their milk supply, these institu- 

tions are open to serious criticism. There are only 737 quarts of milk 
pasteurized while 2,884 quarts are raw milk. Nineteen institutions out 
of twenty-six have their supply strictly limited to raw milk. This means 

that these institutions are constantly exposed to the sudden onset among 
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their inmates of an epidemic of infectious diseases, due to milk infected 

by dairy animals or dairy employees. The record of such institutional 
epidemics is a long one, and it has only been a matter of good fortune that 
the institutions which are supplied with this raw milk have escaped. The 

pasteurization of an institutional milk supply is now recognized as neces- 

sary to safeguard the inmates from epidemics of infectious diseases. 



VI 

THE FOOD VALUE OF MILK 

There is no better way of presenting this subject than to quote 

extracts from the testimony of Dr. E. V. McCollum who appeared as a 

witness on behalf of the Committee at a public hearing held in the City 

Hall, Rochester, September 18, 1919. 

Dr. McCollum is recognized as one of the leading food chemists of 

America, and the chief exponent of the food value of milk. He has had 

a most unusual training and experience in studies in the chemistry of 

nutrition in Yale University, University of Wisconsin, and in Johns 

Hopkins University. At the present time he occupies the position of 

Professor of Chemical Hygiene in Johns Hopkins University. His testi- 

mony in part was as follows: 

“At the time I left Wisconsin we had conducted approximately two 

thousand feeding experiments, every one planned with a theory under 

lying, and every one planned with an attempt to contributing to an answer 

regarding a long series of questions of a technical nature on nutrition. 

Those experiments in no case were under perhaps six weeks in length; 

a considerable number of them at least four years in length; and this 
work involved the use of all the different types of animals that are avail- 

able on an experiment station farm, together with such small animals as 
are usable for laboratory study. Since going to Baltimore we have com- 

pleted approximately fifteen hundred further experiments with animals, 

each one contributing to an interpretation of the technical problems which 

we have in view. | 
“The first observation that we ever made that was of great import- 

ance in perfecting our views regarding the whole subject of nutrition was 
made in 1912. It consisted of a demonstration that it was possible to 

make a certain diet which could be fed to a group of animals and would 

lead to a failure of nutrition; that the same diet fed with such vegetable 

fats as olive oil or cotton seed oil or lard or tallow or almond oil, would 

still lead to prompt failure and always with one type of error in nutrition, 

or rather pathological state. That pathological condition relates to the 

eyes. This particular type of diet fed with any of the vegetable fats or 

body fats of animals would lead to swelling of the tissues around the eyes 
and inflammation of the eyeball, and total blindness, and ultimate death. 

We produced blind rats, blind pigs, blind cows, blind pigeons, and there 

is no question but what it applied to numerous species of animals. But 

curiously enough this same diet which was so serious when fed with vege- 

table fats, became nutritious for an animal when we introduced certain 

other fats instead of the vegetable fats or body fats of animals; when we 

put butter fat or egg yolk fat into this diet and made no other change, no 
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change in the methods of handling animals, we never saw this eye trouble 

develop. We found even after the eyes could no longer be opened, we 

could change the diet in connection with butter fats and with vegetable 

fats, and if the animals were not too far gone, the introducion of milk 

fats or egg yolk fats into the diet would cause a progressive reaction and 

recovery, and frequently a complete recovery. It is possible even after 

the eyes are so far deteriorated as to cause permanent blindness to cure 
this condition by introducing butter fat or egg yolk fat into the diet. This 

observation that I mention was first published in 1913, in June; and in 

1913, in November, Dr. Osborne and Dr. Mendel. of Yale published 
essentially the same type of diet, extending the work somewhat by saying 

cod liver oil would relieve his pathological state in just the same way 

that butter fat or egg yolk fat did. 

“There are three types of diets which have succeeded both for ani- 
mals and for men. The first of these is the type of diet which is entirely 

derived from animal tissues. This is used by such animals as the lion, 

the tiger; and such men as the Eskimo or the carniverous Indian of the 

plains east.of the Rocky Mountains in the days when the buffalo fur- 

nished his sole food supply. Now, that does not mean that simply meat 

eating is satisfactory. The Eskimo succeeds in living a fairly long period; 

they rarely reach a great age; never live a great age in terms of great 

age of ours. He rarely lives 60 years, and he is an inefficient individual. 

He succeeds, as we know from animal experimentation, because of 

prodigal habits in the choice of food. The Eskimo, I know from the testi- 

mony of a number of people, selects as the most appetizing portion of the 

animal that he may kill for food, the blood. If he kills a reindeer, he 

consumes his blood first of all. The American Indian on the Western 

plains did the same thing, killing buffalo; they liked warm, fresh blood. 

The lion and tiger do the same thing. The second choice of food in the 

carniverous animal is always one of the organs, such as the liver or the 

kidney or its nervous tissue. They will open the brain cavity or body 

cavity and eat those organs second after the blood. The third choice of 

the carniverous animal is the bone marrow or soft ends of the bone, the 

same as man. The last choice of the carniverous animal is the muscle 

tissue. That is the one which we in temperate regions living on both 

an animal and vegetable diet, select as the most appetizing cuts of meat, 

such as round steak, porterhouse steak, and roasts, and we do not like 

the highly flavored glandular organs like the kidney stew every day or 

the liver and bacon. This is a type of diet which succeeds in a measure. 

Carniverous man like the carniverous animal, is lethargic after eating. 
He disturbs himself only when he is hungry. Dr. Grenfall in his boolx 

on Labrador says, the Whites will catch ten fish to the Eskimo’s one. 
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The carniverous animal when fed on this diet is indifferent and relatively 

harmless unless put on the defensive. The same is true of the carniverous 

man. ‘That is not a type of diet which succeeds from a standpoint of 

success as we regard it in civilized communities. 

“Now, there is a second type of diet which succeeds with animals 

and with men up to a certain point. I refer to a type of diet common 

in parts of India, in Southern China and Japan, the Philippine Islands 

and in tropical countries generally; that is, the diet derived from vege- 

table products and meat. These people eat the cereal grains, beans and 

other seeds, and to some extent peas. They eat tubers, more or less 

fruit, and they eat meat, either fish or animal flesh, and they eat extraordi- 

narily liberally of the leafy portion of plants. Now, animal experimenta- 

tion in our laboratory first revealed the fact that this diet, cereals, tubers, 

roots, together with muscle tissue of animals, the type that the carniver- 

ous creature and human being selects as his meat; this type of diet fails, 

but when supplemented with leafy food it succeeds up to a certain point 

with animals that can make a steady diet of cereals, tubers, roots and 

muscle tissue. But we cannot get success if he leaves out leaves. 

“The leaf is so constituted with respect to quality of its proteins and 

mineral content and this substance which differentiates cod liver oil from 

vegetable fats, that the leaf supplements the tuber and edible root and 

muscle tissue of animals. But those people, the people, for example, 

from Southern China, the Chinese who run laundries in this country, I 

think you will all agree with me that they are in general a small people; 

very spare and rather small. They are inclined to be somewhat anaemic, 

yet fairly normal individuals as Chinamen would ordinarily go. It is a 

common practice, however, throughout China, according to information 

I have gained from a number of sources, for the Chinese men to want to 

retire from active business at fifty years, and they do, when it is possible. 

They quit work at fifty years and sit and smoke the rest of their days, 
the son or sons supporting the father. Now, that type of people, the na- 

tives of the tropics and of the Orient, while they exercise a certain 

amount of ingenuity in certain lines, they claim to have first invented 

gun powder, and have invented puzzles and games that have come down 
to our time—but they have not contributed, so far as I have been able 

to learn, to any new invention, or attained any standard in mental activi- 

ties as have other peoples. Of course, we must accept this judgment on 

them with,a certain amount of appreciation of the relation of other fac- 

tors of progress that they bear; the type of religion that people adopt 

will determine in a great measure certain habits of life and thought, and 

that probably their food habits have something to do with their lack of 
enterprise and aggressiveness, and their high infant mortality. These are 
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related to the type of diet in some degree because the fundamental basis 

of enterprise, aggressiveness, achievement, is physiological well being. I 

will not dilate any further on that subject because part of it would be 

conclusions which we would necessarily base on very skimpy evidence. 

We must make a very thorough study of this problem before we draw 

positive conclusions on this. 

“Now, there is a third type of diet which succeeds with animals and 

men; that is, the diet which is derived from cereals, from tubers, edible 

roots, meat, more or less leaves and more or less dairy products, and that 

is the best type of diet we know of. When we maintain one series of 

groups of experimental animals on carniverous diet, and another series 

in which a leaf enters partly as diet; another diet in which milk and its 

products enter freely; and diets which are comparable in every respect, 

but which contain none of those three things; by observing those animals 

throughout their span of life, we find the diets are faulty when they fail 

to contain either leaf or milk, unless strongly of carniverous origin. 

“When we observe our animals throughout their span of life, we find 

that faulty diets lead to a failure to grow and reach adult size; to failure 

in reproduction, to high mortality and early death. By introducing such 

foods as leaves and milk, (foods which I came to designate about a year 

and a half ago, talking to the American Economic Association at Atlantic 

City, as corrective foods, because they correct whatever else we are liable 

to eat because they consist of the essentials), whenever we introduce an_ 

abundance of milk or leaf, we cure or correct the diet of these animals; 

prolong their life; increase their size and their capacity for reproduction ; 

reduce their infant mortality; and prolong the period of vigor and main- 

tenance of youthful characteristics. All these things correlate well with 

our study of human experience. 

“May I say at this point that there are three substances which we 

have not yet discovered, the chemical nature of which we do not know, 

which are occasionally absent from the diet of men to an extent that leads 

to the production of three deficiency diseases. Most important of these 

is a disease known as beri-beri. It is common among Orientals—in China, 

India, in the Philippines; very common on the East Coast of South 

America, and parts of Brazil. They have it now in Labrador and New- 

foundland. It is a deficiency disease due to a lack of a practically un- 

known substance which is lacking from certain diets. The chief char- 

acteristic of this condition is a general paralysis. The people in Labrador 

live essentially on a white bread diet and fish, and very little else—a 

certain amount of meat perhaps. The people of Newfoundland live on a 

diet of bread and fish and salt meat and a little raisin duff, month after 

month. They develop this condition of paralysis and go to the hospital 
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to be fed up on lime, and pretty soon are out in apparently a normal con- 

dition because they go to the hospital in the early stages of the disease. 

This condition has taken a toll of tens of thousands of lives throughout 

China, the Philippines, and several tropical parts of the world, and a few 

other places. 
“The eye disease which I first described as being due to a lack of 

something such as butter fat supplies, I know of at least fifteen hundred 

cases of it, chiefly among children who use a cereal diet too largely and 

*have developed this swelling of the tissues around the eyes. Many went 

blind; others were cured through the very keen observation of a physician 

named Morey who had the acuteness of observation to discover that if he 

gave these children.a sufficient amount of chicken livers, their eyes would 

get well. I have already mentioned the fact that the fats from the inside 

of the cells of liver or of the kidney of an animal contain this unknown 
something which butter fat supplies. Over in Denmark a physician 

named Spuck, near Copenhagen, reported he met with about sixty chil- 

dren in the rural districts who had this eye trouble. He said that these 
were the children of milk producers; that there being such a good market 

for butter and cream they passed the milk through a centrifugal sepa- 

rator and sold the cream, and fed the babies on skim milk and before long 

they developed this eye trouble. He supposed that this was a fat defi- 
ciency disorder. We now know he was wrong in one respect; that you 
could give a child all the skim milk and the olive oil and cotton seed 

oil or vegetable oils that you could get, but you would not relieve that 

eye trouble, but if you give him whole milk, (and he did do that), the 

eyes come right back to normal. 

“Apparently this disease is fairly common in various parts of Egypt 

and Southern China. I rely in making this statement on the opinion of 

Dr. Heiser of the International Health Bureau, who expressed this view 

after examining some animals in New York. This disease had been pro- 

duced experimentally in my laboratory; he thought it was the same thing 

he had seen many times in Egypt and Southern China. 

“T was very much interested about two weeks ago to receive a letter 

from a physician who was in Atlantic City, stating that very recently 

near Warsaw in Poland, his attention had been attracted by about thirty 
children sitting on a little hummock and whose movements were peculiar, 

and led to the arresting of his attention. He went over and examined 

them and discovered through his examination and information obtained 

from others, that these children were either blind or nearly blind, and they 
regarded it there as starvation blindness, which is apparently another in- 

stance. He said, ‘This is fairly widespread in certain parts of Poland.’ 

There are other instances of the occurrence in this country of this par- 

ticular deficiency disease. 
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“And there is another type of deficiency disease, i. e., scurvy; a dis- 
ease long known among sailors, among British soldiers in Mesopotamia, 

and it has occurred among men fed on certain food where the diet con- 

sists week after week of essentially non-perishable foods like white flour, 
rolled oats, rice, peas, beans and potatoes, a certain amount of meat, and 

foods cooked before they are fed. A patient feels chilly and the teeth 

become more or less loose; the flesh of the body loses its peculiar prop- 

erties and you can punch a great hole in the thigh with your finger and, 

the depression does not disappear promptly; the individual suffers con- 

siderable pain. I will not attempt to detail a description of the disease; 

but it is a very serious disease; it is occurring now more or less frequently 

among individuals. 

“Those are the deficiency diseases. I mention these things to 1m- 

press upon you the fact that as we examine human problems in nutrition 
in the light of a great deal of exact data obtained by a very careful plan 

of nutritive experiments on animals, we find that groups of human beings 

in various parts of the world are actually failing in nutrition from one 

cause or another, and we know now specifically the nature of the 

deficiencies in their diet and specifically the results of those errors in their 

nutrition. 

“There seems to be a close relationship between the general health 

of fairly large groups of people and minor errors in the diet. We do 

not have to have a diet so deficient as to lead to prompt failure, or to 

lead to a development of a specific deficiency disease which brings the 

individual into the hospital, or he dies, or attracts the attention of his 

friends to the point where he receives medical attention. We do not have 

to restrict our interpretation of faulty diet to faults of these magnitudes ; 
we are in a position, I feel confident to say definitely, that there are 

large groups of people who are deriving their diet largely from meat of 

a muscle tissue, a type of wheat flour in the form of bread and other 

articles, from potatoes, and from other cereals, such as rolled oats, rice, 

together with beans and peas; there are many people who make at least 

90 or 95% of their table diet from cereals, tubers, and edible roots and 

meat. Such diet in our experience with animals is never satisfactory. 

Such a diet derived from cereals, tubers, roots and meat may lead to 

growth over a considerable period, but our experimental animals always 

fail to reach a full adult size when they stop growing. Their capacity for 

reproduction may be fairly good, but the mortality of their young is 

always high; and the adults themselves instead of living the full normal 

span of life which the species is capable of, show signs of old age early 

and have the specific signs characteristic of senility, poor condition, 

feebleness, nervousness, and irritability, and a gradual decrease in body. 
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Those are the characteristics of animals in the second half of life, or even 

much earlier, where they are fed on diets affording wide variety and 

which might fill the need of a dozen years ago, but not properly dieted. 

“We find on examining the diets of mankind that there are large 
groups of specially employed people in cities who are purchasing almost 

all of their food supply from a grocery store or meat market; and our 

system of food distribution has led to the development of certain lines 
of food products which can be handled with little hazard by the grocer. 

Those are the cereal products; wheat flour, rolled oats, rice, corn prod- 

ucts; various kinds of canned goods; tubers such as potatoes, sweet pota- 

toes, and meat. These things are the staple articles of diet. That class 

of foods in no combinations has ever succeeded with experimental ani- 

mals beyond simply bringing them up to partial completion of growth, 

and faulty performance of the functions of adult life; low reproductive 

ability ; high infant mortality. 

“This same kind of diet supplemented with an abundance of green 

vegetables makes a diet sufficiently complete to make the type of human 

beings we see among the Chinese, the Japanese, and the Philippines. Dr. 

Heiser told me that in his experience a full grown, middle aged Philip- 

pino who had grown up on a Philippino diet, a diet of meat, vegetables, 

cereals, grain and fish, would, when he went into the Government em- 

ploy and was fed up according to European standards, the average adult 

Philippino would gain about 30 pounds in weight. These are undersized 

people, not because they do not have enough to eat, but because it is not 

properly selected. Their diet is capable of bringing up to adult life, but 
not capable of promoting physiological well being to the extent which 

is reached in the United States. 

“We find on examination of the situation through visiting nurses 

and city health authorities, certainly in Baltimore, that large groups of 

employed people who derive so large a portion of their diet from meat, 

cereals and tubers, are the ones who furnish the very high mortality every 

year from tuberculosis. Here again human observation correlates very 

nicely with the observation on animals. When we feed animals on a 

faulty diet, we find they may come up for a time and look fairly vigor- 

ous and normal up to the point where they cease to grow, a little under- 

sized; they fail at an early date; by the time they reach the age of half 

way through what the species is capable of, they will begin to go down 

hill; they do not simply die of malnutrition, but at a certain point in 

lowered vitality they are susceptible to infection of one Kind or another: 

some die of tuberculosis and some of pneumonia; some infectious dis- 

ease usually takes them off. That is what happens in the course of famine 

conditions in the world. In the first place, when the population passes 
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from a condition of well being and abundant food supply, passes towards 

famine conditions, the milk supply fails; the supply of green vegetables 

soon fails because the population is restricted more and more to those 

things that can be preserved over long periods. In cities, the diet of milk 

and vegetables runs down more or less rapidly and later there is an actual 

shortage of food. At a certain point in the lowered vitality of the com- 

munity, people do not die of starvation, but an epidemic of one form or 

another arises and takes off hundreds of thousands or tens of thousands, 

according to the extent of the famine. 

“Q. In the experimental work you are doing in Baltimore at the 

present time you are using rats? 

A. We use rats almost altogether; we use more or less guinea pigs, 

and we have had farm pigs and cats, and recently prairie dogs for special 

experiment. 

Q. About how many of these animals are you feeding at the present 

time? 

A. We have about 1,500 at the present time. 

Q. Do you mean to say that if these animals are fed from their in- 

fancy on such things as beef steak, potatoes and bread that they will not 

grow? 
A. They will grow for a time but they will never reach the full 

adult size; will always be somewhat stunted, and their inferiority we 

judge by their low reproductive capacity, in the high infant mortality 

and in the short span of life or early appearance of signs of old age. 

Q. When you say that if you add green leaves to their diet it seems 

to improve their condition, what kind of green leaves do you mean? 

A. We have experimented with such leaves, especially with such 

leaves as are of interest from the standpoint of human nutrition. The 

list of leaves that we work with includes spinach, cabbage, cauliflower, 

brussels sprouts, turnip tops, beet tops, etc. We also work very consid- 

erably with alfalfa leaves and clover leaves. _ 

©. If they could eat a sufficient quantity of green leaves do you 

think that would put them in proper condition? 

A. Yes, they would succeed in nutrition as does the cow, the horse, 

the sheep or goat; but the digestive tract of the rat is not sufficiently 

capacious to enable him to eat of this bulky type of food. Green leaves 

in sufficient amount would entirely correct the faults which will other- 

wise exist in this type of diet. 
©. Is the human digestive tract so arranged that they can eat a 

sufficient quantity of green leaves to keep them in good condition? 

A. Yes, up to the standard which we observe in certain Orientals 

and tropical people; they fall short in general in the span of life, and in 
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figure, and capacity to rear their young, as compared with Europeans 

and Americans, except that we use much less of the leafy foods and 
much more dairy products. 

©. Your belief then is that the dairy products contain this vital 

substance to promote growth to a larger extent than the green leaves? 

A. Our conclusions are that the use of milk as a food to correct 

the short comings of all other things that are commonly used as food is 
a matter of the greatest importance to our welfare and that is a factor 

of great importance in determining the standard of public health. The 

cow consumes relatively enormous amounts of leafy foods in the form 

of hays and silage and the rest of her diet is a grain diet of by-products 

in the milling industry; the peculiar qualities of her milk are due to the 

fact that she herself absorbs so much of the products derived from the 

leafy portion of her food. 

©. You feel that the cow’s digestive organs are so arranged that 
she can consume a sufficient quantity of these green leaves to keep her- 

self in a normally healthy condition? 

A. There is no question about that. 

©. What do you call these substances? 

- A. I have tabulated in my note-books about twenty-five different 
names that have been given to these three different substances. The first 
name that appeared and the one which is still most popular, is the term 

“Vitamine.’ 

Q. How do you spell that? 

A. V\V-i-t-a-m-i-n-e-s. They have been termed ‘Acessory Food Sub- 

stances.’ I gave two of them a name, designation letters of the alphabet, 

differentiated on the basis of their solubility; one, ‘Fat Soluble A,’ and 

two, ‘Water Soluble B.’ Now, at that time that was all there were. Later 

on it became necessary to modify that to designate one that protects 

against scurvy that is recently denominated as ‘Water Soluble C.’ 

©. Which one of these promotes growth in the individual? 

A. He must have all three of them present in order for growth and 

health to be maintained. _ 

Q. Now, is it your idea from these experiments that human beings 
will do better if they consume the correct amount of butter fat and of 

milk than they will if they try to maintain their lives on green leaves? 

A. I have been forced to the conclusion that milk is a better food 

for the correction of the faults in cereal and meat diet than are the leaves, 

largely because of the concentrated character of the food. 

Q. You think that the civilized nations of the world then owe their 
development to the use of dairy products? 
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A. Iam inclined to hold that belief; one cannot establish at the 

present time such a view, but there is considerable evidence that that is 

the case. I can give you a few examples perhaps which will illustrate 

why I believe that. About the tenth to the twelfth and thirteenth cen- 

turies there was a great invasion of Europe as far as the Danube and of 

China by the Mongol hordes of Central Asia. Now, the Chinese are a 

people who do not or did not use dairy products; they used as their sole 

protective food, as their principal protective food, leaves to cure the de; 

ficiencies of their diet; they had used eggs in considerable amount, but 

they did not use dairy products. I have mentioned the fact that these 

people have not progressed in science, literature and art to the extent 

that certain other people have, but they have furthermore been overrun 

by hordes from the North and Northwest, rapidly succeeding invasions 

from the North and West throughout the period of history, and the peo- 

ple who have overrun China so many times are the Mongol hordes of 

Central Asia who are keepers of flocks and herds and whose principal 

article of diet is sour milk. They have overrun and been a thorn in the 

side of Russia up to within the last five or six hundred years; they over- 

ran the country as far West as the Danube in the thirteenth and four- 

teenth centuries. 
The ancestors of the Turks were successful in war, extending their 

conquest westward, and lived on a diet of fruit and sour milk. The Arab 

living in a hot climate, in a climate whose daily temperature at noon fre- 

quently rises far beyond 100 degrees, lives largely on sour milk. They 

have camels’ and goats’ milk to some extent and to some extent cows’ 

milk. Those people live largely on sour milk and on such a diet they not 

only live in the Torrid Zone, but they have energy, endurance and courage 

to traverse the weary caravan trails of the desert under a burning sun. 

The people of Europe and America have been great users of dairy prod- 

ucts, and they and the very few other people in places where new coun- 

tries have been settled by descendants of Europeans have reached the 
highest stage of civilization; have cultivated the best system of religion 

that we know of; have advanced furthest in scientific attainments, in 

literature and art and music and all lines of achievement of the human 

intellect. I believe these statements can scarcely be successfully con- 

troverted, and if there is anything wrong with them, I have been unable 

to learn it. 
Q. Well, do you believe that after an adult has attained full growth 

that it makes any difference from that time on whether the diet includes 

dairy products or not? 
A. It certainly does in the case of all types of experimental animals 

of the omniverous type with a limited capacity of digestive, tract with 

which to work. 
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©. What do you find happens to them after they have attained their 

full growth if deprived of dairy products? 

A. What happens to the animal is the early onset of old age. There 

are certain diseases which are commonly grouped together as old age 

diseases; those are, hardening of the arteries, or arterial sclerosis; defects 

of the heart; kidney degeneration; and the development of cancers or 

tumors. These four types of pathological conditions are characteristic 

and have been right along, of people advanced in life. Cancer occasion- 

ally occurs in a weak person, and tumors, but almost always in persons 

who are past middle life; the same is true of Bright’s disease and 

diabetes. As a rule, but by no means always, they are characteristic, they 

“occur in persons who are somewhat advanced in years, middle life or 

after. Hardening of the arteries, heart defects, are characteristic of old 

age. 

Data accumulated by various insurance companies show that while 

say, 60 years was the age at which there was the greatest number of 

instances of these old age diseases, thirty years ago, they have been in- 

vading the earlier years of life with each succeeding decade, so that now 

many people of forty are developing typical old age conditions where 

formerly they developed them much later in life. 

We are all familiar with the fact, we see every day people on the 

street who are actually only 30 or 40 years old, or 50, who look much 
older than certain other people who we know are actually in years much 

more advanced. What is this early aging due to? We cannot dispose 

of a question of this magnitude at the present time. We have a great 

deal of knowledge of nutrition, technical knowledge of nutrition, based 

on animal experimentation, and correlated with other of human experi- 

ence to a certain degree, but we are still in the progressive stage in this. 

But we have an immense amount of actual observations on the entire 

span of life of experimental animals which shows that early breakdown 

and development of the symptoms of old age at a period of one-third or 

a quarter of the normal span of life of which that species is capable is 

brought on by faulty diet. How far does this apply to human problems ? 

Statistical studies have shown how many people are trying to live on a 

diet, rolled oats and meat and tuber or root diet, which is unsatisfactory 

for experimental animals. Are we to assume so far as data have been 

collected and the results of animal experimentation correlate very well 
with human experience that it does not correlate in the field where we 

can still gain considerable knowledge? I think not. 

It is that group particularly who are industrially employed, whose 
earnings are fairly low, who confine themselves to this cereal and meat 

and tuber type of diet, that go down with tuberculosis and with other 
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diseases at an early age and show signs of early age; early as the statis- 

tics of insurance companies just mentioned, show. All these correlate 

so well with animal experimentation, that I am inclined to think that since 

we know that large groups of people are living on that diet, that the 

early ageing we have observed is in a great measure the result of a faulty 
diet. I believe this so strongly that I have been giving a considerable 

amount of attention to urging the public to use more of those foods 

which in our experience with animals improve the diet and well being 

of the animal and prolong the period of youthful vigor and postpone 

the onset of old age. 

Q. By that you mean that in your opinion the use of milk and dairy 
products would postpone the onset of old age? 

A. I think there is but little question that that is true. 

©. In the case of infants and the children after weaning, we will 

say after the age of two years; do you consider that the growth of that 

child will be retarded if it does not use a sufficient quantity of milk? 

A. There is no question in my mind that that is true. I make that 

statement on the basis of a very considerable number of observations of 

children in Baltimore. 
©. Will you state what those observations were? 

A. In one series of observations I examined the children in a cer- 

tain orphan home in Baltimore. These children are fed almost entirely 

on a cereal and meat diet. They are surprisingly undersized ; tuberculosis 

is astonishingly prevalent in that institution, although the hygienic condi- 

tions are everything that could be desired; the building is relatively new, 

a lot of air; it has the best toilet facilities and surrounded by acres of 

playgrounds with woods on it, and the children run out doors and play 

when they are very small. Some months ago I secured by private gift, 

funds for the feeding of these children so far as these funds would go, 

and unfortunately, they did not reach throughout the institution. But I 

have selected about one-half of the children between four and five years 

of age and have been giving them for about five months now, a liberal 

amount of milk in addition to the cereal and meat diet which the institu- 

tion itself regularly feeds them, and that is the same as fed to the rest 

of the children in that institution, that is, with cereal and meat diet. And 

we have kept accurate measurements of weight and height, of certain sim- 

ple strength tests, the muscles of the arms and legs of a similar group of 

about forty which the institution has continued to feed. These two 

groups contrast in the most remarkable fashion; those which we fed a 

liberal amount of milk in addition to what the institution was feeding 

have responded in nearly all cases except in three or four where the 

children are badly infected with tuberculosis. Their response and gain 

in weight was unbelievable unless you could see the tables. 
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On the other hand, there was scarcely any growth in any of the forty, 

or forty-one to be exact, of the children still fed on the cereal and meat 

diet by the institution. Only three or four children have made any ap- 
preciable gains, and those apparently have made their gains because the 

parents frequently visited them bringing them some food. It is a form 

of demonstration which has been of great value to me in convincing me. 

that the general theory which I have set before you is correct. I have 

also a large number of observations on children in a certain Jewish school 
in Baltimore which shows 50 per cent. of them to be 25 or 30 per cent. 

under weight for their age and height. 

©. Do you know of any evidence that undernourishment is of com- 

mon occurrence in children who are not properly fed on milk? 

A. There has been a general awakening in several cities during the 

last few years in the matter of the interest of child welfare and conserva- 

tion of child life. This is not only true in America, but the world over, 

as is shown by the activities of the Red Cross in various places in trying 

to rescue child life from its dangers. There have been medical examina- 

tions in various cities of all the school children, or a large number of 

them, and I have in mind particularly New York. I cannot state exactly 
now the per cent. of undernourishment in the total number examined. 

’ If I remember correctly, there were approximately seventy-five thousand 

school children examined a year or so ago, and I believe there were 21 

per cent. undernourished. There have been made very extensive observa- 

tions of children in Seattle, Washington, not only with respect to under- 

nutrition, but especially the condition of the teeth of children, which is a 

very good index of the physical development of the child. 

©. Do you think it is a desirable thing that there should be a sys- 

tematic effort to weigh and measure school children? 

A. The measurement, or I think the weight and the accurate record- 

ing of those observations, together with such other medical observations 

as it may be possible to make on all school children in every city and 

hamlet of this land, is one of the most important duties of the govern- 

ment. It should be the attitude of local authorities to carry that out in 

every instance. We have no moral right to allow children to grow up 

on faulty diets which make it impossible for them to develop as well as 
their capabilities make possible. 

©. You think that such a systematic weighing and measuring 

would be a great help in revealing the presence of under-nourishment ? 

A. There is no question about that, and interest in this matter is 

now manifest in various communities, and there can be no question but 

that it would be of great value in aiding us in further correlating the 

data which we have obtained from animal experiment to human problems. 
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It will enable us to determine more or less exactly the gravity of the 
situation which exists in various places in human nutrition. 

©. Do you believe that this deficiency in diet is very widespread and 

very common at the present time? 
A. I believe that it is. 
Q. Both in adults and children? 
eames: 
Q. How much milk do you think an adult ought to drink a day to 

keep himself in good condition? 

A. I have believed for two or three years that the more nearly an 
adult or a child approximates the taking of a quart of milk a day, the 

better off he will be. 
©. You would prescribe a quart of milk a day? 
A. I would. 
Q. For every adult and every child? 
A. Yes. I believe that so much that I have adopted that regime in 

my own dietary habits, and several people who have worked with me who 

have studied the diet as I have, have also been so convinced as to do 

likewise. 

Q. You do not think there is any substitute for the growth pro- 

moting substance in milk that can be found in any other way? 

A. I would prefer to answer that question by saying that this matter 

was discussed last December at Chicago, at a meeting of a group of about 

twelve men, bacteriologists, health officers, and physiological chemists, 

and students of nutrition; a group of men known as the National Com- 

mission on Milk Standards which was organized by and is financed by 
the New York Milk Committee. This group of men discussed:that ques- 

tion in Chicago last fall and arrived at the unanimous conclusion that 

milk is the only food for which there is no effective substitute. 
Q. And what is your opinion regarding the cost of milk at the pres- 

ent time as compared with the cost of other foods? Have you looked into 

that question? 
A. Yes. At the present time milk is one of the most economical 

food stuffs. That fact is not generally realized, but I feel it is the con- 

census of opinion of those who are qualified by technical education to 

judge this matter; I think they will all agree that even at the present high 

prices, milk is an economical food to purchase. 
Q. Now, as I understand it, you look on milk as a necessity for the 

young and old, a vital necessity? 

ea Eco: 
©. You believe that the human race cannot get along very well 

without it? 
A. I believe we will not achieve the maximum well being of which 

we are capable, unless dairy products are used in the diet. 
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THE FEEDING OF OLEOMARGARINE COMPARED WITH THE 

FEEDING OF BUTTER IN ONE OF ROCHESTER’S 
INSTITUTIONS 

In connection with the inquiry as to the milk supply of Rochester 

institutions, a most interesting piece of information was obtained from 

’ the Jewish Orphan Asylum by Mr. J. H. Larson, Secretary of the New 

York Milk Committee, who had charge of that branch of the Survey. 

This institution at the present time has a population of 29 children under 

16 years of age, and 10 adults. For a number of years the management 

has made a practice of regularly taking the weights and measuring the 

heights of children there and recording these weights and heights in the 
institution’s records. The diet furnished to the children has been uni- 

formly good. The daily milk supply at present is 25 quarts, of which 8 

quarts are used for cooking, 14 for children and 3 for adults. 

During the period of 6 months previous to January Ist, 1917, there 

were no changes made in the diet of the children of this institution. They 

were receiving among other things regularly a sufficient quantity of 

butter. On January Ist, 1917, the management decided to substitute oleo- 

margarine in place of butter, and for the following six months, that is to 

say, from January Ist, 1917, to June 29th, 1917, the institution was sup- 

plied with oleomargarine instead of butter. At the end of June, the 
management became dissatisfied with the oleomargarine and decided to 
abandon its use and return to a regular butter supply. No other changes 

than these were made at any time in the diet or in the milk supply. 

Records of the weight of 10 children who were in the institution 

continuously during the periods above mentioned are given in Table 

No. 20: 
TABLE No. 20 

AGE. WEIGHT. HEIGHT 

Phils (ileal. alah 
Sex a oat ds Al ye) eon es 
ee aM Sia a 

Baie 61.25 
90. ‘ 59.50] 61 62.75 a 

77.5 | 88. 84.75 a 56.25| 58. 60. 

SOPNANARONE 

@ ak 
Boy 10%|| 54.75) 54.50] 60. 57.50| 65.50|| 50 DIEZS oe 53 

i tz|| 63. 67/50 19273:75)| Ze 82 
Boy 10%|| 70.75| 77.25) 79.75) 78.50) 82.25|| 54.75) 56.50! 57. 57.50 
Girl 16 104.50 poll LA: 1025) A9: 54.25] 54.75] 55.25 
Girl 14#5|| 99.50) 104.25] 116.50] 123. | 132. 61.25} 62.50} 63. 63.50 

10. Boy 11l#!! 66. 67.50} 71.25] 66.25] 77.37|| 54. 55! 55.25| 56.25 
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A tabulation of the weights of seven children whose records were 
complete for the five periods of six months each, is summarized below: 

Date. 

Dec. 31, 1916 
July 1917 
Dec. 30, 1917 
June 29, 1918 
Dec. 27, 1918 

Total Weight of 
Seven Children. 

477.50 pounds ° 
501.25 pounds 
545.50 pounds 
536. pounds 
592.87 pounds 

Loss or Gain. 

er 

+23.75 pounds 
+44.25 pounds 
— 9.50 pounds 
+56.87 pounds 

Butter or 
Oleomargarine 

Butter Period 
Butter Period 
Butter Period 
Oleomargarine Period 
Butter Period 

In the list of children there was one girl who was extremely large 

for her age and growing so rapidly that she would be called super- 

normal. Her increase in weight was not seriously interrupted by changes 
in diet. The results of these observations are graphically illustrated in 

the diagram on next page. 
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TABLE No. 21 

GROUP OF SEVEN NORMAL CHILDREN WHOSE RECORDS WERE 
COMPLETE FOR FIVE SIX-MONTHS PERIODS 

DATE 12-31-16 7-1-17 12-30-17 6-29-18 12-27-18 

ToTaL WEIGHT 477.50 501.25 545.50 536 592.87 

GAIN 23.75 44.25 56.87 DING rigs 9.50 
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The same children’s individual weights for the six months during 

which oleomargarine was fed, and for the six months when butter feed- 

ing was again resumed and oleomargarine feeding was abandoned, are 
shown by the curves in the following chart. It is noteworthy in this 

chart that with the single exception of the girl No. 9, who was super- 

normal in her growth, the other nine children all lost weight during the 
oleomargarine period. In the case of the super-normal girl, the curves 

show that her growth was slightly checked during this period. 
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Sex 

girl 

boy 

boy 

boy 

girl 

girl 

boy 

boy 

boy 

girl 
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Age 

15 

15 

14 

11 

10 

10 

12 

Weight 

104 

67 

67 

56 

53 

7-1-17 

Butter 

TABLE No. 22 

12-30-17 

Butter 

6-29-18 

Oleo 

12-27-18 

Butter 
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While the number of these children was not very large, yet the uni- 

formity of results during the different periods makes it necessary to 

believe that some common cause existed for their losses and gains in 
weight. Since there were no apparent changes in diet with the exception 

of the substitution of oleomargarine for butter, it seems fair to conclude 

that the lack of butter in the diet was a large factor in the loss of weight 
during the period when oleomargarine was fed. 

As already pointed out by Professor McCollum and other observers, 

when rats are fed on cotton seed oil-or sunflower seed oil or other vege- 

table oils which are contained in large quantities in some brands ‘of oleo- 

margarine, they failed to grow and showed a stunted, unhealthy appear- 

ance, but when fed on butter fat in connection with other foods, they 

attained full growth and fine condition. 

Professor Henry C. Sherman, in his book entitled, “Chemistry of 

Food and Nutrition,’’shows the cost of 3,000 calories of energy when 
purchased in the form of various food products: 

Price Cost of 
Food. ; Per Lb. 3,000 Calories. 

GlearsFatihork use anere cit ieee eee rie: $ .20 $ .16 
BACOM arsenite ee terete en ciaeker einai As) 27 
Roundasteaka plasma tes eeeeerse cies setters .20 88 
Roundgotealke cami enema rte eet eee (20% 1.26 
Eees(Syatvsoe peridOzs) are see eee ae 24 1.13 
Oysterse (ate s0e ig tam lap tayreectes sels ae cr rete als) 1.90 
Mee to eNe Oe Chis dado oonoeHucuasBenoee 03 i 28 
Mil iin takatS crc tierce sila eres erercone eae 04. mY) 
ISIN ah tye) EE Ie Chey oo eudban oonaobaadood 05 46 

In reviewing these figures, Professor Sherman shows that people 

can afford to pay 20c per quart for milk if they can afford to pay 25c 

per pound for beef. The above statement is limited strictly to the food 

value of milk from the standpoint of calories. 
At Rochester prices for November, 1919, for the principal products 

in the above table the same would give the following figures: 

Price Cost of 
Food. Per Lb. 3,000 Calories. 

Bat bork: We tine dete Ren iene eters caentereeal seen iets $ .40 Daeoe 
ACOs cCaice ccvatatars ole a ionclacaTepane le tapeuasspeiNiege 235i 38 
Steaks plus materi tac: eter decsreta eevet ole A2 1.85 
Steale ile carne crctrve ster her terete mretaryelteye 10) 252 
BgesiGiate/ Se per dozens sicteiseiee els xe 3.52 
Malle 414 cig tal pte evens eferars = hers cleneiece per cleks .07 65 

Professor M. J. Rosenau of Harvard University, states that the value 

of milk is as follows: 
2 large eggs, 
a large serving of lean meat, 
2 moderate-sized potatoes, 
5 tablespoonfuls of cooked cereal, 
3 tablespoonfuls of boiled rice, or 
2 

A glass of milk is about equal to... ; 

| 3 ta 
| 2 slices of bread. 
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In testifying before the Mayor’s Committee on Milk, New York, 
1917, Dr. L. Emmett Holt, one of the leading specialists in children’s 

diseases, stated as follows: 

“For infants during the first year, a quart of milk a day is necessary. For the 

_ second year, a pint and a half. There is no food as economical at present prices 

for the nutrition of infants as milk. * * * The habit of giving tea and coffee 

to young children is positively injurious. For children between the ages of two 

and six years, the daily ration of milk should be one pint per day as a minimum. 

“Dr. Lucas, of Berlin, found very greatly increased susceptibility to tubercu- 

losis as a result of under-feeding particularly among children. I should think that 

after six years of age up to twelve or thirteen years, a pint of milk a day ought to 

be allowed to all children.” 

Professor Graham Lusk of Cornell University, in his testimony 
(before the same Committee), said: 

“We cannot expect a good community dietary if that community uses less than 

one-half quart of milk per capita per day. Unless there was that amount of milk, 

the dietary would be seriously one-sided. The milk has exceptional value as a food 

for growth due to the so-called vitamines. * * * It is the most important single 

food for adults. It is more economical to produce than meat. A man confined to 

a bread and meat diet will show deficiencies, while a man confined to a corres- 

ponding bread and milk diet will go on indefinitely. * * * A vegetable diet will 

always be improved by an addition of milk. If it was a question of one or the 

other, I think it important that a man have milk rather than meat.” 

Professor Graham Lusk of Cornell University, in his testimony 

(before the same Committee), said: 

“No family of five should buy meat until they have bought at least three quarts 

of milk. Milk contains not only protein of animal origin, but also a very valuable 

fat which has specific properties for growth. It also contains in aqueous solution, 

materials which prevent the development of beri-beri and pellagra. Milk is the 

cheapest form of protein you can get. It is the most complete and sufficient food 

that can be had. Around the dairy farms centers the proper nutrition of a nation.” 

If the quantity of milk recommended by Professor Sherman and 
Lusk were used by the consumers of Rochester, the city would consume 

the following amounts daily: ) 

Quantity 
Age. Population. Per Person. Total. 

Wider oly eaten eae 9,854 1 quart 9,854 quarts 
Il ie) @ WWEATES 6 boc ouaodee 65,720 wy “ 49,2900 “ 
Vato lOLyearsenasseee cee 70,119 iy “ 351059 een 
@vernGlyearse: oaeeeer 144,307 Ui 36,076 “ 

290,000 130,279 “ 
\ 
\ 

_ The present average supply is estimated at 90,000 quarts of milk 

daily. The figures in the above table indicate therefore that the children 
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and adults of Rochester should use at least 40,000 quarts more milk than 

they now consume. The milk recommended for children under one year 
if not consumed directly by the child should be consumed by nursing 

mothers if the child is to receive proper nourishment. The latest re- 

searches of Professor McCollum, as testified to by him, indicate that 
every person can consume daily one quart of milk or its equivalent in 

other dairy products to the advantage of their health and strength. These 

other products refer to butter, cheese, condensed milk, cream, etc. If 

Rochester should follow the advice of Professor McCollum it would 

therefore consume daily 290,000 quarts of milk, or its equivalent in dairy 

products. 

Dr. John R. Williams of Rochester, in his testimony at a public 

hearing held in the City Hall on August 13, 1919, made the following 

statements regarding the food value of milk: 

I would like to introduce a photograph here in evidence, if accept- 

able, showing the value of milk for children. I have here a photograph 

of six children; three of them have been fed or liked milk and were fed 

liberally on milk from early infancy right up to the present time; the 

other three were not fed on milk, they took a dislike for it and were not 

encouraged to use milk, and the result is that the children not fed on 
milk show a lack of vitality and a lack of growth, which was very 

strongly absent with milk-fed children. The parents of the children who 

were fed on milk are smaller than those of the children not fed on milk 

and these children are the same age by pairs. 

I found a large number of children were using condensed milk in 

my study of conditions in Rochester. I appealed to the wholesale groc- 

ers of Rochester and they were able to tell me—there was practically 

no condensed milk imported into Rochester by jobbers that practically all 
the condensed milk sold here was sold through wholesale grocers, and 

they gave me access to their figures, and they told me that condensed 

milk was sold in Rochester to the extent of two million cans a year, and 

I found a large number of people were using condensed milk. 

©. What do you say about the use of condensed milk, doctor? 

A. I think it is much inferior to cow’s milk. 

©. In process, it is sweetened? 

A. Yes, I think its food value is much inferior; I think it lacks 

the essential properties of growth production. 
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REENMON OF MILK TO-INEFANT MORTALITY 

Much has been written upon this subject, and the literature is so 

full of material prepared by the leading medical and public health ex- 

perts of the world that the subject is familiar to everyone who has given 

any attention to the relation of public milk supplies to the public health. 

The authorities are unanimous in agreeing that there is a close rela- 

tionship between infant mortality and the quality of the milk used by any 
city. It will be sufficient for the purposes of this Survey to quote the 

testimony of Mr. John H. Larson, Secretary of the New York Milk 

Committee, who, because of his position and the work of that committee, 

has for a number of years given special attention to this subject: 

Joun H. Larson, produced as a witness on behalf of the Committee, 

first being duly sworn, examined by Dr. North, testified: 

QO. Mr. Larson, will you state briefly your previous experience in 

connection with milk investigations and your present position ? 

A. Iam the Secretary of the New York Milk Committee and have 

been connected with that organization since 1912. 

Q. Will you state what that organization is? 

A. It is an organization to promote the welfare of children in New 

York City and throughout the country by encouraging a safe milk supply 

for the children, and other methods of preventing infant mortality. 

©. Will you state briefly what that organization has done since you 

have occupied the position of Secretary, before and since? 

A. I think I better begin at the beginning. The New York Milk 
Committee was originally organized because the milk supply of New York 

City was not deemed fit for infant feeding, for the feeding of infants 

who were not breast fed. The primary object was to educate the public 

to demand a supply that was safe for their children. In order to do this 

we started two things; one was the infant milk stations in New York 
City; they were conducted up until and including 1911, when they were 

taken over by the city. 

©. Are those stations still operating? 

A. Yes, the City of New York is operating sixty of them today. 
Q. They are still selling milk in bottles to the mothers of those 

lv MES. 

©. How much less does that milk cost than the milk delivered to 
the home? 

A. Two cents less than Grade A pasteurized delivered to the home, 

or ten cents less than certified. 
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©. Do you know whether that milk has been sold from these stores 

at a loss? 
The milk stations? 

Yes. 

No, it has not. 

Is it not true that the city pays part of that expense? 

* * * the milk is dispensed in each milk station for which 

the city pays the rent. 
pio PO - 

Then these charges are contributed by the city? 

The city contributes to the expense of dispensing that milk in 
order that it may have an inducement to get the mother to come to the 
station ; it is a paying proposition for Father Knickerbocker. 

By Mr. Fuller: 

Q. All these expenses are paid by the city? 

A. I do not believe that the company loses money on its contract. 
©. The point is here; the city pays certain overhead charges? 
A. No. The city has its milk station and it tells the milk companies 

of New York City, “We want milk dispensed at these stations; what is 

your bid for dispensing it, Grade A pasteurized milk?’ And the com- 

pany send in their bid; one of the companies gets the contract, and the 

city says, “We put at your disposal this station to dispense your milk; 

we will not charge you any rent, or for light or heat or janitor service; 
the reason we do that is having milk on sale in the station for the babies 
is an inducement for the mother to come to the station for instructions 

for the infants.” 

©. The city pays the rent of the stores? 

A. All the overhead charges. 

Q. For light and heat? 

PANES! 

Q. And janitor services? 

IN ING 

©: 

A. 

©. What does the company furnish milk for? 
A. Fifteen cents at the present time. 

By Dr. North: 

Q. They charge fifteen cents also, do they not, to the mothers? 
A. It is not delivered at the station; it is delivered to the mother at 

the station. 

Q. The mother pays fifteen cents a quart? 
ACNE: 

Q. Do you know what it would cost if the station charges were 
added to that, to sell it through those stores? 

A. No; 1 do not: 
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©. Have you got figures to show what it cost the city to operate 

those stations? 

A. I have got figures to show what the station operation costs, yes, 

but they are grouped; do you want that now? 

Q. Perhaps we might as well have it now as long as you are on that 

subject ? 

A. Let me give you this first, getting back to the cost of the milk 

to the mothers; in 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915 and 1916, it was 8 cents 

a quart. 
Mr. Pierce: Grade A pasteurized? 

Witness: Yes. 

In 1917 it started with 9 cents, 914, 10%, 12 and 12%. In 1918 it 
started with 1314; went down to 12, 1214, 13, 15 and 16. In 1919 it 

started with 14 cents, and today it is 15 cents a quart. 

Q. Those changes were due to changes in the market price of 

milk? 

eNIeS: 

QO. What did the New York Milk Committee, which you represent, 

have to do with the establishment of these stations? 

They started the milk station experiment in New York City. 

How many stations did they establish of their own? 

Thirty-one. ; 

Before the city took them over? 

Yes, and they added to them since until now they have sixty. 
About how many babies a day are fed at these stations? 

. In 1918 there were 46,182 individual babies. 

By Mr. Pierce: 
Q. A quart to a child? 
A. In 1918 there were 5,815,425 quarts of milk dispensed. 

©. Have you analyzed that to show what is given to a child? 

DIO PIO PO > 

A. Per capita daily? No, I have not; it does not mean that each 

one of those babies had a quart of milk a day during the year, but there 

were that many individual babies registered at the stations. 
By Dr. North: 

O. Do these stations operate the year around? 

Ache vadomayes: 

Q. Are they so located that children in any part of the city can get 

milk there? 
A. No, I would not say that; they are located according to the 

need of the community. If you have a community where there are ten 

children that need milk stations very badly you would not prefer that 

community in locating a station to a community that had a thousand 
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children needing it very badly. Milk stations favor congested sections 

where the baby population need milk station service. 

Q. That is, the stations are located in the most congested districts? 
A. Yes, in those congested districts the milk stations are always 

within walking distance of any mother in the district. 
©. Now, were the Milk Committee’s expectations realized in the 

establishment of these stations by any marked effect on infant mortality? 

ING VieSs theyvanwiene. 

©. Suppose you go into that very fully? 

A. Perhaps we can cover that very briefly by giving the infant mor- 

tality rate. The rate in New York City for 1906-1910, that is before 

the milk station period, was 135.8; that is, out of every thousand babies 

135 died under one year of age; 1911-1915, you recall that the milk 
station drive was in 1911, the infant mortality rate was 102.2 per thou- 

sand; in 1916 it was 93.1; in 1917, 88.8; in 1918, 91.7. The milk stations 

in New York City have helped reduce the infant mortality rate since 1910 

from 135 to 91. 
By Mr. Pierce: 
©. How much do these stations cost the city per year? 
A. The milk stations today are costing the city, each station in 

round numbers, $3,000 a year; that includes nursing, cleaning, medical 

and immediate supervision, but does not include the pro rata distribution 

of the Health Commissioner’s salary nor the salary of the Chief Director 

of the Bureau of Child Hygiene. 

By Mr. North: 

Q. Is that the average cost? 

A. $3,000.00 is the average cost. A station of two hundred babies 

can get along with one nurse and a part time doctor; a station of six 

hundred babies will require a nurse, two assistant nurses and a doctor, 

that has at least two or three clinics a week. 

©. The salaries of those nurses and doctors are all paid by the city? 

JANE 6) SEES 

©. Are they open all day or only in the morning? 

A. They are generally open only in the morning and the nurses are 

out in the field visiting mothers and babies in the afternoon, until late 

in the afternoon when they come to the station and fill out their records. 

©. Do the mothers bring the babies to the stations ? 
A. Yes, for the baby clinics. 

©. Have you got a compilation showing the work that has been 
performed by these stations and the number of babies that have been 

taken care of by each station? 

A. I have a very complete cost sheet here of our 31 stations; of 

course, that does not apply today except in proportion as to what costs 

oe 
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were at that time. I think for the benefit of the record it might be well 

to put in, that during September, 1911, our 31 stations cost $9,227.35. It 
does not show here the number of babies, but the number of babies were 

31,128, I think, something like that, but the cost per baby was .0634, 

that is, it is six and one-third cents a day was the actual cost to us. 

©. To take care of one baby? 

A. ‘One baby for one day. 

Q. Is there any way in New York City that the infants and chil- 
dren can get milk as cheaply as they can get it at the milk station? 

A. «No, there is not. 

Q. There is no way? 

Jee | ING 

©. They are getting the cheapest milk there that they can get of 

that grade? 

A. For the quality. May I add there that the charge is sometimes 

made that the milk dealers are killing the babies because of the high 

price of milk. My personal opinion is that milk dealers killed the babies 

of New York City when they were selling milk at 4 cents a quart. Dur- 

ing those times the infant mortality rate was over 200 per thousand. 

©. How do you account for that? 

A. That milk cannot be produced and sold and delivered to athe 

consumer in a sanitary character and was not so sold and delivered when 

milk retailed at four cents a quart. The result was that milk contributed. 
because of its unsanitary character, to the high infant mortality rate. 

New York City has the best, or as good a milk supply as any other city in 

the world, and has the least infant mortality rate of any large city in the 
world. It is all because of the fact that the people of New York City 

have been educated to realize the value of a safe milk supply for infants’ 

feeding. 

©. You consider the quality of the milk has got to be taken into 

consideration in feeding infants and children as well as the price? 

A. I think the quality of the milk comes far before the price. Price 

has nothing to do with it if the quality is not there. 
©. What kind of milk were the people buying for their infants and 

children before these stations were established ? 

A. Milk that would not to-day, according to all the recommenda- 

tions of the National Commission on Milk Standards, come up to Grade 

C pasteurized. 
The lowest grade of milk sold in the city? 

Nes. 

Where were they getting it? 

There were a lot of small dealers in the city, a lot of dairy PO FIO 
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farmers surrounding the city hauling their milk in, or in most cases the 
producer was the milk dealer as well. 

Q. Was this milk delivered to the homes of the people or did they 
go to the stores to get it? 

A. They went to the stores to get it. 

Q. Does New York City permit the sale of dipped milk at the 
present time? 

A. Unfortunately, yes. 

Q. Is that dispensed in grocery stores? 

TeX NG stsy 

Q. Has the Milk Committee disapproved of the distribution or dis- 
pensing of dipped milk? 

A. We disapprove of the dispensing of dipped milk. Milk cannot 

be safely handled except in a single container. 

Q. Has the Milk Committee any evidence that the children that 

have been fed upon dipped milk from grocery stores are any worse off 

than those that have been given bottled milk from the infant milk sta- 

tions, or that have been fed upon good bottled milk? 

A. I have not just the figures with me, Dr. North, but my impres- 

sion is that the baby death rate among the babies fed at our milk stations 

on Homer milk was 57 per cent. lower than the baby death rate through- 
out our city fed on good and bad milk. 

OQ. Has the Milk Committee in its work taken into consideration 

the records made by other investigators in New York of the mortality 

of children fed on loose dipped milk from grocery stores as compared 

with the mortality of children fed on good bottled milk, for example, 

such work as was done by Dr, Park and Dr. Holt? 

A. Yes, it has those records. 

QO. Now, will you tell us something about the effect or irene on 

infant mortality of this system of infant feeding. I think you have some 

mortality records to show us there, of the results of infant feeding? 

A. In 1913, 54.8% of the babies at the milk stations were breast 

fed. In 1918, 67% were breast fed. In 1913, 19.6% of the babies were 
mixed fed. In 1918, 17% were mixed fed. In 1913, 25.5% were bottle 
fed. In 1918, 16% were bottle fed. It shows that the educational propa- 

ganda for the benefit of the mother, through the milk station, has induced 

the mothers of New York to increasingly nurse their babies at the breast, 

and the mixed feeding percentage of mothers has decreased, and the 

bottle fed percentage of mothers has decreased. Now, what is the pur- 

pose of that? In our work we found that of the babies registered at 
our stations who died, 6.5% were breast fed, that is, the infant mortality 

rate per thousand breast fed babies registered at our stations was 65; 
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that is, this much out of a thousand, or 11 out of two thousand died. Of 
the mixed fed babies, 24.2 per thousand died. Of the babies that were 
bottle fed, 30.7 per thousand died. Your mortality problem limits itself 
to the infant that is artificially fed. The ratio—do you want this put in 
record ? 

Om Yessir: 

A. The ratio of deaths of these three groups of feeding are as 

follows: For every breast fed baby, four mixed fed babies die; for 

every breast fed baby, I mean, every breast fed baby that dies, four mixed 

fed babies die; for every breast fed baby that dies, five bottle fed babies 

die. You have ten babies who die; one of them is breast fed; four are 

breast and bottle fed, and five are bottle fed. If any community will 
realize and understand that fact, that in itself will do a whole lot to pre- 

vent this unnecessary loss of infant life. 

Q. Do these stations sell milk for the mothers themselves to drink? 

A. They do. I am under the impression that a very great per 

centage of the milk supply that goes through the stations in New York 

City goes to the mother rather than the baby. 

©. Do you consider that the establishment of those infant milk sta- 

tions in New York City is a success? 

eT eledo: 

Q. And do you think that every city should have such stations? 

A. The problem is a problem of ignorance. Infant mortality per 

se is not a milk station problem. Milk stations will prevent unnecessary 
loss of infant life more quickly than any other agent that can be used. 

As I said before. you have got to have that milk as a bait to get the op- 

portunity to educate the mother in the care of her infant and herself. 

QO. Supposing you consider the milk as a commodity offered for 

sale to the mothers of infants in the congested districts, would you say 

that the City of New York is justified in paying the cost to maintain 

these stations so that this milk can be sold at the lowest price to the in- 

' fants and mothers? 

A. I would, yes, 

©. You think the city is justified in paying that charge? 

A. I think it is a mighty good investment for a city. 

Q. Now, can you show us something about the mortality under one 

month? 

A. The actual condition is this: This chart shows what happens 

to one thousand expectant mothers in New York City. Assuming that 

you have a thousand mothers that are pregnant and you have control of 

them until one year after the birth of their babies, this is your result: 

Out of that thousand, 4.7 mothers die from causes due to pregnancy and 
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confinement; 43.4 of those mothers give birth to still born babies, their 

babies are dead before they are born; 35.2 of those mothers lose their 

live born babies through death during the first month of birth. Ignoring 

the fact that five of the mothers die and take your potential baby lives 

from conception until one month after birth and you divide them into 

three groups of those who die; one-third are born dead; the second third 

die during the first month after birth, and the last third die during the 

remaining eleven months of the first year. Two-thirds of those potential 

lives are gone before there is any possible chance of them availing them- 

selves of the milk station machinery. That is for New York City. 

Mr. Pierce: That is, two-thirds of those who die? 

The Witness: Yes. 

©. Then in our figures that we have been considering on infant 

mortality which has been the cause for this milk agitation, two-thirds of 

the children who die have no relation at all to the milk agitation ? 

As) Not imothesleast. 

©. They die before the end of the first month? 

Ae ebheyado: 

©. Then, only one-third of the number of children that have been 
quoted so often as the reason for the milk agitation really have anything 
to do with the milk supply? — 

A. Just one-third, yes. 

©. Now, have you some more figures on that point? 

A. I have the same figures for the City of Rochester that I have 
just quoted for New York City. This is from the vital statistics of 

Rochester for 1917: Out of one thousand expectant mothers in Roch- 

ester that year, 4.6 died from causes due to pregnancy and confinement : 

39.0 gave birth to dead babies ; 40.9 lost their babies through death during 

the first month after birth. You have the grouping in three groups, the 

same here as in New York City. In New York City the line goes down 

gradually from the second month down; in Rochester it does not do that ; 

the second month is lower than the third month, and the fourth month is 

lower than the third or fifth month; this is pro-rated from the sixth 

month on, because my figures do not have the exact distribution, but it 

shows graphically what the situation 1s. 

QO. That is to say, in Rochester one-third of the babies who die 
under one year of age are babies who would be affected by the milk 
supply ° 

nies: 

And two-thirds are not affected? 

Are not affected. 

The problem, then, in infant mortality does not concern itself cate ae 
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only with that last and third group of babies that die; it concerns itself 

far more with the two previous groups. The New York Milk Committee 

realized that fact when it started the milk stations in New York City, 

but it also realized that it could not go back so far as to reach with 

medical nursing and care the expectant mother unless it had the milk 

station with its milk as a bait for getting the mother with the baby. That 

-was the third group. Consequently, in connection with the milk stations 

we started a program of providing pre-natal care for expectant mothers ; 

the mother took the milk, brought the baby to the milk station and the 

nurse found out she was pregnant and she would get her registered as 

an expectant mother and she would be provided with care during her 

pregnancy and for one month after her confinement. That is the outline 

of the work. What did that work accomplish? It means that the group 

of mothers which now, I think, run between seven and ten thousand on ~ 

our records, it means that the maternal deaths of our mothers receiving 

pre-natal care, show a reduction of 69 per cent. over maternal deaths 

throughout the city as well. 

Q. That is the mothers who patronize those stations? 

A. Yes, and who receive pre-natal care. It means that the records 

show a reduction of 22 per cent. in still births; it shows a reduction of 

28% in the deaths under one month. All told, it caused a reduction of 

maternal deaths of 69 per cent.; of still born babies, 22 per cent.; of 

deaths under one month of 28 per cent. 

. The position occupied by the City of Rochester among American 

cities in the number of infants under one year of age who die annually 

has often been thought to be a position of leadership; that is to say, that 

Rochester, if not at the top, is near the top of the list because of the ex- 

ceedingly small death rate of children under one year. 

Because of this impression, it will be useful to refer to the annua! 

report of the New York Milk Committee which shows the infant death 

rate, under one year, in all of the large cities of the United States. In 

their report of the figures for the calendar year 1918, the position 

occupied by the principal American cities and the death rate of infants 

under one year is shown. Extracts from this report, showing exactly 

the position which Rochester now occupies, are given in the tabulation 

below, which shows that Rochester is 54th in the list. of cities from 

which statistics were compiled for 1918 by the New York Milk 

Committee : 
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INFANT MORTALITY STATISTICS 

For the Year 1918 

Rochester, Ne Yin tre ine cette SU Cae 

Deaths 
Per 1,000 Infants 

City. Under 1 Year of Age. 

Brookline Massitiy la ain mama mer Ne 35.4 
Miadisoriel WW1S eee eee i MU Ue Se Rae mene vey ea 38.1 
Pasadena Gal yy ai CUnee icy Ais eeu i R es UN ee Ue 43.8 
BastsOranoes iN ays sii On eccse ue enter nes ame 53.0 
Berkeley Gale occ ae elec ae cicceia oe eae ta eaanenen aie eaiate 56.5 
Sanubranciscoh Galle et sey Gle ae pues Mme ene SZ 
Malden Mass. ai. ce innia ators aels cists pasa pe ater ice 60.2 
FE ViGretE Mia SS ities ic ebetan sce) luneuuten ticle co tall ae uncial 61.6 
WWilamiedarnGal Signet San cre eM a ice nynlsald nt dials Nunes 62.2 
SaltvWaker Greys eUita bruce Meas tae ara aa inure, 63.3 
BOISE OO) seals cites ee Ora a NU Ru a Ae 63.4 
Seattle viVWiashat ste aie ca OU eek NOUR In E NS Eee Ry 63.4 
@hrelseaie ORAS Sys sreeie eae as rece ete asia le orcas staal Ge Ie na 65.8 
ING WPOTE ARG ue ce CAE CU Ae psc cessor nena ene ae 65.8 
Newton Miaissuticai ts aiesus S atlacare a cocursyerantere che ere nuaiste 66.6 
Ome ya Masser tenses eae Bree raat aa Mievcye, Mieco fay uae Muay es 67.2 
Meimmias’ OMO we rc outset ater aoe Paes pita meets se eee) ara ene Sve de 69.2 
Grand Rapid soiNvinchi in ncat cetecita ecko ers thelr sere 70.8 
Portland Oregano dace ceo eee ren ea een lef! 
ivanisvilles se eee sah ee sree acer tence ccaaiMicn vena wulane W222 

HERETO MINE VS uciein ete ret ceiea tre ee haley ane boda iive tanntatts alle atoll ade 72.3 
Wihmaeehoney, Wihtshh Syeangsouavesucupboonopoouods 72.3 
@alclan div Gay ew NC EE CS euey entice eieecneels WOT 
Ebaviertotl aN iasssuets nie sinmlicie nie nici telrussteucthe\oncsore arene 73.0 
IMEh Vernon aNV anys, Sela \inn ed rane ae eee ae ereieue 73.6 
Sami fosera Ga a Clo ta eens once cuaaes si yanteiteares 76.5 
Peyaitty) Mais san uhi inte enn Ieee amelie Ol a aaa ay Sih 76.8 
Ganton Ohio yao. ee woe LAR ge ACen 77.0 
Mos Angeles Gals yuo eel Moe a cee areca iia cetises 77.4 
Decatur ee Oe Res Te ey ee glee tcety gdh err rela 78.1 
I Xoha ul NAb tances yl bela ae Nas alee nimi eo iicie ouleg 6 78.7 
Spokane Viashepiewe caries deptocune seperate tats eras 79.4 
POPLIN MO EA Io atthe Ce OLR ECA ASMS Ae EN ES Noni Aas 80.6 
WY WAvelatlee inl chain iste ye ICM A eueiecatnnis AW Rel erMIa a Prt b 81.3 
LBitarcol bana olow HOA Wy ok mini tame tine Ayal nisig Bim cin 81.8 
Stamtord s Gomme is ae sete eter oneres ead ae 82.8 
Goncor d aN ee, sen arses Ne ee aun ran 83.4 
Poughkeepsie Ny Verve es Re IO ae eal ones ota 83.8 
Dayton Ohio ie) see ene TUES RL NER pa Age i 84.0 
IDYSH Reudaw sl Din bubi Manninen ee ea chine nin rLmicre MIRC Avenaibie ns ict 86.0 
Galveston, Mex i eee ens eerie ialtasecede 86.1 
Sth Pails OM) ee ee eh oer un Siena teen eus 86.4 
JAmMeStO wil ViN owen aie ster alee vewapeic evaer aus eneere tel 86.6 
Abmsterda men Nie Nie) ts eee any clctes ane eon aenape Crea ae 86.9 
Ouiticy, |e Ns eee lata cha Seren 87.0 
Springheld }Ohiow cies sae ee agar ae nena 87.2 
Peo rian Bie ey ean sean reais ai eg ami CU ulnte ae 89.3 
New: Elavent2@onrm eo ae ait Meera ee lea ese Oe ila 89.5 
Jackson Mach oe vie pi eet Vee iS Ry CN ey an ae cucets tna 90.2 
Sam Diego eGalg ae Geert Veta sta) occa ology tah ha 91.5 
Sacramento Calis Pee ae NE aaa Ria nt 91.6 
New. Wik Ne ce os eee Ma aes ea ee open al 91.7 
Harrisburgs Pa yee oe a aise ie rete 92.1 
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COST OF PRODUCING ROCHESTER MILK 

The determination of the cost of milk production presents many 
serious difficulties. The majority of dairy farmers do not keep cost 

- accounts. On the other hand, there is no class of business men who 

carries so many business transactions in his head, or can give more 

accurately from memory the history of financial transactions than the 
dairy farmer. The different sizes of dairy farms, the different condi- 
tions of location and soil, the methods of feeding, sizes of herds, amount 

of labor employed, vary to so great a degree that the figures for each farm 

differ to a considerable extent from the figures obtained from other farms 

in the list. An entire year’s accounting must be obtained from each 
farm investigated if the figures are to fairly represent the average cost, 

for the reason that seasonal changes greatly affect volume of milk pro- 

duced and the cost of feed. | 

In approaching the organization of this work, it was recognized that 

consideration should be given to the methods of investigation previously 

used. It was believed by the Director of the Survey that the best insur- 

ance that could be given to the correctness of the methods adopted for 

the present inquiry would be obtained through consultation with Professor 
G. F. Warren, Professor of Farm Management, at Cornell University, 

because he is recognized as the highest authority in this country on farm 

economics. At the request of the Director of the Survey, Professor 

Warren came to Rochester and furnished copies of the report blanks 

used by him in his own inquiries of the cost of milk production. He also 
designated some of his own assistants to furnish further advice on this 

subject. H.E. Babcock, State Director of Farm Bureaus, volunteered to 

secure for the Director of the Survey men who had been engaged in 

country farm bureau work and had had extensive experience in compiling 

farm cost accounts. As a result of this co-operation, four inspectors 

were employed who could qualify in an unusual manner for work of this 

character. These men were in the field for an average period of nine 

weeks, and during that entire time were engaged in making detailed 

studies in consultation with dairy farmers as to their cost items. 

The preparation of the report blanks used by them was done after 

consultation with E. G. Misner, Professor of Farm Management at 

Cornell University, who assisted in preparing a modification of former 

report blanks adapted especially to the work proposed. Mr. C. P. Clark, 

who had had considerable experience in supervising investigations of 

cost accounts and statistical work, was made supervisor of the entire 

investigation of the cost of milk production. 
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It is believed consequently that the methods of obtaining the in- 

formation, and the personnel of the investigating staff, was as reliable 

as it was possible to obtain for such a survey as this. During the period 

of nine weeks when the men were in the field, they visited every dairy 
district from which Rochester obtains its milk supply. The number of 

districts visited and the number of dairy farms in each are shown in the 
table below: 

District. Number of Farms. 
Bliss ee i seth s ocean alee seanar ite Vics! Re pa es UT 24 
Wayne and Livingston Counties: #.iia4 cae ee 33 
Monroe County: Nitec cce he et ieee ea eae 84 

0 21 Da aT ue Neg Sry CAPO) aur HN ea eA Ee mnie RP on 141 

The general summary of the information obtained from these farms 
‘is given in Table No. 23: 

TABLE No. 23 

GENERAL DATA FROM 141 FARMS 

Number. of fartns son tenn ase hoe r ath ein tecoetere ee nenashrce an 141 
Niimbervot Cows srencreis oe Sen ere erat stoneapraes east eae 2,314 

TotalimilkiproducediGpeunds muses Meee 14,654,115 
otal milk-soldiwholesalerGpounds) ics see see se eee 14,060,306 
Motalémullk-soldswholesale(quants)pmereeiiacc. co aeeecie cae 6,539,677 
Percent of Rochester supply furnished by 141 farms...... 21% 
(Based on average consumption of 85,000 quarts per day.) 

POLAT MESEP EHS CS Nite era mueira Matta tannt le ele Ry Aen. catia gee aga $659,958.06 
Returns other, than wholesale milk 20.7... coe cane 69,911.36 

INGEN COSESI irc ceric emer ere Pe ae ceca octets aries cee ona Peaa tays $590,046.70 
‘ALotalereceipts; Lor wholesales milktyeer ene seit eee 471,729.10 

TRO tal GLOSS as hse aces lee ees S SUC NE Ua EMC aveaevs ars kcvet apceue ae aathaheret $118,317.60 

AGreSupenebartiieseicasiie aristocratic ete eee Clotiorekcasteors 131 
Vialiiel per cacterteri. mlcsh clecielerelemoe acc tithelcreretekcraue ter sieves ances $158 
INGA Che HEGRE ir ally ooo oomeb na aadodooddoododsoDUS 28 
Nalueolipastunenpeh aChektnnimi ccm eiae nate ertriveceeirtset: $73 
IAVierASe num bet Oke COWS ccletaciec ei lel etelolarstereratshcfensisney ats 16.4 
Waluetot Cows per headin. cece sei otter elle reisevenee cerca st $126 
Production’ pers cows (pounds) arn. - clever ts rele tele otere, syederedcteel= 6,333 

It is believed that the location of the farms was such that they fairly 
represent the character of the farms supplying milk to the City of Roch- 

ester. Information obtained from the milk distributors and from the 

Department of Health indicate that the number of dairy farms supply- 
ing Rochester milk varies from 700 to 800. The best figure obtainable 
by this survey is 778 dairy farms. 

The 141 farms from which cost accounts were obtained are believed 

to be a sufficient number to furnish accurately figures showing the cost 
of producing milk on the entire list of farms, because they were not 
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only located in every dairy district, but represented every type of dairy 
farm, large and small. The farms were not selected, but were taken just 
as they came on the roads on which the inspectors traveled. 

The cost of milk production on all of the farms has been compiled, 
and the figures added together to show the cost of producing milk per 
100 pounds and per quart. This summary is given in Table No. 24: 

TABLE No. 24 

SUMMARY OF COSTS OF PRODUCTION ON 14] FARMS 
May 1, 1918, to May 1, 1919 

Per Cwt. Per Qt. 
Wepreciationton cows eee 0756 .00163 
UsatAHESE OV GOW Se Wn desc dokeoonacdeanne 1241 .00267 

Graingand) other concentratesia. |...) ee 1.0721 02305 
Succulent feeds ir. sewn te is ois 8 .6805 .01463 
Rlayeandiother dry storages nn. seen ee. .6048 .01300 

Motaleteedvexcept pastite..44..4.04 255 2.3574 05068 

Interest on feed and supplies at 6%........ 0417 .00090 
IASCUITe etree I ea eet ne ete 2424 .00521 
Bed damp dette. raster ata ety elt te eee ne ne 1651 00355 
Ehumanidabor aaj acee ae ae bi ee 1.2116 .02605 
ORSe labo wy war orc ee ee 0975 .00210 
WsSemotmb tilldime site unveil ge ai 1422 .00306 
Wsetlofieqnipmenti ceili clncics oe ani. 0791 .00170 
BUI Service meuatsae es acpi cae 0351 .00075 
Muscellaneousncostsuneeeae eae ee 1219 .00262 

Towel CORE saccessoonenc an ete et 4.6937 10092 

Returns except wholesale milk............. 4972 .01069 

iNetacostaqdiftenence) nn. one -. . 4.1965 .09023 

PTI COPGECELVIE yay eowsvas tichar aime oliaon wae nahs 3.3550 07214 

EXO SIS Sa Hs aie en te ee PU a 8415 .01809 

The significance of Table No. 24 is that the actual cost on all of 
‘the 141 farms visited for producing 100 pounds of milk was $4.19, or 

$ .09 per quart. The price received for this milk during the year was 
only $3.35 per 100 pounds, or $ .072 per quart, showing a net loss to 
these 141 milk producers of $ .84 per 100 pounds, or $ .018 per quart. 

The figures in this summary are obtained from the details in ‘the 
report blanks and can be best understood by arranging these details in a 

number of ways, indicated by the tabulations which follow. In Table 

No. 25 is shown the total quantity of feed and of labor required by each 
cow per year, and per 100 pounds of milk: 
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TABIEE Now25 

QUANTITY OF FEED AND LABOR REQUIRED 

Per Cow. Per Cwt. of Milk. 

Grain and other concentrates........ 2,635 Ibs. 41.6 lbs. 
Succulent feed Wwe. eee ase ee 10,493 Ibs. 165.7 Ibs. 
Hay and other dry forage ..ssee 3,709 lbs. 59.5 lbs. 
Hiumanplaborene we cee eee 211 hrs. 3.33 hrs. 

The number of cows on the farms, their value at the beginning of the 

year, May Ist, 1918, and the number of cows purchased, the heifers that 

became cows, and the value at the end of the year are shown in Table 
No. 26: 

TABLE No. 26 

INVENTORIES, PURCHASES AND SALES OF COWS 
BEGINNING OF YEAR 

Number Price Total Value 

Cowsitonthand May laO1Ste crepe rer 2,282 $123.21 $281,160 
Cows purchased eee 673 120.05 80,792 
Heifers that became cows............: 124 101.98 12,645 

Ota cis eee ie rerel ae Greve eretteetets losehovon $374,597 

END. OF YEAR 

Number Price Total Value 

CowstonthandaiMayel mlOlO Mey cient: 2,306 $130.21 $300,275 
Gow s tSOl Gane ere nny Fart leita aig op 737 86.06 63,427 
Cow spdicd epsectce ihe cue ane eee 34 
Cowailltide swiere ee Oe ee Gee eto ae a 11.84 260.50 

Botalbyirr: see oe penne weirs $363,962.50 

Value at beginning of year, plus purchases, plus heifers that became cows $374,597.00 
Maluevatvendsotayearmaplusisal ese yeviy san eee eccrine ioier tice 363,962.50 

Depreciation ;(ditrerence) wise, as ctcciia setae rents atcre hoteles roeeee $ 10,634.50 

s Averacse inventory, OL iCOWS—NiliMb ets serce a tereise oalerlerelaredsinenerorele loser cPeleler 2,314 
Average inventory,of cows—-mMotall Ivalice cma syeielererer eel ereletelersfelel-evcltsra iI $290,841.00 
Valuetpeni head io ring cris i mye tenes teehee (Unie teie iaeeneBoregofelerserellsh sheave tot 125.69 

From these figures it appears that the depreciation was $10,634.50 

on all the farms for the year covered by the inquiry. This depreciation 

is the amount of money required for replacement, or to make up for 

losses through the sale or death of animals, and the cost of keeping the 

herds up to their full production. The inventory showed an average of 

2,314 cows, and the value placed on these animals by the owners was 

$290,841.00, or $125.69 per head. These figures differ from the total 
value at the beginning and at the end of the year because of the shifting 
of cows during the year, and because of the buying of fresh cows and 
the selling of dry ones. 
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From a business standpoint it is of some interest to know the amount 

of money invested in land and buildings on these farms. The number of 
acres used for dairy purposes cannot be accurately separated from the 

total number of acres in the farms, therefore, the total acres in these 

farms is the figure given. The investment in land and buildings is shown 
in Table No. 27: 

TABLE No. 27 

INVESTMENT IN LAND, BUILDINGS, ETC. 

INCHES ITM A TITUS ciara ce rey ete tey ctalcl abctscleno Giataee  eteUhie vette eevee eds 18,515.5 
JAETARS WEIS WEP ASO oc scoccdcoboonooscououaopogud se $158 
shotalbvaluemotenatliys eyes theres ecto ey ashe ca oe ecrciwei sine es $2,926,828 

INGHESTOL SPAS tit Cree symone eden hee oe eeet ae avs AU Sik ae 3,490.5 
NWalietonepastinespermachensacan attri ce: $73 
shotalavaltenotepastunenoue ees see cena. $254,025 
Acres of pasture rented in addition to the above....... 

Valieofbuildings used! by cattle; 2.2 4.242 -cssrccle-- oc - $290,058 
Value of equipment used by CoWS.............eeceeees 41,956.23 
Value of average feed and supplies on hand for cows.. 97,052 

The totals of the amount of grain and other concentrates fed are 

shown in Table No. 28: \ 

TABLE No. 28 

GRAIN AND OTHER CONCENTRATES 

Per Cent. of 
Total Price Total 

Amount. Pounds. Per Ton. Value. 

ELOMEeROTOWIN Shale. oases cece oe 19% 1,176,094 $48.02 $28,240.06 
Wet brewers’ grain (reduced to dry basis) 17% 1,024,159 24.65 12,623.80 

OtherspunchasedmoranSea-es oe. cea: 64% 3,898,253 56.38. 109,883.15 

NO tale aice in Mann eet nanee ie RIEU Et aA eer fe 6,098,506 $49.44 $150,747.01 

It is important to note that 19% of the grain used was home grown. 

The price per ton on the home grown grain was based on the market 

price of such grains, less the cost of marketing. The wet brewers’ grains ~ 

were used to an unusual extent on some of these farms. The quantity 

was reduced to a dry basis in order that the amount and price might be 

fairly compared with the other grains fed. The low cost per ton of 

these brewers’ grains is offset to a considerable extent by the increased 

cost of hauling over the cost of hauling other purchased grains. In re- 

ducing the wet grains to dry grains, the basis used was 65 lbs. of wet 

grains per bushel, and %4 lb. of dry matter to each lb. of wet grains. 

The estimates obtained for succulent feeds, hay and other dry 
forage, were based on the quantities used according to the best recollec- 

tions of the producers, and on the prices per ton at which these products 

are commonly rated. The figures for succulent feed are given in Table 

No. 29, and for hay and other dry forage in Table No. 30: 
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_ TABLE No. 29 

SUCCULENT FEED 

Per Cent. of Price Total . 
Total Amount. Tons. Per Ton. Value. 

Gornisilas ene ee he Gil halen te 83% 10,066 $8.11 $81,596.00 
Soilinoverops;rootsetc ee. eee 17% 2,074 6.79 14,077.00 

Tia r= eR oem ae eA a tS 12,140 $7.88 $95,673.00 

TABLE No. 30 

HAY AND OTHER DRY FORAGE 

Per Cent. of Price Total 
Total Amount. Tons. Per Ton. - Value. 

aye anid wAlitallittaltete pee nee eet 76% 3,328 $22.78 $75,803.68 
SE COLt StOVED at ee tat ae aa rae 17% 741 8.88 6,578.50 

Straw? Beans PodsaetGuaemeees 7% 292 9.08 2,650.50 

i Dro yiretl Pr pr eM inn RNS Y AGP aye baie tAiearlS mL Ri 4,361 $19.50 $85,032.68 

The labor of the operator or owner and other unpaid labor is charged 

on the basis of the estimates furnished by the operators. The figures for 

paid labor are made up from the actual wages paid plus the cost of board, 

and the number of hours the labor was employed. The rates per hour, 

when one considers the wages paid in other lines of industry, are certainly 

not too high. As a matter of fact, the average loss sustained of $ .8415 

per 100 pounds subtracted from the total labor charge of $1.2116 in 

Table No. 24 shows that all the labor actually received after paying all 

other costs was only $ .11 per hour for their labor instead of $ .349 as 

charged in Table No. 31: 

TABLE No. 31 

~ HUMAN LABOR 

Per Cent. of Rate Total 
Total Labor. Hours. Per Hour. Valuer) 

SIO) PEr ator Keane cam emaee enue ivaeiera Ns 51% 246,909 $ .416 $102,606.44 | 
Other unpaidvlabors iene elas 13% 65,443 .280 18,338.03 
Past laborgcnee cece eerie 36% 176,134 281 49,413.52 

Botan strc stat ears amneate 488,486 $ .349 $170,357.99 

The total value of the operators’ labor, as shown in Table No. 9, 

was $102,606.44. The value of the other unpaid\labor was $18,338.03, 

making a total for unpaid labor of $120,944.47. The total losses as shown 

in Table No. 23, were $118,317.60. This assumes that all labor was paid. 

If the unpaid labor amounting to $120,944.47 was not included in the ex- 

penses, it would leave to the farmer a profit of $2,626.87 to apply to the 

wages of the unpaid labor. The number of hours the unpaid labor was 

employed was 312,352, as shown in Table No. 31. If only $2,626.87 was 

available to pay for this, the unpaid labor actually received $ .0084 per 
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hour, or less than lc per hour. If the labor of the farmer’s wife and 

children was not charged for, and all of the $2,626.87 above other ex- 

penses, including paid labor, remained for the operators themselves, each 

operator would have received $ .0106 per hour for his own labor. 

TABLE No. 32 

RETURNS EXCEPT MILK SOLD WHOLESALE 

_ Amount. Price. Value. 
IAnpneciationis On COWSsas crocs ceeds cee e aie 
Millcnisedt by, Pamiliesis cts .\.t aiciceiess oe csp) e e = 160,223 qts. $ .071 $11,374.82 
Milk Retailed, used for butter and fed to stock 118,869 ats. .070 8,268.43 
Mramiime TECOVEREG ei) cof ccc sue c castes Sele ce sie es 20,612 tons LOA 36,429.00 
TEX) [DE NERS a col eis Pen oe me Nt are te ae 627.00 
Calves born (value at birth)...............:.. 1,831 TZ, 13,211.75 

PRO pal lesap ren se infor vine Me REN opel etic Noon $69,911.00 

Table No. 32 shows the receipts from other sources than milk. If 

there were appreciation or increased value in cows it would appear in 

this list of items. It is set down as one of the items, but no figures are 

placed opposite this item, for the reason that there was no appreciation on 

the farms as a whole. 

The milk used by the farmers’ families is charged for at the average 

League price for the year. The slight difference between this figure and 

the figure actually received, as shown in Table No. 24, is more than made 

up by the cost of hauling milk to the shipping station for the milk which. ° 

was shipped from the farm. Some small quantities of milk were retailed 

by farmers themselves, and these amounts are included in the receipts. 
The producing territory was divided into three regions because the 

character of the farms semed to indicate a natural division of this kind. 

The more important points of difference between the character of the 

farms in these regions is shown in Table No. 33. 

TABLE No. 33 

COMPARISON OF CONDITIONS IN THREE DAIRY DISTRICTS 

Farms Dairy Cows Acres Value Acresof Value 
Region. Visited Per Farm. of Land. Per Acre. Pasture. Acre. 

IBlissh Na We ons aetna. 24 15.8 180.3 $ 54.00 60 $32.00 
Wayne and Livingston 

@ountiesi 7 nec ee 33 22 179.2 134.00 33 86.00 
Monroe County ...... &4 14.3 98.5 197.00 i7/ 109.00 

The farms located in the Bliss regions are for the most part devoted 

to milk production, having comparatively small sources of income outside 

of the income from milk. The farms in Monroe County are many of 
them engaged in the production of apples and other fruit as well as 

general farm crops and are located near enough to the City of Rochester 
to make it convenient to haul considerable quantities of wet brewers’ 
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grains from Rochester to the farm. The differences in the cost of pro- 
ducing milk in these three regions are shown in Table No. 34, and in 
Tables Nos. 35 and 36 are shown the quantities of feed and labor per 

cow and per 100 pounds of milk in each of these three regions. 

TABLE No. 34 

COMPARISON OF COSTS OF PRODUCTION BY REGIONS 

Wayne and Monroe 
Bliss. Livingston Counties. County. 

Number of Farms............ NO a bts 24 33 

Summary of Costs Per Cwt. of Milk: 
Wepreciation:on Gowsaaiesees eee $ .0785 $ .0715 $ .0772 
Interest-om Cows at.OVoncdesocies cee 1806 1247 1s5 

Grain and other Concentrates....... 1.2054 8919 1.1411 
Succulentuiice ditmmrmmisrinerced nr 4143 7295 .7040 
Hay.and other: Dry (Moraceae srr: 1.0608 5383 5553 

Total Feed except Pasture...... $2.6805 $2.1597 $2.4004 

Interest on Feed and Supplies at 6%. 0424. 0439 .0404 
Pasties cree ere ee eine 3207 2395 2295 
Beddine: een sa ees eee 1165 1576 .1780 
Eitmanvleabor “eter eerie onener 1.5391 1.0624 ° 1.2287 
ElorseWaboteansce eer eee etoe 1471 0684 .1034 
WsetoreBuildinesaadaeeet cee sca 1589 1207 1503 
Wserofeequipment ere mera 0713 .0710 0847 
Bullt(Servicesteee cee cert .0907 .0367 0241 
Miscellaneous Gostsiias nes sccelctels ee: leek .0943 1342 

Motal Gos teenie Mee ana ara 5.5594 4.2504 4.7644 

Returns except Whilesale Milk, per cwt.. 6799 4561 4849 

iNet) Gost @Ditkenence) esses ences 4.8795 3.7943 4.2795 

Price received per Cwt. Milk............ 2.9093 3.3963 3.4157 

losseper wits Milka eee ee eee 1.9702 3980 8638 

Production per Cow (pounds)........... 4334 6053 7133 

TA BEE VNo 235 

QUANTITIES OF FEED AND LABOR PER COW 

Wayne and Monroe 
Bliss. Livingston Counties. County. 

Grain and other concentrates........... 1,833 Ibs. 1,867 lbs. 3,356 Ibs. 
Siicculentabeediacw tse eerie 4,673 Ibs. 11,949 Ibs. 11,441 Ibs. 
Haysand other Dry Horace. eey ce 4,707 lbs. 3,346 Ibs. 3,731 Ibs. 

Elumanwla botucera wae nemcerieiicel 178 hrs. 183 hrs. 239 hrs. 

TABLE) Non 36 

QUANTITIES OF FEED AND LABOR PER 100 LBS. MILK 

Wayne and Monroe 
Bliss. Livingston Counties. County. 

Grain and other concentrates......... 42.3 lbs. S0iSalbS) eek 47.0 lbs. 
Sticculentebeed asses weer music 107.8 Ibs. 197.4 lbs. 160.4 Ibs. 

Hay and other dry forage...... as 108.6 Ibs. 55.3 ibs. 52.3 lbs. 

Elman tapos Ce ee eee 4.10 hrs. 3.03 hrs. 3.35 hrs. 
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It has often been pointed out in the past that large producing cows 

produce milk more cheaply than small producing cows. 

It was recognized that one of the most important branches of the 
study of milk production should aim to bring out this difference. There- 

_fore, all of the farms have been classified according to the volume of 

milk which they produced per cow each year, from less than 4,000 Ibs. 

per cow to more than 9,000 pounds per year. Their average production, 

the number of farms in each group, the average number of cows per 

farm and the cost of production per 100 pounds and per quart of milk, 

are all shown in Table No. 37: 

; GNIEIS Wie, SY 

EFFECT OF PRODUCTION PER COW ON COST OF PRODUCTION 

PRODUCTION PER Cow No.of No.of Cows Cost oF PrRoDUCTION 
Group. Average Pounds. Farms. Per Farm. Per Cwt. Per Ot. 

A0O0Ovormtunder-teso. see 2841 9 17.8 $7.103 $0.1527 
400 = SOOO. csccccaoace 4674 16 18.4 4.884 1050 
JOO =o C00O> ssecssseout 5446 aye 17.9 4.365 .0939 
COO SEZ000N eee 6472 39 16.3 4.024 0865 
FOOL = AOVs cs oseceseee 7487 23 14.6 4.011 0862 
ROO: S COMO oasoerodone 8326 15 17.3 3.715 .0799 
Ower G00O saecascoance 9751 12 All 3.898 .0838 

It is obvious, that as in past investigations of this kind, the small 

producing cows produce milk at a much greater expense than the large 

producing cows. Thus, in the last column, it is to be noted that farms 

having cows producing an average of less than 4,000 pounds per year, 

produce milk at a cost of more than 15 cents per quart, while farms having 

cows producing an average between 8,000 and 9,000 pounds a year, pro- 

duce milk at a cost of about 8 cents. Cows producing over 9,000 pounds 

per year, apparently produce milk at a slightly higher cost than cows be- 

tween 8,000 and 9,000 pounds. This irregularity is a circumstance which 
may be due to unusual irregularity in costs, or to the fact that there were 
too few farms-in the last group. . 

In Table No. 38 is shown the relation of the production per cow to 

the hours of human labor and to the cost of labor: 

TABLE No. 38 

RELATION OF PRODUCTION PER COW TO LABOR 

Hours or HuMAN Lapor 
Production Per Per 100 Lbs. Rate Rate 
Per Cow. Cow Milk: Charged. Received. 

AN 00bor wander ee seers sos nae 170 6.0 $0.363 —$0.291 
AQO MESS OOO Reeser a for rake OB 192 41 361 e095 
SOI =LOO0 OMe ne nee ssn 196 3.6 347 + .085 
GOOINA=: ZO0O RAY roe ie ese ca 213 3.3 330 ap ollSV/ 
POO ERS O OO REIT TSN TENG Sires MAE 233 Bell 349 ap lee 
ROO s COWO ss rcsocodes SRS ASU! 221 2.6 353 a eas) 
Overs GOON at pee ee Ask ae: 266 27), 387 =o 252 
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In Table No. 38 it is to be noted that the number of hours of human 

labor per cow increases gradually with the increase in the volume of 

milk produced. This is because of the length of time required to milk 

large producing cows, and because the feeding and other «services require 

more time for large producing cows than for small producing cows. The 

use of brewers’ grains on the farms with larger producing cows required 

more time for the hauling of grain. On the other hand, when these hours 

of labor are compared with the quantity of milk produced, the opposite 

condition is true. It is seen from. Column No. 3 that the hours of labor 

per 100 pounds of milk are very much larger with small producing cows 

than the hours of labor per 100 pounds of milk for the large producing 

cows. In short, less labor is required in connection with the production 

of the same quantity of milk from large producing cows than small pro- 

ducing cows. 
In the last two columns it will be noticed that the rate charged for 

the human labor was nearly the same for all cows; but that the rate re- 

ceived increased from a loss of 29 cents per hour to a maximum gain of 

25.3 cents. While this did not pay the cost of the labor, yet the last. 

column shows that the increase in the volume of milk produced per cow 

brought in a much larger labor income. 
The quantity of feed required to produce 100 pounds of milk is 

shown for each of the same groups of farms producing from less than 

4,000 to over 9,000 pounds per cow annually, in Table No. 39: 

TABLE No. 39 

RELATION “OF PRODUCTION PER COW TO FEEDING 

POUNDS OF GRAIN Pounps SuccULENT Frep Pounps Dry ForAGE 
Production Per Per 100 lbs. Per Per 100 lbs. Per Per 100 lbs. 
Per Cow. Cow. Milk. Cow. Milk. Cow. Milk. 

4000 or under 1381 48.6 5194 182.8 4738 166.8 

4001 - 5000 1661 35.5 7087 151.6 4752 101.7 

5001 - 6000 2023 37.1 11285 207.2 3199 58.7 

6001 - 7000 2480 38.3 11263 174.0 3410 S27 

7001 - 8000 3250 43.6 10657 143.1 4074 54.7 

8001 - 9000 4342 52.1 12880 154.7 3548 42.6 

9001 and over 4245 43.5 12578 129.0 3874 39.7 

Table No. 39 shows clearly that while the pounds of grain per cow 

increases with increased production, the pounds of grain per 100 pounds 

of milk are approximately the same. The pounds of succulent feed also 

increase gradually with the production per cow; but decrease per 100 

pounds of milk produced. The pounds of dry forage per cow diminish 

with an increase in production and also to a much larger extent diminish 

per 100 pounds of milk. The number of cows in each of these groups and 

the quantity of milk produced by them as well as the percentage of the 

total milk sold to the City of Rochester in each group is shown in 

Table No. 40: : 
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TABLE No. 40 

PRODUCHON PEED Re COMMAND iat yhOmAt S MINK (SUPPLY 

Production Number of Total Number Milk Sold Per Cent. of 
Per Cow. Cowsin Group. of Cows. Wholesale. Total Milk Sold. 

AN0Oworunder..). 5024.) 160 6.9% 419,182 Ots. 3.0% 
VO so KUO ssssoscsue 294 » 12.7% 1,306,895 Ots. 9.3% 
‘SOON. s COV cccuevaoes 483 20.9% 2,509,025 Ots. 17.8% 
GOO T= 000M Sata. 637 27.5% 3,967,796 Ots. 28.2% 
7001 - 8000....:...... 336 14.5% 2,417,615 Ots. 17.2% 
OO a CON eessedonss 259 11.2% 2,070,025 Ots. 14.7% 
Overs 000K cies." 145 6.3% 1,369,768 Qts. 9.7% 

From Table No. 40 it appears that 28.2 per cent. of all the milk 

supply of Rochester is furnished by cows producing between 6,000 and 

7,000 pounds of milk yearly and that this is the largest group both in 

respect to farms and in respect to cows producing milk for Rochester. 

One of the influences which is a most important factor in the cost 

of milk production and which has not received the recognition that it 

deserves, is the number of cows in a dairy herd. The volume of milk 

produced by each cow has been given an immense amount of study by 
dairy colleges and dairy farmers. On the other hand, it has been com- 

monly assumed that cows of small production would be unprofitable, re- 

gardless of the number of such animals in a dairy herd. It must be 
recognized that the “boarder” cows, or cows producing less milk than will 
pay their expense, are always a loss. On the other hand, the number of 

cows in a herd, by increasing the volume of milk produced, reduce to a 

great extent the cost of the milk, correspondingly reduces the loss on 

such boarder cows. The effect of the number of cows on the cost of 

production is shown in Table No. 41: 

TABLE No. 41 

EFFECT OF NUMBER OF COWS ON COST OF PRODUCTION 

NUMBER OF Cows. Number Production Cost oF PRODUCTION. 
Group. Average. of Farms. PerCow. Per Cwt. Per Qt. 

Under 10 7.7 24 6,635 $5.22 $0.112 
10 - 14 11.9 44 6,846 4.4] 095 
15 - 19 16.1 30 6,507 4.14 089 - 
20 - 29 22.6 (Af 6,080 4.20 .090 
30 or over 41.6 10 5,682 3.47 075 

From the above table it appears that there were 24 dairy farms hav- 

ing herds averaging 7.7 cows, and that these individual cows produced 

an average of 6,635 pounds per year at a cost of $5.22 per 100 pounds or 

11.2 cents per quart. Contrasted with this, on 10 farms averaging 41.6 
cows, producing only 5,882 pounds each, the cost of milk production was 

only $3.47 per 100 pounds, or 7.5 cents per quart. 
The effect of the number of cows on labor, buildings\and equipment 

cost is shown in Table No. 42: 
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TABLE No. 42 

EFFECT OF NUMBER OF COWS ON LABOR, BUILDING AND 
EQUIPMENT: COSTS 

-—HuMAN LABoR 

Hours Rate Building Equipment 
Number Hours. Per Cwt. Rate Received Cost Cost © 
of Cows. Per Cow. Milk. Charged. PerHour. PerCow. Per Cow. 

Under 10 276 4.16 3€8 —.067 $14.68 $5.10 
10 - 14 246 3.60 359 —.074 10.15 6.19 
59 217, 3133 362 AS) 9.70 4.60 
20 - 29 194 3.19 336 —.080 7.61 4.79 
30 or over 155 Qe, 310 —~.293 4.09 323 

From Table No. 42 it is clear that the number of hours of labor per 

cow is greatly diminished by increasing the number of cows in a herd, 

thus reducing the labor cost. The number of hours of labor per 100 

pounds of milk is also diminished to a marked degree with an increase in 

the number of cows per herd. While the receipts for labor per hour 

are greatly increased, the cost of buildings per cow and the cost of equip- 

ment per cow are greatly diminished by an increase in the number of 

cows. ‘This simply means that increase in the volume of business result- 

ing from large herds reduces all of the costs. 

The number of cows contained in each of the herds of different sizes 

and their percentage of the total, the quantity of milk produced by the 

herds of different sizes and its percentage of the total, are shown in 

Table No. 43: 

TABLE No. 43 

NUMBER OF COWS AND TOTAL MILK SUPPLY 

Per Cent. of 
Number Numberof Total Number Total Milk Per Cent. Total 
of Cows. Cowsin Group. of Cows. Sold Wholesale. Wholesale Milk. 

Under 10 184 8% 1,130,058 Ibs. 8% 
1Ot Aare 524 23% 3,417,332 Ibs. 24% 
UGE Oe « 579 25% 3,632,938 Ibs. 26% 
2052 Oi me 611 26% 3,581,400 Ibs. 26% 
30 or over 416 18% 2,298,578 lbs. 16% 

A review of the figures shown in Tables Nos. 37, 40 and 41 indicates 
that if the dairy herds averaging less than 5,000 pounds of milk per cow 

were eliminated, it would eliminate 12.3 per cent. of the supply and milk 

which now costs from 10 to 15 cents per quart to produce. If all herds 

with less than 10 cows were eliminated, it would remove 8 per cent. of the 

supply and milk now costing 11.2 cents per quart to produce. 

HEARINGS ON THE COST OF PRODUCTION 

In determining the cost of production for Rochester one branch of 

the investigation had to do with the securing of information from wit- 

nesses regarding the cost of production on dairy farms operated by them. 
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These witnesses were dairy farmers producing milk for the City of 

Rochester, who were selected by the local officers of the producers’ or- 

ganization, known as the Dairymen’s League. The object in permitting 

the Dairymen’s League to select their own witnesses was in order that 
they might present their own case to the Survey in their own manner and 

from their own point of view. The possibility of their purposely choosing 

witnesses who would testify to costs higher than the average cost of Roch- 

ester producers was fully recognized. For this reason the director of 

the Survey was prepared to receive these costs only on the basis of the 

producers’ own selection, with the understanding that so far as the Sur- 

vey was concerned its main dependence would be placed upon producers’ 

costs secured through the Survey’s own investigators. 

This testimony of these witnesses in so far as it referred to special 

cost items and the total cost of producing milk on their farms, is given in 
part below. This testimony is not given in full as much of it had to do 

with discussions not directly concerned with cost items. Portions of the 

testimony which are abstracted were the portions of greatest importance 

to the Survey. 

FREEMAN GILMORE, produced as a witness on behalf of the Dairy- 

men’s League, first being duly sworn, examined by Mr. Fuller, testified: 

QO. You live where? 
Aen liven the Lown ot York 

QO. And what is your business? 
A. Farming. 

Q. And how many cows do you keep? 

A. From 45 to 50. 
Q. And your milk is sold where? 
A. In Rochester. 

©. And it is shipped in, is it? 
ik, | MiESy Site 

— You made some figures as to the cost of production, have you 
not: 

Pe Aa VVIES ACT. 

QO. How large is your farm? 

A. 433 acres. I might state right here that the farm is divided by 

a highway, and that the dairy barns are on one side by themselves, and 

our dwelling house and horse barns, etc., are on the other side of the 
road. 

QO. How much do the oats total? ’ 
INS SOS) 

OF Cottonkseedimneall: 

| A. $61.80. Now, then there was 12,024 pounds there, $211.01, that 

was not bought in car load lots but at a local mill, but the price was 
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the wholesale price. And then I bought a bran substitute, 27,760 pounds 

at $33.00, total $459.04. Then we bought 25,700 pounds of oil meal at 

$51.50 and that came to $663.93. Might add we hauled the above feed, 

$78.00. Now, then, I fed in hay, the following: 75 tons at $18.00, 

$1,350.00, and there was 288 tons of ensilage, which I estimated at its 

feeding value, $6.00, $1,628.00; and then 30 tons of straw at $5.00, 

$150.00. Now then, the total hours of labor spent on the cows; one man 

I paid $60.00 a month and boarded him, and I put it in at $900.00. There 

is another man I paid $780.00, and one man milked mornings, $109.50. 

Now, then, I had another charge of a man, $600.00, I have had every 

morning to see that the milk is properly cooled and looked after. There 

is a rent of land for pasture purposes; I estimate that it would take 3 

acres for a cow, $15.00 an acre, makes a total of $700.00. I have aver- 

aged taxes on the entire farm and ! figured, I think, $1.13 an acre, and 

that is $158.20. 

Q. That is charged to the cattle? 

A. Yes. Now, then, in the use of the dairy buildings; there is 3 
silos and the dairy house, cattle barn, hay and grain barn, and an ice 

house, and a shed for sawdust. I estimate the value of that at $10,000.00, 

_ about 6 per cent. interest on it, $600.00, and a depreciation of 4 per cent., 

$400.00. The insurance on it for 3 years is $165.00; that makes an aver- 

age of $55.00 a year. I have a list here of equipment: 5/7 eight gallon 
cans; 4 five gallon cans; 8 pails, $1.25, $10.00; milk wagons, $110.00; 3 

shovels, $1.75 each, $5.25; 1 shovel at $1.00; 3 brooms, etc. I put the 

total depreciation on that at $201.33. 

©. What did you put the total value? 

A. $604.00. Then I had an investment in cows of 48 cows at 

$150.00 each, figures $7,200.00; the interest on them at 6 per cent. is 

$432.00 and the depreciation less the salvage is $1,152; and one bull at 

$150.00, and charged interest on him at $9.00; on the water supply, 
which consists of tile and pipe lines and derrick and wind-mill, gas engine, 

engine house, hydrants, etc. I estimated the cost of and placed them at 

$1,700.00, and the interest at $102.00; depreciation at 7 per cent., $112.00; 

gasoline, 55 gallons at 1514. There is a slight discrepancy on that be- 

cause I estimated that about 70 per cent. of the water supply went to 

the barn; as a matter of fact, I think 90 per cent. of that went to the 

cow barn; it did not alter the figures materially, but I have not seen 

these figures until this afternoon, going over them a second time; but 

the water supply for the entire farm, I figured it at 70 per cent; I think 

that is a low estimate. Now, under miscellaneous, there was, insurance 

on cows, $2,000.00, $12.00; salt, $18.00; lanterns, 6 lanterns, $7.50; hot 
water heater, $15.00; I figured the interest and depreciation at $4.40; 7 
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cords wood, $56.00; $9.30 for cleanser powder, and fly spray, $10.00, and 

lime $10.50, and the cooling tank and drinking trough, $85.00, 10 per 

cent., $8.50; sawdust, $65.00; depreciation, $20.00; 314% tons of ice, 

$118.13; freight on ice, $45.33; hauling ice, $42.00; total, $404.94. 

Q. Your next item is for your windmill and tank, etc.? 

Ja NGS 

©. And you figure your interest and depreciation on that at 
$160.00? 

70 per cent. on the water supply would make that $160.00. 

And that makes a total expenditure of how much? 

$12,305.48. 

Now, your credit on here is what? 

. 420 tons of manure at $1.00 a ton, $420.00; and 43 calves at 

$7.00, $301.00. . 

And you produced how many pounds of milk? 

279,078 pounds. 

And that is approximately 5,600 pounds per cow? 

> iO PIO p 

Approximately. 
How much do you figure your milk cost you? 
Four dollars and a fraction. 

Around $4.30? 

Around there. 

Have you calculated anything for your own service? 

Yes. 

How much? 

$600.00. I figure my time is worth more than that. 

About how much would that be an hour? 
I cannot tell you how much. 

Would it be thirty cents an hour? 

For a year? 

Yes, on an average right straight through? 

About two dollars a day, would it not? 

About a ten-hour day? 
I ought to be worth two dollars a day, I think. 

PuHetps Hopkins, produced as a witness, first being duly sworn, 

examined by Mr. Fuller, testified: 

PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO 

And you have been engaged in that business all your life? 
Why, no, I lived on a farm all my life. 

Q. Mr. Hopkins, you reside where? 
A. Pittsford. 
Q. What is your business? 
De eeanimen. 

QO. 
A. 
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Q. Will you describe your farm? 

A. 220 acres, general farming; about 35 acres of woodland; about 

eight acres pasture, and the rest of the farm is used in growing wheat, 
silage, corn, some potatoes, oats and some barley, and last year I aver- 

aged thirty-two cows. 

Q. About what is the value of your farm, Mr. Hopkins, per acre? 

A. About $200.00. 

Q. And that is located how far from Rochester? 

A. Five miles and a half from the city line, Cobb’s Hill. 

Q. You ship your milk into Rochester how? 

A. By trucks, automobile trucks. 

Q. You have kept some accounts as to the cost of the production 

of milk, have you? 

Ae ies: 
Q. And you have brought here in court your books showing your 

accounting system? 
Joke 38S, 

Q. Will you describe how you kept those accounts? 

A. Yes. At the first of the year all the books start, March 15, 

1918. 
Q. Your fiscal year ends the 15th of March. 
A. Yes. We take an inventory of everything on the farm at the 

beginning of the year, including everything on the farm, horses, cattle, 

equipment; all equipment is listed in detail; the same with individual 
animals; all food on hand, hay, straw, silage, are all inventoried at their 
either appraised value or what they are worth on the market. 

Are you a Cornell man? 

Mes: 
What course? 

Two years special course. 
And you may also state the method in which you keep your 

accounts during the year? 
A. Yes, I will. A separate book; two different books are used, a 

ledger and labor book. The ledger is composed of different industries 
on the farm, such as crops and cattle and a lot of smaller industries, 

pumping water, etc. The labor book is composed of the same industries 

practically and the labor each day is written up; how much time is spent 
on labor, man hours and horse hours. Also, a chore sheet is kept, which 

is time spent on the chores. Then at the end of the next year, the books 
are closed once a year, labor is computed by hours, the cost per hour; 

the total charge against labor, including board as well as the cash and . 

rent of tenant house, and all those things enter into it and a charge of 

10 PO PO 
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labor against it and labor is computed, cost per hour and charged to 

various enterprises. The same way with horse labor and then the in- 

ventories are balanced up and a new set of books started. That is in 

general the practice of the books. 

Q. And you start in again after the end of the fiscal year? 

IN, | NOES, 

Q. Now, have you made for me computations in reference to the 

production of milk? | 

eo lhaye: 

Q. And you say, your year begins and ends on the 15th of March? 

lide) NOES, 
Q. Your computation then runs on quantities from the 15th of 

March, 1918, to the 15th of March, 1919? 

Yes. 

What was your total cost? 
$8,961.51. 
What, were your total credits? 

$7,936.26. 
And what was your net cost of milk? . 

$4.20 per hundred. 

That was your cost? 

That is not last year’s figures; those are present prices. 

I mean, present prices, what was it? 

$4.20. 

How many pounds of milk did. you produce? 

188,960. PIO PO PO PO PO POS 



IX 

COST OF COUNTRY HAULING 

Each day a large amount of labor on the part of dairy farmers and 
horses is expended in hauling milk from the farms to the point of ship- 

ment. For the purpose of securing information as to the number of men 

and horses employed in this work, and the points from which milk is 

shipped, a form of questionnaire was prepared and mailed to all of the 

778 dairy farms producing milk for Rochester. Replies were received 
by mail from 276 producers, from which the following information was 
obtained : 

Numberof (producers iar tes peak en sieeve merc yanta alias) ann Ur we ingen 276 
Producers (own wagon to;ratlroadiplattormen ys ae ee 163 
Producerswowm wagonsto rochester: tn 4.4 sae ee ee 10 
By: truck with other farmers to railroad platform........5....2..2.. 6 
By truck with-other farmers toskochester. © -17 4e ae eee ee 64 
Byadealersmtnucketoskochesterz she ae aa eee ee ee 13 
ShippingetorWechesteraby, wailee ee ee ee eee 119 
Shipping +to- Rochester sbystrolley..cnco. ee ee ee ee ee 68 

Amountiot: milk producedadatlyzenn neers ee eee cei ee ee ee 35:505) ts: 
Amount of milk received from producers’ own wagon to railroad plat- 

TLOTMIL lh cece Eten es Seta eich oo ei has Mtl A SOO dus cnt ar en aA Na a 22,799 “ 
Amount of milk received by producers’ own wagon to Rochester...... 1,492 “ 
Amount of milk received by truck with other producers to railroad 

Fy eet am Oy igen Ra ara fitaed ere ot Une Cele Rar ee Spar NN eae PA wl pea key 
Amount of milk received by truck with other producers to Rochester.. 7,313 “ 
Amount of milk received by dealers’ trucks to Rochester............. iMfas{0) 
Amount of milk received by railroad to Rochester..... NA LITA ReMi 17,420. © 
Amount of#milk received by, trolley to) Rochester.+ 9... lies TNOV 
Amount of milk delivered by producers living on trolley line (18 men) 1,564 a 

Although all of the 778 producers did not reply to the questionnaire, 
the replies received from 276 of them were from every dairy district, 
and it is believed that these replies were sufficient in number and suffi- 

ciently well distributed to furnish a fair estimate as to the labor per- 
formed in the handling of milk from the dairy farms to the point of ship- 

ment. It will be noted from the table that 163 producers hauled milk in 

their own wagons to the railroad platform, either the steam railroad or 

the trolley railroad, while 10 producers hauled milk from their farms 

directly into the City of Rochester, and 6 producers hauled milk to the 
railroad platform with other farmers. The number of trucks hauling 

milk to Rochester owned by farmers or owned by dealers was not ob- 

tained. It is therefore not possible to form an estimate as to whether 

these trucks were fully loaded, or whether they represented less than a 

full load. If we give attention especially to the hauling of milk on the 

country end of the line by the farmers themselves from the reports of the 

inspectors, it is estimated that the average distance traveled by each 
farmer is 2 miles, and that the length of time required for taking milk 

out of his milk house, loading it onto his wagon, hitching up his horse, 
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driving to the shipping point, delivering his milk, securing his empty 

cans, returning to the farm and unhitching his horse, is a total of 1% 

hours. This estimate would apply to the 163 farmers hauling milk in 

their own wagons to the railroad platform. It would also apply to the 

.10 farmers hauling milk directly to Rochester, if we eliminate the length 

of time spent in hauling milk within the city limits. It is fair to assume 

of the 6 farmers hauling milk jointly not more than 3 wagons would be 

employed, and therefore only 3 of these farmers would be engaged at one 
time. This would make a total of 176 farmers out of the 276 from whom 

reports were received who were engaged daily in hauling milk from their 

farms to the shipping point. 

The value of labor per man hour is estimated at $ .349, and horse 

labor $ .194, which are the average rates on the 141 farms on which 

cost of production records were obtained. This makes $ .543 per hour 

for 1 man and 1 horse. For 1% hours the cost is $ .814. If we multiply 

this by 176 farmers, the daily cost is $143.26 under the present system of 

hauling. If we assume that the same proportion of farmers are hauling 

milk in the entire list as in the list reporting, it would mean that, out of 

the total 778 farmers, there are 496 who haul their own milk, and if we 

apply the same costs, the daily cost is $403.74. 

It is recognized that from a business standpoint the most economical 

system of hauling is a co-operative system. Under this arrangement 

large trucks travel on the main roads capable of carrying not less than 

30 cans each, and some of them carry much larger loads than this. The 
dairy farmers living on side roads, or whose houses are located on lane- 

ways back from the main road, find it necessary to hitch up a horse and 
carry the milk by wagon to the main road. The farmers living directly 

on the main road may carry their cans by hand to the platform. Such a 

system as this has been adopted on a large scale by many dairy districts. 

It is estimated that a fair allowance for the average time required 

_ to take milk out of the milk house and carry it to the main road and re- 

turn with empty cans would be one-half hour to each farmer. If we use 

the same cost for man and horse, this would amount to $ .271 per half 

hour. Applying this to the 176 farmers reported as hauling milk would — 

make their daily costs for carrying milk from the milk house to the main 

road, $47.75. Applying the same figure to the total number of farmers 
estimated hauling, which is 496, would make the daily cost of carrying 

milk to the main road $134.56. 

The cost of trucking on the main road in the dairy districts where 
this is performed is charged for at the rate of %4c per quart of milk. 

. Applying this charge to the milk handled by the 176 farmers reporting 
would make the daily cost of trucking on the main road $62.64. If we 
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assume that the same proportion of milk was carried by the 496 farmers 
estimated as hauling, the daily cost of trucking on the main road for 

their milk would be $176.53. This would make the total cost under a 

co-operative system for the 276 farmers reporting $110.39, and for the 

496 estimated as hauling, $311.09, showing a total daily saving over the 
present individual system for the 176 farmers reporting of $32.87, or 
$11,997.55 yearly. 

The savings under the trucking system for the 496 farmers estimated 

as hauling would be daily $92.65, or yearly $33.817.25. 

It is recognized that these figures are only estimates and therefore 

not necessarily a close statement of what actually could be done under 

the co-operative system. It is also recognized that the geography of the 

dairy districts will determine to a large extent whether a co-operative 

trucking system on main roads can be installed to advantage. It is a 

fact, however, that in every dairy district there are main roads reaching 

from the remotest farm to the point of shipment, and there are but few 

of them where it would not be possible for a wagon starting from the re- 

motest point to pick up milk from side roads and from lane-ways so 

that by the time it reached the shipping point it would be carrying a full 

load. On the return journey this same wagon can leave at the entrance 

of the side roads and lane-ways the empty cans which it received from 

the shipping point. 

Every investigation made of the business of country hauling has 

shown that in most dairy districts there are excessive numbers of wagons 

and horses being used by the dairy farmers for this purpose, the cost of 

which must be charged by them in the price demanded for milk. Here 

seems to be one of the branches of the producers’ business which would 

lend itself to a decided economy if, through a local committee, the terri- 

tory could be districted and a trucking system established which would 
provide for full loads rather than the small number of cans now carried 

per wagon. 

The milk produced by the 176 farmers hauling their own milk was 

25,058 quarts, or about 143 quarts per farm, which is 314 40-quart cans, 

or 444 32-quart cans, so that these farmers were actually carrying be- 

tween 3 and 4 cans each. The average 2-horse farmers’ wagon can 

carry at least 30 cans, while trucks adapted for the purpose can carry 

between 40 and 50 cans; consequently, instead of the 176 farmers daily 
hauling milk to the shipping point, the same milk could be hauled in less 

than 20 trucks. If we assume the milk produced by the 496 farmers 

estimated as hauling from the entire producing territory is in the same 

proportion, instead of 496 wagons and horses and men the same milk- 
could be hauled on less than 56 trucks. 
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TABLE No. 44 

Farmers Total 
Reporting. Farmers. 

276 778 
Elatlimewowanemi lke eres ese li ls tens «thsi 176 496 

DRAKE GORE sdccdoosusdoudspegeboucoune $143.26 $403.74 

Costatonmaingroadee yer eesti 47.75 134.56 

Mruckine orimaln cOad sss -ce-ies aa: 62.64 176.53 

motaleestimated cOStyee. scr aa ieistae- $110.39 $311.09 

“Poel Gerlhy Gehwlnrers Shoe cboacoeacdousHar $32.87 $92.65 

Total yearly saving...:.......--.-+---:- $11,997.55 $33,817.25 



X 

DEALERS’ DISTRIBUDION COSHS 

The center of the milk problem in all cities is considered to be the 

cost of milk distribution. While there are some economies which could 

be secured through better business methods in the production of milk 

by the dairy farmer, it is well recognized that these are difficult to estab- 
lish and would require a considerable number of years. 

On the other hand, the inhabitants of every large city and the public 

officials are carrying on their agitation on the high cost of milk, prin- 

cipally with the thought in mind that the cost of distribution is excessive . 
and that through some reorganization in the industry, or perhaps through 

municipal control or ownership, these costs can be greatly reduced. 

In approaching this problem in this survey, a new method of in- 

vestigation was planned. In all previous surveys the main dependence 

for the investigators into the cost of milk distribution has been the work 

of expert cost accountants who have devoted the greater part of their 

time to the examination of the dealers’ books and the checking up of 
vouchers with book entries to determine whether these entries were cor- 

Tect-Or NOt. 

The reports handed in as a result of the work of the expert account- 

ants have, in every survey where this work has been done, presented to 

the investigators only a financial statement which the books themselves 

contained. 

Such financial statements are unsatisfactory in two respects. In 

the first place, the methods of bookkeeping in the milk industry have 

never been standardized. Consequently the financial statements taken 

from dealers’ books rarely correspond. For this reason, even though 

the financial statements may be correct, it is impossible to make accurate 

comparison of cost items between one milk company and another milk 

company. 

The second and more serious cause for dissatisfaction with such 

figures is that they in no way reveal to the investigators what are the 

reasons or causes for these expenses, or whether the expenses are justi- 

fied. Consequently, in all surveys whose main dependence has. been placed 

on the work of auditors, it has been impossible for the directors of such 

surveys to draw conclusions or to make recommendations based on any 
accurate knowledge of expense items, or to state whether such expense 

items are justified or whether they could be reduced. 

In order to overcome these difficulties in this Survey, a new plan 

was inaugurated which consisted in a study of the conduct of the busi- 

ness itself outside of the dealers’ books. These studies were made by 
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inspectors in the employ of the Survey, who personally visited-all of the 

large milk companies in the City of Rochester and a considerable number 

of the small dealers and, by personal observation of the work performed 

in these milk plants, took notes of each operation, the number of em- 

ployees, the time occupied and the cost of performing every branch of 

the business. 

The dealers’ books were not neglected, as expert accountants were 

employed to take a statement from the dealers’ books, chiefly for the 
reason that the factory charges or expenses outside of labor charges could 

not be obtained by inspection. The expert accountants employed by the 

survey were unable to find in the City of Rochester, however, more than 
four dealers who kept books in such a manner that the accounts could be 

relied upon. They visited 15 of the small milk dealers but were unable 

to secure figures from them which were sufficiently reliable to justify a 
report. | 

The new plan pursued in this survey consisted, in short, of making 

a careful study of the conduct of the business itself as the main depend- 
ence, rather than to place dependence upon an examination of the dealers’ 

books. 

In making these inspections of the milk factories, it was necessary 

to standardize the work by drawing up report blanks which could be used 

by each inspector so that the reports handed in would be uniform and 

also comprehensive. The points observed in connection with the con- 

duct of the business included: 

(1) The total units of operation, such for example as the quantity 

of milk received, the quantity of milk bottled, the number of bottles 

washed, the number’of cans washed, etc. 

(2) The number of persons employed in each operation. 

(3) The total number of hours of labor. 

(4) The wage rate per man hour. 

(5) The total cost of the operation. 
(6) The unit cost of the operation, for example, the cost per quart 

for milk received, the cost per bottle for bottles washed, the cost per can 

of cans washed. 

There were more than 36 different operations examined in this way 
in these different milk factories. 

In addition to the examination of the milk business of the dealers 

of Rochester in this manner, similar examinations were made of the 

largest milk business in the City of Ottawa, Canada; of the largest busi- 
ness in the City of Philadelphia, Pa., and of the largest milk companies 

in the City of Baltimore. 
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The reasons for the conducting of these examinations in these other 

cities were because it would be of great value in judging of the efficiency 
of the work in Rochetser to be able to make comparisons between the 

total costs and the individual cost items in Rochester and similar cost 

items of other cities, and also because in the cities of Ottawa and Phil- 

adelphia economies have been instituted which might point the way 

toward the adoption of similar economies in Rochester. 

In assembling all of the facts and figures accumulated by the in- 

spectors and the cost accountants, it is recognized that the tabulation of 

these results could be drawn up in a number of different ways. The 
chief object which must be kept in mind in putting together these figures 

is the total cost for the City of Rochester. This means that the milk 

business of the City of Rochester must be looked upon as a unit. The 

inhabitants of the city are not particularly interested in the business of 

any individual dealer but in the business of the city as a whole. There- 

fore, the object of the tabulations which have been made has been to 

get together under a single head all of the different cost items for all of 

the dealers in the city so that a single simple statement cin be made 

showing what the total milk supply for the entire city costs and what each 

of the different branches of expense connected with this supply costs. 

In order to accomplish this, the figures must be assembled first for 

the individual dealers. This was done on a series of cards or report 

blanks on file in the office of the survey. It has not been thought neces- 

sary to present the individual costs of each individual dealer separately. 
In order, however, to secure an accurate statement for the entire city, 

it has been necessary that the costs of each dealer should be set down in 

some form and the best method seemed to be to divide the dealers into 

three groups for this purpose: the first group being dealers handling 

500 quarts of milk or less; the second group dealers handling from 501 

to 1,000 quarts; and the third group dealers handling over 1,000 quarts. 

Before presenting these tabulations one other consideration is de- 

sirable. The cost of labor naturally belongs in a separate division from 

the cost of supplies and other plant expenses. Labor, being the human 

element in the business, lends itself to reorganization and business effi- 

ciency more easily than the purchase of supplies or other plant charges. 

Consequently, in this work, labor is separately considered and the payroll 

and salaries have all been studied from the standpoint of the labor per- 

formed as a separate problem. 

In Table No. 45 are presented the labor costs for the first group of 
milk dealers, handling 500 quarts or less. 
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In Table No. 45 attention is called especially to column No. 6, in 
which are set down the unit costs for each item of expense; thus, for 

example, in this list it costs 2.1 mills to wash a bottle; 2 cents to wash a 

can, 3 mills to pasteurize and cool milk, 3 cents to fill a can, etc. 

In the last part of the tabulation are given the totals for the entire 

group and also a statement of the cost for each class of milk, including 

retail bottled milk, wholesale bottled milk and wholesale canned milk. 

/ 
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In Table No. 46 are given similar labor costs for the group of milk 

dealers handling 501 to 1,000 quarts. A comparison of the costs of the 

different operations of this group with the dealers of the previous group 

is interesting; for example, in this group milk receiving costs .5 of a 

mill as compared with .7 in the previous group; washing a bottle 1.4 

mills as compared with 2.1 in the previous group; washing a can costs 

1 cent and 6 mills as compared with 2 cents in the previous group, etc. 

Table No. 46 also shows the costs for the entire group and the costs 

for retail bottled milk, wholesale bottled milk and wholesale canned milk. 
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In the Table No. 47 are presented the costs for the dealers handling 
over 1,000 quarts. It is most interesting to compare the costs of these 
three groups of dealers, item by item, and also to compare the costs for the 

different classes of milk. The object, however, of putting together the 

figures in this way is not limited to the interest attaching itself to these 

comparisons, but the main object is to pave the way for getting together 

the costs for the entire city which will be assembled in tabulations later on. 

While the Survey has decided not to present the individual costs of 

all milk dealers in the City of Rochester for the purposes of comparison, 

it is thought desirable that the costs of a few of the companies should be 

presented. Consequently, in Table No. 48 are presented the costs for 4 

of the large milk companies of Rochester and also for a large milk com- 
pany in Philadelphia and in Ottawa, Canada. 
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TABLE NO. 48 

UNIT LABOR COSTS 

| | | | 19 
Labor Charges heaton 132 47 301 320 ~=|Whole- 

Operation. | Retail | Retail | Retail Retail Retail | sale 

1. Milk receiving ...... 000436! .000267| .00043426| .00031906| .00073668| .000533 
2. Bottle washing ...... 000582} .000538} .00208991| .00055966| .00108370| .000400 
Su Cam washingeesco...- .000349| .000350| .00024330| .00017808| .00017677| .000800 
4. Apparatus washing ..| .000271| .000281| .00068870| .00012505| .00028645| .000400 
5° Pasteurizing ........ .000280| .000196| .00058858] .00009670| .00005935| .000267 
GMC@ooling oe Wasa. 8- a ..{| .00002523 ha ..| .000267 
7. Bottling and Capping.| .000931} .000609| .00168480| .00046858] .00123760| .000267 
SeGane fillinge s. aslcne: .000079| .000080| .00046136| .00002971} .00001898} .000533 
9. Driving retail route. .| .016962| .015935| .01909000| .00778920} .01800644| .000307 

10. Driving wholesale ...| .001651| .000900 ..| 00252836 ..| .002300 
11. Driving R. R. to plant! .001071! .000163| .00127200| .00075458| .00039759| .000800 
Wm tabler: ots Wyecwaet. | .000984| .001138} .000839 .00101694| .00096669| .000133 
See Garacee icine ae. ster ..{ .000450} .000284 | .00011609| .00019873} .000267 
14eneine, fOOm j2..4-1.- .000794| .000750| .00044077| .00080171| .00083911| .000400 
15. Refrigerating plant ..| ae as | eal ..| .000133 
16. Plant protection ..... | ..| .000200| ..{ .00002902| .00003907! ne 
17. Experimental ........ a 25 ..| .00019967| .00027550| a 
tea Othice force «2... s2ee. | 002399} .001750| .00206119| .00071302| .00299860| .001530 
HOMEollectorsise ss oe | 001201] .000892| .004775 aft ..{ .000600 
20. Superintendence. ....| ..| 003179} .00191696| .00009377| .00047762| .002200 
21. Storage and loading... | .-| .00041972| .00065046| .00090749 uP 
22. Refrigerator ........ hs Be ea ..| .00024784 
23. Trucking to branches ae a sal ..| .00122896 
24. Route returns ....... | ae a | ..| .00016575| 
25. Miscellaneous ....... ..| .001000| .00152515| .00017278] .00025793| 
DowelsineshOply ics o.las 6: me Lr ae ..| .00018750| 
AY, ILensachay 5 sss0e00006+ é | te cn ..| .00004196] 
28. Sales counter ....... me ue e ..| .00032873| 
29. Wagon painting ..... 00019498 
S0mRlant painters. .sse.- ..| .000356 a ..| .00007522 
Sils (Cenmsihtse a epoenese ts a bs “ aa ae 
S2e Creamery 42. .5 seo. ae ae al a ie 
S33, Butter room 2... 4... a st ou es | 
SA Specialtiess eee. ae 

a | 
35 GanvaSsseusuenca aoe 001830 
SH, leveled “soaccaces 26 

| 
Silly: WO sascacccodoaos | .029829| .029034|. .04157193 ee 03155445] .012137 

| 
Administration salaries ..| .007683] .006517| .00153 .00038696 ..| .002237 

| 
ai ol 

002732 a 
| | 

| 
| 
| 

; | 
Graudmlotaleencw | .037512} .035551| .04310193! .01702940 ..| .014374 

In Table No. 48 are plants Nos. 101, 132, 47 and 119, all Rochester 

milk companies, and plant 301 which is an Ottawa milk company, and 

plant No. 302 a Philadelphia milk company. A study of these figures 

shows some remarkable differences ; for example, under the head of “Can 

Washing” it is obvious that the Ottawa company and the Philadelphia 
company, which both have approximately the same charges, are washing 

cans by the use of apparatus at an expenditure of labor which makes 

these prices much less costly than the prices of can washing by any of 
the companies in the City of Rochester. 
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’”” Under the head of ‘“Pasteurizing,” the cost of pasteurizing by the 

Ottawa milk company and the Philadelphia milk company is far lower 

than the cost of pasteurizing by any of the Rochester milk companies. 

Under the head of “Driving Retail Routes,” the cost for the City of 
Ottawa is far lower than the cost for any of the other companies in the 

list excepting plant No. 119, a Rochester company which has practically 

no retail business. 

Under the head of “Office Force” is a most remarkable series of 

costs. .In this instance the cost of office force for the Ottawa milk com- 

pany is so much lower than the costs for any of the other companies that 

one would think the figure must be mistaken. It is, however, entirely 

correct and due to the establishment of a most efficient system of book- 

keeping by the Ottawa milk company. 

The costs in the three groups of dealers appearing in the three prev- 

ious tabulations have been assembled together in order to get the total 

cost per quart for retail bottled, wholesale bottled and wholesale canned 

milk for the entire City of Rochester. These costs have been obtained 

by putting together the costs of all of the dealers in the above group 
and dividing these costs by the amount of milk sold in each class. These 
results are shown in Table No. 49. 
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TABLE NO. 49 

DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR COSTS PER QUART FOR RETAIL BOTTLED, 

WHOLESALE BOTTLED AND WHOLESALE CANNED MILK 
FOR ROCHESTER—BASED ON SALES. 

TOTALS FOR ROCHESTER. 

co) a2) 
Vv vo 
rea S 

“a ne ioe be BA ome 
OPERATION. cca as e = ae =f g ae 

O10 ae 3 Zo Fae Be 
a = Or n we oe n 3 ow 
Bisa Ow Ose ma Oe Ook Te | ee | ge) ee tee 
Pyne ao ‘aiid oo GW ‘ao 

ce =) S = S 5) 
Milk receiving ........ $ 37.31| .0006511| $ 7.36| .0006464| $ 5.51] .0006199 
Bottle washing ........ 106.73} .0018624 20.82| .0018289 Au at 
Gani washings). 0.2.2... 33.09| .0005774| 6.48| .0005692 8.12| .0009135 
Apparatus washing .... 41.95| .0007320 8.25| .0007247| 5.58} .0006278 
RAStemnizine: 4 veo. | 28.61| .0004992 6.17| .0005420] 5.06| .0005693 
Coline Gab doeseanenne 21.34| .0003724 3.93} .0003452 1.02| .0001147 
Bottling and capping... 94.38| .0016469 18.45] .0016206 ie Ans 
Ganpnlling) Vk: 4.50| .0000785 .93| .0000817]| 2.85| .0003207 
Driving retail routes .. 712.58| .0124348! Le ae os We 

Do. wholesale routes. Ke abs 68.27; .0059970| 33.17} .0037320 
Dow ka tonplante..: 45.78|  .0007988 8.96| .0007870 6.60! .0007426 

Stable snes stain) 60.49] .0010555 11.57| .0010163 9.08] .0010216 
Gara Css Le 22.99| .0004011 4.42} .0003883 2.85| .0003206 
Engine room *......... 29.85} .0005208 6.17| .0005420| 6.09| .0006852 
Refrigeration plant ... 9.67| .0001687| 2.01| .0001766 1.88| .0002115 
Plant protection ...... 2.74| .0000478 55] .0000483 .88| .0000990 
Othicelifionce. sa. noe 82.75| .0014440 16.31] .0014327 16.73| .0018823 
Collectors 6.7 Asa | 138.64] .0024193 26.92| .0023647| 16.77| .0018868 
Supenintendences..-= 4. | 32.44} .0005661 6.47| .0005683| 10.47} .0011779 
Miscellaneous ......... | 16.80} .0002932 3.51} .0003083 4.57} .0005141 
G@amyassersiss seen ee 16.07] .0002804| 3.20| .0002811 5.18] .0005828 
Administration salaries.| a (Vea ne] .0013422| 24.73) .0027824 

MROtalsis een woes: | $1,615.34] .0281493] $246.03] .0215720| $167.14| .0187113 

It must be borne in mind that the charges in this table are strictly 

limited to labor charges and include no other expenses. At the bottom 

of each column is given the total. Thus, for example, it will be noted 

that the total labor costs for the work performed in handling retail 

bottled milk is a little more than 2 cents and 8 mills per quart; the total 

cost for handling wholesale bottled milk is somewhat more than 2 cents 

and 1 mill per quart, while the handling of wholesale milk in cans is more 

than 1 cent and 8 mills per quart. 

The total costs for all classes of milk and for all three groups of 

dealers shown in the previous tabulations have been assembled together 
in one table for the purpose of showing the total amount of milk handled, 

bottles washed, cans washed, apparatus washed, milk pasteurized, cooled 

and bottled, the number of cans filled, the amount of milk delivered at 

retail and at wholesale, the amount of milk received from the railroads, 
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etc., for the entire city. In short, all operations of all dealers have been 

assembled together and treated as if the city were conducting the milk 

business under a single head. Also all of the employees at present en- 
gaged in the business have been put together and all of the hours expended 
by them in their labor. The cost of each operation and the wages paid 

to the employees per hour and the total costs for the city also appear in 

this table. These figures are all assembled in Table No. 50. 

TABLE No. 50 

CITY TOTALS FOR UNIT OF LABOR INVOLVED IN EACH OPERATION 

i 
5 

i) : et aS Be = 

z eiese da  E ie 
OPERATION ar etolte O) llass a le eee. 

5 9 BEC N ig pr (ne By S| 8s 
Halts Hey Tout vente Se = a 
ES FElEe|2| = | 2| BE =) =} =) 3 
Ge Parzen aan ee alae 

Milk receiving ........ 82,075 quarts 173} 113.9|721| .0006114|$.441| $ 50.18 
Bottle washing ....... 88,784 bottles 215) 333.0|267| .0014366] .383| 127.55 
Canluwashingale sry. 3,879 cans 156| 125.0| 31| .0122944) 382} 47.69 
Apparatus washing ....|82,075 quarts 182] 130.5|629| .0006796| .427| 55.78 
Pasteurizing & Cooling.|44,160 “ 37| 79.7|554| .0009022| .500 39.84 
Cooling po are ees [op;2002 i 118] 64.3/517| .0007903| .409| 26.29 
Bottling and capping. ..|83,503 bottles 224| 286.9|291| .0013512| .393} 112.83 
Gaming Ve eerretel: 17| 20.8] 31) .0129781| .398) 8.28 
Retail’ delivery... 3.22% 57,305 quarts 304/1544.5} 37] .0124349| .461| 712.58 

l 

| 

| 
638 cans | 

11,386 qts. bottled l | 

| 
| 
| 

Wholesale delivery ....| 888 Gis incans § 179| 224.5} 90] .0050035} .452} 101.44 

Driving R. R. to plant. .|54,072 quarts 93| 138.8|390] .0011344| .442 61.34 
Stab ley e ara Ca Nese. 69,630 “ 110] 195.9|355| .0011653| .414| 81.14 
Garage cain suet owes AS'SOZ ins 59| 60.8]753| .0007607| .498] 30.26 
Eneitre; rooms. ees 55,194 44| 93.9|588] .0007629| .448] 42.11 
Refrigerator 200-2. .c% ZON29) as 23| 29.8 aA .0005190| .455 13.56 
Plant protection ...... SYOOO Kae: 2| 16.0/938] .0002780| .261 4.17 
@fliceshorcelee meas SG:68 7a | 72| 297.0|191| .0020426| .390| 115.79 
@ollectorsi eee rae S20 75 186] 415.2|198] .0022215| .439) 182.33 
Superintendence ...... 2023 0uiee 8| 73.0|277| .0024402| .676 49.38 
Miscellaneous ......... key) Se 21| 69.51247| .0014476| .358 24.88 
CanvaSsersma sine D283 Oe 8] 48.3]266] .0019048| .506 24.45 
Administration a ae 4 8 ..| ..| .0048934) ..| 116.64 

Bio et Een re roast) ert a Ares SUNN ea tr Geet NUD here | $2029.51 
Average rate except administration | .438| 

In Table No. 50, in column No. 5, appears the cost per quart of milk 

received, the cost per bottle for bottles washed, the cost per can for cans 

washed, etc., throughout the entire list, each unit cost representing the 

cost of performing the operation for each of the items included in such 

operation. 
In column No. 7 appears the entire costs of the labor performed in 

Rochester for one day, showing that the daily payroll for all of the 
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people employed in the milk business amounts to $2,029.51. In this table, 
for example, also appears the cost of bottle washing under present condi- 

tions, which is $127.55; the cost of washing milk cans, $47.69; the cost 

of pasteurizing, $39.84; the cost of bottling and capping, $112.83; the 

- cost of delivering milk at retail, $712.58, for one day. 

This is the cost of labor only, the other cost items appearing in later 

tabulations. 

It has often been alleged that the cost of performing the work of 

milk distribution is smaller for the small dealer than it is for the large 
dealer, and therefore that it is an advantage to any city to have its milk 

distributed by small dealers rather than by large dealers because it is 

more economical. 

In this survey it has been believed that the city would expect to re- 

ceive information on this particular point and, for this reason, the figures 

for the cost of doing business for dealers handling 500 quarts or less, for 

dealers handling 501 to 1,000 quarts, and for dealers handling from 1,000 

upwards, have been separately tabulated for the entire operations per- 

formed by these dealers so far as their labor is concerned; for example, 

dealers handling under 500 quarts furnish to the City of Rochester a total 

of 23,006 quarts of milk daily, while dealers handling from 501 to 1,000 
quarts handie a total of 15,786 quarts daily. The balance of the milk 
supply, amounting to 38,283 quarts, is handled by dealers whose business 
is in excess of 1,000 quarts a day. 

For these three groups of dealers the figures have been tabulated in 

a new form by using the number of quarts of milk received by each group 

as a divisor. The cost of performing each of the labor operations by 

each of these groups of dealers has been divided by the number of quarts 

of milk received by each group. In this way the unit cost per quart for 
performing each operation has been based on the number of quarts 

handled by each group. These figures are shown in Table No. 51. 
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TAB N@ ye! 

UNIT COST OF LABOR DETERMINED ON BASIS OF QUARTS OF MILK 

RECEIVED ON ONE DAY 

. ™a . 

23 ay ey 2 
a Sins z te o 

on Su 24 ; 
Ss oe wo 2 
NO. Ne) am i ons) oO un 

hao) So. SN oN MN 

Ix S4 S&S si 
OPERATION. =) a) = 00 

Shs Bee = o = 35 gq a 
5 i) Bede | ee 5 eel ee | a 
See Ge We a Se ge 
SH NCIS Si Nees en 2) She ace ante 
SiN se Pons 3 Se) Gg bes 

S 5, as S =, 5 S 
Oa) yr et ell On ynltaae lh eRe eet 

Milk receiving ..|{$ 19.61|.0007002| $ 9.45|.000598& $ 18.71|.0004887| $ 50.18|.0006184 
Bottle Washing .| 67.42|.0024078| 29.17|.001848 30.96|.0008087| 127.55).0015540 
Can Washing ...| 21.43].0007653] —8.74|.0005538] = 17.52|.0004576) 47.69|.0005810 
Appar’tus Wash’g| 24.09].0008603| 11.34|.0007186| —20.35].0005317| — 55.78|.0006796 
Past’iz’g & Cool’g} —5.63].0002010} 13.34|.0008453| — 20.87|.0005451} 39.84! .0004854 
Cooling ee ek | 21.77|.0007775|  4.52|.0002864 26.29] .0013203 
Bottli’g & Cappi’g| 56.83].0020296| 23.62|.0014968| — 32.38].0008458) 112.83|.0013747 
Canl/Fillings 2) | 1.71|.0000610 6.57|.0001716 8.28}.0001009 
Driving Retail ..| 214.73!.0076689| 104.74|.0066375| 393.11|.0102693| 712.58].0086820 
Wholesale ....| 32.61|.0011646| 22.24|.0014093| 46.59].0012170| 101.44|.0012359 
R. R. to Plant.| 25.52/.0009114| 10.92|.0006920|  24.90|.0006504| —61.34|.0007473 

Stables aitrercen 35.85].0012625| 9.75|.0006178| 35.54|.0009283! 81.14|.0009886 
Garage eres 15.37|.0005489| —5.04|.0003193 9.85|.0002573|  30.26|.0003686 
Engine Room ... 6.29|.0002246| 9.28].0005880} . 26.54|.0006933} 42.11|.0005130 
Refrig’tion Plant| 2.13|.0000760| = 3.27|.0002072| 8.16].0002131 13.56|.0001652 
Plant Protection | 4.17|.0001089 4.17|.0000508 
Office Force ....| 29.80].0010642| 14.52|.0009201 71.47|.0018740| 115.79|.0014107 
Collectorse ss 90.18].0032201| 34.54].0021878| 57.61|.0015047| 182.33|.0022215 
Superintendence. 49.38].0012899| 49.38].0006016 
Miscellaneous ... | 3.66].0002319| = 21.22|.0005543|  24.88].0003031 
Canvassers :.... 
Administration .. 

$670.97].0239439 

24.45 .0006387 
116.64 .0030470 116.64|.0014211 

$318.14).0201598 
| | 

$1039.40] .0271584 $2029.51|.0247145 

In Table No. 51 it appears that the total labor costs in dollars for 

group No. 1 is $670.97 and that the cost per quart for handling and 
delivering milk by group No. 1 is .0239. Group No. 2 dealers, handling 

from 501 to 1,000 quarts, have a daily payroll of $318.14 and the cost 

per quart for milk handling is .0201, which is less than the cost in the 

previous group. On the other hand group No. 3, which includes dealers 

handling more than 1,000 quarts daily, has a daily payroll of $1,035.93, 
and a cost per quart for milk handling of .0270. This is the highest cost 

of all. It must be remembered, however, that this group, with one ex- 
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ception, are dealers who operate pasteurizers and therefore have more 

expensive machinery and also a larger daily payroll. 

In the last two columns of this tabulation appear the total labor costs 

for the entire city based on the volume of milk received daily. 

POSSIBLE REDUCTIONS IN LABOR COSTS 

Each of the operations performed in connection with milk handling 

by the dealer has been treated by this survey as a separate enterprise. 

Independently of the methods of bookkeeping by the milk companies, the 

inspectors employed have visited the plants of the large milk dealers and 

taken careful notes concerning the different operations performed, the 

number of men employed, the volume of work performed by them, and 

the cost, basing this cost on the wages of the men and the number of 

hours they work. This has made it possible to express the work per- 

formed in “man hours” and the wages in dollars per man hour. These 

methods have been used for 54 out of the 136 milk companies in Roch- 

ester. In these 54 were included all of the large companies and a suffi- 

cient number of the small companies to furnish information which would 

fairly represent the costs of the labor performed by all of the small 

companies. 

From the information obtained in this way the cost of each of the 

operations performed has been figured separately from the other opera- 

tions, and the total cost for the entire City of Rochester obtained. The 

cost of the same list of operations has been obtained in the same way 

from milk companies in the cities of Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Ottawa, 

Can. The costs from these other cities are compared with the costs for 

the City of Rochester as the best means of determining whether Roch- 

ester costs are lower, higher, or the same as those in other cities. Each 

of the different milk operations is separately discussed in the following 

paragraphs and tabulations: 

MILK RECEIVING 

At the time the figures were obtained in the month of August the 

average quantity of milk received by the City of Rochester daily was 

82,075 quarts. From the reports obtained by the inspectors 173 men are 

employed in this work for a period of 113.9 hours, which is at the rate of 

721 quarts per man hour at a cost of .000611 per quart, and a yearly cost 

of $18,315.70. In the same way, the figures,for all of the other com- 

panies in all of the cities visited were obtained. A comparison of these 

figures is shown in Table No. 52. 
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TABLE NO. 52 

MILK RECEIVING 

L we 
2 3 q 

Number of Fee ee Ss os o 
Company. pO | see g ic o 

So Peel ae | ee Seale 
Se ee |) Sa Ge Gel 2 ave Wee ani 

TV iReLe Rt ae Oe Cee Oil 20,417 S ER2515 Fe .000488 
AM ane ae eae aay ee 16,056 4| 26 617.5| .000493! 
Pal aaa ate el ea 4,346 3 5 869.2| .000328 
rN SRS NER VOR Me Min Pi 64,800} 12} 214 302.8] .000736 
Seer ieee een year 9,000 Zi ali 818.1} .000436 
TTREEANV ae eGaNe a eae 821075 SA7ol PISO 721.0} .000611 
STATO OSE TE Be 43,070 4|: 31 | 1,386,0] .000319 

| Yearly Cost 
MotalipresentRochester Costus ts seein ese Nene aS SECIS .000611| $18,315.70 
Estimated cost under centralized system ............ | .000441 13,211.20 

Annual Msavinery tinehese soci eee ee eee | .000170| $ 5,104.50 

In Table No. 52 the most efficient company in the list receives 1,336 
quarts per man hour, while 3 other companies receive over 800 quarts per 

man hour, consequently it seems fair to assume that under properly or- 

ganized working conditions at least 1,000 quarts per man hour could be 

received. On this basis; and using the present Rochester wage scale for 

milk receiving of .441 per man hour, the total annual cost under a cen- 

tralized system would be $13,211.20. This would mean a saving under 

a centralized system of .000170, per quart, and an annual saving of 

$5,104.50. 
BOTTLE WASHING 

The figures for bottle washing are made up from the same list of 

milk companies in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Ottawa, and Rochester, and 

include the Rochester average. These are presented in Table No. 53. 
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TABLE NO. 53 

BOTTLE WASHING 
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Meter t he aie ant ed, | 46,034 7| 64.75 ee 000525 
Yearly Cost 

IPiresGite: RO CnesusR CoG ssc qkeendaosousdadanocuded oe 001437} $46,555.75 
Rochester cost under centralized system ............. .000547 17,730.76 

Saving under centralized system RAIA cc UR YEE 000890] $28,824.99 

From the figures in Table No. 53 it appears that the average cost per 

bottle for bottle washing for all of the 88,784 bottles washed daily in the 
City of Rochester is .001437 per bottle, or a yearly cost of $46,555.75. 

It will be noted in the list of bottles washed per man hour that the 

average number of bottles washed by the City of Rochester per man hour 

is only 267, and that with one exception this is the smallest number of 

bottles washed per man hour by any company in the list. Three com- 

panies in the list wash more than 700 bottles per man hour. It seems fair 

to assume, therefore, that under proper business conditions over 700 

bottles per man hour could be washed by the City of Rochester. One of 
the Rochester companies washes more than 700 bottles per man hour. 

If we assume 700 botles per man hour as a reasonable number under 

efficient methods, and use the Rochester average wage scale for bottle 

washing of .383 per man hour, the cost of washing one bottle under a 

centralized system would be .000547, and the yearly cost $17,730.76. 

This would mean a saving on the cost of washing one bottle of .000890, 
and an annual saving of $28,824.99. 

CAN WASHING 

The figures for can washing represent the same list of companies, 

and show that the total number of cans washed in the City of Rochester 
daily is 3,879 by 156 men working for 125 hours at the rate of 31 cans 
per man hour, and at a cost per can of.012294. The complete figures are 

shown in Table No. 54. 
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TABLE NO. 54 

CAN WASHING 
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7 Re AWARE Ure cannes 3,879| 156| 125 31 | .012294 
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Yearly Cost 
IRLesentmNOchestenicoStm see rane eee | .012294| $17,406.85 
Rochester cost under centralized system ........... | .005969 8,450.76 

Saving under centralized system ................ .006325| $ 8,956.09 

An inspection of the number of cans washed per man hour in Table 

No. 54 shows that with the exception of one company the number of 
cans washed in Rochester is the smallest per man hour. One company 

in the list washes 80 cans per hour; one, 64; two, 50 or more per hour. 

At the present Rochester cost of .012294 per can, the annual cost for can 

washing is $17,406.85. The company in the list washing 80 cans per man 

hour does not wash the cans so efficiently as the company washing 64.3 
per man hour. The conditions under which the cans are washed in this 

latter company can easily be imitated by any first class organization, and 

it is therefore proper to assume that under a centralized system Roch- 

eser could wash at least 64 cans per man hour. Using this figure and the 

present wage scale for can washing in Rochester, which is .382 per man 

hour, the cost for washing one can under a centralized system would be 

005969 per can, or 8,450.76 per year. his would mean a saving of 

.006325 per can, and $8,956.09 per year. 

APPARATUS WASHING 

In estimating the cost of apparatus washing a comparison is made 

betwen the total number of quarts of milk received daily by Rochester, 

and by milk companies in the same lists used in previous tabulations. It 

appears that in Rochester 182 men took part in this operation, with an 

expenditure of 130.5 man hours, and that this washing of apparatus is 

performed for an average of 629 quarts per man hour at a cost of .000680 

per quart. These comparisons are shown in Table No. 55. 
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ABE ENO 55 

APPARATUS WASHING 
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aE |25| 82 | 32 | 8s 
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(3) Sa a ae 8,000 6 5.5 | 1,454.5} .000280 
TERE AVE teen het seca 82,075| 182| 130.5 629.0} .000680 

So HERO eta ane 43,070 7| 14.25] 3,022.4| ..000125 
| | Yearly Cost 

IRGFesentmlochestetCOStummi ta elec eae eee ae | .000680| $20,359.70 
Rochester cost under centralized system ............ .000213 6,395.90 

Saving under centralized system ............... .000467| $13,963.80 

From Table No. 55 it appears that. the present Rochester costs are 

000680 per quart, or a daily cost of $20,359.70. An inspection of the 

number of quarts per man hour for which the apparatus is washed in 

these different companies shows four companies with over 1,200 quarts 

per man hour, and one of these with over 3,000 quarts per man hour. If 

we assume that 2,000 quarts per man hour is a fair estimate for effective 

washing of apparatus, this would be only %4 of the efficiency of the best 

company, and but 40% more than the efficiency of 2 others in the list. 

If we apply the Rochester wage scale for apparatus washing of .427 to 

2,000. quarts per man hour, the cost per quart for washing apparatus 

under a centralized system would be .000213, and a yearly cost for the 
entire Rochester milk supply of $6,395.90. This would effect a saving of 

.000467 per quart, and $13,963.80 per year. 

PASTEURIZING AND COOLING 

The figures for pasteurizing and cooling for Rochester must be 

divided into two parts, for the reason that while many of the large dealers 

operate both pasteurizing machines and milk coolers, the majority of 

small dealers do not operate pasteurizers, but only operate a cooling ap- 

paratus, consequently in presenting these figures we have listed separately 

the figures for those dealers who operate both pasteurizers and coolers 

and those who operate only coolers. The volume of milk which is pas- 

teurized and cooled was 47,373 quarts daily, and by these dealers there 

were employed 37 men for 79.7 man hours who pasteurized and cooled 

milk at the rate of 594.4 quarts per hour at a cost of .000841 per quart. 
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The dealers who were cooling milk only did not all of them report cool- 
ing charges. The number reporting cooling charges were handling 33,266 
quarts with 118 men employed for a total of 64.3 man hours at the rate 
of 517 quarts per man hour, at a cost per quart of .000790. These figures 
are tabulated in Table No. 56. 

TABLE NO. 56 

PASTEURIZING AND COOLING 

as |os} 2] 84 
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AR ANE elo acon 33,266} 118} 643 | 517 000790 
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Yearly Cost 
Present Rochester Costs, for companies bottling, pas-| 

teunizingvandecooling man qn ian tte ee .000841| $14,541.60 
‘Present Rochester costs, for companies cooling only| .000790 9,595.85 

Total present Rochester costs ..... Pie tcones ta Ne $24,137.45 

Rochester costs under centralized system ........... ean 2,723.40 

Savings under centralized system .............. | .000750| $21,414.05 

(*Cooling charge where no pasteurizing is done.) 

If we apply these figures to the volume of milk mentioned at the 

Rochester rate of .50 per man hour, the present cost for companies both 

pasteurizing and cooling amounts to $14,541.60 per year, and for the 
companies cooling only $9,595.85 per year, or a total of $24,137.45 per 
year for the quantity of milk reported. Under a centralized system milk 

can be pasteurized by large sized machinery. The manufacturing com- 

panies many of them build machines capable of pasteurizing 12,000 Ibs. 

of milk per hour, which is at the rate of more than 5,500 quarts per 

hour. 

It will be noted in the table that one large company handling 64,800 
quarts daily pasteurizes at the rate of 6,480 quarts per hour. Assuming 

under a centralized system that Rochester could pasteurize milk with ap- 

paratus which would handle 5,500 quarts per hour the cost would be 
000091 per quart, or $2,723.40 per year. In presenting these figures it is 

necessary to bear in mind that in the tabulation above only 47,373 quarts 
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were pasteurized out of a total of 82,075 quarts received by the City of 

Rochester at the time these figures were obtained. This is 57% of the 
entire Rochester supply, therefore the costs for pasteurizing milk are 

costs representing the pasteurization of only 57%, and would be much 

’ larger annually if all of the milk of Rochester were pasteurized by the 

present system. In presenting figures for the centralized system we are 

assuming that the entire Rochester supply of 82,075 quarts is pasteurized 

by modern apparatus. 
The saving per quart under the methods used in the centralized sys- 

tem as compared with the present Rochester methods of pasteurizing is 

000750. The annual saving by the adoption of the centralized method 
over the present costs for milk which is both pasteurized and cooled and 

for the milk which is cooled only is $21,404.05. If a pasteurizing ordi- 

nance were put in force in Rochester without any effort to centralize the 

business, and the same pasteurizing costs which exist at present were ap- 

plied to the entire supply the total cost for pasteurizing under present 

conditions by the present methods would be $25,192.00 yearly. 

BOTTLING AND CAPPING 
The figures presented for bottling and capping include all of the 

Rochester milk companies which are bottling milk, both in quart bottles 

and in pint bottles. The total number of bottles which are filled daily, 
both quarts and pints, is 83,503. For this work there are employed in 
Rochester 224 persons for a period of 286.9 hours, who bottle and cap 

bottles at the rate of 291 per hour at a cost of .001351 per bottle, or 

$41,182.95 yearly. A comparison of these figures with the figures ob- 
tained from other companies is shown in Table No. 57. 
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.000790| $24,071.40 
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It will be noted in the column entitled “Bottles per Man Hour,” in 

Table No. 57, that the number of bottles filled and capped in Rochester 

is considerably lower than the number for 5 of the milk companies in the 

list. By the use of a proper type of machinery and proper arrangement 

for bringing bottles to the machine and taking them away, the work can 

be done most rapidly and efficiently. By such methods it will be noted 

that one company fills and caps bottles at the rate of 814.7 per man hour 

and another at the rate of 665.6 per man hour. 

If we assume that a fair estimate for Rochester would be 700 bottles 

per man hour, the cost of capping and bottling: would be .000561 per 

bottle, or $17,111.55 per year. This would mean a saving on the cost of 

each bottle of .000790, and a yearly saving of $24,071.40. 

CAN FILLING 

The figures obtained from the companies given in Table No. 58 on 

can filling are incomplete. Complete figures were secured from only 

4 companies in addition to the average for the City of Rochester. The 

total number of cans filled in the City of Rochester each day is 638. In 
this work there are 17 men employed for a total period of 20.8 hours at 
the rate of 31 cans per man hour, and at a cost of .012978 per can, and 

a yearly cost of $3,022.20. 

TABLE NOT 58 

CAN FILLING 
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| Yearly Cost 
Present Rochesterscostsancnpeco cheer eer | .012978| $3,022.20 
Rochester costs under centralized system ........... | .008844| 2,059.61 

Savings under centralized, system i... 2.22252: | .004134| $ 962.59 

If we assume that cans can be filled at the rate of 45 per man hour, 

and use the Rochester wage scale of .398, under a centralized system the 
cost of filling 1 can would be .008844, which gives an annual cost of 

$2,059.61. This shows a saving in the filling of 1 can of .004134, and an 

annual saving of $962.59. 
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DRIVING RE TATE ROURES AND WHOLESALE ROUTES 

Much difficulty is always encountered in drawing up a statement of 

the cost of milk delivery, for the reason that some milk companies con- 

_duct a business almost wholly composed of retail milk, others a business 

in which both retail and wholesale trade are factors, and others a busi- 

ness which is practicaly limited to the wholesale trade. In the matter of 

delivery wagons, some companies divide their business so that retail 

milk is carried entirely by retail wagons, while wholesale milk is carried 

by wholesale wagons. Other companies, on the other hand, carry all 

classes of milkion the same wagons and conduct what is called a mixed 

delivery system. In order to arrive at a fair estimate of the cost of milk 

delivery, therefore, it is necessary to take into consideration these differ- 

ent methods of delivery. Some of the companies which are delivering 
milk at the lowest cost use the mixed delivery system, carrying all classes 
of milk on the same wagons. In the City of Rochester the milk com- 

panies represent all of the types of delivery above mentioned. 

A comparison of the cost of delivery in Rochester with the cost of 

delivery by the other companies in the list is shown in Table No. 59. 
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TABLE No. 59 

DRIVING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE ROUTES 
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010493} $297,117.30 
006571 

003929| $111,038.77 

186,078.53 

In Table No. 59 is a statement of the number of quarts delivered 

per man hour, and also the number of quarts delivered per wagon. An 

inspection of the number of quarts per man hour shows that company 

No. 8 handles 74.3 quarts per man hour with a trade consisting of about 

two-thirds retail and one-third wholesale business; and company No. 5 

handles 68.8 quarts per hour with a business consisting of about two- 
It will be noted that the business 

for the City of Rochester, which is No. 7 in the list, consists of 57,305 

quarts retail, and 20,274 quarts wholesale, a proportion which is not far 

from the proportion of retail to wholesale business above mentioned. 

thirds retail and one-third wholesale. 
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The number of vehicles used in milk delivery for both wholesale and 

retail trade in the City of Rochester is 207 wagons and 71 automobiles, 

or a total of 278. The reports indicate that 304 men are employed in the 
retail delivery and 179 in the wholesale delivery. The figure 179, how- 
ever, includes a number of the men who are also working on the retail 

delivery. The total number of man hours consumed for Rochester is 

1,769, and the rate of delivery both wholesale and retail is 43.8 quarts per 
man hour, and 279 quarts per wagon for all classes of trade. 

It will be noted that company No. 8 in the list delivers milk at the 

rate of 594.6 quarts per wagon; company No. 5 at the rate of 439.8; com- 

pany No. 4 at the rate of 432; and company No. .1 at the rate of 392.6. 

A review of the volume of milk carried on the wagons of the com- 

panies in the list, and of the opportunities for efficiency under a cen- 

tralized system justifies the belief that the number of quarts per wagon 

delivered by the company showing the highest degree of efficiency, which 

is 594.6 quarts, could be approached under a centralized delivery system. 

The more correct method of measurement, however, is the number of 

quarts delivered per man hour. It will be noted that company No. 8 
delivers 74.3 quarts per man hour, while company No. 5 delivers 68.8 

quarts per man hour. We will therefore assume that under a centralized 
system as much as 70 quarts per man hour could be delivered. . Using the 

average wage scale for the City of Rochester for milk delivery of .46 per 

man hour gives a cost per quart of .006571, and an annual cost under a 
centralized system for the labor of milk delivery of $186,078.53. These 
figures show a total saving under a centralized system for each quart of 
milk of .003922, and a total annual saving on the entire supply of the 
city of $111,038.77. 

It must be remembered that these figures do not include the entire 

cost of milk delivery or the entire savings that can be effected on milk 

delivery under a centralized system. The figures here presented refer 

only to the pay roll or salaries of the milk drivers, and not to any other 
item of expense connected with the cost of distribution. Other such 

items, for example, as the cost of feeding horses, stable charges, the cost 

of wagons, depreciation, the cost of harness and other stable and wagon 

supplies, the cost of ice, etc., are all expenses belonging to the cost of 

milk delivery. These items will be discussed later on. The saving of 

$111,038.77 is a saving strictly limited to the pay roll, or salaries of milk 
drivers. 

If 70 quarts per man hour is a fair estimate of the number of quarts 
delivered, and each driver is employed for an 8-hour day, this would 

mean a total delivery for each man of 560 quarts daily. For the entire 

amount of milk sold in the City of Rochester at the time these figures 
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were taken, amounting to 77,579 quarts, a wagon delivery of 560 quarts 
per wagon would require only 139 wagons, instead of 278 now employed. 

This would be a saving of 139 wagons, and would mean therefore a re- 

duction of the present number of wagons by one-half. 

In the experiment in milk delivery conducted under the direction of 

Dr. John R. Williams in 1911, he concluded that one truck drawn by two 

horses and manned by three men could deliver an average of 3,200 quarts 

of milk in one working day of eight hours. This was at the rate of 400 

quarts per hour for 3 men, or 133 quarts per man hour. In some cities 

where the distributing business is in the hands of companies having almost 

a monopoly, the use of two horses on a wagon and two men has greatly 

increased the number of quarts delivered per man hour. Under a cen- 

tralized system where the business of milk delivery was in the hands of 

one company it seems fair to believe that in many sections of the city 

larger delivery wagons than the one-horse wagons now used could be 
used to advantage, drawn by two horses and operated by two or more 

men, with an increased volume of milk per man hour. 

The figures given above in our estimate are based on actual business 

conditions as at present existing in some cities. 

HAULING FROM RAILROAD PLATFORM TO MILK PLANT 

Many milk factories are so located in the city that they are some 

distance from the railroad terminals at which milk is received, conse- 

quently it becomes necessary to employ trucks for carting milk from the 

railroad platform to the milk factory. Considerable expense attaches it- 

self to the labor of loading and unloading these trucks, even though the 

actual distance traveled between the railroad and the milk plant is short. 

The variation in the distance and in the time consumed makes accurate 

comparisons of costs impossible. 

It is of value, however, to compare the cost of this work among the 

different companies in our list, for the reason that some economies can be 

secured through the trucking of milk under a centralized system, as com- 
pared with trucking the same milk under a competitive system. The 

comparisons of this work as performed by the different companies are 

shown in the Table No. 60. 
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TABLE No. 60 

HAULING FROM RAILROAD PLATFORM TO MILK PLANT 
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In Table No. 60 it appears that 54,072 quarts of the milk received 
by the City of Rochester arrives by rail and is carried in trucks, handled 

by 93 employees working $38.8 man hours, at the rate of 390 quarts per 

man hour, and at a cost of .001134 per quart. This means that the annual 

cost of trucking for the City of Rochester under present conditions is 

$22,389.10. This represents the milk hauled from the railroad to the 

numerous plants in the city which obtained their milk in this way. Under 

the present system not only is this milk hauled from the railroad in the 
trucks of the large dealers, but in the wagons of the numerous small 

‘dealers who obtained their milk from the railroad. 

A study of the number of quarts per man hour in the above table 
shows that two companies handle more than 1,000 quarts per man hour, 

and two other companies between 900 and 1,000. One thousand quarts 
of milk means only 25 40-quart cans, or 31 32-quart cans. This is not a 
very heavy load for a medium size truck, and it seems reasonable to 

believe that under a well organized trucking system one man could handle 

at least 25 40-quart cans, or 31 32-quart cans per hour, from the rail- 

road to the milk plant. On this assumption, using the average wage scale 
for drivers performing this work in the City of Rochester of .442 per 
hour, the cost per quart under a centralized system would be .000442, and 

the annual cost $8,723.44. This would mean a saving per quart of .000692, 

and an annual saving of $13,665.66. 
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STABLE AND GARAGE 

Some of the companies in the list deliver milk only by the use of 

horses, others use automobiles to some extent. The labor in caring for 

horses and in caring for the automobiles used has been combined for all 

companies in Table No. 61. 

° TABLE No. 61 

STABLE AND GARAGE 
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In Table No. 61 it will be noted that for the City of Rochester there 

are 168 men employed in caring for horses and automobiles working 

256.7 man hours at the rate of 320 quarts of milk per man hour, and at 

a cost of .001357 per quart. The most efficient company operates at the 

rate of 512 quarts per man hour. This company has a practical monopoly 

of the business in its city, and its efficiency is due to the fact that its 

horses are all in one large up-to-date stable with every facility for efficient 

handling, and its automobiles in one garage adjoining the stable. 

Under the present system in Rochester there are numerous small 

horse stables and garages scattered throughout the city, each company 

being possessed of one or more. Under this system the present yearly 
cost for labor is $40,661. It is obvious that if these numerous small 

stables and garages were abandoned and the horses and automobiles cared 

for in larger units, there would be considerable saving in these labor 
charges. It is believed to be fair to assume that the efficiency in quarts 

per man hour would approach that of the most efficient company in the 

list. Assuming 500 quarts per man hour as the basis under a centralized 

system, and using the Rochester average wage scale of .434 per hour, the 

cost under a centralized system would be .000868 per quart, and a yearly 
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cost of $26,003. This would mean an annual saving of .000487 per quart, 
and $14,658 per year. 

ENGINE ROOM AND REFRIGERATING PLANT 

Only a small number of the companies in Rochester operate an engine 
room and boiler, and a still smaller number operate a refrigeration plant. 
These charges have been combined for the purpose of determining the 
total expense for the operation of all of these plants in Table No. 62. 

TABLE No. 62 

ENGINE ROOM AND REFRIGERATING PLANT 
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The total number of quarts of milk in Rochester which is distributed 

by companies operating engine rooms and by companies operating refrig- 

erating plants also is 55,194 quarts. The work is performed by 67 men 

working 123.7 hours at the rate of 446 quarts of milk per man hour, and 

at a cost of .001009 per quart. The yearly cost of operating these plants 

under present conditions is $20,319.55. 

An inspection of the figures in Table No. 62 shows great variation in 

the cost per quart and in the number of quarts per man hour. Factories 

Nos. 1 and 8 had a large ice cream business in addition to their milk 

business using the same power plant and refrigerating plant, and the costs 

of operating the entire plant are therefore larger than they would be for 

milk alone. Plants Nos. 3, 5 and 6 are comparatively small, and are 

equipped with power machinery and refrigerating machinery which be- 

cause of its small size cannot give the economies that would be obtained 

from machinery large enough to furnish power and refrigeration for the 
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entire milk supply of the City of Rochester. Plant No. 4, which is the 

largest sized plant in the list, is able to furnish power and refrigeration 

through the labor of 11 employees working 92 man hours. This plant is 

admittedly at the present time not equipped with the best type of equip- 

ment. We have selected as a fair basis for the labor of operating the 

engine room and refrigerating plant of a sufficient size to furnish power 

and refrigeration for the entire milk supply of Rochester the labor of 12 

employees at 8 hours daily, or a total of 96 man hours. Using the average 

Rochester wage scale of .477 per hour, this would give a cost per quart 

for the entire milk supply of 82,075 quarts of .000558 per quart, and a 
yearly cost of $16,714.08. 

In considering this figure, it must be borne in mind that at the present 

time only 55,144 quarts of the milk supply of the city is handled by 

power plants and refrigerating plants worthy of the name. It would be 

expected therefore that considerable additional expense would be neces- 

sary to furnish proper machinery of this kind for the handling of the 

entire milk supply, consequently under a centralized system one would 

not expect to show a saving in this department of the business which 

would correspond to the savings shown in other departments as the result 

of a centralized system. The savings per quart from the above figures 

would be .000451, and the annual saving through abandoning the numer- 

ous small boilers, engines, and refrigerating plants, and centralizing this 

work in large plants would be $3,605.47. 

Under such a centralized system the greatest advantage obtained 
would consist in the application of the best possible methods of steriliza- 

tion and of pasteurization and cooling of the entire supply. 

REANT PROT ECMON 

This item of expense refers to the fact that factories which contain 

valuable machinery and equipment must employ night watchmen as care- 

takers. In the City of Rochester at the present time there are only 2 

men employed in this way. The cost of these men is $4.17 daily, as they 

only work part time on this service. This is a yearly cost of $1,522.45. 

Under a centralized system the services of these men would still be neces- 

sary, and we would not anticipate any great reduction in this cost. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

This item refers to the operation of laboratories for the testing of 
milk for butter fat and for bacteria. In five of the plants in the list such 

laboratories are operated, while in the City of Rochester under the 

auspices of the milk dealers themselves there are no such laboratories or 

laboratory workers. The cost of performing this work in the five plants 
mentioned is shown in Table No. 63. 
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TABLE No. 63 

EXPERIMENTAL 
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The cost of the operation of laboratories is difficult to standardize, 

for the reason that the amount of work depends greatly on local condi- 
tions, and how much experimental work the management of the milk 

plant desires to carry out. In the plants listed in Table No. 63 it can be 

seen that the first three plants employ four laboratory workers each, while 

plant No. 8 employs only two such workers. Under a centralized system 

it is clear that only one laboratory would be necessary. A fair basis for 

the testing of the milk supply of Rochester under such a centralized sys- 

tem would be two laboratory workers, working a total of 16 man hours 

at a cost of .41 per hour. This would be a cost of .000081 per quart, or 

$2,080.00. 
ORERICE HORCE: ! 

Only a small number of the milk companies in the City of Rochester 

make any attempt to keep books. The cost accountants employed by the 

Survey found only four companies who kept books by methods sufficiently 

accurate to justify the use of the figures as a basis for the costs reported 

by them. The bookkeepers employed by these companies and the small 

amount of bookkeeping done by a number of the other companies in- 

cluded a total volume of business of 56,687 quarts: of milk. The total 
number of persons employed in keeping such accounts for Rochester is 

72, working for a period of 297 man hours, at the rate of 191 quarts of 

milk per man hour, and at a cost of .002042 per quart. Included in these 

72 persons are about 47 who work on an average of about two hours per 

day on their milk accounts. The bookkeepers employed by all of the com- 

panies, including Rochester, and the work performed is shown in Table 

No. 64. 
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TABLE No. 64 
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The present cost of the bookkeeping which is being done is $42,263.35 

per year. An inspection of the work performed by the companies in 

Table No. 64 shows a most remarkable difference between the cost of 

bookkeeping in company No. 8, and the cost in all of the other com- 

panies. This low cost might be attributed to a difference in wage scales 

if one overlooked the number of bookkeepers employed, but an inspection 

of the table shows that plant No. 8 employs only nine bookkeepers to 

keep accounts for 43,070 quarts of milk, which is at the rate of 532 

No other company in the list employs so small a 

number of bookkeepers for the volume of milk. It might also be as- 

sumed that the books of company No. 8 were not properly kept. This, 

however, is answered by an inspection of the costs in all other depart- 

ments of the business. A review of the tabulations will show that in the 

majority of the labor costs plant No. 8 has lower costs than the other 

companies, and this is convincing evidence that the business in plant No. 

8 is well managed. 

quarts per man hour. 

The real reason for the low cost of bookkeeping in plant No. 8 is 

in the system of accounting which has been adopted. There is such a 

thing as too much bookkeeping and too much detail in the accounts which 

are kept of the milk business. What is required is to keep only such 

accounts as will furnish to the management the information necessary for 
administering the business in the most efficient manner. This seems to 

have been accomplished to a remarkable degree in the business of com- 

pany No. 8, consequently with such results in mind it seems proper to 

assume as a basis for a centralized system such a system of bookkeeping 
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as this. It is therefore assumed that under a centralized system for Roch- 

eter the number of employees in an accounting system of the same kind 

would work at the rate of 500 quarts per man hour. Applying the Roch- 

ester wage scale for bookkeepers of .390 per hour would make the cost 

‘per quart for the entire milk supply of Rochester for bookkeeping .000780 

per quart, and the yearly cost $23,366.75. 

This would result in a saving of .001263 per quart, and $18,896.60 per 

year. In considering these savings it must be remembered that under the 

centralized system the costs suggested would provide an adequate book- 

keeping system for the entire milk supply of Rochester of 82,075 quarts, 

while the present costs for the city are applied to only 56,687 quarts. The 
extension of the bookkeeping system to the entire supply, therefore, in- 

cludes an expense which is not provided for by the present system. On 

the other hand, the economies under the centralized system are so great 

that they would show the savings indicated. The actual number of book- 

keepers necessary under the centralized system would be 24, working 

seven hours daily. 

COLEECTORS 

One of the most important items of expense in milk distribution 

consists in the labor of collecting money from milk consumers. The ma- 
jority of milk consumers pay cash for milk at least once a week. This 

cash is collected in most instances by ‘the milk drivers. Among the larger 

companies, however, a few special collectors are employed for this pur- 

pose. In securing information from the Rochester companies regarding 

the cost of distribution, the number of hours spent by the milk drivers 

and by these special collectors and the cost were estimated independently 

of the cost of driving retail and wholesale routes. For the 82,075 quarts 
of milk received daily, the number of men engaged in collecting money 

from the reports obtained was 186. It seems probable, however, that all 

of the men engaged in driving both retail and wholesale routes at times 
take part in the work of milk collection. 

The men reported as doing this work were engaged for a period of 

415.2 man hours daily which is at the rate of 128 quarts per man hour at 

a cost per quart of .002221 per quart. In assuming the yearly cost Sun- 

days are omitted as it is assumed that the collectors do not make a business 

-of collection on Sundays. On this basis the yearly cost is.$57,069.29. 

Under a centralized system the reduction in the cost of milk collections 

would depend chiefly on the reduction in the number of milk wagons and 

milk drivers. In the table on driving retail and wholesale routes it is 

estimated that the milk supply of Rochester could be delivered with 139 

wagons as against the 278 wagons now used. A comparison of the cost 

of milk collection and of the work performed in this department of the 
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business by the companies whose figures have been used in previous tables 

appears in Table No. 65. 

TABLE No. 65 

COLLECTORS 
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From Table No. 65 it is to-be noted that four of the companies em- — 

ploy no collectors. In these cases the entire work of milk collection is 

performed by the milk drivers themselves, the expense of collecting being 

included in the drivers’ wages. Company No. 8, which is the most effi- 

cient company in the list, employs no milk collectors, the wage scale for 

milk drivers being no higher than the wage scale for milk drivers in 

Rochester. In order to stimulate milk collection, part of the wages of 

the drivers consists of premiums paid on the amount of money collected. 

Under such conditions it would not be necessary under a centralized 

system to.add any expense above the drivers’ wage scale for milk collec- 

tion. In order, however, to make the estimate of cost under a centralized 

system a liberal one, it will be assumed that all of the drivers of the 139 

delivery wagons under the centralized system receive additional com- 

pensation above their wages in premiums for milk collection, and since the 

number of wagons is exactly one-half the present number employed by the 

City of Rochester, a fair basis for the cost of milk collection would be 

one-half of the present cost. This would amount to .001110 per quart, 

and an annual cost of $28,534.64. This would result in a saving of 

001110 per quart, and an annual saving of $28,534.64 on this item. 

SUPERINTENDENCE 

As a special item of milk delivery expense there has been separated 

from the other items the cost of superintendence. This refers to the em- 
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ployment of men who are not members of the administrative staff, but 
who are in charge of such operations as pasteurizing and other plant 

operations, livery stable, wagon house, and other departments of the 

business. Their salaries do not come under the head of ordinary labor 
or of administrative salaries. In the City of Rochester the majority of 

milk dealers do not employ such men; only four of the larger milk com- 

panies have them on their pay roll. The number of quarts of milk repre- 
sented by these companies is 20,236 quarts. The number of man hours 

which these superintendents work is 73 daily, representing 277 quarts per 

man hour, at a cost of .002440 per quart. The yearly cost is $18,023.70. 

Under a centralized system the number of superintendents necessary 
would be reduced because the departments over which they exercised 

their authority would be centralized. It is estimated that not more than 

four superinendents would be required. Work of superintendents has 
been tabulated in Table No. 66. 

TABLE No. 66 

SUPERINTENDENCE 
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It will be noted in Table No. 66 that company No. 8 handles 43,000 

quarts daily with one superintendent; No. 4 handles 65,800 quarts daily 
with four superintendents. It seems a fair basis to assume that the total 

milk supply of Rochester of 82,075 quarts could be handled under the 

supervision of four superintendents working for 10 hours daily (five hours 

Sundays) or a period of 65 hours a week. The present Rochester wage 

scale is .676. With larger responsibility these men undoubtedly would 
have to have as much as .769 per hour, which amounts to $50.00 per 

week. This would make a cost under the centralized system for super- 
intendence of .000348 per quart, or $10,428.05 per year. 
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This would result in a saving over the present charges of .002092 per 

quart, and $7,595.65 per year. It must be remembered in considering 

these figures that superintendence is exercised at the present time over 

only 20,236 quarts of the Rochester milk supply, while under the cen- 
tralized system this superintendence would be exercised over the entire 

supply of 82,075 quarts. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

In all of the large milk plants there are employed laborers who per- 

form miscellaneous services. They may assist in the labor of various 

departments at different times, and perform odd pieces of work, such 

as the handling of freight, supplies, repairing, painting, cleaning, and other 

such services. Under this item for the City of Rochester are listed 21 

employees in plants handling 17,187 quarts daily, working for a period of 

69.5 man hours daily at the rate of 247 quarts per man hour, and at a cost 

of .001448 per quart. In some of the other companies in the list there 

are also employed men under this head, as shown in Table No. 67. 

TABLE No. 67 

MISCELLANEOUS 
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In Table No. 67 it will be noted that company No. 8, handling 43,070 

quarts, employs only 3 men as miscellaneous workers, and that company 

No. 4, handling 65,800 quarts, employs only 5 such men. It seems fair to 

assume, therefore, that the Rochester milk supply of 82,075 quarts re- 
quires only six such men. Applying the Rochester wage scale of .358 per 

hour to these men, and assuming that they work nine hours each, or 54 

hours daily, the total yearly cost would be $19,332. This would make a 
cost per quart under the centralized system of .000236 per quart, and a 
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yearly cost of $7,056.18. This shows a saving of .001212 per quart, and 

an annual saving of $2,025.02. It must be remembered in considering these 

figures that the number of quarts of Rochester milk in the above table on 

which the miscellaneous labor was reported was only 17,187 quarts, and 
that under the centralized system the labor is applied to the entire supply. 

CANVINS SERS 

Two of the Rochester milk companies employ canvassers. These 

men are used to solicit new trade. Their services constitute a part of the 

present competitive system. Under a centralized system where there 

would be no competition canvassers would not be necessary. The present 

cost per quart for the services of these canvassers is based on 12,836 

quarts handled by the companies which employ them. This is at the rate 

of .001905 per quart, and a yearly cost.of $8,924.25. Under the central- 

ized system there would be no such item of expense, and therefore the 
annual saving would be $8,924.25. 

OFFICERS 

The 136 milk distributing companies in Rochester are all of them 

owned by proprietors or stock companies. In one sense, therefore, all of 

these companies are manned by officers. Since, however, the small 

dealers embody in the person of one or two men all of the functions of 

the business, the item of officers is limited strictly to the officers of the 

four large companies in Rochester which reported officers drawing 

salaries. This covers 23,836 quarts of the milk supplied, which is at the 

rate of 2,954 quarts per officer, and their salaries amount to .004893 per 

quart, and annually $42,573.60. Under a centralized system, it is esti- 
mated that not more than three officers would be required at salaries 

amounting to not more than $20,000.00 per year for three. This would 

be at the rate of .000668 per quart. Under the centralized system there- 

fore there would be a saving of .000225 per quart, and $22,573.60 per 
year. The above figures, it must be remembered, are based on the cost 
of officers’ salaries for companies handling only 23,836 quarts of milk 

daily at the present time in Rochester, while under the centralized system 

the salaries would apply to the entire Rochester supply. The officers’ 

salaries are tabulated in Table No. 68. 
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TABLE No. 68 

OFFICERS 

~ 
cB) » 
> Hw 2 a 

© Bones bal as) 
Number of Company. [aan . a i SF 2 

een | ae || Re 
4S gk Be » oO 
BA 5 Ose 3 © om 

(oe: Z OQ O 

1 nr eerareeaIpecNereacy er aan eaN eS 20,417 | | .002023 
Qa nstleres tence len was ttameta ate 16,056 { 5 .002693 
SS ant any ra A aR AR O Sic eas We ne 4,346 002257 
AUR A, cn ts a a ai | 65,800 
Lea SAD NORSK nin at aN ae Ss a | 9,000 3} 3,000) .005966 
(CMAN Revue SI AVES CoD UA ODE | 8,000 2| 4,000) .003427 
Za OLAV A TRUSS NL Mia CMR) | 23,836 | 8| 2,954! .004893 

MPIC OURO SG, ere Mee Ne UR ae 43,070 1| 43,070] .000386 
| Yearly Cost 

PresentpRochester cost aa ee ee | .004893| $42,573.60 
Rochester cost under centralized system............ 000668 20,000.00 

Savings) under centralizedasvstemn 4. See eee 000225} $22,573.60 

ECONOMIES IN MILK DISTRIBUTION 

Comparative Wage Scale 

The economies suggested in the above series of tabulations will un- 
doubtedly be criticised by some on the ground that the wage scale in the 

different companies is different, and this wage scale is the chief reason 
for the difference in costs. This possibility has not been overlooked by 

the Survey. 

It is fully recognized that the difference in wage scales would affect 

the difference in costs. In the estimates made above it will be remem- 

bered, however, that the economies suggested have not been based on the 

cost in dollars, but on the work performed per man hour in the majority 

of instances. Consequently, these economies are entirely independent of 

the wage scale, being based on the efficiency of the work performed in 

the operation and not on the prices paid to the labor. 

In order, however, to completely cover any question concerning the 
difference in wage scale, there is presented below a statement of the wages 

paid by four of the large milk companies of the City of Rochester and 

by the large milk company in the City of Ottawa, Canada. These wage, 

scales are shown in Table No. 69. 
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TABLE No. 69 

COMPARISON OF EMPLOYEES’ PAY ROLL AND VOLUME 
OF BUSINESS 

| 
| 301 | OG 132 47 119 

‘Number of employees on milk 113 43 53 52 8 
Total weekly pay roll........ $2,944.00) $1,345.00] $1,474.00} $1,365.00] $254.87 
Average rate per week....... 26.05 31.29 27.81 26.23 31.86 
Quarts of milk per day...... 43,070 | 9,000 8,000 9,075 3,000 

From Table No. 69 it will be noted that company No. 301, which is 

located in the City of Ottawa, Canada, has an average rate per week for 

labor of $26.05, while company No. 47, a Rochester milk company, has 

approximately the same wage scale. 

As a further means of comparing the wages paid by the different 

milk companies, the cost per man hour for performing each one of the 

more important milk operations has been independently determined for 

all of the milk companies in the list presented in the previous series of 

tabulations. This list includes three Baltimore milk companies, two 

Rochester milk companies, one Philadelphia, one Ottawa, and the average 

for the City of Rochester. 

’ Those particularly interested in a comparison of these wage scales 

can note the cost for performing the labor of each one of the separate 

operations for each one of the companies mentioned. These figures are 

presented in Table No. 70. 
TABLE No. 70 

WAGE SCALES PER MAN) HOUR 

| 7-R 
pt alee +} s| 6 Aven 8 

Wikilke scexeShiahites Soueddubencooeue 1391 2304285) W437 35719535441) 443 
Bottlemiwashince hana ae a : : 
Cane Washiris ie menr en ice .301| .286| .275| 458} .349|. .400|~ .382| .403 
Aippenrnabis, NWS otiaes Komodo nes .273| .204| .260| .385| .349) .408] .427| 308 
Pasteurizing and Cooling ..... 407) .371)) 294) (385) 365)! .427) .500) .3602 
CoolineiOnly ae see eeeen Me ne he Hi bp ..|  .409 Ae 
Bottline and Capping. 3205.5). ZOO ESOL 27M ee 374 e349) | SOO RSIS eee oL 
Gain bine ss 2 ate a mee aE onae te 7303) 279)| ..| .246| .349| .427| .398| .426 
ID rere INI Gall oknewericls aa6 598i) 603) 434 Al3i), 800) 9543)" 4611-418 
DrivinouVinolesalemnn sachs. 425| .444 ..| .413] | 619] ».450) 452) .418 
Driving, Railroad to Plant...... We 330342 o29i| S396 SOS Ragan A42 LAO 
Stine Ga Nace war ac aie mM (neZ00 e230) 2543 55)nu SZC 435 ead oO 
Garaceen ae eee tls eee we: Ay se see OS male -4 50 498-555 
IDinenine INCOM Geoodsnedéooo dae 6 A81) 481} .337| .600| .397) .750| .448| .479 
Retmcenratiney llantien sec ere * . EAM inns * « 455| .479 
Plante rotection 44 .ab. sce .190| .214 BN NEAASyyA ..| 400] .261; .208 
Fixpenimmentalieci qacnisicts clo eciere « | Ne sal ile bes A Be ATL, 
@iiCenHORcene was ce eke nc RAZZ AAS eS 72534 ee SOS Sle. so" 379 
Collectonsipinrto elec ceils: Hill Sl nee70)| e246 42.004 39 uae 
Supenintendence eesti. s.0 .573| .690| .500| .786 Blk MY kevhalh os 
NiScellanNeOUSM Ad irae sei: .225| Ta ay | 346 Lu ASS Tass) vasteail 
Ganwassensiur eee eae | au Ms Pee 532 nia 506 ah 

*Combined with engine room charge. 
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The advantages of a centralized system as compared with the present 

system of doing business, so far as the labor charges are concerned, Aare 
shown in Table No. 71. 

TABLE NO. 71 

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED SAVINGS IN LABOR UNDER A 
CENTRALIZED SYSTEM 

(Data from Previous Tables.) 

EstimMATEepD Cost 
Cost UNDER UNDER EsTIMATED 

PRESENT SYSTEM. CENTRALIZED | SAVINGS. 
SYSTEM. 

O s| & PERATION, od : eg 3 n& = 

aS 2 3 ig Ee A 
wn (S) n (5) > @ n 

5 5 » 8 q 2 aS Bs 
ep a a) a Se m 
go o oo o se o 
= =) »™ a 

Milk ireceiviniowe ns ee .000647|$ 18,315.70 |.000467|$ 13,211.20] .000180|$ 5,104.50 
Bottle washing ......... .001644| 46,555.75 |.000626|] 17,730.76] .001018} 28,824.99 
Canwiwas hina tere ear .000615| 17,406.85 |.000299| 8,450.76] .000316| 8,956.09 
Apparatus washing .....|.000719| 20,359.70 |.000226| 6,395.90] .000493] 13,963.80 
Pasteurizing and cooling. |.000513| 14,541.60 |.000096| 2,723.40] .000756} 21,414.05 
Cooling ees cam alee .000339| 9,595.85 
Bottling and capping ...|.001454] 41,182.95 |.000604) 17,111.55] .000850] 24,071.40 
Gan shillin sa tear eter. .000107| 3,022.20 |.000073|  2,059.61| .000034 962.59 
Driving, retail and whole- 

Sale routes: a encaeee 010493] 297,117.30 |.006572| 186,078.53} .003921| 111,038.77 
Hauling from railroad to 

Plait oe ein EN .000791| 22,389.10 |.000308} 8,723.44) .000483] 13,665.66 
Stable and garage ...... .001436| 40,661.00 |.000918} 26,003.00} .000518] 14,658.00 
Engine room and refrig- 

erations plantiacaenkeer 000717} 20,319.55 |.000590| 16,714.08} .000127| 3,605.47 
Plant protection ....... .000054| = 1,522.45 |.000054 1,522.45 
Expenimentalinccmietin cc .000073|  2,080.00|*.000073| *2,080.00 
Office foncel ey une 001492] 42,263.35 |.000825| 23,366.75| .000667| 18,896.60 
GCollectorsa she eee .002016| 57,069.29 |.001008} — 28,534.65] .001008} 28,534.64 
Superintendence °....... .000636| 18,023.70 |.000368) 10,428.05) .000268) = 7,595.65 
Miscellaneous i). 0800: .000321 9,081.20 |.000249 7,056.18] .000072| 2,025.02 
Ganvyassensi sneer 000315 8,924.25 | 000315} 8,924.25 
Officersa ees seer oe 001503} 42,573.60 |.000706| 20,000.00} .000797| 22,573.60 

Total siasiiess suena. .025812|$730,925.39 |.014062/$398,190.31| .011750 Bee 
et. 

*Increase expense. 

In Table No. 71 have been assembled together all of the operations 
performed by the milk dealers of the City of Rochester under the pres- 

ent system, the cost per quart and the cost per year. 

Compared with this in the same table is shown the estimated cost of 

each of these operations per quart under the centralized system and the 

yearly cost. 

In the last two columns are stated the total estimated savings result- 
ing from the establishment of the centralized system. For labor alone it 
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is to be noted that the saving would amount to .00175 per quart, and an 

annual saving of $332,735.08 for labor. This would result from the sub- 
stitution of a centralized system working under such business conditions 

as already exist in the milk industry. 

This Survey presents this figure not as a matter of guess work; but 

as a figure which has been arrived at from close study, and comparison 

with the conditions actually existing in the milk industry to-day, which 
can be imitated by the milk industry of the City of Rochester. 

EXE NSPS 2 iehuUSiIVEt OER EAB OR: 

In attempting to secure a statement of the plant or factory charges, 

it was found impossible to secure exact figures through the work of the 

inspectors since these charges, fof the main part, consisted of supplies, 

articles purchased, such fixed charges as taxes, interest, insurance, etc. 

Among the principal articles purchased were included glass bottles, milk 

cans, horse feed, coal, etc. For these items the main dependence was 

placed on bookkeepers or cost accountants. 
An expert firm of cost accountants was employed who secured figures 

from four of the large milk dealers of the city whose books were kept 

in a manner which made these figures sufficiently reliable to justify 

a report. These figures have been assembled together and averaged in 

order to secure a statement of factory charges which would fairly repre- 
sent the average of all of these four large companies. They have been 

divided into figures for the retail business and for the wholesale business. 
These averages are presented in Table No. 72. 
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ABER N@i72 

UNIT PLANT CHARGES BASED ON COSTS OF BIG DEALERS 
SSS 

| Retail | Wholesale 
| unit. unit. 

MR BACIOR A chia cue a an 
Pactory ssuppliesaa oe tic. ain oneness | .000756} .000215 
Light and power Gian Guim an eC are ead ly .001630| .000824 
Oa yale Mica ELE Ue aay ae SHEN te ana SE Le 000563} .000276 
Wraltert: acter sect ls Wiens bs nee iG en men Cen peeegely ein 000109] .000045 

DELIVERY. 
Tay sand vorraiey ts se ken a cyecnste ae cm Mnot NeL I .004012| .000828 
Blacksmithing. Was n wens e a ese ee mane en en at .000929| .000194 
Repairssto,rollings stockt omnia see ee ee | .001065| .000222 
Barnexpensett tein ye auiy tate the Pane dai el aGy Mina | 000144] .000034 
MCS t i Sratay Sen ren ia rere Cyl We LR actin Rt gel ae .000152| .000127 
BOP eS ith eA CUA PMNME vee a aye Ale vRNOr Rey Ole | .002720| .000739 
CATS elt UAE CANE UA IS as Nea ne ER iit aay .000187| .000947 
Caps ait der hai ec apc uec tt era a ge eles The Haine Rap Ree Reet ren | .000459| .000100 
Gases eae entero GaSe TT Me eC ne Ba | .000446| .000118 

OFFICE. | 
Aidy eribisimon ese Nem metiaet i. cy Ser y eaanc Ren epee See 000558} 
Brintine te a eee ie Pel ci aan ae menue IG ann it | .000485| .000026 
@artares i): sie el ane Norway. “kor \ Relies Weer tus Mien | .000166 
PROSTAR EY calasesl Palwietses ye Ora mc getees RRyscol epee Nie Seat ae nen ede | 000149! .000161 
Melephone, Ros Ue ewes Ane ot ALTE ENE REI Je Wa .000227| .000135 

FIXED CHARGES. 
CRASS S| Ricoers MecuTeee Atel lateio ear ten A INO TA Ct a Eaten iL a | .000854| .000673 
UG G\cyb$ cect n Coley AUB E IanO tei eer na MPS AAR POUR A el  eA EONS ha A TS | 000661} .000419 
Titer est cies ees ees lek Ste UAT Se oe at ee 000735} .000242 
AIO wanlce silt. a pune sok WAMnrc nl Ml eees Ma Tis ier aie Cees | 001525] .000165 
Stationery, yea i MOMs ea ha tema tay aie da ana 000419] .000254 
Depreciation on— | 

Berl anes s any cre rceeaini ee ogee te Meee hema oe none ann .000823| .000547 
Rolling (stock sic ot eee eae enn 001113} .000622 
Machinery and equipment ....... Pe aRerd A NEN 6 .001252| .001219 
Hurnitunevand hixctunesaeee see een eee | .000082| .000041 

Repainsetombiildinasuemia me wetter ta renee | .001027| .000451 
INCCOMMESECH ATS eM rOlt amc vo ia miameraer ine aie rele .000896| .000106 
Sundries Serie rae Pane, Senate ene es ae ny nb fea eae mare .001424| .001020 
RETIN, Se race elie ee eee CMTE es eect etc anne ee | .000141 

otal S038 oe Race Gee eee eee | .025668] .012267 

Item .012267 represents the unit cost of plant charges for wholesale 

bottled milk. Substracting .000957 which represents bottle, caps and case 
charges, gives the figure .011310 which is the unit plant cost for wholesale 

can milk. 

All of the plants of the small dealers were visited by the inspectors 
and many attempts made to secure a statement of the expenditures by 

small dealers for supplies and other expenses independent of labor costs. 

It was found impossible, however, to secure from these men figures of 

sufficient accuracy to justify an independent report. Consequently, the 
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figures for factory costs, excepting labor, for the entire city, have been . 

based on the figures obtained from the four large dealers above men- 

tioned. 

Using these figures as a basis for estimate and applying them to the 

milk supply furnished to the city for the three classes of milk—retail 

bottled milk, wholesale bottled milk, and wholesale canned milk, gives the 
results indicated in Table No. 73. 

DABERPNOF73 

ONE DAY’S TOTAL FACTORY COSTS EXCEPTING LABOR, FOR ALL 
MILK FIGURED ON BASIS OF BIG) DEALERS) (COSTs: 

Unit Plant 
Cost Per 

Quarts. Quart Sold. 

Ieystiail Xo Jos ceeded acuondodeuanese 57305 X .025668 = $1,470.90 
Wihtolesale-= Bottle sneer neates 1138625) 21012267, — 139.67 
Wrinollesaile——Ceit oodecessoccoscedenoose 8888: xX .011310 = 100.52 

$1,711.09 

From Table No. 73 it appears that the daily costs of supplies and 

other expenses for retail bottled milk is $1,470.90; for wholesale bottled 

milk, $139.67, and for wholesale canned milk, $100.52, making a total 

daily cost for the city of $1,711.09. 

ROSSIBLEAREDUEMIONS IN FACTORY CHARGES 

(Except LABor) 

Just how much the factory expenses would be reduced by central- 

izing the business is not easy to estimate. One must form a mental pic- 

ture of the present conditions in Rochester by taking into account the 

fact that 136 milk dealers are engaged in buying all of the supplies for 

their business. The majority of these purchase supplies at retail and, 

consequently, at prices much higher than the prices which are paid by the 
very large dealers who buy at wholesale. 

In addition to this it must be remembered that where there are 136 

- factories there is an enormous duplication so that the number of articles 

required is much greater; for example, where milk is bottled each factory 

has its own bottle filling machine. As stated in a previous part of the 

report, there are 25 pasteurizing machines operated in Rochester. All 

of the equipment necessary for the washing of bottles and cans, for the 

care of horses, is duplicated in these factories. Consequently in purchas- 

ing supplies these purchases are constantly duplicated. : 

As one method of measuring the reduction in these factories three 

items of expense have been selected. The first of these is heat, light and 

power. It is obvious that there would be great economy if all of the coal 
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consumed in the 136 factories were centralized in one or two large fac- 

tories. The reduction in steam boilers and in power plants would be so | 

great that one would expect a great reduction in coal consumption. 

Asa means of forming an estimate on this branch of the business, the 

present costs of light, heat and power for all of the companies in the list 

we have been using is presented in Table No. 74. 

TABLE NO. 74: 

HEAT, LIGHT AND POWER 

ules 3 § os 
Number of Company. Tien = Cac; 

oh § Fy ah 

ae Bel pe. 
Pn a STAR De ae Ron ei | 6,419,255] $30,326] .004724 
PAGINA NG Te ACA ARAL | 5,539,240 18,829} .003399 
; Vcore utr Mp tina Weenie Ht) 2 | 1,265,820 4,831| .003816 

Gre ponte each a uan ram Cou mnie a | 2,678,005] 4,523} .001689 
ire a USL OS ARNIS cere race | 1,754,212} 5,046] .002876 
TRE. Acye ek seiie eae naayaes | 28,316,335| 52,244] .001845 
ihre tench caine aramenseeh eae teen | 12,364,485] 23,412] .001893 

Yearly Cost 
Rochester cost under present system ........... .001845| $52,244 
Rochester cost under centralized system....... 001500, 42,474 

Savings under centralized system.............. | .000345| $ 9,770 

In Table No. 74 it appears that Rochester is now spending $52,244 
yearly for light, heat and power, at the rate of .001845 per quart. One 

company in the list is doing this same thing at an expense of .001689 per 

quart. There is no doubt that, as a result of centralization, the reduction 
would be considerably greater than the difference shown between these 

two figures. 
In order, however, te be conservative, we have assumed that under 

a centralized system, by abolishing the numerous plants now existing in 

Rochester, and burning coal only in one or more centralized plants, this 

could be done at the rate of .001500 per quart. This would amount to 

$42,474 yearly, and result in a saving of .000345 per quart and $9,770.00 

per year. 
HORSE FEED AND BEDDING 

The cost of horse feed and bedding was obtained from six of the 
companies in the list and for the entire City of Rochester. The figures 

show that there are 228 horses working on the milk wagons delivering 
milk in the City of Rochester, and that the feed costs $59,711.00 per year, 
which is at the rate of $261.89 per horse. 

In Table No. 59, on the subject of milk wagons and milk delivery, 

it is shown that Rochester milk could be delivered with a total of 139 
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delivery wagons. This included automobiles. If the same proportion of 

automobiles now used, which is 7, should be used under a centralized sys- 
tem, there would be about 38 needed under such system. 

This would mean 101 vehicles drawn by horses and 38 by motor 

power. 

Under these circumstances, it is estimated that not more than 140 

horses would be required to supply horse power for the one-horse and 
two-horse vehicles used under’a centralized system. 

Assuming that the cost of horse feed per year for these horses would 
be the same as the present cost, which is $261.89, the total yearly cost 

for feeding 140 horses would be $36,664.60. This would result in an 

annual saving of $23,046.40, on the item of horse feed. These figures 
are presented in Table No. 75. 

LABEEANOM75 

HORSE FEED AND BEDDING 

. oO 

D>od ons 

Number of Company. 5 vi pees ae 

ee] 2am | 22 
Z| 6° | 

1S Ree ek Eat pa ear | 82| $24,180.72| $294.80} 
72. Sea anv ave praia SA ME) EA 63} 22,205.20| 362.46 
3 ANS PA See MIP ee CNS Ay a 25} 9,954.52} 398.18 

ee es Del” o7epz ool a oae 
Cap Sicaieis rare tan RET RCT Een I) ZO" 6688-22 230162 
Te VAR ert Ray All cates eek (228 |) 595711, 00) 261289 
Sapte eI eo te ken | 125| +31,125.93] 249.00} 

| Yearly Cost 
resent, Rochestens COSt ace sin. eee ned eiesed gists | $59,711.00 

*Rochester cost under centralized system ............ 36,664.60 

Savings under centralized system ................ $23,046.40 

*(Assuming 140 horses.) 

EO@SS;ON BOTLLES 

One of the most important items of expense and one which has re- 
ceived more popular attention perhaps than any other item in the milk 

business is the loss on bottles. It is commonly believed by the average 
citizen that the loss on milk bottles ranges somewhere between two and 
five cents per quart. The actual cost of milk bottles at the present time 
is $8.00 per gross for quarts and $6.75 per gross for pints. This means a 
cost per quart of .0555 per quart bottle, or a little more than 5% cents. 

It is undoubtedly true that many bottles are broken and lost, and 
unnecessarily so, and that a considerable saving in expense would result 
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if these losses were reduced. The actual condition of affairs in the City 

of Rochester has been determined by summarizing the amount of money 

paid yearly for new glass bottles by the Rochester companies which keep 

such accounts and applying this same item of expense at the same rate to 

those Rochester companies which do not keep accounts. This method of 

estimate it is believed is entirely fair for the reason that the smaller milk 

dealers who do not keep accounts undoubtedly sustain greater losses on 

milk bottles and are put to a greater expense in the purchase of milk 

bottles at retail than are the larger milk dealers. 

The total number of milk bottles handled by the City of Rochester 

each day, including quarts, pints and half pints, is 83,503, and annually 

this amounts to 30,478,595. The total number of bottles purchased by all 

of the dealers in Rochester annually is 1,332,432. At this rate each glass 

bottle in Rochester makes 22.8 trips before it is broken or lost. The ex- 

pense of replacing these broken and lost bottles must be paid for by each 

quart of milk sold, and amounts to .002720 per quart under present con- 

ditions. This is an annual expense on bottles for the entire city of 

$68,196. 

Similar figures have been obtained from all of the other companies in 

the list and are presented in Table No. 76. 

TABLE NO? 76 

LOSSJON BODTEERS 

3 Z a sy eg 
9 Ke) OF 2 ere BE 

f AS . pal slaty 

Number of Company s cs Ey | Ao oh we a 

Pe eis ee Bee ae on en 
"e2 59 Sey | asics) ase SK 

heirs ae > G oe me 

ee aie chron et an 1532291999 5;558:585 455,760| 12.2] .004196| $23,325 

Vee ae es ed tela rg 13,540| 4,942,100) 442.684) 11.1} .004584| 22,657 

Sater Se ea a nue 4,650 1 ‘697, 250 106,560) 15.9} .003213 5,454 

Ae Hao Me icts | 72,000 
Sap OPI ate Mie pee Ca 7,690} 2,806,850 100,454| 34.8} .002645 5,142 

(GSU Ue esheets 8,320| 3,036,800 82,252| 36.9} .002805 4,210 

FERIA Nene. 83,503} 30,478,595| 1,332,432] 22.8] .002720| 68,196 

See eb Cae rati ss 2 46,034| 16,802,410 391,219] 42.9] .002024| 20,023 

Present ROCHESteT COStSi er ties ae leery neeeretene nie 002720 68,196 

Rochester costs under centralized system .........+.... .001377| 38,997 

Savings under centralized system ..........++.+:: .001343| $29,199 

From Table No. 76 it appears that the number of trips made by the 

glass bottles of Rochester before they are broken or lost is greater than 

the number of trips made by bottles from companies Nos. 1, 2 and 3. On 

the other hand, company No. 8 handles its business in a manner which 
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results in its bottles making nearly 43 trips before they are broken or 

lost. Figures obtained from company No. 8 for the month of August 

showed that during that month the glass bottles of that company made 

51 trips before they were lost or broken. 

Under a centralized system, where there is no competition and where 

all of the bottles are of the same type and stamped with the same name, 

and collected and delivered by the same wagons, the loss on bottles would 

be reduced to its lowest terms. If milk consumers co-operated to reduce 

these losses, the life of the milk bottle would be greatly increased. 

Forty trips would seem to be a fair estimate for the bottles of the 
City of Rochester under a centralized system. This would mean an ex- 

pense per quart of milk sold of only .001377, and an annual cost for glass 

bottles of $38,997. The savings under the centralized system would be 
therefore .001343 per quart, and $29,199 per year. 

Taking the average reduction in cost on savings resulting from the 

centralized system on the items of heat, light and power, horse feed and 

bedding, and loss on bottles, the figures show a percentage reduction of 

34.4 per cent. 

For purposes of comparison the same items of factory expense were 

obtained from milk companies in the cities of Ottawa, Canada, and Balti- 

more, Md. 

Company No. 8, located in Ottawa, Can., finds that the cost of factory 

supplies is, in many instances, higher even than the figure of the United 
States. It is lower, however, on horse feed. It seems fair to assume, 

therefore, instead of a reduction of 50 per cent., a reduction of about 34 

per cent., as indicated by the three largest factory cost items above men- 

tioned, should be made. Applying this percentage to the entire factory 
costs of Rochester under the present system would result in a cost under 

a centralized system of $409,572, which is at the rate of .014464 per quart. 

This would result in the saving, under the centralized system, in factory 

expenses, of $214,975.85, which is at the rate of .007592 per quart, as 

shown in Table No. 77. 
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TABLE No. 77 

TOTAL FACTORY EXPENSES (EXCEPT LABOR) 

Da = 
Company a 5 One 

Number 2 a Pale) 
uo a. 
Au sO 
a a 

TENET 6,419,255| $179,672.00] 
Dine lak de, | Micke 5,539,240] 178,785.00 
; DAN eC 1,265,820] 65,952.00 

Bh el ale 2.678005 In 2551653331 
Gite ae Ae ae | 1,754,212". ..52:976/13| 
7-R, Av. ........| 28,316,335] 624,347.85] 
SR een | 2,364,485} 129,652.20] 

Factory Costs Except Labor. 
Total Daily Unit Cost per 

Quart Sold. 

027989| 
032276 
052102 

020781 
.030199| 
.022056| 
.010485| 

| Yearly Costs 
.022056| 
a 

007592 

$624,547.85 
409,572.00 

$214,975.85 

In Table No. 78 it is to be noted that under the present system the 

total expenses outside of labor for the operation of the milk factories of 

Rochester amount to .022 per quart, or $624,548.00 per year, while under 

a centralized system these costs would be only .0144 per quart, or 

$409,572.00 yearly. Centralization reduces these expenses so that there 
would be an annual saving amounting to .007592 per quart and 
$214,976.00 yearly. 

TABLET Nos 78 

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED SAVINGS IN PLANT CHARGES 
UNDER A CENTRALIZED SYSTEM 

UNDER PRESENT 
SYSTEM 

Cost I 25 | 2 ost ITEMS. ae = 

Bre (es = : 
O 3 Gite 
eS (ane) 
“aC 60 

=) = 

002109] $59,711] Horse feed and bedding. . 
.002408| 68,196 IBOttlestioncaocuccsre lay euennce: 

Heat, light and power....| .001845 52,244 
All other expenses gee 

LADOT) arto: .015694| 444,397 
— | Sol eel See 

Motalswee eo oe | .022056| $624,548 | 

ESTIMATED UNDER 
CENTRALIZED 

SYSTEM 

Unit Cost per 
Quart Sold. 

.001295 
001377 
.001500 

010292 

Total Yearly 
Cost. 

$36,655 
38,997 
42,474 

291,436 

014464] $409,572| 

ESTIMATED 
SAVINGS 

Unit Savings 
Per Quart. 

Total Yearly 
Savings. 

000814] $23,046 
001031} 29,199 
000345} 9,770 

005402! 152,961 

.007592 | $214,976 
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FREIGHT 

The milk supply of the City of Rochester comes into the city through 
four channels: 

24,985 by motor truck. 
3,018 by wagon. 

48,163 by railroad. 

5,909 by trolley. 

The milk which comes by truck, wagon and railroad is paid for by 

cwt. The milk which comes by trolley is paid for by the quart. The 

entire cost of freight per day and per year is shown in Table No. 79. 

TABLE No. 79 

COST OF TRANSPORTING MILK FOR THE CITY OF ROCHESTER 

Total 
| a Cwt. Rate |Daily Cost 

MOOTTIC ee ee ees ....| 24,985} 531.5] 30cewt.| $159.45 
VOY HEROES ea SUN eae a IEE Ts AER ST NE ne led ee | 3,018 64.2] 30c cwt. 19.26 
Te RRO VG Lie AiR Rey eit Hie Me Dae eT Pine HL | 48,163] 1,025 | 24c cwt. 246.00 
arOlleyae ee Moyer ce tean GOIN Nee toed 5,909 4c qt. 29.55 

| 82,075 | | $454.26 
Gostimersyear chess wines wstoce slay ala cies eben bem esis $165,805 
(Winitacosteperquanthee iss crs cigs ire teereeeloy eres .005534 

Estimated saving in freight under a centralized system at 10% is 

$16,580.50. 
In Table No. 79 it appears that the yearly cost of freight is $165,805 ; 

the cost per quart is an average of a little over 5% cents. 

Under the present system there is no way whereby the cost of this 

freight can be reduced. Under a centralized system, on the other hand, 

the milk would be shipped from the country to the city to one distributor 

instead of to 136 distributors as under the present system. The shipping 

of the milk from the country to one city distributor would make possible 

a rearrangement of the channels of shipment in several respects, that is, 

the milk which comes by motor truck would be centralized so that each 

motor truck would carry as nearly as possible a full load, and the total 
number of motor trucks would be reduced. The milk which comes by 

wagon in the same way would be centralized so as to provide full wagon 

loads. The milk which comes by railroad, instead of being subdivided 
into separate lots for the different shippers and different distributors, 

would all belong to the same lot and therefore could be packed in car- 
loads, some of which might constitute entire carload shipments and secure 

the freight reduction which the railroads grant to full cars. The milk 

which is shipped by trolley in the same manner, instead of being shipped 
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in separate lots, would all be shipped to the same distributor and land. at 

the same receiving station. These changes, all of them, would result in 

economies in the labor connected with the loading and unloading of the 

milk, and would, without question, reduce the work of the railroads and 

trolleys and the work of the trucks and wagons. 

It is difficult to estimate accurately just what this reduction would 

be. The experience of large milk companies in other cities in the reduc- 

tion of freight rates would indicate a possible reduction of 10 per cent. 

in the cost of freight in large lots over the cost of handling milk in small 

lots. It is believed that the reduction would be greater than this but, for 

the purposes of this survey, an allowance of only 10 per cent. in the cost 

of freight will be made. This amounts to a total of $16,580.50. 

LOSSION SURELUS 

One of the items which is commonly overlooked by persons not 

familiar with the milk industry is the loss on surplus milk. Contracts 

between milk producers as a rule provide that the distributor shall accept 

all of the milk which the producers furnish. There is no constant rela- 

tionship between the supply and the demand. At certain times of the 

year, especially in the spring months when cows are put out on pasture, 

there is as a rule a production of milk far in excess of the market de- 

mands. In some years, during the months of May and June, this surplus 

exceeds the market demands by as much as 80 per cent. Asa rule, during 

the months of July and August, when the hot weather dries up the grass 

and flies are numerous, there is a shrinkage in the production of milk by 

dairy cows, which results in an actual deficiency, so that the quantity of 

milk produced by the regular milk producers supplying the milk dealers 

of Rochester and other cities is less than the market demands. This 

deficiency is made up, if possible by bringing into the city market milk 

from outside source of supply, such as butter factories, cheese factories, 

condensed milk factories, etc. 

The successful milk dealer is compelled to arrange his business so 

that such deficiencies, if possible, will not occur. This means that, for 

most of the months of the year, the dealer is compelled to carry a surplus 

of milk in excess of market demands which ranges annually from 5 to 

20 per cent. of his total business. This surplus milk cannot be marketed 

at the flat price of fluid milk, but must be made up into milk products 

such as condensed milk, butter, cheese, powdered milk, buttermilk, cream, 

etc. The market price for these milk products as a rule brings in to the 

dealer less money than he would receive if the surplus milk could be sold 

at full fluid milk prices. Consequently, in every milk company there is 

an annual loss of money due to the manufacture and sale of surplus milk. 

In most large cities this loss is estimated at about % cent per quart. 
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The figures obtained from the City of Rochester from the four large 

milk companies whose accounts show losses on surplus have been applied 

to the entire milk supply of the city. It is believed that such an estimate 

of the annual Rochester loss on surplus is a fair one since the smaller 

milk dealers as a rule sustain greater losses on surplus milk than do the 

large milk dealers, for the reason that the small dealer is not equipped 

with facilities for manufacturing his surplus milk to advantage. Conse- 

quently, any estimate based on the loss on surplus of the large dealers is 
more conservative than it is believed the actual losses of the small dealers 

really are. 

On this basis figures for Rochester, together with the figures taken 
from the other milk companies in the list, are presented in Table No. 80. 

TABLE No. 80 

LOSS ON SURPLUS 

= 
° 

: ad 
De ao 

Number of oi ° Be dn 
Company. a ‘ aa ae Pid 

2 oO > mn oer) 

ie 5 gO | Sa 
a) A 4 val 

11 GES Mier as ok ae | 20,417| $ 79.18] .004433| $ 28,899 
7 es es HES Ee RELIC ERECT PRE | 16,056] 109.83} .007237| 40,091 
So AN RE A eat 5 eM Cn Ve ae | 4346] 29.76} .008581 10,862 
t SyL OS. Oo et ey Atege eRR RM Ca Heo | 65,800} 295.00} .00500 | 107,675 

OR ea nettle, rasan aniaa tt | 8,000] 19.47) .004051 7,106 
TEN INS ests te ace TE aA ER | 82,075) 328.70] .004237! 119,976 
Ch Sah ne eo nee eo ener ne | 43,070) 117.98| .00310 | 43,064 

IRresentmrochestenmcostss sims arte ene se wee .004237| $119,976 
Rochester costs under centralized system........ .003500| 99,118 

Savings under centralized system.............. .000737| $20,858 

From Table No. 80 it appears that the loss per quart on the entire 

milk supply of Rochester is .004237, and the annual loss $119,976. Some 

of the milk companies in the list sustain greater losses than others. Com- 

pany No. 4 is rated at .005 per quart on a basis of estimates made by . 

the Food Administrator of Philadelphia, whose allowance for all milk 

dealers in that city for losses on surplus is 1% cent per quart. 

Company No. 8 is possessed of unusual facilities for the manufacture 

and marketing of surplus milk, not only because its business is centralized, 

but because it is connected with a large ice cream business. It is believed 

that under a centralized system in Rochester similar advantages could be 

obtained and therefore that it would be justifiable to assume that the loss 

on surplus in Rocheser could be greatly reduced. With such a plan in 
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mind, the figure .003500 is suggested as a fair basis for the loss on sur- 

plus for Rochester under a centralized system. This would mean an an- 

nual loss of $99,118 under a centralized system, a saving of .000737 per 
quart, and an annual saving of $20,858. 

Having now shown in detail the possible savings in labor, factory 
expenses, loss on surplus, and freight, these items can be assembled to- 

gether to show the total possible savings under a centralized system. This 
summary appears in Table No. 81. 

TABLE No. 81 

FINAL SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED SAVINGS UNDER 
CENTRALIZED SYSTEM 

EsTIMATED UNDER nergacnen 
UnvDER PRESENT 

CENTRALIZED 
SYSTEM a lee SAVINGS 

= 
5) 

gu\ vais ie ales o 9 

eee tal oy Ea Gos) > 
oe cs aS re Se re 
yn (9) rend p) (9) -—W Con 

oO & a oO g a Uv? s aoe 

26 | €8 |l\4a } 38 || 26 | 88 
2) sa =) al 1) al 

Freight or trucking....| .005855!' $165,805|| .005270| $149,225|| .000585] $16,580 
Labor (Table No. 71)..| .025812| — 730,925||  .014062 398,190|| .011750| 332,735 
Factory, other than labor ||. 

GiablemNnoa77/)mere | 022056 624,548]| .014464 409,572|| .007592| 214,976 
Loss on) Surplus. .27.0). .004237| 119,976} + .003500 99,118}| .000737| 20,858 

Sane |e eee Shes oe OE 
Dotalist Nae toe | .057960| $1,641,254|| .037296] $1,056,105|| .020664|'$585,149 

From Table No. 81 it appears that the total cost of selling milk in 

the City of Rochester under the present system is .0579 per quart, amount- 
ing to a yearly cost of $1,641,254, while under the centralized system the 
cost would be .0372 per quart, or $1,056,105 per year. Under the cen- 
tralized system the savings therefore would be .02 per quart, and $585,14¢ 
per year. 

MILK SALES 

The sale of milk by the City of Rochester at the prices charged by 

each class of dealers has been assembled in the form of a tabulation with 

the object of showing the prices charged by dealers handling under 500 

quarts, dealers handling from 501 to 1,000 quarts, and from 1,000 quarts 

and upwards. 

It is commonly believed that the small dealers charge less money 

for milk than the large dealers. The daily sales of milk for each of these 

groups of dealers and for each class of milk, including retail bottled milk, 

wholesale bottled milk, and wholesale canned milk, have been put together 
and presented in Table No. 82. 
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In Table No. 82 it appears that the small dealer selling under 501 

quarts charged an average price for retail bottled milk at the time these 

figures were obtained (in the month of August) of .13348, while dealers 

selling from 501 to 1,000 quarts charged a trifle less. Dealers selling 

from 1,000 quarts upwards charged the most. 

For wholesale milk in bottles the small dealers charged slightly less 

than the other dealers, while for wholesale canned milk they charged as 

much as. one cent less than the dealers in the next class, and almost two 

cents less than the large dealers. In examining these figures, however, 

it must be borne in mind that the large dealers are pasteurizing milk and 

that this adds to their cost. It is also true that the large dealers make 

greater expenditures for the washing and sterilization, refrigeration and 

other items of expense connected with the care of milk than is done by 

the small dealers. 

In the last part of this tabulation will be noted the total selling prices 

for the entire City of Rochester average and the total value of the milk 

sold each day, which amounts to $10,001.45. This means that the milk 

sold by the City of Rochester at these prices would bring in an income 
annually of $3,650,529.25. 



XI 

SUMMARY OF MONEY INVESTED IN THE BUSINESS OF 

MILK DISTRIBUTION BY ROCHESTER MILK DEALERS 

In order to arrive at a fair statement of the money invested in the 

milk business of Rochester, the dealers have been divided into groups, 

according to the size of their business. The dealers operating pasteurizing 

machines have been grouped separately for the reason that their in- 

vestment includes a much larger item for machinery, because the pas- 

teurizers, which form the most important part of their equipment, are not 

included in the equipment of the othér dealers. 

Every one of the 25 dealers operating pasteurizers was visited by the 

Inspectors of the Survey, and through conference with them, an estimate 

was made of the value of their land, buildings, machinery and delivery 

equipment. In addition to this, nine of the smaller dealers, handling 

raw milk, were visited, and similar estimates formed of the value of the 

land, buildings, machinery and delivery equipment owned by them. The 

figures obtained from the dealers visited in this way were used as a basis 
for estimating the value of the land, buildings, machinery and equipment 

owned by the remainder of the small milk dealers. 

Values were pro-rated in accordance with the number of quarts 

handled by each dealer. The figures obtained in this way are presented 
in Table No. 83. ; 

TABLEEENO: 83 

SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT OF ROCHESTER MILK DEALERS 

WITH 
PASTEUR- | WITHOUT PASTEURIZERS. 

IZERS. 

INVESTMENT Not 
REPORTED. 

= ‘a £ = 
oe ee | 8 EB 
ae oe | Ni = 
> 5 ro) 5 2s S xs 

5 4 =) 6+ = 6 
Number of Dairies 225) 050). 25 9 83 19 111 136 
Milk received (quarts) ........ 47,373 3,338| 21,071| 10,243] 34,702) 82,075 

LESS aa nics wee ee Oa Ae aE RL I$ 69,568/$ 4,250/$ 31,164/$ 10,376|$ 45,790 $115,358 
Bal clantgswericescs carci sisenkeeiee 237,046 8,100} 40,815) 25,710) 74,625) 312,271 
IMPIGHINe TVA EN Faculte sot a seis cce oe 196,336 4,390} 30,490} 11,278] 46,158) 242,494 
Delivenya ern: <M os. ee 104,535 7,500| 34,009} 25,485} 66,994] 171,529 

Motallispbyere iy cule o sea nat 6s $608,085| $24,240|$136,478| $72,849|$233,567|$841,652 

In Table No. 83 the column of figures for the 25 dealers operating 

pasteurizers are actual statements of costs, made by the dealers them- 

selves, with one exception. 
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The figures in the second column for the nine raw milk dealers re- 

porting investments, are also actual statements made by the dealers them- 
selves. 

The figures in the remaining columns, viz., Dealers handling 400 

quarts or less, 19 dealers handling over 400 quarts, are estimates based on 

the previous figures, as above stated. 

The grand total shows an investment in land of ........ $115,358 
* buildings hs a5- SI2271 
i Noa chine ty metecy: 242,494 

and in delivery equipment are included horses and wagons... _—_-171,529 

or a total investment of deliveries for the entire city ........ $841,652 

The total quantity of milk received by these dealers at the time the 

figures were obtained was 82,075 quarts daily. Similar figures obtained 
in other cities have in a number of instances shown that the amount of 

money invested by the milk dealer is approximately $10.00 per quart of 

milk handled. The investment of Rochester milk dealers therefore is 

not far from the money invested in the milk business in some of the other 
cities where such figures have been obtained. 

The milk dealers grouped according to the quantity of milk received 

by them, are shown in Table No. 84. 

TABLE NO. 84 

ROCHESTER MILK DEALERS—GROUPED ACCORDING TO MILK 
RECEIVED 

Fee 

' fall] ce. os 

Le es | ee S1zE oF BUSINESS. gg ES 5 0 

Sign. Seo ae 
Kes} ea) omy om= 

Ai) ee nea 
AQD0ROEUTES SH ea eee | 93{ 23,820] 29.0% 
ADU SS VSOOA (clauseteyten niece susie leet enueny oe | Ol 4,186) 5:1\% 
UE AU Ui RS AM aN ene aor ksh 12 RO/059 Sal Zo 
FLUTE A R0t OUR Se ange mount aioe ch Wie del ZA mle Zo 

VQOL2 OOO ch ieee ester tncts arse toneorepe este | - 6} . 8205]: 10.0% 
Over:ZO00 ee ce toe ee eens (rol ns 0,078 esO7e 

PROM ANDIEOSS 

Having now presented the costs of labor performed and the plant 

costs, the cost of freight and the loss on surplus, and also the prices re- 

ceived for milk, it is proper to take up for consideration the question of 

profit and loss. The total amount of money received for milk when com- 
pared with the total expenses should enable us to determine whether the 
milk distributors of the City of Rochester are making money or losing 

money at present prices. In order to arrive at an estimate of this, the 
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cost of milk purchased from the farmer has been added to the other 
costs in the list. 

The price paid to the producer for milk during the month of August 

when these figures were obtained was .072551. Adding this price to the 
other items of expense for each class of milk sold in Rochester, including 

retail bottled milk, wholesale bottled milk and wholesale canned milk, 

the entire cost of handling Rochester milk is obtained. The selling price 

and the profit and loss are shown in Table No. 85. 

TABLE NO. 85 

TOTAL COST PER QUART (THREE CLASSES) OF ROCHESTER MILK, 
AUGUST, 1919 

v v 
S eos 

EXPENSE ITEMs. ms SS Se 
mp ie) ats ie) oO 
my sO ns 

ene Sloe 

Costrok anid tml eee: RO7Z255i | O72551 072551 
Birereh tied. etn seen orcas antes 005534] .005534| .005534 
oOSsvonsSunplusiaek esa .004237| .004237| .004237 
Wahoruicharees eed eee 028149} .021572| .018711 
Hactomy expense eaten 1a | ea .012267| .011310 

HO tal Mecinis cota re ce lens ayeruts I) 136139) >) VT6L6l|), 112343 
Sellingseprice tys enti aioe | 135380} .112890| .107770 

TE OSS ghia steavticlaraitoteret eee: | .000759; .003271 | 004573 

From Table No. 85 it appears that during the month of August there 

was an actual loss on all three classes of milk sold by all dealers in the 

City of Rochester. While these losses were slight, yet they constitute 

convincing evidence that, under present conditions, the conduct of the 

business in Rochester at the prices stated was not profitable. 

It must be borne in mind that the month of August is what is known 

as a short month; that is to say, due to.the vacation period, the quantity 

of milk sold in Rochester is less than the normal quantity demanded by 

the city. It has been stated that the volume of milk required by the city 

averages at least 10 pet cent. more than the volume of milk sold in 

August. If this is so, such an increase in volume would wipe out the losses 

noted in the above table and would enable the milk dealers to make a 

moderate profit during some months of the year. This could only be 
accomplished, however, through an increase in the retail price and pro- 

vided the price paid to the producer did not correspondingly increase. 

The report of the expert cost accountants who examined the cost 

accounts of four of the large dealers in Rochester for the business trans- 
acted during the year ending December 31, 1918, shows that one dis- 

tributor made an annual profit of $3,824.43; anotHer an annual loss of 

$19,374.93 ; another a profit of $3,147.92; and another a loss of $2,156.30. 
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These profits and losses are based exclusively on the business of buying 

and selling fluid milk, and do not include the business of buying and 

selling cream. It is believed that in some of the companies mentioned 

the business of buying and selling cream brings in larger profits than the 

fluid milk business. The profits and losses above mentioned are additional 

evidence that at present prices under the existing competitive system the 

fluid milk business does not produce large profits. 

CONTROL OF MILK SURREY. BY ROCHE SER Erb AlE irl 

DEPARTMENT 

The City of Rochester has no milk regulations of its own. In the 

fall of the year 1914, the New York State Public Health Council at 

Albany published a Sanitary Code containing a chapter on Milk and 

Cream: 
Regarding enforcement of these regulations, the Code states in regu- 

lation 15, as follows: 
“Regulation 15. When to take effect. Every regulation in this chapter, unless 

otherwise specifically stated, shall take effect throughout the State of New York, 
except the City of New York, on the 16th day of November, 1914.” 

This means that these regulations shall apply to every city and town 

and village in the State of New York. 

Review of the character of the regulations contained in the report 

makes it very clear that every grade of milk, both raw and pasteurized, 

existing in the State of New York, in towns and villages as well as in 

cities, is recognized and perpetuated by this report. In short, the State 

authorities, in issuing these regulations, did so with the full knowledge 

that the same must be adapted to and available for country villages as 

well as for cities. 

A special provision is made in the regulations on behalf of first- 

class cities and other municipalities which may desire to safeguard their 

milk supplies by more modern methods than those provided for in the 

regulations, which is in these words: 

“Regulation 14. Supplementary regulations of local authorities. The health 
authorities of any municipality may, in “their discretion, increase the stringency of 

these regulations, or add to them in any way not inconsistent with the provisions 
thereof.” 

This means that Rochester, or any other city, may adopt milk regu- 

lations of their own, provided these are not inconsistent with the mini- 

mum requirements of the State regulations. 

From the reports published by the Bureau of Health of the City 

of Rochester during the past ten years, a tabulation has been drawn up 

showing the work performed. Reports are incomplete and therefore the 

tabulation is lacking in several important points. There is no complete 

report published latét than the year 1917. 
The figures reported are shown in Table No. 86. 
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In Table No. 86 the statement is made that in the year 1917 the 
Department was equipped with seven milk inspectors. In the personnel 

of the Health Bureau in the report for 1917 are given the names of the 

chief milk inspectors, one meat and assistant milk inspector, and five 

assistant sanitary milk inspectors. These are in addition to the names 

of the biologist and chemist. Whether this means all occupied the same 

positions at the same time or replaced each other does not appear in the 

report. 

Dr. George W. Goler, Health Officer, in his testimony at a public 
hearing held in the City Hall, on July 16th, made the following statement 
regarding the control of the milk supply by the Rochester Health De- 
partment: 

“Tn the early days, in the shipped milk as well as in the made milk, 

we were, of course, drinking vast quantities of manure in our milk. 

“As far as we could, we inspected the dairies of the men who were 

making the milk. We went into the country and inspected their dairies. 

We could not do very much because we never had more than two and a 
half men to protect our milk supply. 

“A few years later we had difficulty because, very unfortunately, a 

man was called to the police court bench, who was a law unto himself, 

who dismissed milk cases just as rapidly as we brought them before him, 

and who seemed to think he was the defender of all the bad milk men in 

town. He was re-elected for eight years and we were practically unable 

to get a conviction, no matter what the man’s offense might be against 

the milk ordinances of the City of Rochester. 

“There was a notorious individual who was a typhoid carrier and 

who had it in his family, who was responsible for twelve cases of typhoid, 

three or four of which died. We were unable, through the police at that 

time, to either keep that man from peddling milk in Rochester or to get 

him arrested for selling milk in Rochester, and as the result of that we 

had thirteen cases and three or four deaths. 

“We had still another example of just that sort of thing. A woman 

who had typhoid was selling milk in an establishment where she had 

someone sick with typhoid and we could not prevent at that time that 

person from coming into Rochester with milk. That would not be so now 

or that would not have been so a few years past. It was so then. 

“Then there was a period along about 1905 when we attempted to 

show that there was a very considerable number of cattle furnishing milk 

to Rochester which were infected by tuberculosis. That is, I do not mean 

by that that we were interested in the cattle infected by tuberculosis in a 

mild degree. That was not our interest. We were interested in some 

of the cattle that were infected with tuberculosis which we know as open 
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infections; that is, infection of the intestinal tract or respiratory tract, 

so that organisms from the cow, either from the intestinal end—which is 

the more frequent line of communication between the milk and home— 
or the respiratory end, might get into the milk; so we instituted our new 

guinea pig test. We had numbers of animals and we took milk from the 

different herds in the country and injected these animals. When we found 

any of the animals afflicted with tuberculosis, we had a physical examina- 
tion made of the herd. That physical examination together with the ani- 

mal test, was a sufficient test to determine a very considerable number of 

herds of cattle that were profoundly tuberculous. Twenty per cent. of 

all the cattle we tested were found to be tuberculous. We were getting 

on swimmingly. Volunteers were coming forward to have their cows 
tested. Then we came to a standstill because of the large milk companies 

and the objection the large milk companies made was, in substance, that 

we were interfering with their business and it did not pay to do this 

work. They had no interest in children. They were simply interested in 

business. We had to stop. I think we had several hundred cattle killed 

that were profoundly tuberculous. We had certificates coming in to us 

from veterinary surgeons certifying to the fact that a herd of forty or 
fifty or seventy or eighty cows is absolutely free from tuberculosis, and 

we tested out the herd and found twenty of them were profoundly tuber- 

culous. We very clearly understand that you cannot have absolutely 

clean milk. You do not get absolutely clean milk when you get certified 

milk. You do not get absolutely disease free meat unless you want to pay 

five dollars a pound for it, and you cannot afford to pay that. You want 

relatively clean milk and you want relatively disease free meat. 

“In reference to this work, there is still another factor I want to 

speak of. That is the attitude of the milk commission. The milk com- 

mission, as I have said before, has interferred with our work more than 

all the milk men.” ay 

QO. What milk commission? 

A. I mean the Monroe County Milk Commission, the certified milk 

commission. When we organized the Milk Commission, we assumed 

that a large part of the work of the Milk Commission was going to be 

such as would raise the character of all the milk in Rochester instead of 

trying to improve a few two or three hundred quarts of milk from what 

it was in the earlier days for the benefit of people who can afford to pay 

for it. What did they do? They improved the quality of a few hundred 
quarts of milk and then turned the work over to the large companies, and 

through the large companies they gave to the people of Rochester the 

idea that being the product of the large companies, it was equivalent to 
certified milk, and it wasn’t. 
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©. In regard to the matter of tubercular inspections; I understood 
you to say that you were stopped by the milk dealers? 

Ay Yes: sir: 

©. Tell us how they stopped it? 

A. I would rather tell you from the record and submit the letters 

©. You have the letters, a complete record of that blocking? 

Az Yes, sir. 

Q. That is available so you can bring it in on short notice? 

A. I don’t know how short. I can bring it in to you to-morrow. 

©. We had before us the matter of the big dealers compelling you 

to discontinue the tubercular test. I understood you to testify that you 

could show how they did it by your records. Are you ready to proceed 

with that? Give us the history of it. 

A. Icould not do that because I don’t know it. In giving you what 

I have, I am dealing with one company; there were two companies, but 

one company was just as bad as the other. 

©. Well, you discontinued the tubercular test because you were 
compelled to? . 

Mies: 

You know what compelled you to? 

I am ready to tell you. 

That is what we want to know. 

There is no question about the power of the Health Officer. 

That fe been passed upon by more than one corporation counsel. In 

the latter part of the year 1909, down to the fore part of 1910, we began 

to test out all the herds; tried to test all the herds supplying Rochester 

with milk by what was known as the physiological test, using guinea pigs. 

We had then—1909—we had up to the time we discontinued our tests, 

tested the supply of 41 retailers and offered by 28 producers. Seven 

hundred and fifty-seven cattle were tested, and 671 actually were tested 
through the efforts of the Chief Milk Inspector. Two hundred because 

the owners asked for the test. And out of the total number tested, 210 

cattle were killed. Thus, out of approximately 8,000 cattle supplying 

Rochester with milk, more than 20 per cent. of them were tested as the 

result of this work, and as a result of the test, approximately 12 per cent. 

re-acted and were killed. At that time Mr. Owen was Commissioner of 

Public Safety and under date of April 9, 1910, I made a report to him. 
I said in that letter: 

210 PO > 

“We have prosecuted our preliminary work against tuberculosis in milch cattle 

for a little more than a year. Of the 8,000 cows from 700 farms we have had 

tested more than 1,000 cows, and had 124 killed. In one herd where the evidence 
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was obtained through the guinea pig test, 52 re-acted out of 100, and 26 of them 

were so badly affected by tuberculosis that they had to be tanked for phosphate. 

“One of the excellent outcomes of this work has been the voluntary requests 

for the testing of herds by men whom the milk inspector has visited. The applica- 

tions for tests have not all been voluntary, but have been due largely to the 

presentation of facts to the owners by the milk inspector. In one of the herds 

recently picked up by Mr. Marshall, the whole herd of 21 cows re-acted. 

“The above are some of the facts that I will present to the people of the City 

of Lawrence, Mass., on Monday evening next.” 

The herd referred to having 21 cows which re-acted to the test I 

referred to this morning. That herd we had a certificate from a veter- 
inarian stating that the cattle were all in good condition. In the early 

part of the same year, after we had tested a number of cattle from the 

producers and reported the fact to the producers as well as to the dis- 

tributers, we came to the Big Elm Dairy Co., and we tested a sample of 

milk from them in the usual way by injecting the sample into guinea 

pigs, using two pigs, the animals both re-acting. I served upon them 

a notice requiring them to have their producers submit their cattle to the 

State tubercular test under the auspices of the State who were then mak- 

ing tubercular tests. They objected to my decision and appealed to the 
Commissioner of Public Safety. I said at that time in my letter, quoted 
under date of July 8th, 1910, to the Big Elm Dairy Co.: 

“Gentlemen :— 

Those of your producers who do not comply with my direction in the matter of 

a State tubercular test will have their milk excluded from Rochester after 

January —, 1910.” 

“They made an appeal: 

(Reading from letter on page 470 of letter book, dated June 28, 1910, from 

Health Officer Goler to the Commissioner of Public Safety.) 

“Sir :— 

“At 9:30 this morning I received a telephonic notice from Mr. Hughes that 

the hearing in the matter of the Big Elm Dairy Company had been postponed 

from the date set by you, Wednesday, to Friday, and perhaps next week. 

“Shortly after the Big Elm Dairy Company was found selling milk from 

tuberculous cattle I exhibited to you and to His Honor the Mayor, the animal 
which was infected from its milk. 

“My object in writing this letter is that you may know that I believe the Big 

Elm Dairy Company is striving to gain time, and that in doing so it may still 

further infect the children of Rochester with tuberculosis, and that it is further 

seeking to gain time so that its producers with tuberculous cattle may swap cattle 

or get rid of them, and thus help to bring any State test that may be made into 

ill repute. 
“T object to the delay in the hearing in this matter because it will work 

further harm in raising the question among men whose cattle are found tuberculous 

by the tests we are making; as.to whether they should not resort to the same 
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methods of trickery that this company always resorts to in cases where the question 
of the better conservation of the milk supply arises in this city. 

“We have proven that in similar tests of 1,665 of the 8,000 cattle furnishing 

Rochester with milk, 19% re-acted and were slaughtered. Some were so badly 

infected with tuberculosis that they had to be tanked for phosphate and we have 

proven the Big Elm Dairy Company to be selling milk from some cattle fit for 

fertilizer, but not fit to furnish milk for our babies. 

“Respectfully submitted, 

“G. W. GOLER, 

“Health Officer.” 

(Letter of direction to Dr. Goler from Commissioner Charles H. Owen, dated 

July 8th, 1910.) 

“G. W. Goler, M. D., Health Officer, 

“Dear Sir :— 

“Relative to the appeal of the Big Elm Dairy Company of this city from your 
order of June 20th, upon which decision was rendered by me this day, would request 
that your bureau procure samples of milk from every producer shipping their 

product to this city whose herds have not been subjected to the tuberculin test, 

or application for test filed with the State Commission, and that the samples of 

these various producers as soon as practicable, be subjected to the guinea pig test 

for the detection of tuberculosis. 

“After making these tests, any of the herds which, you believe to be infected 

with tuberculosis, I desire that you report the same to this office and I will im- 

mediately notify the State Commission of Agriculture of your findings, and request 

that they make a tuberculin test without waiting for the owners of the herds to 

formally sign an application for such inspection. 

“T am of the opinion that eventually all milk shipped into this city should be 
tuberculin tested, and this Department is at the present time considering the issuing 
of an order making it obligatory upon the part of all milk producers shipping milk 
into this city to have their herds tuberculin tested. I realize that such an under- 

taking will require some months’ time, and, after further consultation, this Depart- 

ment will probably set some future date, after which all milk will be excluded from 

the City of Rochester which has not been tuberculin tested. 

“Very truly yours, 

“CHARLES S. OWEN, 

“Commissioner of Public Safety.” 

Nearly ten years ago and no order has been issued. 

(Letter of Dr. Goler from Commissioner Owen, dated July 8th, 1910.) 
“In the matter of the appeal of the Big Elm Dairy Company, Rochester, N. Y., 

from the following order of the Health Officer: 

June 20, 1910. 
‘Big Elm Dairy Company, 

‘Gentlemen :— 

‘Those of your producers who do not comply with my direction in the matter 

of a State tuberculin test, will have their milk excluded from Rochester after 

Monday, June 27, 1910. 
‘(Signed.) G. W. GOLER, 

‘Health Officer.’ 
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“As provided by the Charter of the City of Rochester, a public hearing was 

held in the office of the Commissioner of Public Safety on the above appeal, 

Friday, July 1, 1910. The Big Elm Dairy Company appeared by its President, Mr. 

A. E. Wood and by counsel. 

“By the testimony of Inspector Brownell of the Health Bureau, it was shown 

that on or about April 7th, 1910, acting under instructions of the Health Officer, 

he procured a sample of cream and a sample of milk from the separator operated 

by the Big Elm Dairy Company at their plant on Exchange Street in this city. 

After passing these samples through the laboratory of the Health Bureau, they 

were subjected to the guinea pig test used by the Health Bureau for detecting 

tuberculosis in cattle. The result of the test was positive and was the basis for 

the order made by the Health Officer, which is now appealed from. 

“By the testimony of two witnesses under oath, it was shown that the milk 

being run through the Big Elm Dairy Company’s separator at the time these 

samples were taken by Inspector Brownell, was from one of the producers shipping 

milk to this company and not from several producers. In view of the evidence of 

these two witnesses, and as a matter of justice to all concerned, I am of the opinion 

that for the present at least, the order of the Health Officer should be modified 

so as to apply only to the milk of the producer from which the samples in question 

were taken. It is therefore, 

‘ORDERED, That the order of the Health Officer, dated June 20, 1910, and 

directed to the Big Elm Dairy Company, be, and hereby is modified, so as to call 

for the exclusion from the city of the milk and cream produced by J. F. White 

& Company, until such time as the J. F. White & Company herd of cattle is sub- 

jected to the State tuberculin test. 
“(Signed.) CHARLES S. OWEN, 

‘Commissioner of Public Safety.’ 

“To G. W. Goler, M. D., Health Officer.” ; 

(Reading of letter from G. W. Goler, Health Officer, dated July 11, 1910, to 

Charles S. Owen, Commissioner of Public Works.) 

“Hon. Charles S. Owen, Commissioner of Public Works, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Sit — 

“Beginning a year ago last January the Health Bureau has been working to 

prove by the guinea pig test, the general provisions with which you are familiar, 

the number of retailers selling milk in Rochester from cattle whose milk is capable 

of producing marked naked eye lesions of tuberculosis in those animals. 

“Rochester receives daily 80,000 quarts of milk from 8,000 cows from 700 

farms. This of course does not include the cream received. With our limited 

force of milk inspectors, we have not been able to determine just how much cream 

is received, for it comes from very many small farms and is received at creameries 

in the neighborhood of Newark, Horseheads, Norwich, Conesus, and some other 

places. The milk and cream received into the city are disposed of by 133 dealers, 

all of whom are, and have been for some time, selling milk without licenses. 

“In beginning our work in an attempt to further protect child life in Rochester, 

and considering the limited facilities, we took samples of milk in original packages, 

or in sterile pine bottles from the retailers, because we believed that the retailer, 

whether getting milk from one or many producers, should be held responsible for 

the milk he sold, and that if he be found with milk in his possession capable of 

producing marked naked eye lesions of tuberculosis, the burden of proof should 
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then be upon him to show that his entire supply was free from tuberculosis by the 

State tuberculin test of his herds, applied by the Veterinary Division of the State 
Department of Agriculture. 

“For something more than a year past we have worked upon this plan. Mr. 

Marshall, our Milk Inspector, has been most diligent; our chemist, Mr. Milligan, 

has pursued this work with enthusiasm; and now at the end of the period which 

will expire at the close of the current month, we shall have finished the test of the 

retailers upon this plan. We planned this work to end with the beginning of 

summer, because the work of the summer milk stations then begins. Vacations 

also begin, and the summer activities of the Bureau are sufficient to occupy all of 

its energies. 

“The plan which you request us-to carry out in your letter would involve the 

test of 500 producers. Estimating for deaths that might occur as a result of 

acute infections, at least 1,200 guinea pigs would be required in lots of 106 each. 

New pens and new stock pens would be required. Our centrifugal machine would 

have to be repaired and a new centrifugal machine provided. New glasses for 

the centrifugal machine would have to be made, and these in the winter we have 

never been able to get in less than a month or six weeks. 

“The glass factories are shut down now, and an order could not be placed for 

them before the 15th of September. We have on hand just one set of glasses. If 

we should adopt the plan contained in your letter and should work twice as fast, 

assuming that supplies and apparatus were in readiness, it would take us more than 

a year to finish the work. 

“The test known as the guinea pig test, with which we are working, is always 

positive when it is positive; but when it is negative, it does not prove that the 

cattle tested are free from tuberculosis. In our work thus far, not counting the 

samples of retailers that we already have under way, and that will be finished by 

the end of the month, we have tested in round number 1,700, more than 20% of 

the 8,000 cattle supplying Rochester with milk. More than 200 of these cattle have 

been killed, i. e., more than 12% of the cattle found infected through our work. 

,“Mr. Marshall, the Milk Inspector, has persuaded 41 of the 58 owners of the 

herds tested by the guinea pig test, to have their herds tested by the State Veterin- 

arian, by representing to them the economic value of this test. He has gone to 

these men and carefully presented the case to them, filled out a form such as the 

enclosed, and forwarded the form to Albany. 

“All that I have said in this letter of course deals with milk only, and not with 

cream. The people in Rochester are buying tuberculous cream from cattle kept 

in the filthiest conditions, from creameries filthy in the extreme, and the large 

companies who sell cream. to the people in this vicinity are getting cream from 

such places. So far as I have been able to determine, I have not been able to 

stop this practice. 
“Tf, after my explanation contained in this letter, you still believe that the 

work should be carried on as requested in your letter of July 8th, will you not direct 

by order that the work be so carried on. 

“Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed.) G. W. GOLER, 
“Health Officer.” 

That is the way they stopped us. 
©. Well, Dr. Goler, I understand that as a result of this hearing 

before Commissioner Owen, it was determined by him that the milk you 
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tested and found re-acted on the guinea pigs, was from the dairy of the 

J. R. White Company. 

A. That was one of the dairy companies. The J. R. White Com- 

pany were dealers in high grade cattle, and their cattle were sold. They 

were very careful about their cattle. All their calves which were very 
precious to them and very valuable, were being treated by killed cultures. 

All tuberculins by themselves. No tuberculins near immunes in order 

to protect them against tuberculins. But they are willing to take tuber- 

culins and sell the milk to Rochester, and that was the only recourse we 

had then. Another lot of cattle came along that were tubercular, and we 

could not do anything after that. 

Q. - You found that milk that was complained of here in the Big 
Elm Dairy Company came from the J. R. White Company? 

Mies: 

And you requested them to make the test? 

We had already. 

They were exciuded until the test was made? 

PIO PO P Such a test had already been made. There was a controversy 
on that side. 

Q. What was the controversy? 

A. Owen was my superior. I never had any trouble with my su- 

perior—until now I am ready to resign. 

Q. Ido not understand yet how you were prevented from making 
this test. 

A. The Big Elm Company stopped us in this way. They had five 

hundred producers, just as the City Dairy Company, the rottenest com- 

pany that sold milk to Rochester. They were filthy beyond measure— 

the Brighton Place Dairy Company taking milk from vast numbers of 

tuberculous cattle. We wanted to go in and test the herds, instead of 

making tests from finished producers of one of these big companies who 

massed the milk, and produce the burden of proof on the large companies. 

Q. You had no authority. to do that? 
As = No, sir: 

Q. You had authority to test the herds? 
A. We did of all the small dealers, testing them first, realizing that 

just as soon as we got up against the big companies we would run against 

a stone wall, as we did. 

©. What was there to prevent your testing the herds of the Big 

Elm Company ? 
A. Simply because we were at the end of our rope. At this time 

we had two and a half milk inspectors to do this work. We could not 

in the nature of things. We had to plan our work so that when we had 
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a let down at one time, we could do a little more work of one kind than 

another, and to test, as I said in my letter, it would then have taken us 

a year to do that sort of work, and we could not begin until after the 
summer season was over, because the glass factories were shut down, 

and we had worn out our centrifugal machines in getting out these 

samples of milk. 

©. That is the last that has been done in regard to the tubercular 

test ? 
A. Yes, sir. 

©. There is not any reason why you should not have gone out the 

next year, when you got your machinery? 

A No, sir, there was not. 

©. And so since 1910 there has not been any test made to tindhiente 

whether or not tubercular milk was being furnished to the people of the 

City of Rochester? 

No, sir. 

Do you believe it is being furnished ? 

I am sure of it. 

What is the reason that your Department does not go on with it? 

I have not the help. 

How much help should you have to do it then, what help to go 

on with this work? 
A. We should have at the present time two or three additional 

milk inspectors. We are not able to do it with the milk inspectors now 

as it should be done; an additional chemist, because the work is alto- 

gether too much for one chemist; and one bacteriologist. We have had 

work pile up in a very considerable way, and work that was quite as im- 

portant as this, and this is only a sample of the kind of piece work we 

attempted to do to see whether the people of Rochester were interested. 

But they were not interested; and the Milk Commission was not inter- 

ested. The Milk Commission was not interested in getting ordinary milk 

tested to see whether the ordinary babies would have milk from tuber- 

culin tested cows. They were only interested in testing certified milk. 

©. With two or three inspectors and an additional chemist you 

could go ahead testing all the cows from which milk comes? 

A. Very well, yes, sir, and put the burden of proof on the big com- 

panies to show that the herds from which they get milk are free from 

tuberculins. From five to seven per cent. of all tuberculosis was—I don’t 

know what the figures are now—due to bovine tuberculosis. 

Is the guinea pig test still in vogue? 

I don’t know. 
Did you lose all interest in the matter? 
I did lose all interest. I have lost absolutely all interest in the 

10 PIO PO > 
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whole milk question, save for doing this kind of work, because the people 

of Rochester have not been interested in the kind of milk which they fed 
to their children and fed to themselves—any more than the interest in 
the kind of water they get. 

Q. You don’t want to testify that your interest in providing a 

wholesome milk supply for the City of Rochester depends upon whether 

or not they know the danger they run? 

Lo | ING 

Q. What I would like to know, and what the Council would like 
to know, is why you have not proceeded to obtain this extra help that is 

needed to go ahead and test these cattle? 

A. I have asked for the help, but I have n’t had it. 

Q. Can you tell us when you asked for this extra help? Is it a 

matter of record? 

It is. 

When was it? 

Several times. 

You will look it up and furnish it to us? 

Be glad to. 

Now, milk is dipped in the City of Rochester to some extent ? 

Yes. 

That means taking the can that the producer delivered it in 
around and dipping out of it into the consumer’s pail ? 

1 PO PO PO> 

A. Yes. In response to that question of course it means grocer’s 

dipped milk. 

Q. That is, grocers have it in cans and dip it out? 

A. In the outskirts, yes. 

Q. Sometimes the original package in which it was poured from 

the milk pail? 

A. I don’t know about that. 

Q. What is the objection to that? 

A. The objection to that is that milk may be put into dirty con- 

tainers; that is, the milk may be contaminated by the surroundings in 

which the milk is kept. There are some dangers of that kind to which 

milk in grocery stores may be exposed. 

Q. There is no ordinance or statute prohibiting that in the City of 

Rochester ? 

i, INO; Sie. 

Q. Do you think there should be? 

A. Ido. When considering that point, I have advocated for some 
time that wherever milk was sold, it should be in the original package. 

That is, if Jones wanted to buy milk from a large milk dealer, he should 
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buy and sell in original packages. The answer to that was that these 

people could buy dipped milk that was good for food for adults and not 

dangerous—you can buy cheaper than when sold in original packages. 

©. Now, Doctor, there have been occasions when your attention 
has been forcibly called to the contraction of typhoid fever from: milk in 

the city? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. What were some of those occasions, tell us about them? 

A. Let us read it from the record. As far as I know there has been 

no typhoid in Rochester traceable to milk in a number of years. 

QO. How many? 

A. Well, one’s memory—lI hesitate about that question in giving you 

a number; more than five I would say. How many more than five I 

can’t tell you. 

Q. On the subject of sanitation and the delivery to the people of 

wholesale milk, what do you say ought to be done in the City of Rochester 

that is not—to secure people a supply of wholesome milk at the lowest 

possible cost? 

A. In the first place, we will have to have some department inspec- 

tion and laboratory service. That is the first thing. 

Q. Tell us what they would do. 

A. Simply supplement the work of the inspectorial staff that is 

being done. We are not able under present conditions to make the num- 

ber or kind of inspections with sufficient frequency that a reasonably 

safe milk supply requires. 

Q. How often do you think the dealers’ supply ought to be in- 

spected ? 

A. That depends upon the dealers. Some of the dealers would need 

very little inspection, some of them ought to be inspected every month; 

some ought not to be in business at all. 

Q. Why are they in business? 
A. Because there is no legal way of putting them out of business, 

and no sufficient force of inspectors to determine which ought not to be 

in the business. 
Q. What we need then is a sufficient force so as to find which of 

these dealers ought not to be in the business; then we need some new ma- 

chinery whereby we can put them out of business? 

A. It is rather an extension of the present machinery. As far as I 

am concerned, I have no fault to find with the present machinery. The 

present machinery is doing all that it possibly can do. It cannot stand 

very much more stress. 
©. Added inspection and laboratory equipment and help? 
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Yes, sir. 

And what else? 

I think that covers it. 

What have you to suggest, Doctor, in regard to the price of 

milk? How can we get cheaper milk? 
1 POP 

A. We can get cheaper milk by simplifying delivery. 

©. In what respect? 

A. Simply by zones. I don’t mean absolutely by zoning, but by 

dividing the town up into districts, so a man does not have to cross and 
re-cross—one man does not have to re-cross another man’s district. The 

letter carrier, Mr. Van Duser of the letter carriers’ organization, struck 

the note last night. And a good many years ago there appeared in one 

of the Fabian publications in England, the statement of a man who was 

looking out of the window and said he saw 14 grocery wagons, seven 

or eight butcher wagons, and Lord knows how many other wagons— 

and one postman. 

Do you advocate some system of compelling the dealers? 

I do not know. I would not compel them. 

How would you get at it? 3 

I don’t know. I think we need information; I want to know. 

Doctor, going back to the question of the tubercular test, assum- 

ing that this appeal has been made, and this order was made by Commis- 

sioner Owen at the time, what was there other than shortage of help in 
your department, to prevent these tests from going on? 

A. Ihave gone over that already, Mr. Bechtold, and told Mr. Pierce, 

and told the Committee in answer to Mr. Pierce’s questions, that there 

was not anything to interfere except shortage of help. It was impossible 

to get help, and because of the work and our material being worn out, 

and it would take us a year to go on with the work. 

Q. Why did you make the statement or say that the large companies 

prevented you from continuing this? 
hey did: 

Q. Your reply is inconsistent, Doctor. It seems to me this shortage 

of help—the companies did not have anything to do with that? 

A. They did not have anything to do with that, but when they ob- 

jected to that order, and made me go to New York by way of San 
Francisco and China, that is the way they interfere with our doing the 
work. 

Q. Have you reference to this one appeal? 

A. This one appeal, because we did nothing after the appeal. 

Q. Don’t you think that that was fair? To cut off a contaminated 
source of supply for any company—don’t you think that is fair? 

10 PO PO 
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A. Yes—to cut off one and let the other very large number remain. 

©. Do you have any figures as to the portion of re-actors in the 

territory furnishing milk to Rochester ? 
The figures I gave you a little while ago. 

How much? 
Somewhere between fifteen and twenty per cent. 

One herd went fifty per cent.? 

One herd was fifty per cent. tuberculous. 

An average of twenty per cent.? 

I don’t know what the average would be now. Perhaps less, 

because farmers are taking better care of their cattle; they are doing 

more things; they are trying to eliminate the cow that is no longer good 

for much, that is not paying her board. And I think by that same token 

there are fewer tuberculous cattle in herds. 

©. You would be in favor of the city taking over the milk business ? 

A. I am—taking over the distributing end. 

QO. Not the producing end? 
Ac No: 

Your opinion would be based upon what was disclosed as a 

result Of a study of this kind, assuming that the study goes into the ques- 

tion of the distribution of milk? 

Na Naess 

Q. You mean by that, that if the study of this situation disclosed 

that it was advisable to the city to go into the business, you would be in 

favor of it? 

>i PIO PO > 

yaa ES: 

©. And if it did not, you would not? 
ve NiO: 
Q. What do you think about the milk supply of the City of Roch- 

ester? What is your belief? 
A. My belief, based on some considerable observation both in the 

past and at the present time, and upon reports from the nurses working 

in our welfare stations, and who have been familiar with the work in the 

welfare stations and in the densely populated districts, is that our chil- 

dren are not getting milk as they once were getting milk; not as they 

ought to get it. Now, what else they are lacking which they might get, 

nobody knows. As I said this morning, we are going to have examples 

of pot-bellied children, with skeleton legs and arms. Unless we can get 
better nutrition for our little children, we are certainly going to have a 

race deterioration of some kind in some degree in the very near future; 

and reasoning from biological grounds, the young, when it has been once 

deprived of its nutrition in early life, does not readily regain that which 

it has once lost. 
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Le SoiIMONY OK MR ty E GANNETT. 

Mr. F. E. GANNETT, who appeared as a witness at a public hearing, 

held at the City Hall, Rochester, N. Y., on July 23, 1919, gave the follow- 

ing statement : 

Q. You have been in the newspaper business for some time, I 

believe ? 
A. Yes, about twenty years. 
Q. During the past year, you paid special attention to the subject 

of milk in the City of Rochester and its production outside, etc.? 

ees: 

Q. Will you tell us in your own way what you have done about that 

and what you have ascertained and what your conclusions are that you 

found out? 

A. Well, my attention was first called to the milk situation in Roch- 

ester a year ago when I looked over the report of the Health Bureau of 

the city. That report was so astounding to me that I began to look into 

the question. The report for July, 1918, for instance, showed that there 

were ten dealers selling milk here with a bacteria count of over five mil- 

lion; there were eighteen selling milk with over three million counts. 

There were forty-one with over a million counts. Of this whole number 

only nineteen were pasteurized. 

I had had the impression from living out of the city that Rochester 

milk supply was about the best in the country and I was quite amazed to 

find that they were not only not protected against impure milk, but that 

most of the milk had a very high bacteria count from those figures ap- 

parently. 

SANTERARY] CONDITION Ob ROCHESTER MILK SUPPLY 
Dairy Farm SANITATION 

The dairy farm inspectors who were employed by the Survey to visit 

dairy farms, did so with two purposes in view. In the first place they 

made studies of the cost of milk production; and in addition to this they 
made inspections of the dairy on each farm to determine the sanitary 

conditions. For the purpose of the sanitary inspection they used a printed 

report blank which was especially prepared for this work, and noted 

thereon a statement of the condition of the buildings and equipment and 

the manner in which all of the dairy operations were performed. One 

hundred and forty-one dairy farms located in each of the important dis- 

tricts from which Rochester milk is furnished, were inspected in this 

way, and report blanks from each farm returned to the office of the Sur- 

vey. From these blanks a summary was prepared, which shows the 

results of these sanitary inspections, as indicated in Table No. 87. 
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TABLE NO. 87 

PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE OF THE COMMON COUNCIL OF 
ROCHESTER N.Y. 

MILK SURVEY 

CuHartes E. Nortu, M. D., Director oF Survey. 

REPORT OF DAIRY FARM SANITATION 

Total number of farms inspected.............. 141 

Cows: Yes. No. Good. Bad. 
Physical examination of cows by veterinarian .... 134 4 ue ae 
Tuberculin tested by veterinarian ............... 20 105 

EMPLOYEES : 
TDSC aS ede ces Fee See siren Dea ashi opas aaah ar ene deg ec Be 141 

Cow FEED: 
Distillerys wastewusedua sss oni a kicic ag cme aes 31 110 
Any, unwholesome: toodis <..7snee ae ice eerie 1 140 

Cow STABLE: 
Construction esses ae eee ie ee eal pea Ae aa 138 3 
Sanitation ss antic cose cine eine eae asl a ae ana zu ke 137 4 

Cow YarD: 
Gonditio nee ee aes ou Mea neas nial © Baia Deane. lag a he 127 10 

WATER SUPPLY: 
SP Rees ae BO res UR Meee eg tte a ete aes 138 2. 

PRIVIES: 
Sarre tea ES ey las ea tee neh ee haat ans ar 132 4 

Mix Howse: 
GOnstruictronee eae AU AD ane eee Eee Be ee 140 
Sarita trom aac ce octet eucie lek ete see tare oer ete eee ne Be oe 140 

MILKING: 
Widder sscleams 23 eee) ae ee aie coe rn eee lamin Nae 114 
Tanclse cleat ye ces ae aes a Leases acto, Dee dapeatment aie hanes 121 

MILK Parts: 
Smiallistopset ica epee oie lanes ie evoke easter eee wees 131 6 
Parl racles ssi sean iisse aiillae, Lat incl ea nine eeagee ec tales 135 2 a 
Sanitation. sont SOS PAC Ih SQA eal: PC ee MeaHGS Gua ae as 139 

Mitx Cans anv Lins: 
Iinvented| on can: tacks ees a eee ee 129 10 se Ae 
Samitatioin ov ees 2 aa Si IS Ae ACs i te “ ae 134 5 

WASHING PAILS AND CANS: 
Performed iathonces 2) vr eee 128 12 
Bruashesmised ne owen eae ean aene Ami 102 36 
Mikalitpowdenr usedvan. saree ee ae eee 116 20 
Is washing -done mornings Only s2ses. oe oon ce 5 134 

STRAINERS: 
‘Aire sstnainensatsed ce eta oie eet oe eee 99 31 
iArectineholderssusedisn cate eens 127 7 a 
Conditions. SRA i ee ee ae ee OE ae #: 129 
Strainer cloth: “Cusine: onevonly) pe aesacusecumece. 6 ae ae 
Strainer. cloth Cusine: tw@ or mone)ii. von. cece 130 Be Re 
GoOnditiowm see S2 Ss eee esta eee a es 129 
Strainernscloths, wasledeAcuN ise ener eee ners 136 ie Se 
Strainer scloths, washed Meese ei eeieetree 131 

STIRRING Rops: 
Stinninesrodvok- wood! aici c omc sci teisclne esters 7 
Stirring jrod sot metal 2.4. snc cele t cinta tress lacie 49 
Sanitary asses ccs eco ticks stan ce eieiie tietavereletererers eiete 56 
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STERILIZING: 
Steam sup plyaqutan vary wa ea cainnbaicry spars er scatt yeu dace 4 
FTO te WaAteTUSUpDly Meni eens cochiety aan cela zee, 87 
Hot water from kitchen stove ................-- 132 
Stove and boiler at milk house’.................. 2 
Sirainernnclothspbotled Aer Mest ste soe eee ae 122 
Strameniclothsmboileds ben Mii ee eo) 113 

COOLING: 
HCepStp pliyaeerneer ts wieely ener ard ohansratatounle ace Geah aiuto cee 52 79 
Sufficient for entire season ..............000.000- 47 8 
@ MEME OO! Steers reyes a sesce Molovshs Kaveh soroloy Sues Meas fauabaneecinte spares 64 20 
(Coal biayen neta he) ui eri va avira ea a ae ee RR 127 1 
Cans submerged up to neck ..................... 125 He 
Is dairy equipped with scrubbing brushes ........ 97 27 
AMikaliwashing pOwdersyecce sce cia: a see lac 106 18 

TEMPERATURE OF TEMPERATURE OF TEMPERATURE OF 
TANK WATER. Mirk A. M. Mixx P. M. 

No No. No 

BQN oe oaoose 22 AQAA seca te. 4 4) AA eae 5 
A GPIB Ss goo cdo oK6 19 454 OS eee 3 A OD oc olao 26 
Fe oa bees SY7/ Se RS Gane od eos 50 ST aaa doe 49 
Oa De Rene eee 14 Bo Oa ene eer ae 31 See eGo ucaccos 20 
60645 Fess aia 22 60642 Fre es ae 20 60640 Ee ae 26 
O50 P55 ba eso or 8 OWI ocsedasce 7 65——/0 hye se ee 2 

Hours oF MILKING Mirk DELIVERED FoR SHIPMENT 

A.M. No P.M. No A.M. No P.M. No 

ab oel a. aie 3 BLO 6 SoG 3 Oss, 56405 3 O00 8 ae 1 
00), Soon 57 ALQOh an 15 HAVO se cay 28 63082. 1 
SSO meri 44 A130) ae 9 FESO CIAE SD 32 TOO 3 
Os sscce 30 SOO nee: 42 SeOOR wae 30 ESE ee 
ON30e ues BS). eb dos 29 Soto A o's e 7 Se O0see. 1 
700s sear 3 6:00 ae. Zi; OF 00 eee 9 Se sOee ae 

O30 ena Ui Oe3QL nga. 3 900s. 
EXOD Serre. 2 10-0082 33 5 

1 OOR sae 1 

From Table No. 87 it is evident that the dairy cows were in ap- 

parently healthy condition, being periodically examined physically by a 

veterinarian in accordance with the State law. On only 20 farms out of 

the 141 were the cows tested for tuberculosis. This test was voluntary, 
as there is no State or City regulation requiring same. 

All farms reported employees free from disease. It is noteworthy 

that on 31 farms distillery waste was used for feeding cows. It is neces- 

sary to use this with extreme care and most cities now prohibit the use 
of such cow feed. 

Regarding the sanitary condition of the buildings and equipment, 

there was very little fault that could be found. The external appearance 

of these farms was uniformly good. This is due chiefly to the activity 

of the Health Bureau of the City of Rochester which has made a special 
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effort in the inspection of dairy farms and as a result of these inspections 
brought the majority of farms to a condition where they would give a 
good sanitary score. 

Under the heading of “Sterilizing,” it is noteworthy that only four 
farms are supplied with steam boilers and that only two farms have a 

stove and hot water boiler in the milk house. One hundred and thirty- 

two farms report their source of hot water supply as the “Kitchen Stove.” 

Unless the kitchen stove in a farm house has special arrangements for, 
furnishing hot water in excess of ordinary household needs, (such as a 
wash boiler or large kettle) it commonly happens that there is not suffi- 

cient hot water at all times to properly sterilize milk cans and milking 
pails. The sterilization of milk cans and milk pails is the most vital of 

the sanitary operations in the entire list and unsanitary milk is commonly 

due to neglect of such sterilization. 

COOLING 

Under the head of “Cooling” it is noteworthy that only 52 out of 
141 farms were supplied with ice. The number is undoubtedly much 

smaller this year than in other years, due to the unusual shortage of ice 
last winter. In a climate such as the Rochester climate, where a large 

crop of ice can easily be obtained each year, there is no reason why every 

dairy farmer should not have an ice supply sufficient to cool his milk 

with ice during hot weather. 
The cooling of the milk as performed on these dairy farms is carried 

out chiefly by the use of well water pumped into tanks in which the milk 

cans were placed. The report shows that on 81 of the farms the tempera- 

ture of the tank water was from 50 to 70 degrees. These temperatures 
are too high to permit sufficient cooling of the milk or prevent the growth 

of bacteria. The temperature of the morning’s milk was taken on 108 

of these farms and ranged as shown in the tabulation, from 50 to 70 
degrees, and the temperature of night’s milk on 87 farms had the same 
range. On the greater number of these dairies, both morning’s and 
night’s milk ranged between 50 and 60 degrees. 

This is as cool as it was possible to make the milk with such water 

as was available for cooling purposes. 

The hours of milking both morning and night were determined on 

most of the dairy farms, and hours at which milk was delivered to rail- 

way stations and trucks for shipment. The inquiries show that on 93 

farms out of the 141, the milk was delivered in the morning for shipment 
by 8:00 A. M. 

In general, the sanitary condition of the dairy farms compares favor- 

ably with the sanitary condition of dairy farms supplying milk to other 

cities. 
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SANITARY CONDITIONS OF DEALERS’ MILK PLANTS IN 
Civ Or ROCHESTER 

Four city milk inspectors were employed in the work of making 

sanitary inspections of the milk factories in the City of Rochester. They 
used a standard form of report blank, on which were noted the conditions 

of plants and their equipment, the methods used in the performance of 

all operations, milk handling, the temperatures of pasteurization and of 

cooling milk, and the efficiency of the processes of washing and steril- 

izing. In addition to this, other minor features of the conduct of the 

business were noted. One hundred and thirty-two milk delivery stations 

in the city were inspected in this manner, out of a total number of 136. 

Detailed reports of these inspections were delivered to the office of the 

Survey and by the statisticians summarized in the form of a tabulation 
as indicated in Table No. 88. 

TABER NO! 8s 

REPORT ON MILK PLANTS—SANITARY OPERATIONS 
EQUIPMENT 

Yes No. 
Burtpinc—Located among sanitary surroundings............... 116 16 
FLoors—Constructed of water-tight material.................. 128 2 

MHloorepropenlvnoradedeandedrained sana caccceecics secuee: 120 4 
WALLS AND CEILINGS—Constructed of hard material........... 111 17 

MES TINOO LIME oie eisarale MT Me rate end Ola ah ara lel dast yells ce Benes Cotsusv oye ils Yous Saleyagetaiets 105 16 
PUTT MEOO Uae Palies ce errates one lots sitene ole Sickel a eiavas tute yee see rep dai edahe Meee ete 111 14 
DRATNAGE== Suri ClentinlOOneGnralls jarcreuie eiesiouineniyene ae 128 2 

MIDIS POSalMESAtISiicl CLO Teva, yansaiesotaics. cesovcieusne ioe, sushoveite sy eee eho siods es eee 123 5 
Maluimbincaimpcoodune paliesemunar tering soe ce eae mie teen 122 5 
Micrir=Suithicient atuleast6Yo floonmarea) ysis se eee ooo 116 11 
NAEN TIVATION —S bri Clem), staie) 88 are.c lone: s1eles scl oobatos os See erei aie winless cn aeets 121 6 
Mitx Hanpiinc Rooms—Separate from stables, etc............ 125 4 
REERTGERATOR==ETrOperlye CONStHUCte Gui sai. scenieiee cle e sek bes ele 106 7 
NVATERE SUPP NGleqiiatel i irstak torr ccterattaneneie tots ecsioreicvalerots aye cece cree 125 4 

Eaplocphose bibbsconnectioney meer ttc tals alin: sa Ga clued 115 20 
, Intmimines Ino Weir ComyGolealn oacgouasuasadcagoounoboduoandodde 107 21 
jEOcKErRS——Providedstonemployeessueesocstedeeceeneeee ele. 105 23 

ee Gonvemientivalocate daar perccscper cinta siintn iy stra ea MON Ne LUE SY 105 9 
POUicablewarnadwad eqatencrsc arise ssn rre Soli cose NUnit ucce cs oes eu arain 104 12 
WVATERE CVOSETS “Provided sy e xi iip ee ac ile acess AM a, ie Mee TS 12 
WATER CLoseTs—Properly enclosed and ventilated............. 120 2 

Mh POOC MTS Dalia yp serame gaia 5 layecace- sists sclticne Pana Rais) costons arolerctula icterepe 120 on 
DD OOLS USE hs] OST Oe vr erys oust ec pele sh etter rer ae ee a nau real erect ena unto 5 3 
Waste REcEepTACLES—Suitable if required..................028- 44 8 
ScrEENS—In windows and other openings................00000. 44 69 
DREssincuRoom-—Convementlymlocatedu ice .5 ass ue coide dee 115 13 

EHO PEMA TINO RWALET eyes isrrscs cores cotsnahstcee ajleteaslleaicep alae where ov alattle caters 113 8 
eR SYOP ON Mis in, Yeas Se ee ee a aul ARPA trae ny cea oa, nae eet ge re 114 9 
A Commonimrowelaproliilite deere aeitecera cers oe lokicieiracilere oles 26 14 
Mitx Hanpiers—Clothing of white wash material............. 34 94 

SeAppanenthvaimmcoodulealtlin sem sean se vere eae I eta reaN Galil 123 4 
SDABLENEORT IORSES——S Alita tnyzveiys orate tel evelope eens crererole sieves arecc alciais 105 8 
Mink NVAGONS—Suitablemn mequinedi says enamels te se) a 119 3 
BOTLEEVETELER——Suitabley fesidertsites ice oir srerersclelacs susiebe sitio cesinletes 80 3 
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19a) Machinery), 2c Gk eo hee SE RN eS aR NL BEI ts RSL 97 
Ore pysihiat diesen ie aud aero east crea a coe ate 30 

20); Borie /CAPreR——Suitable «css lee crete aes Riche Cerone amen area 39 
VAD ery eel oh aes exten etree neha ae aS ey UH ie MLR ae A ea CA 9 

Orsibyahand se ae shed cicta eenagepeernee cians ie cceretcte eater earn wera eae 112 
21. Pumps AND Prprs—Sanitary construction.................-2--- 83 
225s RASTEURIZER—- Sanitary, COMSthlGtiOnmen nase nance eee eee 23 
23, i COoLinG) DEVICE—Sanitary, Constructions... 404 .eeecen cee 80 
ZEEE NPATS—— Sanitary, COnstilictiOm s aaerae eel. ca ete ea eee 112 

OPERATION 
Yes 

1S AOI RECEIVING —— 9 EDatate tices scy tutus eaten ait clei sieiaee ee oe eae 2 
aw Receivingstankesanttanysanducleani antes enti e aie 95 
bey Malk-filterscleantandysanitanyewenecnise cielo ie eine ore 114 
eiMalk sprotecte disse aly .caaatra scone oie: aan Cn oo eee eee 112 
d. Inspected for taint, temperature, sourness...............-. 109 

2.4) BOTIEE \WWASHING— bottles brusited an. sysisiee ss) sj) -onet oes ereees 120 
al Flotialkaline: washu water ccnisevcer yun cc crisis ieire ural ore 126 
biiRansedewithacleant water gun cic eee eee oe 124 
CL eS teri z dey eee hie nae ees Usd ca Ne atcpuni eka a ne ge ne meee em 74 
dy Apparatus suse ee air jpl a cleane cee cauenes tle aan be cena naya eau selene eens 82 
e. Bottles inverted or protected........... RUONAY Weatcy ae au ont Ge 119 
foe Storedain«sanitanyaplace. ph sins eta aceon cere 115 
o. ssBottlemacksawashed wath: ku Miccereen teciele oem re ener: 94 

Soa CANE VASHUING——-Cansabrushe dma seen sence een 128 
aehoteallalinemvashawatehaee-reree reece cee Core 131 
bee Runsediwithncleaniwater scp eich toe eet riceetrecrine 129 
Ci; DAPPATAGUSTUSEM! ne. 2% tia canes eae wie ete roscoe state cMeiaiere crac asieaee teats 27 
dis BS teraz CUS AE en earn sclera Seat ole eae eel torent eee ete 101 
e. Lids cleaned and sterilized same aS cans.............0ceee 99 
fa Rropericam racksapnhovidederi wean aneienin el aereii merrier 123 
ov iCans -kree chomynusteand Seams eee en eciact coer 129 
h. Shipment cans cleaned before return....................-. 131 

4. Apparatus WasHInGc—Including 
AauLipess pumpsepasteunizer COOleh scene ieee 25 
Dieshakenka pan tac a tlie cccssye sora: evsvcessateir cus teve aoenciey ane seer eee easyer poreencke 114 
CamA pparatsSimiSed iene selene lend cy Ratna akan anh ier Angee eee 53 
dai) Brushed swithshotalkalinenwater rece ce moelc cae. 124 
egukinsediwithiclean waters qc seincon acct naCienoeian tier mrcrens 124 
£ Se STETUIZEC: Ne Msc erh ceog deste mest ies ene dSPN stove wensutie: Cot cece eeu Mispay naa Oae 79 
2.9 Steamshoseconnection yy. Say aemeeie ee ee ce ieee: 74 

4h. BoILerR PRESSURE 

Lbs. Noy ane bs: No. Lbs. No. 

IO Bieteec 1 1 On aeeeies 5 AO eee 
Poe leesciake 3 Thay BOR eras 1 TS OM yee 
20 ee ee 1 SO ace: 9 TOON aie 
SOV es 1 OO natnes LOSE iter: 1 
ADs eae 11 NOOR err 10 70M 
SO jure cea 7 LOR SO eceatccr: 
Semen ates 1 120 Me our 2 WOO He 
OOD ts 26 OM aan er BNO 6 pidiad ¢ 1 

AS Aiea 1 

4;. Apparatus protected atter sterilizing. came ies ie clearer 112 

RWAD: : 

oun 

BUUP Beer is) 
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5. PASTEURIZING : 

1. Milk heated to: 2. Milk held at: 3. Milk cooled to: 

Temp’'ture. No. Temp’ture. No. Temp’ture. No. 

NAO ere eee 4 140 eres eed ke 5 SA yy Rien 1 

VAP ee eae so 10 VAD Vee 11 SIS Biever ae 1 

AAS Ss neers 4 av becouse 4 SO aban tosses 1 

TAS ii ee Pen 4 A ei renee 2 SOR eC 1 
AS ay aun 4 

All but one held 30 minutes. 42.......... 2 
One held at 20 minutes only. 45.......... 3 

AT eee Net 1 
AB Meh tvatn t 1 

5 SOs es 6 

7 Yes. No. Lbs. 

A, iherapreretabrre Comino) siquecccosnouncoen lod 17 5 
bapelenpenatune = necordete = cee rei le oiler ie 22, 
CueSteam=——hlotawatenglreater egestas. eres: 19 Be 

Gi.” Milesbare tin INONGIE? Sos ceacuonosbooonDe O00 O46 18 2 

fx pOSed: Cuties PROCESS! staletaiier4)-)eisletel els oles 5 V/ 

= Steam supply, adequate 0... -- 252: ..2-..- 22 ish 

h. Ice supply or refrigeration adequate...... 21 
ie asteunizer—— Capacity, so-so > deme 28,381 

6. COOLING i 

a. Raw milk cooled to: b. Raw milk held at: 
Temp ture. No. bo a ee Temp’ture. No. 

BA ela vars 2 SAR aie en neee: 1 
5 Dee ioratias 3 BAe eae a raerctars 1 
SOM Ia rena 1 SiG mn Eo aa: 5 
Bierman ions 10 Se ese hate 14 
A) ea nt acer 46 Aphex et ivakecs Tl 
AMIE senna 6 AAR EA Ae re 1 
ASE ccton i cuore: 2 71D) es oe accor 10 

AAA ney alt secs 18 AS Mawel stays 1 

A Gite ere Speers 3 AG a Nanleae ere 13 

AG eh ceoransiste 3 AGRE ameter rs 2 

Soo 5 AS His Beeb s evades 1 
SOc peas 5 

Yes No. 

6 Goollar inromwaciad sodrcacsasnoceusnboccnudcboBnouodeodoGar 115 8 

Gl, Ika GemihteinyMEVes Sendo acuadcauvacoy Goapodesbo sooo bnOUde Der 112 9 

e. Storage cooling vats—concrete ............:acesesee- oes 103 3 

f, ikea spetier. CGM “scboacecesoocboosnoobedpoopUoUHoooDbooOOT 95 18 

7. BOTTLING AND CAPPING: Yes. No. 

De Bottlinesbyaautomatic Gdevicey yale ss eee cis ===! 113 10 

c. Hands not allowed to touch bottles .................065-- 53 7Z 

Gl, IBottile taille Gover) odénccondccbodoGveanodasuoneoDoNDCDE 114 6 

emnCapsrclean andunrotecteds terran ces oe sors eisai hae) ielaiereneie 113 4 

Sa CAnM MIEEING——Fillediauntcleanmmannen.qs san cee: os ej irre seer 20 1 

a, ILS prose Ce eke aooomandadoapuooudoE dood oo oD ga Bae 11 6 

[D. lPayncre, ihe igcaly Weein -dapaeeacconoccouscopobbo Cpe Ooooodds 6 1 

OMNI VIACONS ERG EATI TC] Cat us: to sus axe ecolat a chavcroncts, ole eslorstener sles tleiavarsl i ctatd 114 5 
a. Winolecile—alerin” cedscecucossocongeocccococadepacosuoane 61 ay 
beRallroadesplatronin.— clean rye cr ekerllcter sie) olepercieneletoeyb-1-l 52 1 

10. S1aBLE—clean Bea yt Any Y, Jen ie acalettfer ee maremdare ered am iefle SiU alls easier 4, 5% 101 9 
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MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 
Yes. 

EL OORS=2 Cle amen seer tie seis cles cetere ey ee ele te ek eas: EE aver eee mee rae 110 
Wrashedhidaallya x ergo cian. yis sham ae eve pete cto tnebe a petanel cameo Sse 95 

WALLSZANDs GEILINGS— Clean ia aes cnueouniee tl aoterel trcietelery cielote ene 90 
Properly painted isk ciieciais cress ete a etal eit aor Lees 75 

AWA DO WS 22> Gleam toes So cecal Rae ties Nate ep nea caret Retr ar aE tet Nee 71 
RUBBISH Notallowedito.accumulaters meee etic eee 43 

Spittine and: smoking ‘prohibitediemras ics ees cise: seer 101 
WASTE MEANS=—"Cleamtit as tac td Welton pecguinsmtarep acta ctis a tree eneye meena 66 
WATERY CLOSETS — Cleans =i iceitt accent aadis tise ate cterele cee ever sisperereueteherane iets 71 
Mirek ELANDLERS. + ClLOTEHING—-@leanlis yes mpscversieeemiolareccrcie rere ene 97 
STREET CLOTHING——=NotunimillcaroomSiein eee ieee ee eee 35 

GENERAL 
Yes 

Milk tested asi'to temperature on arrival... onsen aan eee 17 

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE. 

Degree No. Degree No. Degree No. 

AG inane 3 ys tainienetee es 2 OS 5 
SOR eee 5 2a 1 COLON hae 1 
ER ae eeres 1 GAR ie ss 7 TO Rene 4 
Sire eedorneee 1 OS ates 1 Datos ee 1 
SOmiaten ee 1 OOF eae 2 (a asa ta 2 

OY aA ane 2 
Yes. 

Milk testedStoreratsiand |solidsieaneces ceiiciccrerioeeicn circa 11 

Per CENT. Butter Fart. 

Number Per cent. 

CRGLM AUS eee tes NEN sity Die Maa I 3.6 
pee erst sa tore an aeanened eo oaaete says 3.4 

PERUCENTAa Se 

Ae ey cae ar en te betel cess Paateaere ene 12 

Milk examined for bacteria count (by Health Bureau) .......... 70 

CoLonies PER cc. 

No. Count No. Count No. Count 

2525.) 10/000 Zee 30000 enna OOO 
Dee ei2/000 Ie 401000 Zee LLATO00 
122) 1'7,000 1.... 44,000 eee 50000 
Tees 20!000 We 953500 1.... 400,000 

2.... 70,000 

Yes. 
Are caps and tags marked to show place and date of pasteuriza- 

tion,:, bottling “or. productiona yee ae an mene ae ee ee 22 

Has there been any infectious disease in household of milk 
frarrdler sey cies Na Toth ale ie tts ts ra eer Oe ee 

Do you refuse milk suspected to be adulterated, dirty or infected? 69 

No. 

41 

No. 

23 

4] 
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EMPTY CONTAINERS RETURNED FROM ROUTES 

ae Per Cent. oF Botttes RETuRNED Dirry. 

Per cent. No. Per cent. No. Per cent. No. 

lets va She 1 Aaa elu aie 2 PA airs 8 5 
As Sal 1 Ayes aa ae 7 PASYRAIs ah ges 5 
AN hye ee 2 Orica eet 2 AOR aataty, 2 
SINE IR OSs 20) SO eae a5 

2 rveenel 15 AAPA or Sara 2, GOR Sireweres 1 
Sic 2 1S fe oo Te 1 SO eae UK 2 

iS ais ee a ih 3 

b. Per Cent. or Cans ReturNnepD Dirty. 

Per Cent. No. 

TIC OKO) it ess aes Teoh eee see aU ce tt 9 
Sie ie eater ae al AL) Re eRe SOR 1 

URIS Aa ay eR PURI MIMS Reh eR ERT SO 5 

c. WHat STEPS ARE TAKEN TO INSURE CLEANSING BEForE RETURN BY CUSTOMER? 

Instructed to) rinse bottles; .:.5 2 sae eee eee 5 
Homes visited—Drivers held responsible......... 1 
INO floitn are minal ss Ut i ae mm nae crease 38 

d. Wuat Do You Doin Recarp to Empty RECEPTACLES FROM INFECTED Homes? 

Never: Madifanyay Aen deer atorsca a rate weelc bi re ha tang nage 1 
ING lim oases. ye crtmec eerste cian eetEA te cee anata cae mnt 1 
FERS Cee eee ate ee UN TM eA Metal WCE A RNs inh Ah 8 
Dopwnotiremovierthemisg hes scent cee eve He ere tio 18 

From the summary of these reports it will be seen that in most in- 
stances the building and equipment of the city milk plants are in good 

condition. Among the exceptions worthy of notice are the following: 

(1.) In only 26 factories is a common towel prohibited. The use of paper 
towels is to be recommended where the cost of cloth hand towels is too 
expensive. 

(2.) In only 34 of the 132 factories visited were the employees dressed in 
white, washable overalls. 

(3.) Only 44 of the factories were provided with screens in the windows 
against flies. 

(4.) In only two factories was milk received in a separate room from the 
other operations. 

(5.) In 53 of the plants visited the glass bottles are not sterilized. 
(6.) In 25 of the plants the milk cans are not sterilized, and in 40 of them the 

lids of the cans are not sterilized. 
(7.) In 44 of the factories the apparatus used is not sterilized. 

THE PASTEURIZATION OF MILK 

Four factories were heating the milk not above 140 degrees. This is 
lower than the temperature decided upon by the highest authorities as 

necessary for the destruction of bacteria under commercial conditions. 

In five factories the milk pasteurized by the Holding method was not 
heated above 140 degrees, which is a temperature too low for effective 

results. 

All of the factories are using the Holding method of pasteurization. 

All but one held the milk for 30 minutes at the highest temperature, 
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which time is recognized as necessary for effective results. One factory 

held the milk at the highest temperature for only 20 minutes, which is 

too short a time. 

In the cooling of milk the report shows that in the pasteurizing 

plants, 9 were cooling to 40 degrees and below, while 13 were cooling to 

temperatures between 40 and 50 degrees. It is recognized for efficient 

pasteurization and the protection of the milk after pasteurization, that 

it should be cooled as the last step in the process, to temperatures below 

40 degrees. Five of the pasteurizing plants were not provided with tem- 

perature controllers. All of them were provided with temperature 

recorders. 

In milk plants handling raw milk, temperatures to which milk was 

cooled were also taken. The report shows that in 62 of these the milk 

was cooled to 40 degrees or below, which is satisfactory, while in 37 the 

milk was cooled to temperatures of from 40 to 50 degrees. In 98 fac- 

tories raw milk was handled in cold storage rooms at temperatures below 
40 degrees, while in 33 factories the raw milk received was held in cold 
storage in temperatures of between 40 and 50 degrees. 

One hundred and thirteen factories used machinery for filling bottles. 

In 53 factories the machinery is arranged so that the hands do not 

touch the bottles during bottlings. 

Temperatures taken of milk during August and September on its 

arrival in the city by inspectors, were taken from cans on the railroad 

platforms. Thirty-nine samples in all were tested. Of these, 

7 were 70 Meences and above. 
11 “ 65 to 69 degrees. 
122i 1553 tonO4: i 
Ope stono5 * 
Se 45) tor50 ‘ 

In the majority of these samples the temperatures were too high 

and would stimulate the growth of bacteria. 

Some of the bacterial tests were made by the Health Department 

during the month that inspections were recorded. 
With the exception of a few of the smaller plants where unsanitary 

conditions were found, the sanitary inspectors’ reports indicate a fairly 

good condition of the city milk factories. Lack of sterilization and lack 

of proper cooling, which are always the two main faults in milk sanita- 

tion, are the most prominent faults to be found with the sanitation of 

these plants. 

BACTERIAL TESTS OFGRO GH E Sieve keys Wiley, 

The sanitary character of the milk itself must always be considered 

independently of the sanitary condition of the farms and factories. To. 
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determine the sanitary character of the milk, arrangements were made for 

carrying out some special bacterial tests. The University of Rochester, 

through its Department of Vital Economics, kindly offered the facilities 

of one of its bacteriological laboratories to the bacteriologists employed 

by the Survey. These laboratories were offered without expense to the 
Survey and every convenience that could be desired was provided. The 
Survey employed two bacteriologists at different times to collect samples 

of milk and make bacterial tests. 

The total number of samples tested was 350. A number of milk 

factories were visited and samples taken of the process of pasteurization 

in order to determine the efficiency of this process. In such factories 

samples were taken from the mixing tank in which the milk from the 

cans was poured and mixed before pasteurization. If passed through 

a clarifier before pasteurizing, samples were taken from the clarifier and 

from each pasteurizer. They were then taken from the heater after the 

milk was heated and from the holder after the milk was held at the re- 

quired temperature for the required period of time. Another set of 

samples were then taken from the cooler after cooling and from the 

bottle filler after the milk had passed through the filler, but before it 

entered the bottle. The last set of samples were taken. from the filled 

bottles themselves. Another series of samples were taken from the rail- 

road platforms from the farmers’ cans as they were received. 

The results of all this work are tabulated and summarized in Table 

No. 89. 

TABLE No. 89 

SUMMARY OF TABULATION OF BACTERIOLOGICAL TESTS. 

2. (CaANns.) Raw Mik As RECEIVED: 

Bacteria per cc. No. of Samples 

Below SOOO a iteee atc eerie a 0), 18 
SOMO ~ COW) ooocoécuooscoscusods 37 

LOO OOO Stora ZOO OOO Mee a oepiracy aac. 60 
ZONIOO0 te eSOO}OOO Sins eae oa 47 
SOOO): troy MANOU UO giaesdebdcdmomocos ee 22 

LOCOOOO to SOOOWNO seeossosccoccecascer 18 

3. SAMPLES FROM MIXING TANK: 

Bacteria per cc. No. of Samples 

ICOCOO to “AUC soccdosccosdcdounsae 3 
Z00O00 tom ee S00 000K aa ete dee 8 
FOOOOO) two AKOOOKNO) Sasccccccccnsooccesc 6 

LOCOCO: ter SOOO WW Sarce nee sonic pose 17 

4. SAMPLES FROM CLARIFIERS: 

Bacteria per cc. No. of Samples 

MS SHOOO Mes ec a ere cart corer are a aie 1 
MOOIOO ON eset oasis crete ner ciersccnsyst aie 1 
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5. SAMPLES FROM HEATER: 

Bacteria per cc. No. of Samples 

1,000 to NOOO cesbe Wee gf alae eee hs 1 
10,000 to PAY U0, U)ata isi See nae ane le nat 3 
25,000 to SOOO sirens aie Nese Ses 4 
OOOO Mitey i OOOO) y SWaG wot bod so oor 4 
1OOO00 to} ZOO OOO ee ne Asie a in 
PAUOMOOO Mitoy NOOO OY eee ee 2 

6. SAMPLES FROM HOLDER: 

Bacteria per cc. No. of Samples 

1,000 to TOO0O sy Ralserc ais Oe aN se 4 
10,000 to ZS OOO Patera sree hg Foe Rel eu 
25,000 to SOMO OO eer ey aves lees aces paey! 8 
SOCOM tom OOOUOR eer nee gittteees 2s 

LOOOOO Mtoe PZO0IOOO Me cent ree eee 2 

7. SAMPLES FROM COOLER: 

Bacteria per cc. No. of Samples 

1,000 to WOON) = Sodlanis o Pa Ege ote eae the 3 
10,000 to 25 OOO Rae ee aro aoe eee 9 
25,000 to SOOO Ma iaata eee ee ae mee 4 
SOOO MoH BOOICOO Aryan eerste 4 
COO CO woe AVON) en sbooeonodpoodaece 2 

8. SAMPLES FROM BoTTLe FILurrR: 

Bacteria per cc. No. of Samples 

1,000 to LO000 inci cau deieeta an tisin 1 
10,000 to ZO O00 iasiz.torocerer testers tenes 3 
25,000 to SOOO Maer aN ena ee esate raat 4 
SO000RstO, OOOO; eats vivre presets ate 

LOO OOO Storr uZOO)COO es cre wircetere se the tictanets 2 
SO0}OCO=sto) 1000000 ee a creel sere 

COO OOOMt! SO00 O00 eee 4 

9. From FiLiep Bort es: 

Bacteria per cc. No. of Samples 

1,000 to NOOO OE Pete epee rae see Sit 4 
10,000 to ZOO sik eile ee ek eis Rae a eee 5 
25,000 to SOOM ae wa ete see ee 11 
EOMOO0) two OOOO) sodncosboadioc caccooc 11 
LOOWOOMtO | 200000 cee eee 6 
ZO0000 tome S00 000m ease eee ere 3 
SOOO00) tow O0OO00) eee arya 4 

1:000:0001:t05;5: 000000) Sater eee 2 

From Table No. 89 it appears that out of 202 samples taken directly 

from farmers’ cans, 18 contained milk testing from one million to five 

million bacteria; 22 from five hundred thousand to a million, and 47 

from two to five hundred thousand. When one considers the nearby 

source of supply for the City of Rochester, it is not unreasonable to ex- 

pect milk to arrive in the city containing not more than two hundred 

thousand bacteria, if sanitary precautions have been carried out. Con- 

sequently, at least 87 of the samples of milk out of the 202 contained 
numbers of bacteria so large that they plainly indicated lack of proper 

sanitary precautions. 
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This is further indicated by the samples taken from the mixing tanks 

of the pasteurizing plants. Thirty-four of these were taken and 31 con- 
tained bacteria in excess of two hundred thousand, while 17 contained 

bacteria from one to five million—indicating very unsanitary milk. The 

samples taken from the heaters of the pasteurizers were 14 in number. 

Two of these contained bacteria of between two and five hundred thou- 

sand, and four bacteria from fifty to one hundred thousand. These six 

samples indicated plainly that the processes of heating were ineffective. 

The failure to destroy bacteria in the milk must be reported as due not 

so much to lack of proper temperature on the part of the heating appar- 

atus, for as the temperature seemed to be sufficient, the only remaining 

reason for these large number of bacteria after heating must be imper- 

fect cleansing and sterilization of the apparatus. 

Eighteen samples were taken from the holding tanks. Four of these 

contained bacteria between fifty and two hundred thousand, while eight 

contained bacteria between twenty-five and fifty thousand. These 12 

samples all show plainly that the process of pasteurization was ineffective, 

since a first-class heating and holding process should result in milk which 
contains not more than ten thousand bacteria. Since the temperatures on 

most of these machines seemed to be sufficiently high, the chief reason 

for the large number of bacteria must be due to imperfect processes of 

washing and sterilization of the pasteurizing apparatus. 

The 22 samples taken from the cooling apparatus in the pasteurizing 

plants show the same indications of imperfections in the pasteurizing 

processes. 

Passage of the milk from the cooler does not indicate any marked 

increase in the numbers of bacteria, there being 10 samples containing 

bacteria ranging from twenty-five to two hundred thousand, which corre- 

sponds rather closely with the bacteria in the samples for the holding 

process. 

Samples of milk taken from bottle filling apparatus were 12 in all. 

Two of these contained bacteria between one hundred and two hundred 

thousand, one between two and five hundred thousand, and one between 

one and five million. 

There were 46 samples taken from filled bottles after all processes 

were complete. Six of these contained from one to two hundred thou- 

sand bacteria; three from two hundred to five hundred thousand, and 

four from five hundred thousand to a million, and two from one million 

to five million, making in all 15 samples out of forty-six, or 30% of the 
bottled milk samples in excess of one hundred thousand bacteria. All 

of these were bottles of pasteurized milk and the large numbers of 

bacteria in them plainly indicate unsanitary conditions in the washing 
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and sterilization of the bottles themselves, as well as the apparatus in the 

pasteurizing plants. It is to be expected that a first-class pastuerizing 

process will produce a glass bottle of milk containing no more than ten 

thousand bacteria per cc. There are numerous pasteurizing plants in 

other cities consistently operating in this way, so that the milk sold from 

the delivery wagons contains not more than ten thousand bacteria per cc. 

It must be said that the pasteurizing plants of the City of Rochester are 

not controlled by bacterial tests made either by the dealers themselves or 

by the city Department of Health. The failure to regularly make control 

tests by taking samples of bacteria from these pasteurizing plants, un- 

doubtedly prevents both the dealers and the Health Department from 

having any knowledge as to the efficiency of the pasteurizing processes. 

What has been said regarding the large number of bacteria in the 

pasteurized milk in Rochester can be said with even greater emphasis 

concerning the bacteria in the raw milk of Rochester. While the in- 

spectors did not take samples of bottled milk from the raw milk dealers, 

yet the samples taken from the cans of raw milk at the railroad platform 

plainly indicate what the character of the raw milk in bottles must 

be. Since the methods of handling milk by the raw milk dealers do not 

subtract in any degree from the numbers of bacteria contained in the 

cans received at the railroad; but, as a matter of fact, all of the processes 

of handling by the raw milk dealer necessarily add considerable numbers 

to the bacteria contained in the cans, the numbers of bacteria in the raw 

milk sold in bottles will be just as large and in many cases larger than 

were found in the canned milk as received at the railroad platforms. 

PASPEURIZAMION, 

Since the year 1900 when Nathan Strauss stood almost alone in 

openly advocating the pasteurization of all milk as a measure of public 

safety, there has been a steady growth of sentiment in favor of pasteuriza- 
tion, so that now the majority of the members of the medical profession 

who formerly opposed this measure have been won over to its favor. In 

like manner, practically every health officer of every large city in the 
United States and Canada, as well as in Europe, openly advocates pas- 

teurization. 

The National Commission on Milk Standards, chosen by the New 

York Milk Committee from the leading public health authorities in the 

United States and Canada, in 1912 at an official meeting passed the fol- 
lowing resolution: 

“The Commission thinks that pasteurization is necessary for all milk at all 
times, excepting certified milk, or its equivalent. The majority of the commis- 
sioners voted in favor of the pasteurization of all milk, including certified. Since 
this was not unanimous, the Commission recommends that the pasteurization of 
certified milk be optional.” 
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As a result of this sentiment, all large milk dealers in the United 

States and Canada have installed machines for pasteurizing milk and 

pasteurize their entire supply, with the exception of a small amount of 

special milk at high prices, such as certified milk. The only raw milk 

sold in cities and towns outside of the small quantity of certified is the 

raw milk bottled by small milk dealers who cannot afford to install pas- 

teurizing machinery. 

New York City regulations require the pasteurization of all milk 

excepting that produced from dairies having cows which are tuberculin 

tested, employ&es who are free from disease, and from dairies which 

carry out exceedingly rigid sanitary precautions. 

In Table No. 90 is a list of 18 cities of the U. S. and Canada which 

have passed milk regulations of their own, among which is a regulation 

requiring the pasteurization of all milk not coming from cows tuberculin 

tested, and otherwise protected against infection. It will be noted that 

the total population of these cities is 17,810,000, the total milk supply 

5,903,000 quarts, and the total quantity pasteurized is 5,351,000 quarts, 
which is over 97%. 

VABEE NO 90 

CITIES HAVING ORDINANCES REQUIRING PASTEURIZATION 

si ; % Ree 
NaME oF Cty. © — as oe Os 

eS a 2 Ss Slane 

2 &F Ge [eels 
SacramentOu Galena ates eer 70,000 24,000 qts. 22,000 qts.| 12| 6 
Minneapolis, Minn. ............. 400,000| 140,000 126,000 “ 5 30 
Malwatlkees Wis. s.n.o css sc secs es 500,000] 192,000 “ 188,000 “ 42| 35 
Cincinnati iO@hior ene cece nl. 425,000 120,000 . 120,000 “ 6505 
Mikro Ohio es emacs eae | 190,000 80,000 “ 76,000“ 24| 18 
Morontoys Can tele wcleryapest eerie byiets | 500,000) 192,000 “ 192,000 “ 80} 80 
Indvanapolishlind na craverias sei. | 310,000 48,000 “ 48,000 “ 40; 40 
Sam Brencigeo, Calky spe66edcccece 500,000} 128,000 “ 120,000 “ 25) 12 
Spolanes: WWalshaieeriaae ceo oer | 140,000 28,000 “ 24,000 ‘“ 4, 4 
Seattle wivjashiawoe sinccs easel 400,000 84,000 “ 64,000 “ Silliness 
SOU shy NOM ira cen ole cnet tresses: 750,000} 140,000 “ 104,000 “ 5A 35 
WospeAmeelesi@aliay. saemomer ae. 650,000| 197,000 “ 188,000 “ 30 (a3 
iniladelipliiaie eats a. eae | 1,800,000} 550,000 “ 5350000. | 225) 83 
Baltimore iden. gn sw oh oe | 675,000] 140,000 “ 136,000 “ 74| 37 
Detroit Niche a oases 1,000,000} 340,000 “ 340,000 “ 38] 38 
Ghicaeos MN ee Oe i. ele 3,000,000} 800,000 “ 790,000 “ | 700| 267 
Gleveland™ Ohiomirera cris ace 1,000,000! 300,000 “ 300,000 “ | 250] 250 
INjeWa YiOr ew Never ke hE 5,500,000| 2,000,000 “ | 1,980,000 “ | 161] 43 

Totals eter ee ak 117,810,000] 5,503,000 ats. wis 5,351,000 qts. 1928/1071 
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In Table No. 91 is a list of twelve cities in the U. S. and Canada 
which have milk regulations not positively requiring pasteurization, but 

recognizing and defining it. This tabulaton shows the populaton, the 

total quantity of milk and the total quantity of milk pasteurized. From 

this it will be seen that in these twelve cities there was 602,000 quarts of 

milk sold daily, 420,373 of which was pasteurized, amounting to 70%. If 

we compare with the above conditions, conditions in the City of Roch- 

ester, we must note that out of a total milk supply in August for 

Rochester of 77,579 quarts there were 44,160 quarts pasteurized, which 

is a little less than 57% of the total supply. 

PABEESN@:91 

CITIES WHERE PASTEURIZATION IS NOT REQUIRED) BUG IS 
RECOGNIZED AND DEFINED BY REGULATION 

co] 
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as i 
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ROCKLORG Ul van aero ae ie arene 75,000 18,600 13,953 20 7 
Nivibababho\ seri Crlola nnn dinge sab cgab eae 200,000 57,600 36,200 104 2 
INjewa @nlean ss leascereeeetsecuciees aac 400,000 64,000 28,000| 200 2 
Omaha Neher eee recs eastern 240,000 79,000 19,500 128 2 
itamulton © mtse aoianee ee rere cienrerce 110,000 30,000 24,000 25 10 
MoledowO hionsececns ee ee ose 300,000 50.000 30,000 25 5 
Columbus @Ohionse AYA aE OREN ea 300,000 60,000) 48,000 44 14 
Washinton) Garena namie ner: 475,000! 160,000; 155,000 iy Bie 
ID Uh o MM bhohobep rn Sha aMiO mo Seen o ook 100,000 18,000 13,600 90 ] 

| | | 2,352,000! 576,000] 400,373 

The evidence which is available regarding the value of the pasteuriza- 

tion of milk is now so abundant that it would be impossible in a survey 

of this kind to more than hint at the character or value of this evidence. 

Almost without exception every prominent health officer and sanitary 

scientist in the world is now on record in favor of pasteurization of public 

milk supplies, and the practice has become established not only by the in- 

dustry for economic reasons, but under the auspices of municipal health 

departments for public health reasons. 

TESTIMONY OF DR. W. A.) EVANS 

One of the most distinguished public health authorities in America 
is Dr. W. A. Evans of Chicago. He holds the position of health editor 

of the Chicago Tribune, and his writings in this paper are syndicated in 
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twenty other large papers in America. He also occupies the position 

of Professor of Hygiene and Sanitary Science in Northwestern Univer- 

sity Medical School. He was Health Commissioner of the City of 
Chicago from 1907 to 1911 inclusive, President of the American Public 

Health Association, 1917, is a member of the Executive Committee of the 

Chicago Welfare Society which operates infant milk depots in Chicago, 
and a member of the Medical Advisory Commission of the Council on 

National Defence. He is one of the most prominent writers and lecturers 

on public health in this country. 

Dr. Evans appeared as a witness at a public hearing held in the 

City Hall, Rochester, October 7th, 1919. His testimony in part was as 
follows: 

©. During your period of official connection with the Department 

of Health in Chicago as Health Commissioner, was the subject of the 

control over the milk supplies of the City of Chicago a subject which 

came up for consideration? 

AG It was: 

©. Will you state in your own way what consideration was given 

to the subject at that time, and what you did? 

A. The question of the mortality rate amongst infants was quite 
unsatisfactory, and it was one of the first things to which I gave attention 

when I assumed the duties of the office in 1907. I came to the conclusion 

that the milk supply was the most important factor in the situation and 

I conducted an investigation of the milk supply of Chicago and of other 

cities throughout the country with a view of determining upon a policy 

for the control of the milk supply. As the result of about a year’s study, 

we came to the conclusion that the milk supply should be controlled by 
tuberculin testing and pasteurization, and so in July, 1908, we passed the 
Chicago ordinances requiring pasteurization, which ordinances have 

served as the basis for most of the milk ordinances passed by municipali- 

ties since that time. 

©. So far as you know, that was the first time that any American 

city passed such an ordinance? | 

A. I have always understood so, and I believe it to be a fact, that 

the ordinance passed in Chicago in 1908 was the first ordinance certainly 

of any large city, or city of importance, requiring pasteurization, making 

pasteurization compulsory. 

Q. What were the reasons why you yourself favored the passage of 

such an ordinance in Chicago? 

A. In the first place, it seemed to me that there was no other way 

to prevent the spread of milk-borne contagion, brought into the city where 
there was considerable distance between the point of production of milk 
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and the point at which it was used. It might be possible to prevent the 

spread of contagion of milk in a community where milk was produced 

on the same premises where it was consumed, or in close proximity 
thereto; but in market conditions where the producer was out of range 

of the consumer, no other way of preventing the spread of contagion by 

milk was feasible. That was my conclusion of 1908 when the ordinance 
was introduced, and I am more firmly of my opinion now than I was. 

Q. Did you have any reason to believe at that time that the milk 

supply was any worse than the milk supply of other cities? 

A. No, I had rather thought that we had a better average milk 

supply than the milk supply of other cities. Since 1892, the city of 

Chicago has always had milk inspectors and laboratory control of the 

milk supply. In 1904 the city inspection service was supplemented by a 

country, or farm inspection service. Since 1904, Chicago has had for 

the control of its milk supply, an inspection service within the city limits, 

laboratory control, and a country or farm inspection service. All three 

of these services were in operation in 1907 and 1908, the period in which 

I was investigating the question and arrived at the conclusion as to the 

proper remedy. 

Q. Then you did not consider that the control of the milk supply 

by the use of city inspectors and country inspectors and laboratory was 

sufficient to safeguard the milk supply for Chicago? 

A. I did not then, and I do not now. I am very emphatic in my 

opinion on that point. 
QO. Had Chicago any time before or since the period you mention, 

suffered from epidemics of disease traceable to milk? 

A. It had periodically. Before 1907, and from 1907 to about 1915, 
we would uncover some epidemic of some kind or other, in which it was 
possible to positively demonstrate that the disease, the epidemic, had been 

spread by milk. In addition, there were reports of other instances in 
which we believed milk to be responsible for these diseases, in which we 

were not able to furnish convincing proof. It was our belief, but we 

could not demonstrate it. Confirmation of the validity of that opinion 

is had in the fact that since pasteurization became universal in 1917, 

there has been no milk-borne epidemic in that city. Furthermore, the 

general rate amongst certain diseases that are frequently milk-borne, has 

continuously declined. The death rate in Chicago since 1915 from 

typhoid fever has been at no time higher than 1.07 per 100,000. 

Q. Is that a very low rate compared with the rate in other cities ? 

A. It is the lowest American rate, and the indications are, unless 

something very inopportune should happen in the remaining months of 

1919, that the rate of 1919 will be much the lowest rate in the world. 

Not all of that is due to the pasteurization of the milk. The water supply 
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is purer than it was before; the disease is better controlled; but one of 

the considerable factors is the fact that the entire milk supply, with the 

exception of a small amount of milk that is sent in, is pasteurized not 
only by .ordinance, but is under observation of inspectors and under 
laboratory control. As I have just stated, the Health Commissioner 
makes the statement that the number of milk-borne epidemics has been 

decreasing, almost in proportion as the milk supply became pasteurized, 

and there has been no milk-borne epidemic of any kind or sort, since all 

of the milk has entered the city going through the pasteurizing plant. 

©. Are you familiar with the circumstances surrounding the 
epidemic of septic sore throat that occurred in Chicago about 1911 or 

1912? 
A. In the winter of 1911 and 1912. 

©. Will you state briefly the circumstances of that epidemic? 

A. The epidemic occurred among the patrons of one dairy in the 
greatest part. It was clear as the result of the investigation, that the 

epidemic originated among the patrons of one dairy. That there was 

connection between this epidemic of sore throat and the milk supply, 

there was no question. The difference of opinion arose as to how the 

infection happened to occur. 

_ ©. What was the nature of this disease you called sore throat; 
was it ordinary sore throat? 

A. No, it is a disease that is generally known as septic sore throat. 

My recollection is that there were several thousand cases that were re- 
ported as cases of septic sore throat. 

Q. Do you remember whether there have been other epidemics of 
that same character traced to milk in America? 

A. Many such. 

Q. Large epidemics of septic sore throat? 

A. Large epidemics of septic sore throat, traced to infected milk 

supply. 

Q. But you do not think that if the milk has been properly pas- 
teurized it is possible for the milk to carry such infection? 

ee donot 

Q. Do you think pasteurization destroys the infection? 

A. I do, and I think it is the only method of preventing just that 
accident. There is but one practical method of preventing human beings 

from consuming milk containing streptococci and that is by pasteurizing 

the milk, or otherwise cooking it. 

Q. That is, you feel from your knowledge and experience the ex- 

amination of cattle by veterinarians, the ordinary physical examination, 

is not sufficiently accurate to determine whether dairy cows are infected 
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with this germ or whether they have udders which are discharging the 
bacteria which might cause this disease? 

A. I would say so. I would amplify that to this extent, as I have 
just said, a great deal has been written on the subject, many studies have 
been made; there is no unanimity of opinion on it. The only safeguard 
from the consumer’s standpoint is to assume that there is no clinical 

method of telling whether the milk that comes from a particular cow 
contains streptococci or not, as the cow passes it, as itis milked. A health 

officer in my judgment in the present state of the case, is bound to pro- 
ceed upon the theory that there is no practical method of telling which 

milk contains streptococci, and which does not. 

©. Do you know whether such soreness or disease in cows’ udders 
is fairly common? 

Ae Ait aise 

Q. Do you look upon it as a constant menace to a community, the 

presence of streptococci in milk? 

Aa Ness ldo: 

©. Do you think that the marketing of raw milk in a community 

carries with it that constant threat? 

A. Ido. From the infection of cows do you say; one of the threats 

that I had in mind in advocating the ordinance of 1908, and in standing 

for similar procedure for all cities since 1908. 

©. You have been advocating pasteurization for all other cities 

since 1908? 

Ae 1 have: 
OQ. Have there been many scarlet fever epidemics traced to milk? 

A. A very sad number. My interest in the subject immediately 

arose from a very extensive, most extensive epidemic of milk-borne scar- 

let fever occurring in Chicago—or beginning in Chicago, in about 

February, 1907, and extending until about May, in which there were 

many thousand cases of disease and in which the disease was very 

definitely traced to milk. 

Q. Do you consider the observation or the safeguards which can 

be cast around the employees connected with dairy farms and milk dis- 

tribution by any medical inspection, or inspection by milk inspectors, is 

sufficient to prevent human infection from getting into milk? 

A. I don’t, for the reason that most of the infection, certainly of 

the milk supply, is done by people who are not clinically sick. That is 

the people who infect the milk in the main are people who are carriers, 

are not people who are clinically sick of the disease that they are trans- 

mitting to the milk. I remember particularly one family in the southwest 

part of Chicago, the B. family, who were responsible for several epi- 
demics in my administration, and in a succeeding administration. In no 
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instance did we find the disease typhoid fever being imparted to the 

milk by people who were sick. There were carriers in this family, and 
these carriers were infecting the milk. The same thing holds true of 

every disease. The septic sore throat, diphtheria disease, is imparted, or 

the bacilli are imparted to the milk by people who are not sick, who are 

clinically well, and would be passed as well by any inspectors from the 

Health Department. 

Q. Pasteurization is a barrier against this infection? 
A. It is; commonly speaking, it is a “Safety First” procedure. 

©. Will the numbers of bacteria become very large indeed in raw 

milk, if it is not kept very cool? 
A. Thousands of millions; uncountable numbers. 

Q. What is the effecteof pasteurization on these large numbers of 

bacteria that come into the milk from contamination with dirt? 

A. The ordinance in Chicago specifies that the pasteurization must 

kill 999% of all the bacteria and 100% of what ordinarily are referred to 

as the disease or pathogenic bacteria. 

©. You look upon pasteurization as a safeguard for infants and 

children? 

Bo CO, 

QO. Now, in recommending the adoption of such an ordinance for 

Chicago, do you take into consideration the opinion of some scientists 
and medical men that the pasteurization of milk may damage its food 
value? 

ivy ~ Me GbiGk 
QO. What is your attitude on that? 
A. That was a question that I investigated very thoroughly, and 

went around to many different cities and talked with health officers of 

those cities and with children’s specialists practicing therein. I also con- 

ferred personally and by letter with children’s specialists in Chcago and 

in many parts of the country. The prevailing opinion at the time the ordi- 

nance was passed, was that the process of pasteurization decreased the 

food value of milk; decreased perhaps in some slight measure the direct 

food value, but harmed milk in that it tended to increase the amount of 

scurvy and rickets said to be produced by milk. As the result of my 
investigation I came to the conclusion that there was no basis for that 
opinion and had no hesitation in so advising the City Council of Chicago 

and the people through the public press and otherwise. There has been 

no increase in scurvy or rickets in Chicago. My judgment is that the 

process of pasteurization, its very general adoption as a community prob- 
lem makes no particular difference with regard to scurvy. I am a mem- 
ber of the Executive Committee on the Medical Board of the Infant 

Welfare Society in Chicago. All of our babies that are not breast fed are 

. 
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fed pasteurized milk or other forms of milk which has been heated. We 
hear nothing at any of our 23 stations about increase of scurvy, mild or 
severe, as the result of feeding pasteurized milk. 

Q. Has pasteurization been adopted by many other American cities 
since Chicago adopted it? 

A. It has. 

©. Has pasteurization been followed by the reduction of the milk- 

borne diseases in other cities as well as in Chicago? 

A. It has. Another of the arguments used was that it put a prem- 

ium on uncleanly methods in the dairy farms and in the milk depots in 

the city. The fact that people spent money to purify milk, that fact that 

these large establishments were constructed,. were visible, were seeable, 

acted as an educational influence on the farmers. The farms and the 
dairies are cleaner now than they were before that ordinance, and in my 

judgment pasteurization has been one of the factors in bringing that 

about ; not the most important, but one. 

Q. Is there anything that the health officer of a city can do to 
prevent the pasteurization being used as a substitute for sanitation or as 

a substitute for cleanliness ? 

A. Oh, yes. In the first place, they have dairy inspection in the 

country and dairy inspection in the city; and they have laboratory con- 

trol. The ordinances, all of them that I am acquainted with, specify that 
the milk before pasteurization, must conform to certain requirements, 

both as to bacterial count, and as to the sanitation of the place where 

it is produced and marketed. All of these are measures to prevent the 

marketing of very bad milk by pasteurizing it. 

Q. You think that an ordinance requiring the pasteurization of 

milk should include some standards for the milk before it is pasteurized? 

A. I-do. Where are such in the* Chicago ordinances; 1 think im 

practically all of the ordinances requiring pasteurization; all that I have 

knowledge of. 

Q. That is to say, you think that the milk has to qualify as to 
character in order to be fit for pasteurization? 

AW) that 1s correct. 

Q. Now, in Chicago, do the inspectors of the Health Department 

go into the pasteurizing plants in order to see whether pasteurization is 
properly carried out? 

A. The custom in Chicago is to have all the plans for pasteurizing 
plants brought into the department to be passed upon there; so that the 

plans must first be approved of by the department. I don’t think that 

that is required by the ordinances, but that is the custom, whether it is 
required or not. 
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Q. Do the inspectors take samples of the milk before it is pas- 

teurized? 
A. Before its pasteurization and after pasteurization; and then on 

occasions they take it at other steps in addition. 

Q. Their object is to determine the efficiency of the process? 

A. The ordinance requires that the apparatus used destroy 99% 

of all the bacteria, and all the pathogenic bacteria. 

Q. Are you familiar, Doctor, with the opinion of other experts in 

the United States and Canada, men who are making a profession of public 

health work, on this same subject? 

A. AC Ete 

 Q.- You said you were a member of the Commission on Milk 

Standards, New York City. Does that Commission in your opinion con- 

tain men who are qualified to pass expert judgment on such a subject 

as this? 

A. It does; I think so. Its personnel was very carefully selected. 
I think it is a very well balanced Commission. 

How many members are there of that Commission ? 

The membership changes; slightly less than 20. 

Were you the first chairman of that Commission ? 
I was. 

Do you know whether the Commission of 20 men are unanimous 
in their opinion as to the desirability of the adoption of pasteurization 

by cities and towns? 
A. I do. The question has been voted on a half dozen times in 

one way or another since 1911. There is absolute unanimity of opinion 
as to the desirability of pasteurizing the general milk supply of the Com- 
munity. The vote on that question is always unanimous. We have up 

every year, the question of the advisability of obligatory pasteurization 

at all times of certified milk, and on that question we generally vote about 

half and half. On the matter of pasteurizing the general milk supply 

the vote is always unanimous and has been since about 1912. 

Q. Do you consider that the personnel of that Commission justifies 

the conclusion that they are as well qualified as any commission that 

could be selected to pass on such a question as the adoption of pasteuriza- 
tion by municipalities? 

A. My opinion is that it is the best opinion available in America. 

- Q. You don’t think you could get any better opinion as to whether 

pasteurization should be adopted? 
A. My judgment is that it is the best that can be had anywhere for 

that matter—I said “America.” 
Q. Do you know whether the findings of that Commission have 

been adopted anywhere? 

10 PO PO 
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A. Yes, they have been very widely adopted, changed as to details 

to suit local communities; but the general trend of their conclusions has 

been the basis of every ordinance that has been passed, that I know of in 

this country in the last seven or eight years. 

QO. Who are the prominent authorities in the country who oppose 

pasteurization; are there any? 
A. I don’t think of any. 

©. Has there ever been any opposition to pasteurization in your 

Commission of the New York Milk Committee? 

A. Well there was in 1911, but there has not been since 1911. 

©. Do you know any health authority in the country who has op- 

posed pasteurization? 

A. Well, the only one that I know of in the country is Dr. Goler of 

Rochester. He was a member of the Commission in 1911, and when the 

proposition to endorse pasteurization was up, he voted against it, and 

everybody else voted for it; and my recollection is that there were 22 

members of the Commission at that time, and the vote was 21 to 1; and 

then he did not like it; quit and went home. 

Q. Did he retire from the Commission then? 

A. Iso understood. 

©. He attended no other meetings? 

A. He has never been a member since, and I understand he sent 

in his resignation and went home. 

Q. Do you believe in pasteurizing certified milk? 
A. Ido. I voted for it. I mentioned the fact that we voted on ita 

great many years, and I am one of those who has constantly voted for it. 

I voted every time it has been up. Our agreement was that we would 

not abide by a majority vote on that proposition; that we would not 

recommend it as one of the recomendations of the Commission on Milk 

Standards unless there was an overwhelming opinion. And, therefore, 

as I said a moment ago, though there were many majority votes in favor 
of it, we have never recommended it as a compulsory requirement. 

©. Asa matter of fact, milk supply is the most important problem 

before the people of any food problem? 

A. The most important. 

@x Nese 
A. Oh, it is 90% of the health problem of the food question. 
Q. And it is the most difficult problem ? 
A. All other foods combined do not make up more than ten per cent. 

of the problem. 
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RE POR OF MEDICA OrbichR OF HEALTH OF THE 

CITY OF TORONTO, CANADA. 

In a report published in 1915 by the Medical Officer of Health of 

the City of Toronto entitled, “The Safeguarding of Toronto’s Milk 

Supply, with Special Reference to Pasteurization,” there is contained a 
most concise summary of the more important facts to be considered in 

connection with the pasteurization of milk. After pointing out the great 

value of milk as a food, the report discusses the dangers of milk briefly 
as follows: 

“(1) Dancers FRoM BoviINE TUBERCULOSIS. 

The total number of tubercular persons examined in the Research Labora- 

tory of New York City relative to type of tubercle bacilli was 438; and of 

these, 32, or 744%, had tubercle bacilli of the bovine type (contracted from the 

cow). 

The 438 persons were divided into three groups, according to age: 

Ist. 297 persons, 16 years of age or over, among whom only one, or less than 

YZ of 1%, showed bovine tubercle bacilli. 
2nd. 54 persons between 5 and 16 years of age, among whom 9, or 1624, showed 

bovine tubercle bacilli. 

3rd. 84 children under 5 years of age, among whom 22, or 26%%, showed 

bovine bacilli. 

The foregoing cases, with the addition of the total number of those exam- 

ined by other investigators (which Dr. Park accepted as reliable after a careful 

analysis), total 1,038; and of this number 101, or 975, showed tubercle bacilli 

of the bovine type. If the 1,038 cases are divided into three groups according 

to age we have the following: 

Ist. 686 persons, 16 years of age or older, among whom 9, or 1%%, showed 

bovine tubercle bacilli. 

2nd. 132 persons, between 5 and 16 years of age, among whom 33, or 25%, 

showed bovine tubercle bacilli. 

3rd. 320 persons, less than 5 years, among whom 58, or 2644%, showed bovine 

tubercle bacilli. 

Dr. Park made the following significant statement which is contained in a 

recent annual report of the United States National Association for the Study 

and Prevention of Tuberculosis: 

‘When the diagnoses of cases entering Mt. Sinai Hospital and the 

Babies’ Hospital of New York, were examined, it was found that the 

majority of cases of meningitis, supposedly due to the meningo coccus, 

were really tubercular in character. Fifteen per cent. of the cases of 

broncho-pneumonia and marasmus were also found to be cases of tuber- 

culosis.’” 

The report also quotes the findings of such leading authorities on 

tuberculosis as Dr. Ravenel of the University of Missouri; Professor 
Sims Woodhead of Cambridge University, England; Professor Delepine 
of Manchester, England; Professor Bang of Copenhagen; and sum- 

marizes their statements as follows: 
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“The uniformity of the findings of all these investigators is inspiring and 

convincing, their conclusions being that, conservatively estimated, twenty-five 

per cent. of all cases of tuberculosis under 16 years of age 1s of the bovine type. 

It is apparent then that tuberculosis, as contracted from cows through the 

medium of their milk, exists in children to a degree that cannot be longer 

disregarded by Departments of Public Health, and demands immediate action. 

To attempt to remove this danger of bovine tuberculosis by excluding from 

dairy herds all cattle suffering from tuberculosis would mean a milk famine, 

the cost would be prohibitive, and even then the milk would not be safe without 

pasteurization.” 

The report then refers to typhoid fever, scarlet fever, and diphtheria, 

as follows: 

“(2) TypHor Fever. 

The following table has been taken from a pamphlet recently issued by 

Dr. Charles E. North, Consulting Sanitary Expert, and Secretary of the Com- 

mission on Milk Standards, New York City. 

This table represents a few only of the 317 outbreaks of typhoid fever 

traced to raw milk: ; 

Glasgow, Scotland....... 500 cases from one raw milk supply. 
Cologne, Germany ....... 210 as ‘ Seay ihe ss * 
Port Jervis,aNe Vecewe: 5 Ol Aaa pete Bs s 
Springfield, Mass. ........ eZ eas aN cape SS ta aM 
Oaldand Gale 2s ae 202i i SSS UNS my e 
Montclair Ni Jes 3 es LOZ eee ne an he ‘3 4 
Stamford. Gonmt tone cee B07 ta ccm est fe 

These would have been prevented by pasteurizing the milk. 

(3) SCARLET FEVER. 

125 epidemics of scarlet fever traced to raw milk supply, of which the fol- 

lowing are a few examples: 

Burtialo; SNe Weenie 57 cases from one raw milk supply. 
Washineton Ds Cie. cn. .: % pila is arses oy ts 
London, England’... =... 284 “ ss Setirads e g 
Beverley, Mass.°. 0.1.2. . Cop te Sift ee Ms 2 
Liverpool, England ...... BOs a hts s es 
Mts Wernon, Nieuws. 2 AST out f Sete 2 Mg 
IByeon IMIS Ban gocossoe LOS cui Hi phan etd Ss a 

Pasteurization is the only means by which this danger can be eliminated. 

(4) DIPHTHERIA. 

51 epidemics of diphtheria have been examined of which the following are 

a few illustrations: 

Brooklyn; INseYecce sates 12 cases from one raw milk supply. 
isos: Angeles, Cal) 2205.5. 3 Sipsees s Fagen te s 
Wrellsvale; Ni. Veoe. cece 84-6 a meee ie s 
Glintons@hio-s ee eee SO uigaae f Sain st a 
EitehpaticMiasss 26 in cel 69 “ ye Renae ie ff st 
Warwick Roi. ae es 64258 se eres - « 

No epidemics have thus far ever been traced to pasteurized milk. 
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(5) Septic Sore THROAT. 

Considerable interest has been aroused during the past four or five years 

as the result of a high mortality due to septic sore throat. Many of these out- 

breaks have been traced directly to the milk supply, partially through contamina- 

tion by the handlers of the milk, who were affected or were carriers, and 

partially through an organism which is found in the diseased udder of the cow. 

Six hundred cases of sore throat in Stockholm in 1908 were traced to an abscess 

in the udder of a cow, which contained the same organism that was found to be 

responsible for the sore throat. This animal was one of a herd that furnished 

milk to those that became infected. This was one of the first observations made 

in this connection, and different outbreaks have been traced to this source since. 

A very exhaustive study was given to the outbreak in Boston in May, 1911, 

where 1,043 cases were traced to one raw milk supply. In Chicago, IIl., an out- 

break of 10,000 cases was traced to one raw milk supply; in Baltimore, 602 

cases; and in Cortland-Homer, N. Y., 669 cases. This disease seems to attack 

adults especially. } 

Pasteurization would have made these outbreaks practically impossible. 

It was on these findings, together with the information already in the 

possession of the Board of Health of New York, that they decided to pass an 

ordinance in 1912, requiring all milk not coming from cattle free from tuber- 

culosis, as determined by the tuberculin test, and not produced under conditions 

necessary for the production of a certified milk, to be scientifically pasteurized. 

’ This ordinance was not rigidly enforced until 1914. That it has been for the 

past year rigidly enforced is evident from the following extract taken from the 

Weekly Bulletin of the Department of Health of New York City, June 6, 1914: 

‘The situation regarding compulsory pasteurization of all except the 

highest grade of milk sold in this city is extremely satisfactory, at the 

present time, about 99% of the city’s supply being efficiently pasteurized. 

This represents an enormous improvement over conditions a year ago, and 

should make milk-borne disease a rarity in this city.’” 

The author, Dr. Charles J. Hastings, Health Officer of Toronto, 

then apologizes for presenting further arguments in favor of pasteuriza- 

tion by saying: 

“In all advances of science there are always a few who cannot keep 

pace with advancement, and they expect others to wait for them. It is 

therefore necessary to repeat and repeat over and over again. 

I am reminded here of Lord Cromer’s address at the Annual Confer- 

ence of the British Research Defence Society in London in July, 1910, 

when the question of inoculation of animals was under discussion, in which 

he said: 

“Tt seems unfortunate that we should have to waste time on prob- 

lems that are so self-evident, in order to meet the objections of those 

who value the life of a guinea pig higher than that of a baby.” 

He consoled himself by quoting the statement made by Mr. Cobden in 

the British House of Commons when endeavoring to bring about the repeal 

of the Corn Laws, which was as follows: 

‘IT have come to the conclusion that the only way to get an idea 

into the heads of the British public is to repeat the same thing over 

and over again in slightly different language.’ 
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This finds a fitting application in our present educative campaign in 

the necessity for pasteurization.” 

(6) EFFECTS oF PASTEURIZATION ON MiLK 

“The work done at that time by Schroeder and Cotton in connection with 

the experimental stations of the Bureau of Animal Industry was most valuable 

and has frequently been quoted since. They demonstrated that tubercular 

cattle discharged tuberculosis germs from their bowels almost constantly—at 

times to the extent of tens of millions per day. 

In demonstrating the efficiency of pasteurization, so far as the tubercle 

bacillus is concerned, they inoculated several hundred guinea pigs with the milk 

in its raw state from these tubercular cattle. Every one of the little animals 

showed general tuberculosis. Over 200 guinea pigs were injected with milk 

from the same cow after it had been pasteurized at a temperature of 140 degrees 

for thirty minutes. Not one of these developed any signs of tuberculosis.” 

The author gives the names of numerous other authorities who have 

confirmed this work. 

He then submits statements from numerous authorities regarding 

the chemistry of milk showing that the temperatures used in pasteuriza- 

tion do not damage milk in any way or change its chemical condition. 
Among other statements as to the food value of pasteurized milk is the 

following: 

“Tn a recent careful study carried on in Washington 351 babies fed on raw 

milk gained on an average of .4030 oz. a day, while 557 babies fed on pasteur- 

ized milk gained on an average of .4077 oz. One hundred and ten babies were 

fed for part of the time on pasteurized milk. During the raw milk period they 
gained on an average of .4312 oz. and during the pasteurized milk period an 

average of .4607 oz. Some of the leading authorities in England and United 

States are now advocating the use of boiled milk, the digestibility of which one 

might possibly suspect as being unfavorably affected. 

Dr. North in referring to the digestibility of pasteurized milk gives the 

following practical evidence: 

‘Fortunately New York City has the past three years carried out 

a gigantic experiment in infant feeding at its fifty-five (55) municipal milk 

depots, where babies are fed the year round, to the number of 18,000 daily 

in summer and 16,000 daily in winter. For three years all of this milk has 

been scientifically pasteurized. Records have shown that the babies have 

gained weight; have kept well; have shown no signs of rickets or scurvy, 

and in every way gave evidence that pasteurized milk is not inferior in food 

value or digestibility to raw milk. 

‘The death rate among infants during this period has been reduced 

from 125 per thousand to 94 per thousand, which places New York City 

in the lead of any large city in the world in the reduction of infant 

mortality.’ 

Numerous other instances could be quoted of the unchanged nutritive value 

of pasteurized milk, but the foregoing are more than sufficient to demonstrate 

this fact. 
It was with a knowledge of these facts that the International Congress of 

Tuberculosis held in Washington in 1908, unanimously passed a resolution that 
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all milk not coming from herds shown to be free from tuberculosis, should be | 

scientifically pasteurized. The National Association for the Prevention of 

Tuberculosis, the Canadian Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis, and 

the Canadian Medical Association subsequently passed similar resolutions. 

It was with a knowledge of the dangers of transmission of tuberculosis, 

together with the dangers of the transmission of other communicable diseases 

and the dangers of diarrhoeal diseases through raw market milk, that prompted 

the Committee on Milk Standards, and subsequently, the American Public 

Health Association and the American Medical Association, as well as the 

Association of State and Provincial Health Officers, to pass a resolution that 

all milk not coming from herds free from tuberculosis, as demonstrated by the 

tuberculin test, and not obtained under conditions corresponding to those 

required for the production of certified milk, should be scientifically pasteurized 

before being used for human consumption. 

At the International Pure Milk Congress held in Brussels in 1907, the use 

of raw milk for infant feeding was officially condemned and pasteurization 

advocated. 

It was with a knowledge of these facts that the Minister of Agriculture for 

France in 1912 had legislation passed prohibiting the sale of any milk in France 

that had not been properly pasteurized. The Minister of Agriculture had 

behind him in this move a solid block of all the scientific and legislative powers, 

including: Professor Bordeau, of the College of France; Professor Metchni- 

koff of the Pasteur Institute; the President of France, the Deputies, the Sen- 

ators, the Ministers, the Pasteur Institute, the College of France, and the 

Medical Faculty. 

Prof. William T. Sedgwick of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

and President-elect of the American Public Health Association, says: ‘I have 

long been a believer in the necessity of pasteurization and went on record to 

this effect in my first paper on milk supply and public health in 1892, reiterating 

the same views in Sanitary Science and Public Health the same year. The 

opinion then expressed I hold substantially in the same form and for the same 

reasons today.’ 

Denmark, the country that practically leads the world in dairying and in 

efforts to control tuberculosis amongst cattle and hogs, goes so far as to require 

that all skimmed milk and buttermilk required for the feeding of animals must 

be pasteurized, and also all cream used for the manufacturing of butter or ice 

cream. 

One of the most valuable advances towards the more general control and 

safeguarding of the milk supply in the United States and Canada was the 

appointment of the Commission on Milk Standards. The appointment of this 

Commission was the direct result of the observations of the New York Milk 

Committee, that there was great incompleteness and lack of uniformity in the 

milk standards, milk ordinances and rules and regulations of public health 

authorities throughout the country for the control of public health supplies. 

In the report issued by this Committee, regulations of standards were pub- 

lished to govern milk supplies in the various municipalities permitting of modi- 

fications to meet certain local conditions. The one recommendation, however, 

which was universal was that all milk not coming from tuberculin tested cattle 

and procured under the conditions necessary for the production of a certified 

milk, should be efficiently pasteurized. 

As has been recently expressed in the New York Medical Record: 
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“The antiquated, fetish-like arguments against pasteurization, like 
floating corks, keep bobbing above the surface; but pasteurization has come 
to stay, and its success in everyday practice, year after year, and in the 
case of thousands upon thousands, yea, hundreds of thousands of infants 
whose lives have been saved by it, should quiet all hostile arguments.’” 

TESTIMONY OF MR. J). He LARSON 

Mr. J. H. Larson, Secretary of the New York Milk Committee, 
appeared as a witness for the Survey at a hearing held in the City Hall, 
Rochester, on September 16, 1919, and testified on the subject of pas- 
teurization as follows: 

Q. Now, Mr. Larson, your work as Secretary of the New York 
Committe has made it necessary for you to keep in touch with the gen- 
eral milk problem in other cities of the United States, has it not? 

A. We very often receive requests for co-operation or for sug- 
gestions for milk control. 

Q. But in a general way do you make it your business to keep 
posted as to the progress in milk improvement in other cities of the 
United States and Canada? 

A. We make it a business to take an interest in them. We do not 
keep an actual tabulation of facts. 

Q. During the period you have been employed by the Milk Com- 
mittee do you know whether or not there has been a tendency on the 
part of cities in the United States and Canada to adopt pasteurization of 
milk ? 

A. Yes, there has been. 

Q. Do you think it is a good thing for any city to make pasteuriza- 
tion compulsory ? 

I believe it is. 

You believe it is? 
Yes. 

Do you think that it adds to the safety of milk to pasteurize it? 
Yes, I believe it does. 

. Do you think that raw milk is not sufficiently safe without pas- 
teurization? 

A. Milk, though it is the best food we have, is also the best medium 
we have for carrying germs of infectious disease; bacteria grow in milk, 
and epidemics, typhoid, scarlet fever, sore throat, etc., all have been milk- 
borne, and that I have taken a part in investigating. I cannot feel that 
any raw milk is safe. 

Q. Will you mention one epidemic that you personally have in- 
vestigated which makes you think that raw milk is unsafe? 

A. Well, there was an epidemic at Cortland, New York. 

10 PO PO > 
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Q. What did you find there? 

A. This was an epidemic of septic sore throat. It was found that 

the infection came from the udders, I think, of two cows. Laboratory 
tests revealed this infection; but not until, I believe, there were upward 

of 600 cases. 

Q. Six hundred cases of what? 

A. Septic sore throat, very severe cases. We had twelve deaths; 

one banker among them, a prominent citizen. 

Where did this milk come from? 

From a small producer outside of the city. 

How was it distributed ? 

I am not positive whether it was distributed loose or in bottles. 

Was it distributed by the producer? 

I believe it was; yes. 

Was it distributed only in Cortland? 

No, it was distributed also in Homer. 

In the town of Homer? 

Yes, two miles from Cortland. 

Was there an epidemic there also? 
Yes, sir. 

~ At the same time? 

Yes, and same cause. 

What reason had you to believe that the epidemic was due to 
milk Gliseainuicd by this farmer? 

A. Because it was in the herd of this farmer that the diseased 

udders of the cows were found. 
_ ©. Where were these cases found among the customers? 

A. On the milk route of this distributer. 

Q. Almost entirely confined to those people? 

A. The outbreak of the epidemic followed his routes; there were 

many of course, contact cases. 

QO. But most of the cases— 
A. Most of the cases were on this route. The statistical evidence 

pointed absolutely to this possible source of infection. After that, the 

problem was to find out what was the cause of this infection and that 

was done as I said, and the bacteria found in those udders were the 

same, as found in the throats of the people who had this disease. 
Q. Do you know what the attitude of the health officers and 

medical men of that town was? 
A. Yes. This was raw milk and raw because of the opposition of 

the medical authorities and profession of the municipality to the pas- 

teurization of milk because pasteurization was alleged to impair its food 

Ore oreo oe 
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value as well as to make it unfit for the delicate digestive organs of 

infants. ; 
©. Do you know whether the attitude of the medical profession of 

that city was changed any by this epidemic? 

Nee aN eS: 

Q. You think they changed their minds? 

ING) NOES, 
Q. You think the medical men and health officer now favor pas- 

teurization of milk? 

PS EGNGCS 
Q. Is it not a fact that after this epidemic they requested or asked 

whether some arrangement could not be made for pasteurizing milk for 

their city? 
Pe NIES. 

©. Was there any other epidemic or disease that you have investi- 

gated, due to milk? 
A. Up until two years ago I had a part in investigating, I have per- 

haps for a period of four years, every epidemic in New York State that 

could possibly have a suspicion of being a milk-borne epidemic. I had 

a part in the investigation of septic sore throat in Poughkeepsie, New 

York, I think in 1915. 
Q. Will you describe as nearly as you can just what the nature of 

the conditions were that you found in Poughkeepsie? 

A. Do you mean community conditions? 

Q. I mean the character of the epidemic and its outbreak? 

A. That epidemic in Poughkeepsie was an epidemic that came out 

with a great deal of violence. The attitude on the part of the officials 

was that it was a rather minor epidemic of scarlet fever. I think the 

health officer had as many as eighty-two cases reported; something like 

that. I was asked to help on a field survey of this epidemic, and in going 

over the field, other investigators and myself found I think, nearly 800 

cases of septic sore throat and scarlet fever in Poughkeepsie and the 

surrounding community. 
©. Describe just how these cases were divided up and what the 

evidence was that you secured as to the cause of the epidemic? 

A. What do you mean by “division?” 
©. Please describe what you found as to the way the cases were 

divided geographically and what evidence you found as to the cause of 

the epidemic? 

A. The first cases, or as it turned out later, the first case was found 

on a dairy farm near Wappingers Falls, south of Poughkeepsie; there 

was a small group of cases there. 

Q. How far is that from Poughkeepsie? 
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A. About six miles; another group, a larger group, at Poughkeepsie, 

and another group at the New York State Hospital, which is four or 

five miles north of Poughkeepsie. In tracing the original cases, it was 

found that those cases had onset—these three groups of cases had onset 

on approximately the same day. The Health Officers in each community 

were looking for the source of the epidemic, independently of the Health 

Officer of any other community. 

Q. Did each one of those communities think they were having their 
own private epidemic? 

A. Yes, and were busy looking for some manner of controlling it. 

Q. They did not think there was any connection between the three 

of them? 

A. No. Finally it was found that previous to the onset of the 

cases in these three communities, there was a case of a farm hand of 

one of the dairy farms supplying milk in the creamery at Wappingers 

Falls. This milk was traced to the consumers of Wappingers Falls and 

to the consumers in Poughkeepsie, and a part of the supply went up to 

the New York State Hospital. 

Q. That is, this creamery shipped milk to those three places? 

Ia SUS, 

Q. Was the milk pasteurized? 

A. As I recall it, it was not pasteurized, or it was a case of the 

milk being imperfectly pasteurized through the breaking down of the 

pasteurizing machinery. It was not properly pasteurized. 

Q. It was supposed to be pasteurized, but the machinery broke 

down? 
BX, MSS 

Q. It broke down at the wrong time? 

Id, MES, 

Q. It broke down as you found it, just at the time when scarlet 

fever existed on this farm that you refer to? 

ies: 

Do you know whether the people and Poughkeepsie and these 
other communities were in favor of pasteurizing milk before that time? 

No, they were not. 
They were opposed to it? 

They were strongly opposed to it. 

Do you know anything about their attitude since the epidemic? 
Their attitude towards pasteurization was changed. Their at- 

titude towards reporting communicable diseases was changed and toward 
their old health administration has changed; they now have a substitute 
one. 

OP. 

PIO PIO > 
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Q. Have you seen the records of outbreaks of infectious diseases 
in other cities, in other countries due to raw milk? 

A. Yes, I have seen records of those. 

©. You have a list compiled, have you? 

A. Not with me. 

©. But you have seen the records? 

Jn ESS, 

©. And it is on those records that you believe milk should be pas- 
teurized ? % 

Exe aeS, 

Q. In order to prevent those outbreaks ? 

A. No epidemic has ever been traced to milk that was properly pas- 

teurized. Any number of epidemics have been traced to milk that was 

raw or improperly pasteurized. 

Mr. Frank E. Gannett, who appeared as a witness at a public 

hearing, held at the City Hall, Rochester, on July 23, 1919, gave the fol- 

lowing statement: : 

I was much impressed too by Nathan Straus’ book, “Disease in Milk, 

the Remedy, Pasteurization,’ written by his wife. And this book makes 

a very clear case out of his long experience in New York City Milk — 

Stations; I believe, it extended over a period of twenty years, in which 
he reiterates again and again and again that the city’s milk supply should 
be pasteurized in order to insure purity. And in the way of pasteuriza- 

tion I thought Rochester was far behind; in fact, in this book he gives 
. a table showing that in New York City the pasteurization of the supply 

is 95%, while Rochester he gives only as 20%. 

I think if the pasteurization was carried on in one or two or three 

central plants it might be done cheaper than in a dozen or so plants; 

and what would be a further advantage, the city could see that the pas- 

teurization was properly done. This is just as essential as to have it 

pasteurized. I do not know that we have any protection now, or any 
guarantee, that the milk sold is pasteurized except the reputation of the 

dealer that handles it. We know that certain concerns are reliable and 
we depend upon them. 

Dr. Joun R. Witttams of Rochester, appeared as a witness for the 
Survey at a hearing held in the City Hall, August 13, 1919, and testified 

as follows: 
Q. Do you think that the milk delivered by the small dealers is as 

safe as the milk delivered by the large dealers? 
A. Ido not. 

Q. You do not, why not? 
A. Well, I base my answer on my personal observations that I do 
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not think the small dealer exercises the precautions that he should in the 

handling of milk. 

©. What precautions do you refer to? 
A. Well, I do not think they adequately wash and sterilize their 

bottles. I have caught small dealers on the street filling bottles out of 

cans and then taking them into the homes. 

©. Well, what is your opinion regarding the safety of the raw milk 

handled by the small dealer, even if he should puto very sterilize the boniles; 

do you think that milk is salle to use? 

A. I think not. We proved that in one investigation. 

Q. How did you prove it? 
A. I am sorry I did not bring that with me, notwithstanding, I 

think I can tell you in part. I was called one time to see a man in the 

northern part of the city; he was taken ill in a strange manner... To make 

a long story short, he was taken ill, very acutely ill, with the disease we 

could not recognize at the time. We made all sorts of examinations of 

him and many physicians were called into consultation and were not able 

to recognize the nature of his illness. In about three days another mem- 

ber of the family was taken ill in the same way. These two: patients 

represented a condition which resembled typhoid fever. That is a dis- 
ease that never had been discovered in this part of the country. We 

thought we were dealing with typhus fever and we sent to Washington 

with the approval of the Health Offcer, and an expert was sent, up here 

to assist in this investigation, Dr. Joseph Cole Parker, a bacteriologist of 

international reputation. With his assistance, or in fact, before he ar- 

rived, we determined the nature of this sickness. In the meantime, two 
other members of the family were taken sick. We had determined by 

this time that these were a very peculiar type of typhoid fever. These 

patients were covered with a rash which closely resembled measles; they 

were covered from head to foot. While we isolated the organism from 

their bodies which made them sick, it did not re-act to the usual typhoid 

tests, nor did it check up with other strains of typhoid organisms after. 

the manner. employed in typhoid diseases usually. The-husband was 

sick with this disease for more than six weeks; the wife was sick, acutely 

ill, for eighty-three days and two other members of the family were 

sick for a shorter period of time. This man had a little tailor shop; it 

was necessary for him to employ all this time a physician; he had several ; 

some of them he did not have to pay; he had to pay a very considerable 
physician’s bill; but not for these investigations altogether. I estimated 

that—well, after the discovery that these people had typhoid fever, we set 

out to determine where it came from, and we found this man got his 

milk from a small milk dealer and the milk came froma farm out in 

Walworth, so I went out there and took paraphernalia with me and with. 
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the co-operation of the Health Officer there, and here I got samples of 

blood, stool and urine from the farmer on this milk farm and from his 

daughter. Both of them gave a history of being sick; the father had had 
stomach trouble for several months previous, it was so diagnosed, and 

the daughter had just rallied from an attack of pneumonia. Both of these 

people were just alive with typhoid germs and this same peculiar strain. 

We brought these samples back to Rochester and established the fact that 

those two organisms were identical. I made a note of the location of 

cow barns and the privy house; the privy was mid way between the cow 

barn and the kitchen, and I have not the slightest doubt that there could 

be no question but what the filthiness of this farmer and the disease were 

connected. JI made an estimate of the expense involved at the time to 

this little tailor’s family and the other expense involved, and there was a 

loss of at least four thousand dollars in that one instance, doctor bills, 

nurse bills and so on. 

©. Do you consider that there is a common danger of that kind 

from raw milk delivered ? 

I do. 

By small dealers? 

By all dealers, large and small. 

POP Do you think that Rochester is exposed to. such dangers through 

the raw milk it receives? 

ido: 

Does that include other diseases besides typhoid? 

Yes, other diseases. 

What do you think ought to be done to make that milk safe? 

Well, I pasteurize the milk in my home before I use it. 

Do you recommend that all citizens of. Rochester should pas- 

teurize he milk in their homes? 

A. Ido, at the present time, because there is no regulation requiring 

its being pasteurized. 

QO. Would you be in favor of a regulation requiring that it should 

be properly pasteurized ° 

De ess 

©. By the dealer: 
A. Yes, under municipal supervision. 

©. Do you think that it would lead to the advantage of the citizens 

of Rochester from a public health standpoint, if Rochester had a regula- 

tion requiring the pasteurization of all its milk ? 

WNG AL Glo) 

©. Do you know approximately how much of the milk supply of 

Rochester is pasteurized at present ? 

SO PIO POPE 
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I do not. 

You know that Rochester has no such regulations? 
Yes. I know that the Health Officer is opposed to that. 

Do you think the advantages of pasteurized milk are greater 

than he disadvantages ° 

A. I do not know any disadvantages. I do not know any patent 

disadvantages. There are alleged disadvantages, but T do not know of 

any real objection to it. 

Q. Getting back to pasteurization. The pasteurization of milk is 

now absolutely under the control and supervision of the municipality, is 

it not, in those plants that do pasteurize? 

A. Theoretically it is; but practically I do not think so. 

©. Do they not maintain their heat, uniform heat, and is not that 

evidenced by automatic records in these plants that have to be turned into 

the Health Bureau? 

A. I have no confidence in the way it is done; the Health Officer 

is not in sympathy with it. I would not say this, but I do not believe that 

the Health Officer pushes the matter. I do not think the thing is regu- 

lated or controlled the way it should be. 

Q. He is not in sympathy with pasteurization at all? 
i No: 

IO >10> 

CERTIFIED MILK COMPARED WITH PASTEURIZED MILK 

This testimony was given by Dr. Henry H. Covell of Rochester, 

Secretary of the Monroe County Medical Milk Commission, who ap- 
peared as a witness at a public hearing held in the City Hall, July 23, 

1919. A part of his testimony was as follows: 

©. You are Secretary of the Monroe County Milk Commission ? 

Ke NESS 

Q. What are the duties and objects of the Monroe County Milk 
Commission ? 

A. This Commission, appointed by the Monroe County Medical 

Association, has to do with the regulation and control of what is known 

as certified milk. 

Q. Who are the other members of the Commission now ? 

A. Dr. J. W. McGill is the President of the Commission, and Dr. 
E. G. Nugent is the Treasurer. Other members of the Commission are 
Drs. J. R. Culkin, S. W. Little, Norris G. Orchard. There may be one or 
two more I do not recall at the present time. 

Q. You spoke of some one being Treasurer. Does this Commis- 
sion have funds? 

I. CS. 

Q. Where does it get them? 
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A. There is a small charge from the producers for certifying. 
Q. What does the Commission do with its funds? 
A. Well, largely meets small matters of expense that they have; for 

instance, we pay the bacteriologist a small fee for his work. 
Q. For examinations? 
A. For examinations of milk. There are small matters of book- 

keeping—all outside. Largely questions of that sort—no salaries to any- 
body outside of the bacteriologist. If the report from the bacteriologist 
indicates conditions that are not satisfactory to the Commission, I, or the 

members of the Commission as well, get in touch with the producers, or 

visit the farms where the milk is produced and try to locate the difficulty. 

Q. Now, the bacteriologist examines this milk for what purpose? 
What is the character of the examination ? 

A. He determines the number of bacteria per cubic centimeter; 

also the percentage of fat content; also, I suppose you might say, an 

ocular examination to determine whether or not visible dirt is present. 
Possibly, sometimes the temperature of the milk at the time of the ex- 

amination may be taken, but those four things are the main divisions of 
his examination. 

©. These samples are furnished by dealers to the bacteriologist? 

A. Through the medium of the distributer. I might say that among 

other things, the requirement is that the examination of milk to con- 

form with these requirements, shall indicate a bacterial content of not 
to exceed ten thousand per cubic centimeter. 

QO. How many farms produce certified milk to the City of 

Rochester ? 
A. Four at the present time. 
Q. Does any veterinary make an examination of the herds? 
A. Twice a year we have the cattle examined for tuberculosis and 

incidentally for other conditions that may appear. There is a vast differ- 
ence betwen the production and handling of certified milk, and the pro- 

duction and handling of the ordinary grade of milk. 

Q. Your certification of milk means then that the premises, cattle 

and conditions generally under which it is produced, are made the sub- 
ject of examination by your Commission and that your Commission be- 
lieves it to be safe for consumption ? 

Pe Vies: 
Q. Are the records of the tuberculin test that have been made on 

certified herds of Rochester kept on file? 

ACES. 

Q. Do they find re-actors? 
A. Sometimes. 
©. Even after all their precautions have been carried out? 
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is. SESS, 

©. So that even after every precaution has been exercised, there is 
always a menace from cattle diseases ? 

i. MUGS, 

©. Do cows freGucntly have sore udders ? 

A. In my limited experience I should say “Yes” to that. 

Q. Is it not true that it is necessary to frequently examine a dairy 

herd in order to detect the presence of sore udders? 

Ja) NESS, 

Q. Would you look upon sore throats among dairy employees as a 

menace to the milk? 

is, OSS, Giles 

©. Does your examination require that these employees should be 
healthy with reference to throat health or disease? 

INo SUGS. 

©. Well, what is your view regarding raw milk over which these 

precautions are not exercised; do you think that the milk is less safe than 

the certified milk? : 
I think it less safe. 

Do you think it is dangerous? 

The possibilities are very great. 

Do you think the danger from cattle disease is very great? 

Yes, sir. 

Well, do you think that cattle that produce the raw milk supply 

of Rochester are examined frequently enough to protect the raw milk 

supply from cattle diseases ? 

A. As a consumer of grade milk, or milk that is not certified, I 

must say that sometimes I have felt a little bit uneasy about the quality 
of milk that I have been receiving. 

Q. Well, you look upon these precautions you speak of as necessary, 

you say, to safeguard raw milk? 
A. I think so. 

©. Then, where they are not exercised, the raw milk is not suffi- 

- ciently well safeguarded to be consumed in a raw condition? 
A. Ido not know exactly what to say in answer to that. 

Q. Well, would you say that the public health was not properly 

safeguarded in a raw milk supply over which these precautions were not 

exercised ° 
A. In a general way, possibly so. 

Q. You think there is danger in the fact that the raw milk is not 
safeguarded as well as certified milk? 

A. I guess I can answer that question in the affirmative. 

OPOPO> 
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Q. Under those circumstances would you recommend the raw milk 
which does not receive such safeguards as certified milk, had better be - 
pasteurized ? 

Ae lethinke so: 

©. You look upon pasteurization as a proper public health measure? 

Ae lan! in favor orit: 

Q. To be applied to raw milk which is not protected as well as 

certified ? 

UN CS: 

Q. Would you recommend that all the children of Rochester should 
use certified milk? 

A. Theoretically, I suppose “Yes”; but practically, it is too ex- 
pensive. 

©. Well, what would you prescribe to the children of Rochester 
who cannot afford certified milk? 

A. Apparently the only thing you could say would be “pasteurized 
milk.” 

You would not prescribe raw milk ? 

I think not. 

You would prescribe pasteurized ? 

Wes! 

Do you think it would make the raw milk safer to pasteurize it? 
I think it does. 

Is that of sufficient advantage to a community to justify a 

regulation requiring it? 

A. I can imagine a situation might arise when that would be so. 
©. Would it be a constant safeguard that would be to the advan- 

tage of the city? 
A. I believe so. 

©. There is no reason why reasonable sanitary precautions cannot 

be enforced in addition to pasteurization ? 

A.. Not that I know of. 

0 FO PO PO 
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DE SMIMONYS OF DR GERORGE W: GOLER 

The attitude of the Health Officer of Rochester, Dr. George W. 
Goler, on the subject of pasteurization is indicated in his testimony de- 

livered as a witness at one of the public hearings held in the City Hall 

on July 16, 1919, which was, in part, as follows: 

“Then came the time of pasteurization. In our milk stations we 

tried to pasteurize the milk for a little while and then gave it up in 

disgust. We found that the milk that came to us was so dirty that we 
believed, by our advocacy of pasteurization, we were simply aiding the 

milk man in bringing into the city dirty milk and puttng off the day to be 

hoped for, when milk would be sold so comparatively clean that it might 
be pasteurized. People ought to know in regard to the milk of Roch- 

ester, if there is only two grains in a quart of milk, that every year the 

population of Rochester are drinking three tons of liquid manure. We 

say that three tons of manure ought to be an absolute limit. We want 

the men to keep it on the farm. We don’t want it in the milk. Without 

going into detail, that is the main reason why, so far as I personally am 

concerned, that I have always fought pasteurization, because pasteuriza- 

tion to me was very similar to that plan of putting a little formaldehyde 
in the milk to enable the milk man to bring it into town without spoiling, 

or that he might sell it without purifying it.” 

Q. You spoke about welfare stations. Tell us about those welfare 

stations. 

A. In those stations in the first years, we pasteurized milk, as I 

say, but we gradually gave that up, because we felt that the milk was so 

dirty, that is, the general milk supply was so dirty—we could get clean 

milk in the city—if we gave to the people of Rochester the impress of 

our opinion that pasteurization was a desirable thing, we should then 

simply put off the day when milk would be clean enough to be favorably 

influenced by that kind of pasteurization, which should not be pasteuriza- 

tion for the sake of the milk man; but pasteurization for the sake of the 

family. 

©. Doctor, what is the object of pasteurizing milk? 

A. There are several objects. The first object of pasteurizing milk 

is to make the milk so it won’t spoil, and so the milk can sell. It is a 

milk man’s process. The next object to pasteurize milk is to prevent dis- 

semination of infectious diseases, typhoid particularly. And still an- 

other object is to prevent the multiplication of certain organisms which 

no doubt further and aid in the production of acute bowel diseases of 

children. Those are the general objects. But the first object of pas- 

teurizing—you don’t want to lose sight of the fact that the pasteurizing 
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of milk was first for the purpose of making bad milk keep so the milk- 
man could sell it. 

Q. The pasteurization of milk consists in heating to 145 Fahrenheit 
and keeping it there. 

A= I never attempted to jecabe it; but it is a sort of process— 

anything to heat the milk up to a temperature so the thing would keep 
in the beginning. 

©. But there is a standard temperature for pasteurization? 

A. There is a standard temperature for pasteurization. 

Q. 145 or 150 degrees which you have quoted? 

A. And that process of pasteurization carried out as a supple- 

mentary measure is of value. The sanitary safeguards thrown around 
milk is a highly desirable procedure. 

Q. Now, there are certain organisms that will not kill? 

Aa e2¥es..Sit: 

©. But the organisms which develop infectious diseases like typhoid 

and septic sore throat and scarlet fever, it will kill if it is raised to that 

heat? | 
A. We don’t know anything about scarlet fever, so we don’t know 

whether it will kill scarlet fever or not. It does affect typhoid, of course. 

Q. Now, you take the position, I understand, Doctor, that pasteur- 

ization is objectionable because dealers are likely to use it to cover up 

unsanitary milk and unsanitary conditions, to make dairy milk salable 

and more or less harmless? 

A. Yes, sir. I won’t subscribe to the latter part of that statement. 

If you mean the established method, a correct scientific method of pas- 

teurization, then I will subscribe to the latter part of your statement. 

Q. Then there is no objection to carrying out strict sanitary meas- 

ures, and also pasteurizing milk? 
A. Given strict sanitary measures and scientific pasteurization, of 

course. 

QO. What are proper sanitary conditions? 

A. I want as little cow manure—and every other city—as we can 

possibly find in it. As I said this morning, we ought not to have more 

than three-quarters of a ton of cow manure in our milk a year. 

Q. What are the effects of cow manure in the human system? 

A. I don’t think it has been determined. 

Q. It is a disgusting thought, isn’t it? 

A. Doubtless makes children sick. The poorer the care, the dirtier 

the milk. Clean milk and good care are rather companionable. Dirty 

milk and bad care—how much is due to dirty milk and bad care, and 

how much to clean milk and good care, nobody knows. 
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Q. There are various cities in this country about the size of Roch- 

ester or larger, that require that all milk should be pasteurized and sold 

as pasteurized milk? 

A. Yes, sir. There are certain provisions in the State Milk Law of 

New York State which provide for it. 

Q. That is required as to the supply of the City of New York? 

A. I don’t know. 

©. Philadelphia, how about that? 

A. I don’t know. I don’t know about the pasteurization require- 
ments relating to any city at the present time. 

Q. Has there ever been agitation in the City of Rochester that you 

have known of, to get such a requirement in force? 

A. Oh, yes. The milk ordinance of the City of Rochester is the 
milk statute of the state, the Statute of the State Department of Health, 

and that is complied with. Of course you know the State Department 

of Health has a splendid statute under which it graded milk, i. e., Grade 

“A” for Grade “A” people who had Grade ‘“‘A”’ pocketbooks; Grade “B” 

for Grade “B” people who had Grade “B” pocketboks; Grade “C” for 
Grade “C” people with Grade “C” pocketbooks. That is a fine ordinance. 

If you had Grade “A” water that would be Grade “A” water absolutely 

protected from typhoid, Grade “B”. would be some other kind of water. 
Grade “B” water would be the watér now fed to a lot of residents in the 

neighborhood of Manitou. I just saw a woman who had typhoid as a 

result of drinking the water down there. We should have a comparison 

betwen the milk graded in that way as in the case of water. A, B, C 
grades indicate degrees of wholesomeness. It indicates the degree of care 

which the milk has been put caeeuey and the degrees of care with which 

it has been handled. 

Q. How do you feel yourself about the sale of raw and pasteurized 

milk? ; 

A. Iam in favor of the sale of raw milk until such time as suffi- 

cient sanitary safeguards are thrown around milk to make it safe for pas- 

teurization. I have never been in favor of pasteurizing all kinds of milk 

as in the pasteurization craze which passed over Rochester. 

Q. If pasteurization does: do something towards rendering milk 

wholesome for human consumption, isn’t it a mistake to delay pasteuriza- 
tion of the milk? 

-A. I don’t think so. 

QO. “You advocate continuing sale of raw milk, which may contain 
those dangerous organisms which may be destroyed by pasteurization— 

to the people of Rochester? 

oAce Tadeo: 
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©. You would kill them? 

A. No, it might contaminate them. It may kill a lot more people, 

and it may put off the evil day, as it doubtless does. Witness this hear- 

ing. I don’t mean this is the evil day. This is one of the best milk days 

Rochester has had. 

Q. What do you think ought to be done, if anything, to the regula- 

tions here in Rochester in order to improve the supply of milk? 

A. Well, there are only some small though important changes in 

the regulations: those regulations for temperature, of the milk coming 

in; the regulation for a tubercular test; the better enforcement of the 

regulations relating to the cleanliness of dairies, so that one might bring 

it so that there were only two or three or ten per cent. that were below. 

Then, of course, the introduction of the ordinance for pasteurization. 

In order to clear up any doubt in the minds of the Health Officers 

of the State of New York as to what is meant by the term, “pasteuriza- 

tion,” and to remove any obstacle in the way of the adoption of pas- 

teurization based on the ground that there are no standards for this 

process, the State Health authorities define pasteurization as follows: 

“Regulation 12. Pasteurization. Except where a different standard of 

pasteuriaztion has been adopted previous to the lst day of September, 1914, by 

the local health authorities, no milk or cream shall be sold, or offered for sale, 

as pasteurized, unless it has been subjected to a temperature of 142 to 145 

degrees Fahrenheit for not less than thirty minutes, and no milk or cream 

which has been heated by any method shall be sold or offered for sale unless 

the heating conforms to the provisions of this regulation. 

After pasteurization, the milk or cream shall be immediately cooled and 

placed in clean containers andthe containers shall be immediately sealed. No 

milk or cream shall be pasteurized more than once. This regulation shall take 

effect throughout the State of New York, except in the City of New York, 

on the Ist day of January, 1916.” 

Consequently, since the 1st day of January, 1916, the heating of milk 

or cream by any other process than the process above designated has been 

illegal, and it is proper therefore to assume that, if other processes of 

heating have been used in Rochester, or in any other municipality, since 

January 1st, 1916, the same has been due to wilful neglect of the enforce- 

ment of the State regulations, either by milk dealers or local health 

officers. 

As previously stated, the City of Rochester has no milk regulations 

of its own. It has depended entirely upon the state regulations for the 
control of its milk supply. The attitude of the State Public Health 

authorities is one which makes it clear that cities of the first class are 

expected to pass regulations of their own which are most stringent than 

the state regulations. While the state authorities have given a clear 
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definition of pasteurization, yet the adoption of pasteurization by the 

cities of the state is entirely optional. Consequently, the fact that the 

City of Rochester has not adopted more stringent regulations since the 
state regulations were promulgated in November, 1914, and has not 

adopted any regulation requiring the pasteurization of milk since the state 
authorities defined pasteurization on the same date, is a responsibility rest- 

ing entirely on the shoulders of the public health authorities of the City 

of Rochester. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

In undertaking to make recommendations based on a survey of this 

kind, these recommendations would be expected to follow certain con- 

clusions drawn from the evidence presented. 

The material which has been collected in this report is of such a 
character that in each department of inquiry it seems to lead so obviously 
to certain conclusions that the director of this survey believes these con- 

clusions appear on the face of the evidence presented in the previous 

pages and that they are sufficiently plain to any intelligent reader. Con- 

sequently, no attempt will be made to draw up a complete list of con- 

clusions. 

The following recommendations are presented in the belief that the 

material of this report and the conclusions which are so obvious form a 

basis which must be recognized as justifying the recommendations here- 

with presented. 

These recommendations are divided into four parts as they apply to 

four groups of persons, viz., to the city authorities, to milk producers, to 

milk dealers, and to milk consumers. 

I 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO CITY AUTHORITIES 

1. It is recommended that immediate steps be taken to bring about 

the centralization of the business of milk distribution in the City of 

Rochester, on the ground that the present competitive sysem is a menace 

to public health because of insufficient sanitary care of the product, and 

because of unnecessary and excessive expenses. 

2. That the City of Rochester join with the City of New York and 

other cities of the State of New York in asking for legislation at Albany 

for the purpose of securing for the City of Rochester and other cities 

such additional legal powers as will enable the city to control the distribu- 

tion of milk, and that such legislation be asked for on the ground that such 

municipal control is necessary to properly safeguard public health. 

3. That, in particular, the City of Rochester ask for amendments 

to the City Charter which will give to the city the following powers: 

(a) Power to establish and operate a municipal milk distributing 

business under municipal auspices, and to purchase the property of exist- 

ing milk distributers if necessary. 

(b) Power to grant a franchise to a public service corporation for 

the distribution of milk and for municipal control of the same in respect 

to profits and prices and in all other respects necessary to protect the 

milk consumer against the abuse of power by such a corporation. 
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(c) Power to examine the books and accounts of all milk dealers 

distributing milk in the city, and to subpoena such books and such dealers 
for examination by designated city authorities when the interests of 
public health demand such examinations. 

(d) That the legal status of the director of the Bureau of Health 

of the City of Rochester should be made identical with the legal status of 

the health officers of the City of New York, the City of Buffalo, and 
other first-class cities, so that this bureau, in its administration, will not 

be independent in any way of its responsibilities to the city government. 

4. That, if the State Legislature will grant such powers for the 

control of the distribution of milk, any or all of these powers be made 

discretionary with the city and not mandatory. 

5. That the city shall exercise such powers only in the event that 

the system of milk distribution provided by the milk industry proves itself 

to be inadequate for the proper safeguarding of public health through the 

practice of insanitary or imperfect methods or uneconomical service. 

6. That the city authorities encourage the centralization of the 
business of milk distribution under the auspices of the present industry 
with the object of avoiding, if possible, the establishment of muncipal 

ownership through the securing of efficient service under private owner- 
ship. 

: 7. That the city immediately establish, as part of its sanitary code, 

milk ordinances and regulations suitable for a city of the first class, and 

in particular an ordinance requiring the pasteurization of all milk not 

produced from cows tuberculin tested and otherwise safeguarded against 

cattle diseases, human diseases and contamination, such requirements be- 

ing equivalent to the requirements for certified milk. 

8. That the city require the pasteurization of all milk used by public 
institutions and take steps to provide a milk supply adequate for the needs 

of all of the inmates of public institutions. 

9. That the city arrange to dispense milk through the public schools 

at cost, so that at least one half-pint bottle (one glass) of milk can be 

placed within reach of every school child every day at the school lunch 

hour, in accordance with the system in successful operation at the present 

time in the City of Seattle. 

10. That, under the auspices of the Board of Education, the weight 

and height of every school child be determined and recorded annually, 

preferably in one of the fall months, and that the relationship of the diet 

of the child, especially with respect to the drinking of milk, be also 

recorded with the purpose of determining the degree of undernourish- 

ment of school children and providing against such undernourishment. 
(The data secured on this subject under this survey, although 

meagre and incomplete, emphatically demonstrates the vital importance 
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of milk to the growing child and suggests the great benefits which can 

be secured through systematic recording of the children’s weight and 
height and steps to provide children with the milk required for their 
growing needs. In no other way can the city do so much for the welfare 

of its future citizens. ) 

11. That the city establish and maintain a sufficient number of 

infant milk depots, similar to those operated by the City of New York 

and elsewhere, for the dispensing of milk for infants and for children 

under school age to place within reach of the children of the poor, at a 

reasonable price, all milk required for such infants and children. These 

depots might be located in public schools or at other convenient points in 

the congested districts. The success of the New York infant milk depots 

justifies the City of Rochester in furnishing such a milk supply for infant 

feeding under such auspices. 

II 

RECOMMENDATIONS. TO MILK PRODUCERS 

1. It is recommended that the milk producers establish a milk 

factory for the handling of surplus milk, either in the City of Rochester 

or at some other convenient point. The milk producers’ organization 

should assume entire responsibility for all surplus milk. Through the 

centralization of the manufacture of surplus milk into milk products, a 

great saving in loss from surplus would result. 

The producers’ organization would then be in a position to furnish 

to the milk distributing concerns of Rochester exactly the quantity of 

fluid milk which the market demands and losses on surplus, due to lack 

of facilities for handling the same on the part of small dealers, would be 

entirely eliminated. In such a surplus factory the producers can control 

to better advantage the milk furnished by the individual members of their 

organization, making butter fat tests, milk measurements, and carrying 

out cooling and refrigeration much more effectively than is done under 

the present competitive system. 

2. That milk producers establish a centralized hauling oyster for 

hauling milk from dairy farms to the point of shipment, thus eliminating 

the numerous individual farmers’ wagons now engaged in such hauling. 

3. That milk producers eliminate as rapidly as possible dairy cows. 
which are unprofitable, by establishing throughout the milk producing 

territory cow testing associations which will include every milk producer. 

4. That milk producers increase the size of their herds as the quick- 

est means of reducing the cost of milk production. 

5. That the milk producers’ organization agree upon a standard 

type and size of milk can, and that all producers use the same type and 
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size of milk can, for the purpose of reducing the cost of handling milk 

cans and increasing the efficiency of the washing and sterilizing of milk 

cans. 

Ill 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO MILK DEALERS 

1. It is recommended that the milk dealers of the City of Roch- 

ester immediately take steps to centralize the business of milk distribution 

under their own auspices for the purpose of demonstrating to the City 

of Rochester that under such centralized system they can render to the 

city a service which will handle the product in such a sanitary and 

economical manner that their service will furnish satisfactory safeguards 
for the public health of the city. Only by rendering such efficient service 

as this can the milk distributers hope to retain the business of milk dis- 

tribution in the hands of private capital, and avoid the establishment by 

the city of complete municipal control. 

The advantages to be gained by the milk dealers under such cen- 

tralization, including economies in freight, hauling, plant operations, 

delivery, office charges, purchase of supplies, all other expenses, and 

administration charges, have been pointed out in detail in the previous 

pages in this report. 

IV 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO MILK CONSUMERS 

1. It is recommended that every parent or guardian of children 

secure not less than one quart of milk daily for the use of every growing 

child in the City of Rochester, and that those persons who are informed 

regarding the vital necessity of milk and other dairy products in the 

diet of the child make it their business to convey this information to those 

less well informed, and that, through women’s clubs and other consumers’ 

organizations, publicity be given to the food value of milk as compared 

with other food, even at present prices, and that all of the consumers of 

Rochester be.made to realize that there is no substitute for milk in the 

diet of the growing child. 
2. That milk consumers co-operate in reducing the loss on milk 

bottles by promptly returning to the milk dealer all milk bottles delivered 

to them, and that they also reduce the cost of bottle washing by return- 
ing the milk bottles in a cleanly condition. 

3. That milk consumers co-operate in reducing the cost of collect- 

ing milk accounts by promptly paying the milk dealer for all milk re- 
ceived. 

(In many cities of the United States and Canada a milk ticket system 
is used. The milk consumer pays cash for milk tickets in advance, thus 
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making the collection of milk accounts unnecessary. This system has 

many arguments in its favor in a city of the type of Rochester.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 70 THE CITY ASA WHOLE 

In considering the milk problem faced by the City of Rochester, 

there are certain aspects which affect the producer, distributor, consumer 

and city independently, and other aspects which affect these four groups 

of persons jointly. 

The excessive costs of milk distribution shown in the material pre- 

sented in this milk survey are costs which have grown up as a result of 

the competitive system. It must be recognized that the city itself is 

primarily responsible for the competitive system of milk distribution 

which now exists. 

Rochester is not alone in this responsibility, but the same is shared 

by all other cities of America which, by their antagonism to centralization 
and monopoly in the milk industry, have fostered within their limits the 

growth and development of the competitive system of milk distribution. 

Public attention which has now concerned itself in Rochester and 

other cities with the cost of milk and the relation of milk to public health 

has suddenly discovered this competitive system carries with it numer- 

ous unnecessary expenses. The remedy which is prescribed as a result 

of all milk surveys and all commissions and committees appointed to in- 
quire into the cost of milk distribution is, in every instance, centralization 

and monopoly. In short, the competitive system which the people them- 

selves have fostered and developed is now charged with the excessive cost 

of milk to the milk consumers, and held responsible for not providing 

milk at such prices as could be secured only under a monopoly. 

The attitude of the public mind toward the milk industry is there- 

fore inconsistent and unjust in that the remedy, viz., centralization and 
monopoly, which is universally prescribed, is a remedy which the indus- 
try itself has not been allowed to apply. Any efforts toward centraliza- 

tion and monopoly by the milk industry have been universally cried down 

by the public on the ground that the result would be a trust injurious to 
public welfare. 

The advantages of centralization and monopoly have become so 

obvious that the public has been entirely converted to the value of this 

remedy, and, in fact, convinced that centralization and monopoly con- 

stitutes the only remedy for reducing the cost of milk distribution. 

Before proceeding to apply such a remedy as this under municipal 

auspices, it would seem only fair and just to invite the milk industry itself 

to make a demonstration of the efficiency of its service to the public 

through the application of this remedy under its own auspices. 
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In three cities in America the milk industry has been tacitly per- 

mitted to adopt centralization to such an extent that monopolies are prac- 

tically in existence. These cities are: Calgary, Canada; Ottawa, Canada, 

and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. An examination of the conditions in these 

cities shows clearly that these milk monopolies have not taken undue 
advantage of their power, but have, as a matter of fact, rendered to the 

cities named a service unequaled by the milk industries of any other cities 

on this continent. In these three cities the cost of milk has been kept at 

the lowest point, and the dealers’ spread, or share of the milk price, has 

been lower than in any other cities. 

Consequently, in the City of Rochester, before proceeding to estab- 

lish a monopoly under municipal auspices, it would seem to be more 

consistent with purely American policies to permit the milk industry 

itself to apply the principle of centralization to the business of milk 

distribution, and to make a demonstration to the citizens of Rochester 

of the efficiency of the service which it can render under such central- 

ization. 
The business of milk distribution is highly specialized. Public 

ownership would furnish no guarantee of efficient service unless it could 

guarantee the same high degree of specialization which has already been 

developed in the present industry. Public ownership should be held in 

the background as a last resort. It should be applied only in the event 

that the industry itself proves incompetent to render efficient service. 

The proposition recently made by the executive officer of the largest 

milk company in the City of New York to the city authorities is one which 

deserves serious consideration by that city and by all other cities. This 

proposition is that a milk monopoly be organized by the milk distributers, 

but that the board of directors of such monopoly should include repre- 

sentatives of milk consumers and milk producers, and that a limitation of 

profits should be established, and that the books of the monopoly should 
be open to the public. This proposition has many features which would 

contribute to a satisfactory solution of the problem of milk distribution, 

and is a remedy which, in the opinion of the director of this survey, 

should be tried in advance of the application of municipal ownership. 

The milk monopoly, under private ownership, would be in the public 

interests only provided the public were properly safeguarded against the 
abuse of the additional power which the milk industry would thus secure. 
The only way in which such a power can be properly counterbalanced 

would be through the securing of such additional legal powers by the 
city itself that the city can at any time control such monopoly and take 
over the business of milk distribution under its own auspices. 

Therefore, the director of this survey, recommends that these two 
movements be inaugurated hand in hand. On the one hand the estab- 
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lishment of centralization under the auspices of the industry, and on the 
other hand the securing by the city of such additional legal powers as 

will effectively curb and control the action of such monopoly, with the 
ultimate purpose in the background of taking over the entire industry of 
milk distribution by the city in the event that the service rendered by the 
monopoly proves inadequate for the safeguarding of public health. 

The reorganization of the milk industry from the competitive system 
which now exists to a centralized system will necessarily require extensive 

readjustments and at least several months of time in order to prevent 
unnecessary losses and to do justice to all business concerns. 

The city authorities should allow a reasonable length of time for 
such a reorganization to be accomplished. If, after the expiration of 

such time, the industry shows no inclination to bring about such a reor- 

ganization, it will be proper for the city authorities to consider the cen- 
tralization of the industry under its own auspices. 

The feeding of infants and children presents a special problem. In 
order to place sufficient milk within reach of every growing child, the 
municipality is justified in going into this branch of the milk business 

under municipal auspices. The best channels for milk distribution to 

children and infants are the public schools and infant milk depots. 

It is, therefore, recommended that the City of Rochester take im- 

mediate steps for municipal milk distribution for children and infants 
through the public schools and other infant milk stations. 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE 
OF THE COMMON COUNCIL 

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 23, 1919. 

To the Honorable, the Common Council of the City of Rochester: 
Gentlemen—Your Public Safety Committee whom you directed by ordinance 

duly passed on the 22d day of April, 1919, to inquire into the several matters per- 
taining to the production and distribution of milk as affecting the City of Rochester, 
as more specifically set forth in the resolution which is hereinafter contained, do 
respectfully report as follows: - 

Your committee, upon authority granted by the Board of Estimate and Appor- 
tionment, employed Dr. Charles E. North of New York City, as director of the 
investigation, and such other assistants as he recommended. Much valuable assist- 
ance was given by organizations and individuals particularly interested in the 
subject, to all of whom the committee feels deeply indebted. 

Examination on the ground was made of about one hundred and fifty pro- 

ducers of milk shipped to the City of Rochester, in various localities, with a view 

to ascertaining what it actually costs to produce the milk. A careful survey was 

made of the plant and business of each dealer distributing milk within the City of 

Rochester, for the purpose of determining the actual cost of milk distribution 

within our city limits. 

Laboratory tests were made by the Committee’s experts, of many samples of 

milk sold in the city and a careful inquiry was conducted into the character, 

quality and amount of milk and its products used in various institutions in the 

city and in private homes as well. 

The results of the investigation are submitted herewith in the form of tabula- 

tions and explanatory comment appropriately grouped in chapters. 
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Your committee sought to afford every party interested an opportunity to state 
and prove his case, and determined from the outset to learn and permanently record 
for the benefit of the people of Rochester the truth in respect to every phase of 
the milk question, and thus to arrive at and establish a basis for any action which 
it might hereafter be deemed advisable to take. Your committee feels that this 
has been fully accomplished. 

Dr. North was asked to prepare and submit such recommendations as he 
wished to make after concluding the investigation. These recommendations appear 
at the foot of the report. As to the suggestion that the City seek legislative author- 
ity to grant a franchise to a public service corporation for the distribution of milk, 
your committee is advised that the distribution of milk is not and may not properly 
be considered a public utility to be the subject of a franchise, but your committee 
concurs in the recommendation to secure all possible proper legislative authority 
for the direction and control of the distribution of milk. 

Your committee finds and respectfully reports that it is not expedient for the 
City to attempt the purchase and distribution by the City of Rochester of all milk 
used within its limits at this time. 

It must be borne in mind that having once embarked upon such an enterprise 
which would involve the expenditure of upwards of a million dollars, the City 
could not abandon the project but would be obliged to continue whether it suc- 
ceeded or not. In other words, it is not a matter in which experiment is possible. 
Our investigation has disclosed that centralization of milk distribution will result 
in important economies which would accrue to the financial benefit of the con- 
sumers of milk by lowering the price to them. There is, however, no reason why 
such centralization may not be carried out by private individual effort, and your 
committee is of the opinion that the City of Rochester should attempt to secure 
this before attempting municipal ownership. 

To produce the milk now consumed in the City of. Rochester on municipally 
owned farms would require the expenditure of about twenty million dollars for 
land alone. Your committee has been unable to find that the City of Rochester 
would be able to lower the cost of production by this method, and therefore reports 
that to enter upon such a course would not be expedient. 

Your committee respectfully recommends the adoption and rigid enforcement of 
ordinances prohibiting the retail sale of milk or cream within the city limits other- 
wise than in carefully closed containers, filled before being loaded for delivery, 
and requiring that all milk and cream sold at wholesale be contained in sealed cans 
or other containers. 

Your committee further respectfully recommends the adoption and rigid en- 
forcement of an ordinance requiring the proper pasteurization under municipal 
inspection and control, of all milk and cream sold in the City of Rochester, except 
certified and grade A milk, and that such ordinance take effect at the end of such 
a period as will afford reasonable opportunity for dealers to arrange their equip- 
ment accordingly. 

The weighing and measuring of children in the public schools is regularly. 
carried out during the year under the direction of the Health Officer, and is now 
being done. Your committee procured other data in respect to race, sex, milk-diet, 
etc., through the Department of Education, but a complete tabulation cannot be 
had until the weighing and measuring has been completed, and we have been able 
to include in this report only one table. 

We respectfully recommend that when the weighing and measuring for the 
present school year shall have been finished, the tabulation be completed and made 
available for reference. 

Your committee further respectfully recommends that its report be printed and 
bound so as to be available to all properly interested persons and organizations 
with such arrangements and restrictions in respect to distribution either gratis or 
by sale as your honorable body shall deem wise. 

Respectfully submitted, 

GEORGE B. HART, 
Be Be WAP PERE, 
JOEINVARUSSEEIA 
LINDEN STEELSMITH, 
MARTIN B. O’NEIL, 

Public Safety Committee of the Common Council. 
= 
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